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INTRO & DISCLAIMER
This is the part where I attempt to explain what Wordplay is, rationalize and justify its existence, and manipulate your attitude about the material. Specifically, try to really lower your expectations, so there's a chance later on you'll actually be impressed. In other words, you can skip this page, and go straight on to the Wordplay columns' Table of Contents if you want to. You've already seen the basic message: WELCOME!

Writing about writing You can't teach writing. I know it, and you know it. So why a website devoted to a bunch of columns on writing screenplays? Well, money, of course. Except... there's no charge for accessing this site, and no fee for downloading the columns. They are yours if you want them; I only ask that if you reprint or repost them, please keep my name on them. But there's no thousand dollar cassette series to buy, and I don't want you to send me your scripts for my professional analysis for just $150.00.
You want to come visit here, be my guest, have fun. It's free.
Okay, so it must be ego.
Mine, specifically. My big ego.
Those who know me would say that's definitely a possibility.
Except... deep down, I know that time spent writing 'how-to' columns isn't real writing, it's a way of avoiding writing. And it doesn't show me in a particularly favorable light (no offense to Syd Field, Linda Seeger, Jack Truby, et al). But I know the reader can't help but wonder, if I know so damn much about screenplays, why don't I just go write the next Academy Award-winning script? (Answer: because it's really, really hard.) I'm well aware of the "Those who can, do, those who can't, teach" maxim. Writing about writing is, in a way, an admission of defeat.
So if writing can't be taught, I make zero money out of this, and it makes me look silly, why do it?
Writing can't be taught.
But it can be learned.
And dammit, I'm going to figure it out.
Writing these essays causes me to focus on different aspects of the craft, analyze them, and truly figure out my thoughts and opinions. This is my way of learning. After all, you can't tell something to somebody if you don't have anything to say. Writing a column on screenwriting makes me concentrate on the art with a discipline that would be hard to achieve otherwise. Especially while working full-time as a screenwriter.
Or, to use another favorite quote: "You teach best what you most need to learn."
And... okay, it's fun, too.
And... okay, so I get to meet lots of neat people along the way (many of whom keep asking for more columns!).
And... finally, when I was just starting out, this is exactly the sort of information I thought should exist for new writers. But it didn't.
Now it does.
Though I never thought I'd be the one who would write it!

Follywood refugees "Wordplay" began in 1995 as a weekly column in the old Follywood section of America Online, an offshoot of the very popular and successful MOTLEY FOOL investment forum. The deal was, I submitted a column every week, and oversaw a message board, and got unlimited free use of AOL in return. (This was back in the olden days, before the advent of the flat-rate fee.) The column was originally designed to run 52 weeks, the total series amounting to an online course covering the essentials of screenwriting.
Well, despite the column's brilliance, Follywood was discontinued due to lack of use, and Wordplay was orphaned at week number 32.
So, to all the readers from the old Follywood days who have made their way here, WELCOME BACK! Your response is why Wordplay exists.
I realize previous readers will likely be disappointed we're starting the run of columns over again. After all, people want new information, and they want the series to be completed. But to those readers, I offer the following:
1. There are new columns interspersed with the reposted ones.
2. All previous columns have been revised and polished. (Written, as they were, under deadline, many of them did get a bit ragged, and needed editing.)
3. New material is archived... interviews, screenplays, text files, etc.
4. We've put together an entire Letters section where you'll find answers to readers' questions.
5. Guest columns by Industry Pros are always in the works. (Pros, if you want to 'do a Wordplay,' drop me an e-mail!)
6. We've set up a couple of message boards for readers to discuss screenwriting and post general questions -- the Columns and Letters Forums.
The idea is to have a Website that continues to be useful beyond just the columns.

So, what's 'Wordplay'?
No bones about it, this column is for beginners. As my writing partner, Ted Elliott, once brilliantly observed: "Theory is only useful as a diagnostic tool." If you've got it all figured out, if your writing is happening, then you don't need to be here.
This site isn't about writing that inspired, Academy Award-winning screenplay (you could argue that it might even prohibit the effort, as would any attempt to formalize the writing process). If anything, this site is about discovery -- that search to find one or two tools or techniques that are in fact helpful in the terrible, terrific effort it takes to complete a script.
When I was a kid I studied magic -- card tricks, coin tricks, mostly close-up, sleight-of-hand stuff. So I read a lot of books on magic, the ones that let you in on THE SECRET. There was always the part about how the effect looked to the audience, and then the behind-the-scenes, in-the-know part, the actual SECRET technique on how it was done. For magic instruction, there wasn't any way around it -- you either gave away the secret, or you didn't.
So it's always frustrated me when, in interviews, columns, or even how-to essays, professionals would always avoid sharing the actual experience of things, the actual process by which stuff gets done. The actual essence of whatever it is they do. Whether it is sports or the arts or technical expertise, the pro would always talk in general terms about working hard, focusing, sacrificing, whatever. But they wouldn't say how EXACTLY they did it, what is step one, what is step two, what is going through their mind at the time, etc.
I want to know the SECRET, dammit!
So I think my sensibilities for writing about screenwriting come from that early influence of reading books on magic.
Simply put, these columns are about giving away secrets. Professional secrets. As many as I can find and write down.
My rule is for each column to try to have at least one bit of practical, useful advice. A technique, or a new way of thinking about writing, weighted specifically toward making a sale to Hollywood.
It's definitely a lot harder to try to provide useful content. And I won't claim that any single idea here may be of huge significance. But taken as a whole, I do believe that the reader will come away with a better understanding of the business of screenwriting today.
As your career continues and you grow as a writer, maybe that Academy Award-winning script will come. But the first goal is to learn the basics, enough to get into the game. You're a beginning writer, you want to make a sale, get an assignment, be able to quit that day job, and spend your total energies learning how to write.
Wordplay is designed to help do that.

How to use the Wordplay columns
Okay, let me put a final spin on how a writer starting out can approach this material. Here's one way to go: be extraordinarily talented, glance through this stuff, laugh with disdain, and go on to write a spectacular script on your own. (This method is highly recommended.)
Another approach: read all the columns, and do exactly what they say. The only problem with this is that it is doomed to fail. A slightly better technique would be to read all the columns and do the exact opposite of what they suggest.
But what you really should do is this: read the information with a critical eye. Adopt what you think makes sense, ignore the ideas that seem wonky. Use the material as a challenge, a springboard for your own critical thinking. Do the opposite when you want, break the rules when you want, find power in playing with the conventions.
It's a bit ironic, yes, but all the stuff here is important to know, yet designed to be thrown away.
Because in the end, we know that artistic excellence will never come from Truby, or Syd Field, or the Script Doctor, or Wordplay. Artistic excellence springs from the soul of the writer, and is a fortunate combination of inspiration, passion, personality, experience, vision, talent and craft.
Good luck!
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01 A FOOT IN THE DOOR
So hey, here's the deal.
I get paid to write screenplays. It's a deeply satisfying job, with absurdly high pay and lots of vacation time. You get to hang out with people who are talented, and people who are famous. Some are even both. There's the opportunity to travel. Heck, there's even the opportunity -- in some small way -- to Make a Difference. To promote the Forces of Good. To maybe leave a few muddy footprints in the cinematic Sands of Time.
In short, heck, it's a dream job, the best job in the world. A job any Fool would want.
I'm here to tell you how to get it.
That's the purpose of this column. If you've got a cousin who's a creative executive at TriStar and can get you onto an open assignment, this column is not for you. If you're an independent filmmaker with the resources to shoot your own script, this column is not for you. If you want to write high art that nobody can understand, this column is not for you.
But if you write screenplays and want to sell one to Hollywood, I'm your man. I want to help you make a sale, get an assignment, get into the game. I'll try to mark off some of the common pitfalls of the business so you won't fall in and don't have to waste time climbing out. My writing partner, Ted Elliott, and I struggled for five years trying to get our first paycheck and that elusive Writer's Guild card. I'd like to think that, by reading this column, a writer could cut that time at least in half.
Along the way I'll throw in information not commonly available from other sources. Like how to write for animation. Like how much money you can expect to make on your first deal -- and after your first hit. Like who the best agents are, and the worst executives. Like the many ways to cheat your script's page count. Every little trick of the trade and theory I've collected over the past ten years, provided here to help you get a foot in the door.
Sound good?
Okay. Let's get to work.
Here's a little scenario I want you to visualize. I call it "The Warner Bros. Hallway Test." Fix these following scenes in your mind -- because if you're going to be a successful screenwriter, you must pass this test:
Burbank, California. The Warner Bros. film studio. Big trees, old Hollywood-style buildings. Stifling valley heat and throat-tightening smog. Porsches and Jaguars parked in the circular drive. The lawn is very green.
Inside, a guard sits in the foyer, greeting visitors as they step in from the bright sunlight. It is cooler in here. Behind the guard station is a stairway you're not allowed to climb. To your left is a hallway.
Now, this hallway is very important.
Lining the walls are huge photographs from classic motion pictures, blown up from the original 35mm frame to life-size. In the first one, Humphrey Bogart holds a gun on Peter Lorre. Also lining the walls are doorways, most of the doors open, most with secretaries inside.
Only they're not called secretaries -- they're called 'assistants' or 'managers of development;' sometimes they're just called 'readers.' In fact, if you slip by the guard, and go down to the third door on the right, and peek inside, there's a woman there, reading a screenplay.
Your screenplay.
Her name is Francine, and right now she's on about page 42... which is pretty good, considering that her phone rings about every 30 seconds... and she's in the middle of revising her bosses' upcoming New York itinerary, tracking down agents and juggling about a billion other important details. But right now, the important thing to you is that Francine is also reading your script.
Quick, back out to the hallway. Coming this way is your typical development executive, or 'vice-president in charge of creative affairs.' We'll call this one Larry. Larry's an affable guy, dresses well, and knows the value of a good screenplay. His career was made when he plucked a spec script out of the slush pile, attached a big star to it, and the film got made and become a major hit.
Larry needs another screenplay.
At his side is a bearded, bespectacled guy, wearing loose clothes, carrying a leather backpack. He's a 'hot' director -- we'll call him Tim -- fresh out of film school. Tim is known to be 'visually very creative' which is another way of saying he can film but he can't write.
Tim, too, needs a screenplay.
So Larry and Tim reach Francine's doorway, stick their heads in, maybe ask for a Diet Coke. Larry -- his producer radar ever on alert -- notices that she's reading a screenplay. "So what's it about?" he asks.
Now I relate this scene in such elaborate detail because it is precisely at this moment that your screenwriting career will be made or broken. Also because the scene is so typical, it could be played out literally a hundred times with your script, in a hundred similar situations.
Here's what's going to happen. Francine is going to relate your screenplay's premise in one or two sentences. And Larry and Tim are going to be either interested, or not. And, depending on which reaction they have, that's how your career will go.
What you would really like Francine to say next is something like:
"It's cool. Medical students induce near-death experiences to investigate the afterlife."
Or perhaps:
"It's funny. Psychic investigators open a ghost extermination business in New York City."
Or even:
"It's called COOTIES. A boy gets cooties, starts to turn into a girl. He has to kiss a certain girl in order to cure himself."
Any of these and Larry will then ask "Is there a producer attached to it yet?" and Tim will say "Who's directing it? Put me on the list, will you? And send me a copy." And then Larry will say "Who wrote it? Let's meet them. Let's get them in and see if they have any other ideas. Have their agent call me."
Now, keep in mind that neither one has even read the script. They may never read the script. All this happens on the basis of just hearing the premise.
Oh. And this is what you don't want Francine to say when she describes your screenplay: "I'm not quite sure. Seems to be a murder mystery, but the lead character hasn't done very much yet."
Because now Larry and Tim are wandering back down the hall with their Diet Cokes, the script will get covered, the coverage will go into the file, and that's that.
The Warner Bros. Hallway Test. It's brutal, and it illustrates a simple point:
As a screenwriter, your choice of film premise is your calling card. Not your witty dialog, not your clever descriptions. Not your knowledge of structure and subplot and subtext.
The very first decision you make as a writer -- 'what is my film about?' -- will define your creative instincts in the eyes of the industry. Like actors and directors, you will always be known by the projects you pick (or in this case, by the projects you initiate).
You must -- you MUST -- choose well.
Most aspiring screenwriters simply don't spend enough time choosing their concept. It's by far the most common mistake I see in spec scripts. The writer has lost the race right from the gate. Months -- sometimes years -- are lost trying to elevate a film idea that by its nature probably had no hope of ever becoming a movie.
Next column, I'll describe how Ted and I analyze film ideas. I'll introduce the phrase 'strange attractor' -- a useful little conceit of ours.
Trust me, you need to know what a strange attractor is.
You need one for your screenplay.
You need to keep reading Wordplay!

02 STRANGE ATTRACTOR
Okay. Let's get to work.
As a screenwriter and novice film producer, people send me screenplays. Like everyone else in town, I'd love to find that next great script, discover that next great talent. And having read and commented on several hundred scripts, let me tell you the single most common problem I've found:
Lack of a good concept.
Very often the screenwriter has picked, right from the start, a concept that even in its best form isn't the type of story that sells to Hollywood.
It gets frustrating. There I would sit, reading a screenplay in which the structure, characters, dialogue, and descriptions were all passable... even, in some cases, very good. And yet, in my heart, I knew that there was virtually no way the screenplay would ever sell, let alone get made. It was doubly frustrating because it was hard to explain exactly why it wouldn't sell. All I could say was that the original idea for the film was lacking in some way. In what way? I didn't have a word for it --
But now I do.
I made one up. Stole a phrase, actually, from fractal geometry. This mysterious 'thing' that most spec screenplays need is... the STRANGE ATTRACTOR.
 What it is -- and why you need it
I know this sounds a bit silly, but bear with me. Put 'strange' (meaning 'unique') and 'attractor' (from 'attractive,' meaning 'compelling') together and you get 'strange attractor,' or 'something unique that is also compelling.'
Which is just a quick way of saying that the concept of your movie should be unique -- something that hasn't been done before -- and at the same time, it must 'attract' people to it. There must be some aspect that is compelling, enticing, and intriguing. Some element that is so inventive, so alluring, it has people in Hollywood kicking themselves for not thinking of it first. Kicking themselves so hard, in fact, that they're willing to give you lots of money because you did think of it first.
You could call it a hook, or a gimmick, or a twist. Hollywood sometimes calls it a 'high concept' -- an idea for a movie that can be stated in one or two sentences. You could substitute 'high concept' for 'strange attractor,' but I think strange attractor is more precise. What good is a short, simple idea for a movie if it doesn't also attract people? For example:
A man wrongly convicted of murder runs his investigation from the confines of his jail cell.
Okay, this is mildly intriguing. You could use this 'high concept' to write a screenplay. It might turn out to be the springboard for a good movie -- but a lot depends on the execution, all the way down the line. But even granting that a film did eventually get made, and made well, it still could be a tough sell to an audience.
So from a studio, or 'development' perspective, then, this 'high concept' is not likely to generate a lot of excitement... or enter into the industry for the beginning screenwriter.
An idea that's marginally better (in a purely commercial, make-a- sale-to-Hollywood sense) is:
A man wrongly convicted of murder learns to astral-project himself out of his jail cell; he must locate the real killer in order to clear his name.
(Hey, you didn't think I could afford to publish my best story ideas here, did you?) Still, as hokey as this sounds, at least it has an identifiable strange attractor -- the gimmick of leaving jail through astral projection. Perhaps it could be done as a comedy, with nice thematic statements about freedom and overcoming limitations. You get the idea, even with the above arguably bad example. Here are some better ones:
"A teenager is mistakenly sent into the past, where he must make sure his mother and father meet and fall in love; he then has to get back to the future."
"A group of ex-psychic investigators start a commercial ghost extermination business in New York City."
"A defense attorney falls in love with her client. As the trial progresses, she doesn't know if she's sleeping with an innocent man, or a murderer."
"A rotten kid captures the monster under the bed. He gets seduced into the dark underworld, to the point where he almost becomes a monster himself."
"A guy writes a letter breaking up with his girlfriend, sends it OVERNIGHT EXPRESS. He changes his mind, chases the letter across country, and falls in love along the way."
There is a certain 'aha' that comes with these last ideas. You get the feeling that exploring them will lead to interesting situations, and compelling drama.
A good attractor must do just that -- intrigue people, appeal to people. The best ones explore a bit of the human condition that is specific, universal, and (if possible) has never been done before.
Okay, now. Perhaps you're wondering -- is this really necessary? When is this guy going to start talking about writing screenplays? I must emphasize --
YES THIS IS NECESSARY.
Especially for the first time writer. After all, just consider what you're trying to do. You want:
-- a producer to spend perhaps three years of his life getting your project made;
-- development people to like your idea, and to pick it out of the thousands of screenplays they receive every year;
-- a director to feel it's worth being one of the few films he will direct in his career;
-- a studio executive to risk millions of dollars making the film, then spend millions more promoting it;
-- critics to think it's good, compared to other films made that year, and all other films that have ever been made;
-- millions of people all over the world to spend money to go see the film, maybe even more than once. And to tell their friends how wonderful it is. And to rent it on video, and watch it on cable.
To do all that, you'd better design an attractor into your movie. You need to know exactly what it is. You should be able to point to it and talk about it, the same way you talk about characters and theme and plot.
The strange attractor.
Don't start writing a spec script without one.
Next we'll talk about how you can come up with one of your very own.

03 BEACHCOMBING
The thing I love about good film concepts is how obvious they are -- in retrospect. Take APOLLO 13. What actor wouldn't want to put on one of those space suits? A sure sale. INDECENT PROPOSAL -- would you break your marriage vows for a million dollars? Interesting. Hey, what if CUPID couldn't perform his duties because he's fallen in love with one of his intended prey? Cool. Regardless of the relative merits of these films, the premises have an obvious, clear appeal.
It's as if thousands of people in Hollywood are combing the beach for that next great film idea, magnifying glasses out, checking every facet on every tiny grain of sand they come across. And then somebody points at a big, beautiful conch shell laying right out in the bright sun and says, "Hey, let's make that!" You look at that big glorious pink and white crustacean and can't believe you missed it.
In the "Strange Attractor" column, I described a different way of thinking about film concepts. I emphasized the importance of choosing a concept that 'attracts' people.
But how do you do it?
Here's the best help I can give. I think that these kinds of concepts have some common qualities. And that knowing their common qualities can make them a little easier to locate.
Like spotting one of those conch shells.
So here's my current list of the attributes for a good, solid, Hollywood-style salable film concept:
A. Larger World Revealed
Thematically, often the best film concepts show the world to be a larger, more magical, more complex place than is commonly believed. Or the story reveals how much larger, more magical and more complex the human spirit is than is commonly believed.
B. Universal-ness
Many solid concepts in some way have to do with experiences we all share -- even phrases we're all familiar with. For example: fear of the monster under the bed. The desire, when young, to be BIG.
Now, these tend to be hard to come up with, because a) they're so common they're too obvious to see; or b) they're so obvious to see they've been done to death.
C. Classic Echoes
Many popular films utilize -- and can even be developed out of -- themes from classic drama. You know you're onto something when you start finding echoes of classic themes in your storyline.
Take BABE, which opened to critical and popular acclaim. There are elements and echoes of Watership Down, Animal Farm, Grimm's Fairy Tales -- even Rocky. The story deals with issues of self-identity, self-worth, class structure, and fate. Not bad for a talking-pig family film.
D. Implies a Situation
In many cases the concept is a situation... and in resolving that situation, you get your sequences for Acts II and III.
Say a New York cop finds himself trapped in an L.A. high-rise, where thirty people are being held hostage. The resolution of this situation becomes the sequences of the film.
Another example: the situation of a kid who finds himself HOME ALONE, and must defend his house against burglars. The sequences are implied in the concept: forgetting the kid, the comic defense of the home, the parents rushing to the rescue, etc.
E. Behind the Scenes
Audiences like to be 'in the know.' It's fun to go to a film, and come away with some special knowledge; knowledge that people who didn't go to the film don't get to have.
For example: THE CANDIDATE shows us the inside story behind winning an election. BULL DURHAM is set in the world of minor league baseball. TOP GUN utilizes the naval jet-fighter training center. Other films noted for their effective utilization of unique settings & subjects: DOWNHILL RACER; DELIVERANCE; ALIENS; WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT?
It seems almost that most good films take us to places (and situations) where we cannot otherwise go. Your film idea is probably very good if it takes you into a neat, interesting place ... and then allows you to reveal the 'inside' or 'true' nature of that place.
F. Good Roles (and Good Titles)
Many times a good film concept will imply a good role for an actor. If Tom Hanks reads your script, wants to play the role of the guy who falls in love with the fish, you're in great shape. Also, strong concept tend to be fairly simple, and so they often can be implied in their titles: GHOSTBUSTERS, BIG, BACK TO THE FUTURE, etc. It's of crucial importance to have a good title -- a subject I'd like to cover at length in a future column.
Sometimes the concept is to do a reversal on some aspect of an established genre ('only this time, the ghosts have to exorcise the people!'). Then again, sometimes an entire genre is re-worked with a series of new ideas ... thus 'updating' or 'reviving' the genre for a whole new generation of filmgoers. RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, BODY HEAT, and STAR WARS all fall into this category.
A word of caution: this sort of attractive concept is very difficult to do, takes a massive amount of inspired work, and demands a huge amount of talent.
H. Concept Cannot Be Done Again
Science fiction writer Harlan Ellison pointed out that one of the defining attributes of a good 'high concept' was that once it was done, the idea was fully defined and explored, and nobody could do it again.
When SPLASH was in the works, it precluded anyone from doing a mermaid romance for a while. When Jan De Bont's TWISTER went into production this summer, that noise you heard was the collective THUMP of the thirty other tornado projects in town being dumped into the trash.
(Actually, different films can be made with the same basic concept -- BIG, VICE-VERSA, LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON, and EIGHTEEN AGAIN, for example -- but only, it seems, if they all go into production at once!)
I. Known Elements
Good film concepts tend to utilize elements that already exist within the awareness of the audience.
For example: a writer was pitching a story to me recently, along the lines of: "Magical chimney fairies steal a child's favourite napkin, and take it to the lost land of Maypole. The kid travels on a backwards bicycle to the magical land, and gets his napkin back."
I was trying to figure out what was wrong with this. After all, Winnie the Pooh has elements just as fanciful, as do films like MARY POPPINS and STAR WARS. Then again, those weren't spec script sales. It finally hit me -- none of those elements pre-existed in my mind, which made connecting to each one an effort.
I've heard of fairies, but not any that live in chimneys. Since when do kids fall in love with their napkins? This falls outside my realm of experience. Similarly, the 'Lost Land of Maypole' and the 'Backwards Bicycle' are unknown elements.
In contrast, consider the individual elements in the film LIAR, LIAR: A kid (I get that) makes a birthday wish (okay) that his father, a lying untrustworthy lawyer (that's easy to believe) has to tell the truth (uh-huh) for twenty-four hours. Each of these elements is familiar -- they already exist in my head, ready for the filmmaker to manipulate. The overall concept can then be easily promoted, marketed, or advertised, as there exists in the audience an awareness that can be reached. (This may be what executives mean when they say they want something new and different, but also time-tested and proven.)
Knowing these attributes, I hope, should help in discovering that next great film idea. If you already have an idea that fits most or all of the above, great, you're probably on the right track.
If you've given it some effort and still don't have a film idea you're happy with, here are some more tricks you can use:
1. Read. Seriously. Read lots and lots. Reading leads to knowledge of a genre. And it's knowledge of the genre that allows you to create variations on the genre -- variations that haven't been done before. And it allows you to potentially --
2. Option material. This seems obvious but is commonly overlooked. If you do locate a book or article to adapt into a movie, already you've set yourself apart from 95% of the aspiring screenwriters in the world. Reason enough alone to do it, perhaps. Keep in mind that studios are more comfortable if your concept has already proven itself in book form.
3. Juxtapose genres. Take the very successful drama X-Files and imagine it as a comedy, and you get something along the lines of MEN IN BLACK from Columbia, directed by Barry Sonnenfeld.
4. Transpose/update settings. OUTLAND was pretty much HIGH NOON in outer space. Steve Martin's ROXANNE was a wonderful re-telling of the CYRANO story. If he can do it, so can you.
5. Push your idea all the way. Many screenwriters come up with just half an idea, then stop. Most spec scripts which end on page 110 actually should end on page 35 -- because that's all the story that's really there; it's just been dragged out to fill the page requirement. Try telling the story you've told in 110 pages in 35. That'd be thirty five great pages! Then keep going at that pace. Going past the obvious ending can sometimes leads to that unique twist.
6. Kill your babies. All writers have pet ideas. The trick is to not get stuck on one. Write the damn thing, get it out of your system. If it's great it will sell, if not, then get onto the next thing. You're not going to stumble on that career-making concept if you keep revising the same pet idea for five years. (I've seen this happen.)
7. Write from love and passion. Forget what you think are commercial considerations. What do you love? To do, to study, to think about, and talk about? Whether it's cave-diving or model trains, cross-dressing or particle physics, your passion is often the best guide to your most unique and powerful work. Ironically, the unique, non-commercial aspects of a project are often what make it commercially valuable.
Okay. That should help get you started.
So. How do you know when you've actually got that great concept, and are on the right track? Here's a clue: other writers hear your idea, and give you black looks. You get several offers to co-write it. Another clue: producers return your calls. Still another clue: agents return your calls. And best way to truly know that you've got a good film concept: Your screenplay sells!

04 STEAL THIS COLUMN
This really happened.
I met a guy in one of the AOL chat rooms. He works in town as a stunt man, which I thought was cool, and he thought it was cool that I work as a screenwriter. Turned out that just as everyone in Los Angeles is supposed to have a screenplay, he had his, and he wanted me to read it.
The concept sounded decent, worth reading, worth taking the time to fight cross-town traffic and meet in a dim, crowded bar. I'd asked him to send the script in the mail, but he didn't want to. "After all," he said over the phone, "I don't really know who you are. We met by chance on the computer. How do I know if you're trustworthy?"
So, hey, cool, we met for lunch, partly for him to get to know me, but mainly for me to pick up his script to read. After the usual chit-chat, he handed the script over. I asked if he intended it as a writing sample or a spec script. He looked confused.
I explained that some writers used their work as writing samples to target writing assignments, while others are more focused on trying for the big bidding-war-type spec-script sale.
"Oh," he said. "I don't really want to be a screenwriter, I figure it's just a good way for me to break into the business."
That's red flag number one, for those of you keeping score at home.
I glanced at the date on the script: some month in mid-1990. I asked him about it.
"Yeah," he said sheepishly. "You wouldn't believe how many times I've re-written this thing."
Red flag number two, and a biggie -- the Writer Who Gets Obsessed With One Single Pet Idea.
"But I do have another concept, if you're interested," he said, and proceeded to describe a murder-mystery plot involving identical triplets. Meanwhile, I glanced at the first page of the script. Wrong format, of course. Wrong typeface, wrong layout. Red flags everywhere, snapping in the breeze.
He noticed my perusal of his script. "By the way, the ending on that version really sucks," he cautioned. "I've written a whole new act three that's a lot better."
My confusion must have showed. "I'm curious," I said uncertainly, "why I've just been given the bad version."
He gave me a sly look. "I really don't know anything about you. If you decide to steal this, then at least I know you're stealing the version that sucks."
Yup, really happened, swear to God.
Now, this writer was obviously doing a lot of things wrong, several of which could conceivably provide inspiration for a column. But I want to focus on just one misstep: his fear that someone in Hollywood was going to rip off his great screenplay.
The topic, if you haven't guessed already, is plagiarism.
To get noticed, you've got to put your work out there, but the more you put it out there, the less you can control -- or even document -- who has access to it. And the better your screenplay is, the quicker those copy machines gear up, and the faster the sucker get spread out all over town.
So how can you protect yourself?
First, a quick run-through of the basics: yes, register your screenplay with the Writer's Guild. First drafts preferred -- you can always add the revised versions as you go along. Yes, keep track of all submissions, log phone calls, and maintain a paper trail whenever possible. No, you don't have to register the script to copyright it -- or put that cute little &copy; on it -- legally, it's copyrighted the second you write it. Yes, there are advantages to registration with the Copyright Office; it establishes a public record, and in an infringement suit, allows you to sue for statutory damages and attorney's fees. No, you can't copyright a title -- but titles can be trademarked, and the MPAA has a way of registering intended use of a title, if you're at all close to production. Yes, there is the persistent rumour that you send a copy of your screenplay by registered mail and not open it to insure the date of authorship, but no, I've never heard of anyone actually doing this. Yes, there are other registration services than the Writer's Guild that are faster, cheaper, and more convenient. But I always figured hell, I may not be in the Guild, but at least I can register my scripts there. And finally... No, I'm not a lawyer, so don't believe any of this without further confirmation, it may all be completely wrong and please don't sue me.
There's most of the good advice you can probably get from any number of sources. The Writer's Guild, for example, has a brochure on plagiarism that's quite good, highly recommended.
Now I'd like to add another idea. As Paul Harvey would intone, here's the rest of the story.
The screenwriter who gave me the 'bad' version of his script to read was making a classic error. He got it exactly wrong. He was being overly protective of his screenplay -- and openly forthcoming with his story ideas. Remember his pitch, the murder-mystery involving identical triplets? According to him, that was his next project, his next best idea. It also happened to be unregistered, unprotected and undocumented. There is no record of our meeting on it. And he didn't even follow up with a letter stating, "Thank you for allowing me to present my concept concerning the triplets murder mystery."
This suspicious fellow left his best idea just sitting there, ready for the taking.
As a writer, you should know that your concepts are far more vulnerable than your screenplay. Because really, nobody in Hollywood steals screenplays anyway. It's usually easier to just buy the damn thing.
Think about it. Imagine a writer has sent a finished script to an unscrupulous producer. The producer says, "Aha! Great screenplay. But I won't buy it -- I'll steal it instead!"
Okay, so now the producer has a stolen movie idea, some characters to re-name, maybe even some kind of loose structure. Next step, he's got to find a writer to write this faux screenplay.
No problem -- he just reads lots of scripts, conducts interviews, hoping to find a decent writer who'll write the thing the way he wants to see it. And whose fee isn't way beyond what it would have cost to buy the original screenplay in the first place.
But before any writing happens, the producer must negotiate the writer's deal, and perhaps wait for that writer's availability. Finally, the writer starts writing. Six months later he turns in something that may or may not be a good execution of the stolen idea.
And for all this, what has the producer gained? The potential for a lawsuit, and the dubious value of arriving second place to the marketplace with the original idea.
Uh-uh. No, your average Hollywood producer or studio executive would rather buy your script if they love it enough to steal -- and then ruin it on the way to production. (Typical of the writer's fate in Hollywood -- you still get screwed, but at least you get paid.)
Another danger is that the producer will wake up in the middle of the night six weeks after rejecting your pitch, yelling "I've got it! Murder mystery! Triplets! It's never been done!"
My last few columns have dealt with the importance of finding that great screenplay concept. Let's say you've got one. So how do you protect it once you've found it?
WRITE THE DAMN THING. The sooner it's written, the sooner it can be registered and protected. And all the better to head off Michael Crichton's version of it, anyway.
DON'T TELL. No matter how tempting it is to blurt out your brilliance, the safest bet is to keep mum. To producers, directors, executives, assistants -- and especially other writers. This carries an added advantage. Some writer, I forget who, held the policy of "only tell your story on paper." He maintained that when he told the story verbally, his need to communicate it was satisfied, and he'd lose the impulse to write it. I'm inclined to agree.
SEND A FOLLOW-UP LETTER. If you choose to pitch the idea for whatever reason, send a follow-up letter that details what concepts were discussed. This is also a handy way to keep track of people and dates as well.
Oh -- I nearly forgot. The fellow's script, the one with the bad version of Act III. It's currently at the bottom of the to-read pile, and I don't know when -- or if -- I'll get to it. And it's pretty certain I'll never get to read his supposed good version.
That's okay. I'm busy on a new idea, anyway. A murder mystery involving triplets, of course. Remember -- the best time to protect your screenplay is before you write it.

05 DEATH TO READERS
Confession: I myself was a reader for two years, for six different production companies in Los Angeles. For those who don't know, a reader is the first line of defense a studio or production company has against unsolicited screenplays. The reader writes 'coverage,' basically a synopsis of the screenplay, and an analysis, with a recommended course of action -- which is nearly always to 'pass.'
Often a college student, the reader is commonly characterized as a creatively bankrupt imbecile whose job it is to keep wonderful screenplays from getting into the hands of those powerful people who would surely buy them if they had the chance. Perhaps. One thing for sure: the job does give a unique perspective.
Like one time, I swear, I covered three different screenplays -- submitted from different parts of the country -- all of which had key scenes set at a southwestern rattlesnake farm. Why, you could go years without reading a good rattlesnake farm scene, and here I had three in one week. Needless to say, after that I became more sympathetic to claims of 'parallel development.'
And as a reader, you quickly recognize some key patterns. Like all scripts with fancy covers are bad. Scripts submitted by agents are at least well-written. And nonstandard layout -- especially crayon -- is a sure sign of trouble.
And I swear, if I have to read another reporter-looking-to-win a Pulitzer Prize story, I'll gag. And please, don't begin with your lead character waking up in the morning after a pan of the junk in his room. It's by far the most commonly chosen opening.
For my coverages, I referred to a checklist of basic 'rules' provided by a small production company. Over the months, I added to it and revised it quite a bit, combining it with stuff I'd read, and with guidelines provided by other companies. I eventually compiled it all into a make-believe set of guidelines from a mythical studio, SPECTACLE PICTURES. I even gave a copy to my story editor when I left my last job.
We all scoff at the idea of rules, knowing quite correctly that great art -- even great commercial art -- often enjoys its success precisely for the reason of breaking the rules. In this business, conventional wisdom is wrong at least as often as it is right. The fact that readers refer to checklists is disheartening, if not downright maddening. To reduce art to the level of formula is a hopeless task, and takes all the fun out of it besides.
But -- there is something to the old maxim, 'You gotta know the rules to break them.' In that spirit, and for your own amusement, I offer my reader's checklist here:

SPECTACLE PICTURES Checklist A: Concept & Plot
#1. Imagine the trailer. Is the concept marketable?
#2. Is the premise naturally intriguing -- or just average, demanding perfect execution?
#3. Who is the target audience? Would your parents go see it?
#4. Does your story deal with the most important events in the lives of your characters?
#5. If you're writing about a fantasy-come-true, turn it quickly into a nightmare-that-won't-end.
#6. Does the screenplay create questions: will he find out the truth? Did she do it? Will they fall in love? Has a strong 'need to know' hook been built into the story?
#7. Is the concept original?
#8. Is there a goal? Is there pacing? Does it build?
#9. Begin with a punch, end with a flurry.
#10. It is funny, scary, or thrilling? All three?
#11. What does the story have that the audience can't get from real life?
#12. What's at stake? Life and death situations are the most dramatic. Does the concept create the potential for the characters lives to be changed?
#13. What are the obstacles? Is there a sufficient challenge for our heroes?
#14. What is the screenplay trying to say, and is it worth trying to say it?
#15. Does the story transport the audience?
#16. Is the screenplay predictable? There should be surprises and reversals within the major plot, and also within individual scenes.
#17. Once the parameters of the film's reality are established, they must not be violated. Limitations call for interesting solutions.
#18. Is there a decisive, inevitable, set-up ending that is nonetheless unexpected? (This is not easy to do!)
#19. Is it believable? Realistic?
#20. Is there a strong emotion -- heart -- at the centre of the story? Avoid mean-spirited storylines.

SPECTACLE PICTURES Checklist B: Technical Execution
#21. Is it properly formatted?
#22. Proper spelling and punctuation. Sentence fragments okay.
#23. Is there a discernible three-act structure?
#24. Are all scenes needed? No scenes off the spine, they will die on screen.
#25. Screenplay descriptions should direct the reader's mind's eye, not the director's camera.
#26. Begin the screenplay as far into the story as possible.
#27. Begin a scene as late as possible, end it as early as possible. A screenplay is like a piece of string that you can cut up and tie together -- the trick is to tell the entire story using as little string as possible.
#28. In other words: Use cuts.
#29. Visual, Aural, Verbal -- in that order. The expression of someone who has just been shot is best; the sound of the bullet slamming into him is second best; the person saying, "I've been shot" is only third best.
#30. What is the hook, the inciting incident? You've got ten pages (or ten minutes) to grab an audience.
#31. Allude to the essential points two or even three times. Or hit the key point very hard. Don't be obtuse.
#32. Repetition of locale. It helps to establish the atmosphere of film, and allows audience to 'get comfortable.' Saves money during production.
#33. Repetition and echoes can be used to tag secondary characters. Dangerous technique to use with leads.
#34. Not all scenes have to run five pages of dialogue and/or action. In a good screenplay, there are lots of two-inch scenes. Sequences build pace.
#35. Small details add reality. Has the subject matter been thoroughly researched?
#36. Every single line must either advance the plot, get a laugh, reveal a character trait, or do a combination of two -- or in the best case, all three -- at once.
#37. No false plot points; no backtracking. It's dangerous to mislead an audience; they will feel cheated if important actions are taken based on information that has not been provided, or turns out to be false.
#38. Silent solution; tell your story with pictures.
#39. No more than 125 pages, no less than 110... or the first impression will be of a script that 'needs to be cut' or 'needs to be fleshed out.'
#40. Don't number the scenes of a selling script. MOREs and CONTINUEDs are optional.

SPECTACLE PICTURES Checklist C: Characters
#41. Are the parts castable? Does the film have roles that stars will want to play?
#42. Action and humour should emanate from the characters, and not just thrown in for the sake of a laugh. Comedy which violates the integrity of the characters or oversteps the reality-world of the film may get a laugh, but it will ultimately unravel the picture. Don't break the fourth wall, no matter how tempting.
#43. Audiences want to see characters who care deeply about something -- especially other characters.
#44. Is there one scene where the emotional conflict of the main character comes to a crisis point?
#45. A character's entrance should be indicative of the character's traits. First impression of a character is most important.
#46. Lead characters must be sympathetic -- people we care about and want to root for.
#47. What are the characters wants and needs? What is the lead character's dramatic need? Needs should be strong, definite -- and clearly communicated to the audience.
#48. What does the audience want for the characters? It's all right to be either for or against a particular character -- the only unacceptable emotion is indifference.
#49. Concerning characters and action: a person is what he does, not necessarily what he says.
#50. On character faults: characters should be 'this but also that;' complex. Characters with doubts and faults are more believable, and more interesting. Heroes who have done wrong and villains with noble motives are better than characters who are straight black and white.
#51. Characters can be understood in terms of, 'what is their greatest fear?' Gittes, in CHINATOWN was afraid of being played for the fool. In SPLASH the Tom Hanks character was afraid he could never fall in love. In BODY HEAT Racine was afraid he'd never make his big score.
#52. Character traits should be independent of the character's role. A banker who fiddles with his gold watch is memorable, but cliche; a banker who breeds dogs is a somehow more acceptable detail.
#53. Character conflicts should be both internal and external. Characters should struggle with themselves, and with others.
#54. Character 'points of view' need to be distinctive within an individual screenplay. Characters should not all think the same. Each character needs to have a definite point of view in order to act, and not just react.
#55. Distinguish characters by their speech patterns: word choice, sentence patterns; revealed background, level of intelligence.
#56. 'Character superior' sequences (where the character acts on information the audience does not have) usually don't work for very long -- the audience gets lost. On the other hand, when the audience is in a 'superior' position -- the audience knows something that the characters do not -- it almost always works. (NOTE: This does not mean the audience should be able to predict the plot!)
#57. Run each character through as many emotions as possible -- love, hate, laugh, cry, revenge.
#58. Characters must change. What is the character's arc?
#59. The reality of the screenplay world is defined by what the reader knows of it, and the reader gains that knowledge from the characters. Unrealistic character actions imply an unrealistic world; fully-designed characters convey the sense of a realistic world.
#60. Is the lead involved with the story throughout? Does he control the outcome of the story?
 A postscript
After a few months, I went back to the production company I'd last worked at, needing to make some extra money again as a reader. The story editor was new, a lady I'd never met. But she liked my samples and gave me a book to cover. "And here's a list of our guidelines," she said, handing me several pages, "to use in your assessment of projects."
I looked at the pages with interest. It was the above list, the one I'd submitted to the previous story editor several months before. A copy of my original SPECTACLE PICTURES notes, not even re-typed. Somehow it had become the standard reference for this production company, and the new story editor was giving it back to me, unaware of its origin.
So there's something to consider. A point to ponder, a thought to give pause. Somewhere YOUR script perhaps is being judged by a reader, some dumb college student like me, using this same type of list. Or maybe even this exact list. How does your screenplay stand up?

06 CRAP-PLUS-ONE
I. INSPIRATION
I have a screenwriting friend who, when he sees a great movie, gets quite depressed. There's such a gap, he feels, between the work he does and what's up there on screen, how could he feel anything but inadequate and terrible? Then he goes and sees an awful film, and emerges from the theatre ebullient. "I can't believe that thing got made," he says, "but it gives me hope."
It's a sentiment often echoed by screenwriters trying to break in when they self-assess their work. "It's not the greatest," they'll say, "But it's better than half the junk I see out there that sells."
My writing partner, Ted Elliott, points out the fallacy of this thinking. "To look at the crap that's out there, and aim for just better than that, isn't much of a goal," he says. "'Crap-plus-one' isn't really worth aspiring to. And it's not much of a career strategy." Better to be inspired by the classics and aim for that level, he says, even if it's never reached.
I agree, but for another, more practical reason: a film you see in the theatre tells you nothing about the original screenplay that propelled that film into production.
Nothing. People (including critics) who speak about a screenplay based on the film in theatres are demonstrating their ignorance of the business. You think the script to WATERWORLD sucked? Maybe it did, maybe not. I don't know, I haven't read it. LAST ACTION HERO? I heard the original script was actually quite decent, but I couldn't tell you for sure. Again -- I haven't read it.
This flies in the face of common practice, I know. People see a film and say, "The cinematography was nice, but the script sucked" and we know what they mean -- the story didn't work, and the story is the province of the writer, right? Critics will watch a film and comment, "Director Smithee struggles valiantly trying to elevate mediocre material into something worth watching." Even film pros talk about unsatisfying endings and muddled Act Twos as if the films we see are faithful visual realizations of the written screenplay.
If only it were so. It's become one of the mantras of the Wordplay site: you can't tell anything about the screenplay of a film until you've actually read the screenplay.
This holds especially true for bad films. Farfetched analogy time: If a dinner entree or desert is fabulous, it makes sense to assume the recipe was good. But when an entree arrives from the kitchen burnt into a smoking charcoal lump, would your first thought be to blame the recipe? Only if you're a film critic, it seems. When the food is great, the cook is a star, but when the dish is served cold and underdone, the poor chef 'struggled valiantly trying to elevate a mediocre recipe into something worth eating.'
It's not just directors who mess up screenplays. Studio executives, stars, and producers can all play a part. Some first-hand examples... 

II. THUMBS DOWN, WAY WAY DOWN
Ted and I wrote an adaptation of the classic Edgar Rice Burroughs novel "A Princess of Mars." You know, John Carter of Virginia, swordfights with four-armed Martian Tharks, love across the gulf between planets, that sort of thing. The studio was quite pleased with the draft, sent it out to directors, and landed an A-list guy: John McTiernan.
McTiernan met with us... and barely spoke. He spent the whole time with his head down, sketching out plans to reassemble parcels of his grandparents' farm back east. Clearly our meeting was a formality, and he'd decided to 'go in another direction,' as they say. It wasn't a surprise to find out later that Bob Gale had been hired to do his rewrite.
Turned out McTiernan wasn't interested in doing an elegant science-fiction swashbuckler at all -- he wanted a blood-and-guts action film. Under his direction, John Carter became a washed-up alcoholic, and for humour, the Tharks made jokes about "John Carter of Vagina." Yeech. Thank God the studio pulled the plug, or there would have been another horrible film out there to mislead writers into thinking they could do better. It's scary to think -- due to McTiernan's clout -- how close the studio came to green-lighting a picture even they knew was terrible.
But the director got the story he wanted... and if the film had made it to theatres, you know the critics would have sympathized with his valiant efforts to elevate all that weak material. And aspiring writers across the country would be encouraged. Another example, this time a film that got made: Ted and I spent two years working on various drafts of an adaptation of Robert Heinlein's novel "The Puppet Masters." Screenwriter David Goyer then did several drafts, and the studio gave the picture a green light.
British director Steward Orme was signed. Two weeks before principal photography was to begin, he sat down with his hand-picked writers, and set about deciding what to film. All the work, all the story meetings, all the studio notes, the original novel, all the drafts done by four or five different writers and writing teams with various executives and producers over the previous two years -- all of it was thrown out the window. A draft would be written in two weeks, and that would be the movie that hit the screens.
This isn't as rare an occurrence as we'd all like to hope. Studio folk, those people who fight like Rottweilers over the smallest story bone and bit of dialogue gristle during the development process, turn into lap-dogs when faced with the momentum of actual production and the charismatic power of a director. They cower down and whimper and thump their little tails while the Alpha-dog feasts.
On THE PUPPET MASTERS, Stewart had 14 days to rework the entire story from square one -- characters, dialogue, setting, everything. The results were not impressive. In this case, after the revised draft was delivered, Jeffrey Katzenberg forced the production team to go back to an earlier draft. Of course, the film that eventually emerged from that process was abysmal. (For a more detailed version of this experience, check out Column #15, Building the Bomb).
Another example (gee, they get more painful as I go along):
In 1989, film critics Roger Ebert and Gene Siskel dubbed LITTLE MONSTERS one of the ten worst films of the year. It starred Howie Mandel and Fred Savage. "How could Fred Savage's people let him get involved in such a mess?" Ebert complained, "Didn't they even read the script?"
Shame on you, Roger. Yes, they did read the script -- the original screenplay Ted and I wrote, the one that got the studio interested in making the movie in the first place. Then the Writer's Guild strike hit, and the producer and director took the opportunity (with a scab writer) to re-write the film into a piece of dreck -- AFTER Fred Savage had committed to it. The studio wasn't happy, but as usual, didn't want to 'tie the hands' of the director they'd hired.
So the film comes out, it's terrible, and Siskel and Ebert rail on and on about the dreadful screenplay. Without ever having bothered to read the screenplay, of course. To this day we have executives from that company tell us they mourn the film that could have been made -- the film they bought, green lit, and never got to see.
Okay, last example: Ted and I wrote a draft of GODZILLA, which attracted the involvement of Director Jan De Bont. (This, by the way, is the best way writers have of getting a good reputation in Hollywood -- if your screenplay can attract talent to it, they love you. It makes sense... studio people don't know how to make films. That's why they need directors and producers, and stars. If your script can draw those elements, as a screenwriter, you've truly done your job.)
So, the studio loves the script, and they dive into pre-production. But alas, budget differences and other issues force De Bont and the studio to part ways.
Enter writer-producer-directors Roland Emmerich and Dean Devlin. They are very polite and complimentary about the existing screenplay, and very politely go down to Mexico to write their own draft over a two-week period.
So the studio, TriStar pictures, denounces this tactic, supports the original script, and boots them from the production --
Oops, sorry. Meant to say -- so the studio folk roll over and wriggle happily while Dean and Roland rub their collective tummy. And that's how the world was given the abysmal GODZILLA film of '98, where the big green lizard actually runs and hides when shot at (ah, but that's another story... and a future column).
What the non-Hollywood writer needs to know is this: they can have the obviously better version sitting on their desk right in front of them. And they can have paid a lot of money for it. And still they won't use it.

III. STANDARDS & PRACTICES So what does all this mean -- other than you're reading advice from someone who's managed to get his name on several terrible movies? Just this: a screenwriter looking at just the finished product can get a skewed idea of the quality of writing necessary to get attention in Hollywood.
The standards applied to the first-time writer are actually quite high.
Ironically -- and frustratingly -- the standards might even be higher for a first-time writer than for an established pro. I believe it's human nature for quality to be 'read into' the work of a big name writer, and for problems to be 'read into' the work of a beginner. And a big name writer can survive one or two mediocre drafts, whereas a first-time writer will never get another chance. This seems unfair, but in a way it's not. Time to roll out another analogy: you could watch Ken Griffey Jr. strike out a dozen times in a row, and say, "Hell, I could do that bad." But he's not getting paid for those strikeouts, he's getting paid for the 40 home runs he hit the year before.
Dean and Roland got their GODZILLA draft made because they had the number one film two years earlier with INDEPENDENCE DAY.
So despite all appearances to the contrary, there are standards in Hollywood, and they could even be described as 'lofty.' And if you're going to write to those standards, the first thing you have to do is be able to recognize them.
In fact, the two abilities are related. It's a bit like that old saw about wondering if you're crazy -- if you're really worried about being nuts, chances are you're not. So go ahead, yes, worry about the quality of your script -- that's a good thing, it can only help the quality of your work.
Quite often even pro writers complete their screenplays with some trepidation, an anxious, "What did you think of it?" feeling, even if they suspect they've nailed it. There are very few writers who are so naturally gifted that they can knock it out of the park on their first script (or second, or third). And yet, there are many pre-pros who not only believe they can, but believe they have. "I came up with it" is like great cinematography; it makes the scene more attractive, the story more compelling -- if only to an audience of one.
This lack of objectivity is a bad thing -- in many ways:
It causes writers to put their work out into the world too quickly, and garner confidence-eroding rejections.
It creates garbage dump piles of screenplays that clog the entire system.
It makes getting a script read ten times harder; so many scripts are bad, nobody wants to read anything.
It means even good scripts will be poorly read; the expectation of problems, based on years of reading dreck, causes people to look for problems and find them.
And it can lead to an obstinate, hooves-dug-in "it's not me, it's Hollywood" mindset among new writers. The thinking goes -- "Since Hollywood rejects me -- a great writer -- it's clear that Hollywood has some other requisites for becoming a screenwriter than great writing." (Odd thing: this attitude can manifest even before the theoretical pre-pro has had any contact with Hollywood at all.) The solution? Objectivity. Objectivity is your friend.
All writers should try this test -- take a copy of a great script (Say, BODY HEAT or THE SIXTH SENSE) and lay it down side-by-side with your own script. Read page one of the great script. Read your page one. Do the same for page two. Count the great descriptive lines, the compelling lines of dialogue, the interesting character bits, the compelling situations. Actually count them, and compare. If they're not comparable, figure out why.
You need to be able to see the difference. You need to be able to judge your work against other great work. Objectivity is one of the single most important qualities that an aspiring screenwriter must acquire -- and we think it's the attitude that marks the real difference between the writer who has a chance to become a professional, and one who has no chance.
Because writing is ultimately about communication. And communication is a learned skill. And any skill, when assessed objectively, can be improved.
In the heat of creation, the writer is the writing -- until you type The End on that first draft. From that point forward, the script is an attempt to communicate to others who you are. And that's how it's judged by others -- and should be judged by yourself. You go from author, to audience. Not: this is 'who I am.' Rather: this is an effort on the part of a writer to communicate 'who I am.'
If others judge the writing as 'poor,' they are not judging you as 'poor' -- they are judging this one specific attempt to communicate as 'poor.' But the good news is: since communication is a learned intellectual construct -- you can learn to do it better.
If someone says your characters are weak, you can learn to make your characters stronger. If someone say your dialogue is wooden, you can learn to make your dialogue more natural. If someone says your story does not move them, you can learn to make your stories more compelling. If someone says "Your screenplay is not suitable to our present needs," you can learn to make your next script exactly what they need -- but didn't know they needed. But if you assume 'not suitable' means they only want family members' scripts, or they only want bad scripts, or they don't have the aesthetic ability to recognize a good script, or Hollywood is plotting against you -- then there's little chance that you'll learn anything.

IV. TARGET PRACTICE
Bad writers are bad because they stop too soon. In fact, let's take a step back. The only quality, I think, that marks the writer as different from everyone else is simply an unwillingness to quit. Others give up when they learn writing is hard; the writer struggles on.
When I sit down in front of the blank page, it's no easier for me to fill it than anyone else. The non-writer looks at the blank page and -- quite sensibly -- says, 'forget it, I'm outta here.' But if they had to, they could put a few words down there -- just like I do.
Only the words wouldn't be any good. So the non-writer gets frustrated, gives up and leaves. Me, too, I get frustrated... but I sit there, and work to make it better.
Anybody who's willing to struggle, I think, can write. But can they write well? The bad writer finishes a first draft, dubs it gold, and sends it out. There's the problem, right there -- they stop writing too soon. They aren't willing to do the real work, the hard work, of telling the story. The work that the story demands. They dash off the parts that are easy, and develop an odd kind of blindness toward the rest. Consider this quote from M. Night Shyamalan, regarding THE SIXTH SENSE:
 "It wasn't until about the fifth draft that I really began to figure it out. It was then that I realized he's dead. It took me five more drafts to execute it right."
You have to do the work, not avoid it. You have to find the promise of the story, and fulfill it. A bad writer is satisfied at coming close, at just finishing the first stab. At executing the vision that was in their head. They know the scene is supposed to be funny, or scary, or exciting... so they'll sketch out a faint image of the scene, that points to what it should be, and figure that's enough.
It's not enough. That's like saying you're a long distance runner... but you never leave the couch, remote control in hand, bag of potato chips on your belly.
The real work is to stick at it until you find the gold. To get to that funny line. To do the hard work no one else wants to do, but everyone wants to have done. To discover the great character bit, the clever story turn. Until you have it, you don't have it. Until it's there, it's not there -- and you need to stick at it until it is there.
That's what aiming higher than crap-plus-one is all about. That's your target. Another quote from Shyamalan:
 "I didn't want [critic] Steven Holden of the "New York Times" to hold my destiny, and he does with a lot of small films. So I decided I was going to write the greatest script, and everything was going to change. It's going to be mine, and they'll have to let me direct it because they won't get it any other way."
When you think about it, that's the whole reason why particular writers get hired, and re-hired: they're selling their targets. The spec script is like the high water mark of the tide coming in: evidence that you've been there, and can get back there again. Or at least, that's what you'll aim for. You sell your high standards, and then hope to hell you can live up to them.
William Goldman points out in his book "Which Lie Did I Tell?" that every great film runs neck and neck with the bad version of itself... and often a bad film runs neck and neck with its good counterpart.
Sometimes the great version of the film pulls away and wins by 20 lengths. Sometimes the bad verson of the film wins by a nose. The next time you have to sit through a film where the bad version came out ahead, consider that, quite likely, there's a script sitting somewhere that's possibly quite brilliant, and inspired the whole race.
Yes, true, films get made for many reasons, and not always because of a great script. As Ted says -- each film produced is a unique event, the forces involved distinct from every other film ever made.
Sure, sometimes a bad script does get plucked out of the pile, just to fill a release date. You can't count on that. Sometimes a star needs to be in a movie -- any movie, to fulfil a contractual obligation. And so a bad script gets green-lit. You can't count on that. Sometimes a screenplay with a great premise gets put into production, in the hopes that the director or star writer or star can pull it out during the process. You can't count on that, either. The only thing you can count on is the quality of your work. The surest bet is to be the best -- because over time, talent will out. It's commonly believed and commonly true. Great screenplays will get attention. It may take a while, but they will.
Not crap-plus-one, but brilliance, absolute perfection, that's your goal... and if you should fall one tick short of that, you'll still be in pretty good shape. You have to be inspired by the best, in order to do your best. Nothing less will do. * Originally "Inspiration" (c) 1997

07 23 STEPS TO A FEATURE FILM SALE
There's this great bit in THE PLAYER where the director character is steadfast that his ending must be downbeat. "I don't think this is even an American movie", he sniffs. Later, though, he changes his mind. His development assistant is astonished to learn that he's sold out his artistic instincts. "Are you kidding?" the director says, "Did you see the response cards from Encino? They hated it!"
Something a bit similar happens during the screenwriting process, for writers just starting out. The initial drive is often purely artistic. The power of the vision the writer sees in his head fuels the writing. Only afterwards, when the screenplay is done, does the writer deal with the realities of selling his work. It's a little like that director -- the priorities start to shift.
Now I'm a big believer in writers making the sale. Screenwriters need to get into the game, if for no other reason that they can afford to quit their day jobs and concentrate on their art. Screenwriters should give some thought to commercial considerations before they sit down to write. In the end, we're all a little bit like that director. We do want to sell. And if you're going to feel that way after your script is done, you'd might as well admit it to yourself before you start.
A good friend of mine, Steve, a technical writer, loves movies and wants to write screenplays. He asked me straight out how to break into the business. He's a practical guy and wanted a practical answer. Just what did he have to do to make a sale, which would let him quit his job -- which was his definition of breaking in.
It was fun to look at the problem from a purely practical angle. I gave him a film concept that he liked, and I wrote him a letter -- '23 Steps to a Feature Film Sale.' These steps offer a different way of looking at a film project. It's writing toward a purpose, toward making the sale -- yet I don't think it's at odds with the creative process. A copy of the letter follows.
Gee, the advice I give you here is the advice I'd give my best friend! Dear Steve,
Here it is, as we discussed, 23 simple steps to your first feature film sale. Shouldn't take more than a year or two to accomplish. Note that some steps overlap, and can proceed simultaneously:
1. Make sure (as best we can) that a similar concept is not already in development at the studios. Scanning Variety's 'Films in the Future' list is one place to start. And we can get our agent to check into what's going on around town -- and let us know if something similar surfaces in the future.
2. Along the same lines we can check out 'Done Deal' and other sites which list stuff in development around town. We need to read through there for stuff similar to what we're planning. We don't want to put in a year's worth of work, and then get beaten to market with a competing project.
3. Compare your writing abilities to the industry standard. I need to look at your latest screenplay and see whether it's up to par technically. (I'll give you copies of GODZILLA, ZORRO, SINBAD and SANDMAN to read so you can make the same determination about our skills!) Ted and I may be able to identify areas where you need to improve, or specific mistakes you may be making. You can do this on your own by buying several good film scripts, and self-assessing where you're at. If you need more technical facility, you may need to write one or more 'interim' screenplays to further develop style, understanding of the format, etc., while we put this idea on hold.
4. Learn the basics. There's some stuff that, walking into any story meeting in town it's assumed that you've read, so you'd better make sure you've read them. "Adventures in the Screen Trade" by William Goldman. "Hero with a Thousand Faces" by Joseph Campbell. Syd Field's book "Screenplay". "The Art of Dramatic Writing" by Lajos Egri. "Making a Good Script Great" by Linda Seeger. In addition, there's other material I highly recommend: the videotape series "Word into Image." The "Comics Journal" Alan Moore interview. All of my oh so very important notes on writing screenplays (these must be memorized). Truby's story structure course, which I have on audio cassette. There're so many more I'll have to make a separate list. Anyway -- get this stuff, read it, know it.
5. Determine your writing-partner situation. Basically, do you want to work with a partner on this or on your own? Remember that, the impact you make in the industry is what will define you in the industry's eyes. If you create an impression of being part of a writing team, that's what they'll think of you as, and the only offers you may get will be offers to write as a team.
6. Determine the 'deal' between you and me. Basically, if I give you this concept, and help develop the screenplay as producer, this is what I want in return: we'll discuss everything and make decisions jointly, but in those rare cases (Ha!) where we cannot agree, I get to have 'final say.' This applies to everything, including title, characters, plot, scene descriptions, lines of dialog, submission strategy, etc. (The idea being, I've done this before and perhaps can do it again.) What you get: the screenplay will be completely 'yours' in terms of payment, your name goes on it, and you get to use it as a writing sample. If it doesn't sell in one year, then it reverts to you solely, and you then have 'final decision' on everything, including all of the above (in other words, you can change anything about it you don't like or maybe never agreed with). This is to cover the case of "If it's going to be my writing sample, then goddammit it's going to be what I believe in," and also cover the case, "I know the thing would sell if only Terry would change the stupid title that I never liked!" During the life of the script I'm attached as producer -- and I can attach other producers (like Ted) or other creative personnel as I see fit. Such a deal!
7. Research movies (television shows, plays, old "Outer Limits" episodes, whatever) that are similar in subject and style to what we're trying to do. Even bad films -- like ****** and ****** ***** -- should be viewed to show how it shouldn't be done. Let's re-watch ********** and other good films to get a feel of style, pace, and tone. The process here is straightforward: identify applicable films. Buy them. View them. Repeat as needed.
8. More research: we must become knowledgeable about books that may have been written on this subject. There have to be lots! If we're in luck, we may even find a book worthy of optioning. Something close to what we're planning, or even something so good it changes how we feel about what we want to do. We'll have to check mystery and science-fiction book stores, post questions on the internet, ask friends who read a lot, question aficionados of the genre, scope out mystery and science fiction conventions, etc.
9. More research: actual events related to the concept. There have been many cases, I'm sure, where (******). We should build a library of such reference material -- we'll become the experts on the subject. I'm sure there have been cases of actual (******). We should know it all, and this material will no doubt suggest situations. (I'll be happy to budget our 'reference library.')
10. Collect ideas, jokes, information, situations related to the topic. This was the method they used in GHOSTBUSTERS: Ramis, Aykroyd and Murray spent several months just coming up with a bunch of funny stuff and neat ideas about ghost hunting. That gave them source material to use for the eventual screenplay. (Aykroyd's writing-style seems to match your own -- basically sit down, and spew out a bunch of stuff, let it happen on the page, and worry later about honing it, about how to make it work.) What you want is a screenplay that is STUFFED (think of the original BACK TO THE FUTURE) with cool, funny ideas and moments.
11. Character design. Since we'll probably end up adopting some of the conventions of the genre, we should take even greater care on those aspects of the film that are different, especially designing the characters. What's 'offered' to the audience in this type of film is first, the unique concept and situations, and second, the unique characters and their relationships -- not necessarily new plot twists. (In other words, we can probably use a conventional plot if we do it really well, or are really funny.) THE MASK illustrates this, as does DUMB AND DUMBER. The plots were conventional, the concepts and characters unique. The story beats of the main two characters are especially important -- this is a buddy film and perhaps a romance as well as a ******** ******.
12. Plot. Of course, there's nothing wrong with coming up with a unique and cool plot, too. You know the drill: we'll start by making up a board with the story beats on it, maybe even another board with 'visual development.' One place for you to start is to look at classic films, and pick a classic story structure or genre to play around with. SUNSET BOULEVARD, for example, starts off with a dead guy in a pool, and tells us the story of how he got there. I'm not saying that that's the plot to use, just that it's a good idea sometimes to be aware of and work off an identifiable genre, and do twists on the classic story beats. Even if we eventually use nothing from the classics, it's a good thing to know what's gone before, so we have an idea of what's unique and what isn't.
13. Theme. We should look to classic literature, aphorisms, poetry and quotations for our theme. We should be able to clearly articulate the theme of our movie -- it answers a lot of tone questions, and narrows down some of the choices, providing a nice touchstone. The theme can become an organizing element of the movie.
14. Revise board. We need to pitch the board, rearrange the board, review the board, question the board, show the board to Ted and others, challenge the board, re-think the board, over and over again until we are utterly confident that we are not going to waste actual 'writing time' meandering down the wrong path. This is the Disney animated feature approach that Ted and I like -- we feel that one or two drafts of the screenplay can be leapfrogged by working it out on the board first. Note that not everybody would agree with this! One quote I've always liked: in a good screenplay, everything has a purpose, and the audience is so controlled it's not allowed to feel anything else other than what you want them to feel. Structuring out that ride is our goal at this stage.
15. Finally, ACTUALLY WRITE THE SCRIPT. This is your job. However you want to do this is fine by me.
16. Determine submission strategy. As we move along, we'll discuss submission strategies, crucial to the business end of things. Basically we try to answer the question, who gets the script and when? When do we attach other 'elements,' like a director or star or producer? This is an area where my role as producer is potentially at odds with your desires as a writer. Put bluntly, if it's a great script, you'd be better off not having anyone attached. (For example, a producer might shy away from driving up the price in a best-case scenario bidding war if another producer -- me -- is already attached). You may be in a hurry (financially) to get some heat on the project, make a sale (or take an option offer), whereas I might be more inclined to follow a more strategic approach -- and even shy away from some producers or companies that are only going to screw it up. Another question: when do you use it to get an agent, which agent, do we follow their advise, and when do you start to use the script as a writing sample (to gain assignments and income?) We'll have a lot to talk about!
17. Submit script for comments. This does not mean send the script out! That would be a common mistake, and a big one. You're done, you're thrilled, you want to get it out there. But that ignores the one advantage a first time writer has over the professional, which is time. Paid screenwriters commonly work under deadlines measured in weeks. The first-time screenwriter can take months to hone his material. And he should. It's only by honing the material, and taking time with it that it can stand out from the crowd. But you do need to get feedback. We'll show the script to just a few professionals whose opinion we trust, and get their comments for the first revision. (Ted, for example, I'm sure will have lots of great ideas.)
18. Revise the script. After the script has been set aside for a bit, we'll go back and make revisions. A lot of this will be small stuff (word choice, style choice, dialog polish) but some of it may be big (whole scenes thrown out, new sequences invented, etc.).
19. Revise the script again. We'll do a read-through from the point of view of each character to make sure each character's story is working, and the 'voice' of each character is consistent. We'll look for things to cut, things to simplify, stuff that's still in there because we loved it at one time but doesn't fit any more. Again, the revision may include small and large changes, and each revision will probably take as long to accomplish as the original script took to write.
20. Polish script. We'll read-though for continuity problems. We'll read-through for typos and spelling errors. We'll polish dialog some more. (This read-through is best done, I believe, 'on the page,' not up on the computer screen. It's amazing the stuff you catch only after it's printed out.) We'll read the entire screenplay out loud, which is another great way to catch mistakes.
21. Finalize submission strategy. Ideally, we'll have interested an agent by now, and with the agent's help the screenplay will 'hit the market' over a weekend, with a few 'key' people having the script a few days in advance (fishing for a 'pre-emptive bid'). Or a big name will have already become interested...
22. Submit the script. Simply, we execute our agreed-upon submission strategy, cross our fingers. (If a murder isn't solved in the first 24 hours, or the first two days, or the first week, there's an ever-decreasing chance that it will ever be solved at all. Same with selling a script.) Of course, there's always the second-prize: the script doesn't sell, but generates meetings which could lead to a story assignment. Or...
23. We accept a mid-six figure offer against high six-figure back-end. Welcome to Hollywood! "You can check out any time you like, but you can never leave..."

08 IMPRESSIVE FAILURE
My God, they were talking about killing Superman. It was one of those get-to-know-you producer/writer lunches with, pleasantly, no set agenda. They were experienced, earnest executives, at a top-name production company. They were happily sharing with us their plot ideas while wooing us with food and drink. They shall remain nameless because I believe them to be creatively bankrupt imbeciles who should be shot on sight if they ever stray within twenty feet of a true story meeting --
But to be fair, that's due to their actions on another project, and so is beside the point. The point here is they had a story where their villain actually was going to kill Superman. Just like that. Dead. Superman, lying there on the ground with little 'x's for eyes. Ted and I were aghast. "Superman doesn't die," Ted said. "That's what makes him Superman." But their story needed for him to die, they explained. Or the story wouldn't work. Okay. Fine. Heck, they paid for the lunch. The least we could do was try to help. So we invoked the concept of the impressive failure. In plotting an action-adventure type film, how your hero fails is at least as important as how he succeeds. If the plot requires the hero to fail, try to figure out a way for him to fail as impressively as possible.
Consider RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK. Indiana Jones is perhaps the greatest action hero in the history of the movies. And in his debut film, he flat-out fails from beginning to end. He loses the golden idol. Marian is kidnapped and he's unable to rescue her. He finds the Ark, but it is immediately taken away. His bluff to destroy the Ark is called, and he gets recaptured. He can't even look upon the Ark when it is opened. And the government ends up with his long sought-after and much suffered-for prize. This guy's an action hero? Yup. Because he fails so damn impressively, from start to finish. Indy fails so well, in fact, the audience is impressed as hell, and hardly aware of the fact that he's failing. The defeats are just setbacks that create more opportunities for heroism. As an added benefit, Indy wins the audience's sympathy -- the poor guy's trying so hard, you can't help but root for him. Consider, on the other hand, the action adventure film WATERWORLD. Is Mariner, the Kevin Costner character, heroic? Undoubtedly. Through quick-thinking and quick acting, he saves his prized sailboat. He escapes from certain death, and manages to sail out of a floating atoll under attack (without even the aid of any wind -- now that's amazing!) He recognizes and avoids a clever trap set to catch him. Oh, sure, he succeeds magnificently -- But how does he fail? Miserably. Mariner's main 'failure' in the movie has to be the destruction of his boat, and the loss of the little kid with the tattoo map. And how does it happen? Oh, he just happens to leave both unattended while he goes sight-seeing underwater for no really good reason. Upon his return, the villain's got the drop on him. Ugh. That 'failure' did nothing for the Mariner character. The audience actually loses sympathy for the hero, witnessing a idiotic move like that. And it wasn't a particularly satisfying victory for the villain, either. If you make your villain truly near-impossible to beat, your hero's various failed attempts can come across as amazing.
And a point to keep in mind is that actors will someday read your script, with a very critical eye toward the quality of their roles. For the most part they're looking for characters that are powerful and effective (and affecting!) rather than bumbling. I'm reading a screenplay right now, an adventure film, where the hero manages to get himself mistakenly captured four times in the first sixty pages. What actor is going to want to play a role like that?
The actions and decisions of the characters are what create the basic situations of the story. Those key moments are where the plot really happens. The audience wants to know, so, how does the guy get in trouble? And how does he get out of it? It's at those 'turning point' parts of a script that my 'story sense' radar is at its highest. And I'm amazed at how cavalier some writers (and producers) can be about those crucial moments.
Like killing off Superman, for example. (As an aside, what is it that draws people to classic properties, only to then get excited about screwing them up? Call it SES, the Starship Enterprise Syndrome. The thought process goes, "Cool! We get to make a film about the Starship Enterprise!" "Bitchin'!" "So, what should we do with it?" "Uh, I got it... let's blow it up!" No... how about instead you tell a great story, a classic story that does justice to the franchise?) Oh, well. Anyway. So we've got Superman. And we have to kill him off. Ted and I suggested that the only way we'd ever buy Superman getting killed was if he wanted to get killed. If he himself chose to be killed, for some greater purpose.
So what if this villain was so superior, so evil, so formidable, that Superman knew the only way he could possibly win was by allowing himself to be killed? A noble sacrifice, for the greater good of mankind. A final, glorious chess move in the life of the greatest hero of all time. Yes, the villain thinks he's victorious -- but he is in fact only planting the seeds of his own future defeat.
Instead of Superman's murder being a low point of the movie, a tragedy, it becomes a high point, his greatest triumph. Victory in defeat. Leave it to screenwriters, I guess, to be grinning over a story point with a bunch of executives, giddy and pleased over coming up with a clever new way to lose. The impressive failure. It's what being a hero is all about.

09 NAME-DROPPING
You thought maybe I was going to regale you with tales of lunching with Tom Hanks and partying with Winona Ryder? Casually let on about shooting hoops with Barry Sonnenfeld, discuss the quality of Chevy Chase's tan, or brag about exchanging magician secrets with Frank Marshall?
Nope. The title of this column is just a ploy, a trick to get you started reading a collection of minor insights in the field of onomastics, the study of proper names. And now that I've got you here, I'll try to hook you with an inspirational quote:
 Proper names are poetry in the raw. Like all poetry they are untranslatable. -- W.H. AUDEN 1907-1973
With the exception of your screenplay's title (and the occasional brilliant bit of dialog), character names have the potential to contain the most creativity, symbolism and style in the tightest amount of space. It might surprise some screenwriters to know that, for the first week or so starting a film project, my writing partner and I do nothing but work out character names. And we're not just trying to avoid writing!
A name is like a tightly-wound DNA molecule, capable of conveying information about characterization, tone, story and theme. Naming your characters is a crucial creative task.
T.S. Elliot chose the name J. Alfred Prufrock in part because it implied a 'prude in a frock,' and captured the fastidiousness of the character.
John Updike chose the name Angstrom for the protagonist of his Rabbit novels because it brought to mind 'angst', and suggested the first name of the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard.
Consider these excerpts from a review of the film THE PROFESSIONAL in Arthur Taussig's newsletter, "Film Analyst":
"[T]he names of the two main characters -- Leon and Mathilda -- are so symbolically loaded that they alone can give us considerable insight into the film. Notice that the initials -- L, M -- are not only in alphabetical order, but neighbors in the alphabet. We can see from this arrangement that there is not only a closeness between them, but it is appropriate for things to flow from the L to the M, following alphabetical order, that is, from Leon to Mathilda...
"While the origin of Leon's name is pretty obvious, 'of the lion,' it is surprising how the various meanings of the name clearly define his character... The classical Jungian interpretation of the lion, derived from the animal's role in various traditions and systems, is one of tremendous energy combined with serene self-control, an aggressor against whom all are defenseless, an opponent who always destroys. Another perfect description of Leon...
"[Mathilda]'s internal masculine is awakened and she transforms from a passive, victimized child to an active, self-possessed, and caring young woman (exactly what happens to the female hero of THE TERMINATOR [1984] also under the tutelage of an assassin). Appropriately enough in this context, Mathilda's name means 'mighty battle maid'."
Perhaps I have erred in including such a lengthy excerpt in this column. Let me make it up to Mr. Taussig by advertising the excellent quality of his newsletter. He writes reviews of current and past movies, analyzing them from a psychological perspective. I don't always agree with his opinion -- and you won't, either -- but it is always informative. Anyone who's trying to write good screenplays should subscribe NOW, and probably order all the back issues as well. His multi-part analysis of Hitchcock's NORTH BY NORTHWEST should be required reading in all film schools.
You can get a one-year subscription (12 issues) by sending US$15.00 to A.T.W. Publications, 2404 Narbonne Way, Costa Mesa, CA 92627-1424. Tell 'em Wordplay sent ya!
Okay, back to work. When Ted and I are mapping out character names for a screenplay, we have two main concerns: the names need to be both distinctive and appropriate.
Distinctive names are names that intrigue -- and not just the audience, but the screenwriter as well. Thus 'Lee Danzinger' as a protagonist might stimulate the imagination more than, say, 'Robert Wilson.'
It helps, of course, to have a distinctive character to begin with. But sometimes it can work the other way -- a really unique name can suggest a unique character. Richard Bach reportedly wrote down the name 'Jonathan Livingston Seagull' one day, without knowing anything about the book he eventually was inspired to write.
'Distinctive' also refers to the collection of names within a particular screenplay. Do everybody a favour and don't name your four leads EVAN SMITH, GLEN SAUNDERS, SARAH LANDRY, and SETH EVANS. Look to create memorable names by varying sound, number of syllables, ethnic origin. Don't be afraid to use nicknames or descriptive phrases for the minor characters (sometimes just THE TALL MAN is best). In general, if it's memorable, it's probably a good idea.
Simple enough, right? Okay. Character names also need to be appropriate. BILLY NEWMAN, for example, might not quite work for an experienced, crafty old-guard power broker; perhaps something along the lines of JACOB TATE would be better. It's important to at least be aware of the message you're sending the audience by the names you choose. Most proper names carry with them strong connotations, either based upon their origins or from previous use.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle once wrote a short story featuring a detective named Sherrinford Holmes, and his sidekick, Ormond Sacker. But neither name brought any useful connotations to the characters. Later, he hit upon the tenacious, smart-sounding 'Sherlock,' and his trusty, staid-and-solid sidekick 'Watson.'
You might also want to make use of a book such as the Writer's Digest "Character Naming Sourcebook". There you can discover that, for example, 'Quentin' means 'from the Queen's estate,' and 'Osbert' means 'divinely brilliant.' It's a particularly good source for non-English names.
Okay, now a word of caution: you want to avoid being too overt with your character names. Hollywood is awash with screenplays where ADAM STEELE battles GUIDO GRUBER, all the while resisting the charms of temptress DIANA HUNTER, finally ending the film safe in the arms of WENDY HAVENS. From my reading days, I can tell you that when a character named LUCIEN or DEVLIN shows up in some script, it won't be long until he makes a deal to buy someone's soul.
Raise your sights a little higher, and with a little effort, you can do better. Charles Dickens is perhaps the foremost English-speaking master of onomastics. Writing "A Christmas Carol," Dickens tried out three other possibilities before settling on the name of Bob Cratchit's crippled son: Little Larry, Small Sam and Puny Pete.
The goal is to be subtle, but effective. A few of my favorite character names follow. Note that in each case, the names effectively fit the characters... and yet the names still sound real:
NED RACINE, the sleazy lawyer played by William Hurt in BODY HEAT. Perhaps the last name brings to mind the word 'rancid'?
JOEL GOODSON, the All-American boy next door in RISKY BUSINESS. 'Good-son' is obvious, and maybe even too on the mark. Luckily it doesn't get spoken that much. 'Joel' is a nice, innocent-sounding first name.
SAM SPADE is a detective -- just the person you'd want to dig up facts, right?
ROY NEARY in CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND. Roy is a good, Mr. Everyman U.S.A. kind of name. And is it any surprise that a guy named 'Neary' has a close encounter?
TODD MINASSIAN. I'm proud of this effort from one of our own films, LITTLE MONSTERS. It's a somewhat stock character, the nerdy best friend. We liked how 'Todd' rhymes with 'odd,' and that the last name calls to mind getting into a mess.
Strangely, some of the best, most appropriate character names these days come from real life. Lorena Bobbitt -- well that's obvious. Joey Buttafucco is absurdly correct. Bob Dole, a fiscally conservative politician? Sure. And could there be a better name for a Hollywood Madam than Heidi Fleiss? Senator Bob Packwood... you probably couldn't even get away with that in a script.
There's a limit, of course, to how much a character name can do for you. It helps to back up your name choice with insightful characterization, solid storytelling, effective filmmaking. One of the best ways, clearly, to 'name' your characters, and make them memorable, is to surround them with a classic movie!
Character naming is just one set of decisions among the millions you will make in writing your script. But it's a set of decisions that should not be ignored and left to chance. Character naming is a tool. Don't stumble over it, pick it up and use it...
Because Shakespeare was wrong, you know. The sweetness of the rose does depend on calling it a rose.
This is the movie business we're in, after all. Things aren't just what they are -- they are what they seem to be.

10 THE AUDIENCE IS LISTENING
I have this theory... Okay, as you probably know by now, I've got a whole truckload of theories. But one of them is this: every movie has one main relationship at its core. One relationship that is more important than all the others, one that is the heart of your movie, one that defines your movie. Could be a romance. Could be a buddy movie. Could be a detective playing cat-and-mouse with a killer. Could be a father-son family drama. But there will always be a central relationship going on up there on screen, and the shape of that relationship will help form the shape of your story.
This column isn't about that relationship. Heck, no. Figuring out how all that works would be way too hard. But... this column is about another relationship.
One that gets overlooked by many first-time writers. Yet it lies at the very heart of the movie-going experience. It's the relationship that happens between your movie -- and the audience that goes to see it.
The really good filmmakers I've met have the ability to keep in their heads not only the scene at hand, but also the state of mind of the audience at that particular moment. A great storyteller is in tune with what the audience knows, feels, wants, hopes for, is afraid of, or is curious about, for each character, during each unfolding moment of the story.
An evolving, ongoing relationship occurs, between the story and the person who experiences it.
I wish I could remember who said this -- somebody please write to me and help me out -- I think it was F. Scott Fitzgerald, who, when he came out to Hollywood, took a look at the movie-making process and said something like: "It's an amazing art form. A series of scenes put in a particular order designed to leave the viewer with no choice but to feel one particular way."
(If he didn't say it, we'll just pretend he did.) In truth, a filmgoer experiences many different relationships when they experience a movie. The relationships happen all at the same time, in a complex interweaving kind of way. Ideally, for the art form to work at its highest, each one of these relationships needs to be controlled:
A. Relationship Between Audience and Protagonist As important as any relationship happening between characters on screen is the relationship between protagonist and audience. And it's a tougher relationship to build, as you can only control half the equation.
More often than not, you're going to want the audience to like your lead. To bond in some way -- admiration, interest, sympathy, whatever. Often the protagonist allows the audience access into the story, so you're going to need that connection for the story to work.
A few tips: It happens fast. We're a critical, opinionated lot, the human race. The second a character shows up on screen, we start building an opinion about that character. Everything that character says and does counts. There is no warm-up.
Next, ask yourself -- does my lead really have to be a remote, asocial, cynical jerk? Because for some reason, that's the character that most often interests new writers. Writers routinely fashion jerks for roles where the story need clearly calls for us to like the character. Yet the writer provides no reason why we should, and often many reasons why we shouldn't. Too many scripts start with the lead in a foul mood, making snide comments for no apparent reason. You might as well have him kick a puppy.
Now, it's true that a good actor -- or major star -- can go a long way toward creating that bond between character and audience. As my writing partner Ted says, "Cast Tom Cruise in the role and he can do whatever he wants for the first twenty minutes, the audience will be on his side." Seeing a known actor in a role is like re-connecting with an old friend. But you can't insure casting. You'll have to achieve the same effect with action and dialog.
Okay, next... you should also be at least somewhat concerned with how other characters in your story describe your lead. If someone says, "He's a mean and stupid sonofabitch, a complete loser" then know that, as an audience member, I'll assume that characterization is accurate, until proven otherwise.
We continue to learn about the character during the entire course of the story. At a certain point, though, a shift occurs. We start to feel we 'know' the character. We develop expectations, maybe some hopes for the character, and become interested in predicting what he might do. We're 'with' the character --
And that gives the filmmaker power. By affecting the character, we can now truly affect the audience. In the same way the audience comes to the story through the character, the filmmaker reaches back through the character to touch the audience.
It helps, perhaps, to imagine that we go to the movies to make friends -- and even enemies. It's similar to how we meet and interact with people in real life -- but films happen faster, in a more intense, distilled manner. We want to meet someone interesting, and then see what happens to them, see how they make decisions, and how those decisions play out. We hope that our friends will turn out to be trustworthy, and that they will prevail against their problems, and that our enemies will be punished.
But friend or foe, that connection, that relationship, has to happen first, for the rest of it to work. B. Relationship Between Audience and Story You know that the audience will try to guess where you're going with the story. It's a given. It's fun. After all, they're sitting there virtually motionless in the dark for two hours, with nothing better to do but second-guess you. (I'm leaving out, of course, the always-superior option of making out with one's date in the back row.) One of your goals is to make sure the filmgoer doesn't come up with a better plot than the one you have! (So, no stories about astronauts named Adam and Evelyn who crash land on a planet that is a tropical paradise. Please.)
As a storyteller, you can make good use of the audience's tendency to look ahead. In fact, you need it to build surprises into your tale. Oddly, an audience expects to be misled ... they want the red herrings, the false leads. They appreciate a fair puzzle, as long as there's a decent shot at figuring it all out.
Now that's a bit of filmmaking artistry that no one ever talks about -- because it's so difficult to describe. The use of film language and story elements to subtly mislead an audience, or subtly set-up the ending while keeping it unexpected.
A great example of this is the work Lawrence Kasdan did in the film BODY HEAT. The film plays with audience expectations throughout. We start to search for even the tiniest clues to answer the two burning questions -- "Will Ned get caught?" and "Is Matty setting him up?"
(Note -- there are spoilers here for those who haven't seen the movie.) There's a point where Ned mistakes another woman for Matty -- the infamous, "Hey, lady, wanna fuck?" scene. This is, in fact, the real Matty Walker, who now goes by the name of Mary Ann Simpson. All we find out about her is that she is a 'dear friend' of Matty's. But Matty gives her a rather overstuffed envelope.
So what's in that envelope? We never find out! But the film sets that mysterious envelope tantalizingly in our heads. Later, Ned discovers that Matty has purchased another explosive device from Ned's ex-client. "It's rigged to go off from an external trigger, with a little delay" is the bomb expert's line. When the boathouse explodes, Ned thinks Matty is inside, dead. But at the end of the film, Ned suddenly realizes what happened. It's Mary Ann Simpson's body in the boathouse. The 'little delay,' so casually mentioned earlier, allowed Matty to set off the device, and get away. And the envelope was obviously filled with money to pay off Mary Ann Simpson for the use of her name -- Matty killed two birds with one stone.
When you look at a great film like BODY HEAT, or STAR WARS, CASABLANCA, BACK TO THE FUTURE, one thing is clear -- working out a smart story with no plot holes is the best way to establish a great relationship between audience and story.
Before we move on, a quick caveat on this topic: as a pet peeve, I'm particularly sensitive to comments that the characters within the movie make, regarding the story of the movie itself. I would put a red-line through sentiments like: "You mean this entire thing was a waste of time?" -- and -- "Well, that was sure stupid." -- and -- "Man, this all seems to be going nowhere." My big fear with lines like these is that, when the movie plays before an audience, someone will stand up and shout out agreement -- "Yeah, no kidding!"
Oh and heck, while we're here, I have to vent on another pet peeve. Where did this idea come from that you have to 'set up' all of a character's abilities before they're used? If a character is going to shoot a bow and arrow in Act III, some development executive will invariably insist that you have to set up that the character can shoot a bow and arrow by showing them doing it in Act I, or you're not playing fair with the audience.
Why can't we just find out that the character can shoot the bow and arrow when the character needs to do it? And if it's not believable in Act III without a set-up, why is it believable in Act I without a set-up? Don't you have to set-up the set-up? Thank you, vent-mode off now.
C. Relationship Between Audience and Filmmakers Beyond the characters and the story, an audience experiences a relationship with the film and filmmakers themselves.
On some level, an audience is aware of the presence of the controlling hand of the filmmaker. It might be an overt presence, in, say, a Steven Spielberg or Spike Lee movie -- a film where the presence of the director is quite evident in style, or the film's marketing --
Or it might just be some nebulous 'they' in the mind of an audience member. "They didn't do a very good job with the ending", might be a sentiment expressed. Or the ever-popular, "How'd they do that?"
In any case, an audience looks for clues that they're in good hands. After a smart, effective scene or two, and some great lines and character moments, the audience gets to relax, stop working at it, and simply give in, give themselves up to the movie.
On the other side of the coin, filmmakers (and screenwriters) can easily 'lose' an audience. How does this happen?
Bad writing, unclear story points, and cliches will certainly do the job, and in some cases, perhaps, can't be helped. But I've also read scripts that opened with scenes of racist humour, and sexist humour. I've read scripts that open with off-putting toilet humour. I've read scripts with gratuitous violence, pointlessly graphic blood and guts.
The writer may achieve a sort of knee-jerk response with these types of choices, but at what cost? At the cost of alienating the audience.
For example... I read a script where a guy gets his revenge on his rival by focusing a surveillance camera on him as he goes to the bathroom -- then broadcasting the toilet-stall image on all the TV monitors in the company. In a word, yuck. I get the story beat, certainly. But the screenwriter earns no points for providing me with that image. I can't help but think that great filmmakers like Preston Sturges, John Ford, William Goldman, Alfred Hitchcock, etc., somehow managed to enjoy entire careers without resorting to such devices. You could even argue that they had successful careers because they didn't resort to such images.
A friend of mine, producer Michael Engelberg, observed once that a film can never escape the essential nature of the person directing it. If the director is kind, the film will reflect it. If the director is cynical or mean-spirited, the film can't help but be that way, too.
At its best, the film experience is not only the 'ride' of experiencing a great story, it also allows us a glimpse into the mind of the filmmaker, a chance to share our choices, beliefs, and sensibilities. Your work is a chance for people to connect to you. Is the art you have created a true reflection of who you are, the experiences and beliefs you have? Your audience would like it to be.
D. Relationship Between the Audience and Itself Moviegoing is a group experience. Your family or friends may be a sub-group, and then you join into the larger collective in the theatre. You share the anticipation, laughter, surprise, fear, understanding. If you've ever seen a great movie with a large crowd, you know how the experience is enhanced. You can 'feel' the response of the crowd, and that gives you further license to buy into the experience, and into the reality-world of the film.
And in the course of this, a great thing happens. The audience, collectively, gets smarter. It's like the opposite of a lynch mob mentality.
In a large enough group, even the most demanding story point or subtlest of character moments, will play like gangbusters. I think that studio executives, and filmmakers in general, consistently underestimate their audiences. A complex story, read cold from the page, might be tough. But when you bring to bear acting, music, editing, mise-en-scene and all the other tools at a filmmaker's disposal, and the power of the collective experience, even the most challenging story can be crystal clear.
A full theatre is far smarter than the average studio executive. In fact -- I'll go so far as to say, there are NO EXAMPLES of solid story-logic stories that were too difficult or demanding for the audience to understand. From BODY HEAT to THE USUAL SUSPECTS to HOUSE OF GAMES, we have ample evidence that smart stories work. I believe that, if a film has a story logic that holds up to analysis, the audience will invariably find it. Like I said, they've got nothing else to do. But -- the logic has to BE THERE to be found.
The irony of most studio notes is that, in an effort to 'simplify' the story for the sake of the audience -- so the audience will 'get it' -- the story is made nonsensical. And then no matter how smart the audience is, they will never be able to find the logic -- because it isn't there. The notes have exactly the opposite effect as intended.
E. Relationship of Each Filmgoer with Themselves Finally, we get to the most important relationship of all -- the relationship of the person watching the movie with themselves. The best movies can cause an internal struggle, or reaffirmation of values. Perhaps you wanted one thing for a character, but something else happened. And the character didn't respond in the way you expected. Suddenly you question your own presumptions. Perhaps the experience of the movie as a whole induces a bit of soul-searching, a reassessment of personal values. An effective movie can cause us to challenge our fundamental beliefs. To reexamine our presumptions. To broaden our awareness. And even, in some cases, to change.
So, just to review the main idea, here -- the audience-film relationship is central to the filmgoing experience. As a filmmaker, you need to nurture it, to treat it with care. The audience is your friend -- even if you're going to make them cry or scare the hell out of them.
It's worth doing a final read-through of your script from as objective a viewpoint as you can muster -- from the point of view of the people sitting down in their chairs with their popcorn, taking it all in for the very first time. (Perhaps you have to get away from the material a few days, and then come back, to do this.) But you should really track through your work, paying attention to the subtlest of feelings your story invokes, at each step of the way. It's worth it. Because a reader opening a script page -- or an audience sitting down to watch your film -- is performing an act of trust, an act of faith. Writing stories and making films is great, it's powerful, it's fun. You get to play God, you get to make whatever fantastic things you want happen up there on screen -- Just remember -- the audience is listening.

11 THE WIND-UP & THE PITCH
My writing partner and I have been told flat-out a number of times that we do not pitch well. On one occasion, we weren't five steps out the development executive's door when our producer turned to us and said, "That was, without a doubt, the worst pitch I've ever seen." This was our own producer, remember. Supposedly one of the people on our side. I've blanked out with stage fright. I've stammered. I've experienced that horrible feeling of knowing that my mouth was continuing to speak words even though my brain had no idea where they were leading. Probably the most common failing we have is getting hopelessly muddled in minutiae, lost in detail. Steven Spielberg even said to us once, "It's a good thing you guys write better than you pitch." Ouch.
There's one advantage to all this, though. This complete lack of ability gives me a clear advantage when it comes to giving advice. After all, how much can you really learn from those talented bastards to whom all this comes easy? Those slick, confident, gregarious types who automatically shine in the spotlight, as easy as flicking on a switch? No, better to listen to someone who hates it. Someone who's had to come up with compensatory techniques to make up for zero natural ability. Someone who sweats.
Now, there's too much to talk about on the art of pitching in Hollywood for just one column. So I'm going to focus on one particular pitching technique: the use of a bulletin board.
We learned our 'board' pitching style from how they do it at Disney feature animation. No doubt they were inspired by the practice of pre-visualizing a film using storyboards. Plus they all love to sit around and toss those little push-pins across the room, impaling them into the bulletin board while pretending to have story meetings.
Push-pins aside, here's how it goes. You start with a standard 4' x 5' cork bulletin board, and a bunch of 3" x 5" index cards. (Many writers use index cards anyway to work out their plot, a technique I highly recommend. You can 'see' the entire movie at a glance, and can experiment with various changes and explore the impact they have on the overall structure.) You write one major action on each index card. Looking over at one of our project boards, ZORRO, the cards read:
 ORDER GIVEN TO WIPE OUT GYPSY CAMP.
 CRISTOBAL STAGES RESCUE OF CONSTANCE FROM CAMP.
 CRISTOBAL BLAMES DIEGO FOR IMPENDING RAID; CONSTANCE THINKS DIEGO HAS BETRAYED HER.
In addition to actions, cards can also include key locations, thematic elements, character arcs, and important lines of dialog. For a theatrical feature, we'll usually will end up with about 40-50 cards that tell the basic story.
We also pin up a series of cards on the board that list the main characters. Again, using ZORRO as an example:
 CRISTOBAL Rival to Diego. Truly loves Constance.
 BERNARDO Gypsy leader. Like a father to Constance. Diego's mentor.
Our board can also include inspirational thematic quotes, photos, possible titles, and pretty much anything else we care to throw up there.
Now, these hand-written cards are NOT the cards we would use for the pitch. (At least, not for a 'selling pitch.' Once you've got the assignment, you can go in with the hand written 'rough cards' if you're working closely with the studio or the director on changes. This is so you can hand-write cards quickly.) For one thing, there's too many of them at this point -- 50 cards can look a bit intimidating, considering most pitches should run 10-20 minutes long.
So for the actual pitch we take the step of creating a 'presentation board.' The 'cards' of a presentation board are different. We make them out of standard 8 1/2" x 11" typing paper, cut about one-half or one-third full size. This lets us print the story out nicely on a LaserWriter, which gives a clean, legible, dare-I-say-it professional look. We pin these pages up onto the board beneath the film's title, organized into a loose three act format. The font size is big enough and dark enough to be read at a distance of about 12 feet.
We limit the number of these cards to just the 18-21 major sequences of the film. This is pretty much all you can cover in a pitch anyway. Each of these sequences gets a name, or header, which goes in a larger font size on the top of the card. Actions within these sequence then get listed under the headers (which are not unlike the old-fashioned style chapter headings of adventure novels -- 'Wherein Jimmy Discovers the Hidden Treasure'-type of thing.)
While the primary purpose of the presentation board is in fact to make presentations, we've found that creating the board often has a positive effect on the story at this point. A beneficial content-follows-form phenomenon occurs. By forcing ourselves to identify the 18 major sequences and edit the material down from 50 cards, we are forced to simplify the story and emphasize (or in some cases even 'discover') the major elements of the story. In clarifying the story for presentation, we also clarify the story.
Here, for example, are some of the 'presentation' cards from our first ZORRO pitch:
 CRISTOBAL'S BETRAYAL Jealous, he reports location of Gypsy camp. Order given to wipe out the camp. Cristobal stages rescue of Constance. Tells her of raid. She believes Diego has betrayed them.
GYPSY CAMP RAIDED Diego and cadets sent. Diego unaware of target. A brutal massacre. Diego tries to stop it. Bernardo revealed as Zorro, taken prisoner. "Your sharp tongue needs blunting."
So the story is finally in presentable shape up on a board. And now here's what I'm telling you to do. You'll actually drag the board to the studio, carry it across the parking lot, take it into the lobby, up the elevator, into the waiting room, and finally into the conference room. All the while you'll be feeling a bit self-conscious and silly -- especially when you have to balance the thing on a couple of chairs or prop it against the couch.
Then you'll use this board as a visual aid to help you pitch. Hey, remember -- you're the writer. If you say this is how a pitch goes, then this is how a pitch goes!
It took my writing partner, Ted, and I, a while to learn that. One of the first times we tried this pitching style was at Amblin' Entertainment, to Steven Spielberg. We felt ridiculous. After all, who were we to decide this was the way it was done? What was this huge prop we were carrying around? Obviously we were so unsure of our own abilities, we had to resort to this silly crutch. What was this, show and tell?
Then Spielberg walked in to the room, saw the board, and immediately said, "This is great. This is how all movies should be pitched."
And we discovered that a magical, wonderful thing happens when you pitch off of a presentation board. At least magical for camera-shy people like myself. ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE ROOM START LOOKING AT THE BOARD, and not at us. The film was in the spotlight, and we got to stand on the sidelines and point at it and tell everybody how great it was.
It turns out that executives really, really enjoy this style of pitching. First off, they can 'see' the movie structure. It's right there in front of them, out in the real world, not just a fuzzy vision in the screenwriter's head. They can see it as a thing that exists, like the screenplay, or the film itself. It gives the executives a sense of security; it tells them that the writer does indeed know the film from start to finish, that the writer does indeed have an organizing plan.
And executives are used to having things presented to them. Toy lines are presented with drawings or displays. Building designs, set designs, etc. are done the same way. Executives are quite comfortable with this process -- so why shouldn't screenwriters take advantage?
Also, a good presentation board gives the impression that the writer truly cares about getting the assignment. The implication is, if the writer has gone to this much effort for the pitch, that writer will bring an equal amount of dedication and passion to writing the script.
There are other benefits as well. The entire film can be 'read' in just a minute's time, by skimming along the 18 card headings -- again, like scanning the chapter headings in a book. We know that executives do this in meetings; we can see them reading ahead. It's cool, though, because it gets them involved in the story.
The board also helps the executives not get lost. It's enormously effective to be able to literally point to the place you're at in the story. We don't get interruptive questions like, "Are we into Act III yet?" while just starting Act II.
This works with the list of characters as well. Often an executive may want to make a comment, but has forgotten the name of a lead character. With the board, the character name is sitting right in front of him. We don't have to repeat ourselves, or get interrupted ("Cindy -- that's the killer's girlfriend, right?" "No, she's the hero's mother." "Oh.") We help let the executive look smart. He or she can easily make their comments, which makes it easier for them to get involved in the story.
Executives love to be able to contribute, and to tinker. Having the plot up on a board makes it look like something that can be easily tinkered with. The writing process is demystified a bit -- and once they start tinkering, they're hooked. (This is an advantage, of course, only when you're trying to get the job. After you've got the assignment, it switches over to being a disadvantage!)
It's even possible to include on the board what they call at Disney 'visual development.' For our SANDMAN project at Warner Bros., we had in our possession all the original Neil Gaiman comics optioned by the studio. Do you think we left those comics at home? No way. We cut up drawings of the different characters and made a separate, spectacularly colorful 'character board.' If I were pitching TWISTER, say, I'd include as many photos of tornadoes as I could find. You get the idea.
Our last few pitches using this system were on a project with DreamWorks, and involved Katzenberg, Spielberg, and Elton John. We tromped into the Four Seasons hotel with our board, feeling silly as usual, rode the elevator up to the Penthouse board room, dragged our board in and showed them the movie. We got calls the following two days on how well the presentation went. So if you try this, and anyone gives you any hassle for it, you should know that both Katzenberg and Spielberg have said that they would like this presentation style to become the industry standard.
One last note. The presentation board is then finally useful in jump-starting the writing process. We translate the story into files on the computer, with each file titled with the heading of each sequence card from the board. In each file are the basic actions of that sequence. What's great about that is, each sequence is already 'started.' As a writing team we can then work on each sequence separately -- and since each sequence works out to about 5-7 pages, it's perfect for a day's work. You don't really want to 'look at' more than that amount of the movie on any given day. When each sequence is done, you print out the script, see if hangs together, and you've got a pretty decent first draft sitting there, ready for revisions.
So now, yes, we've become hopelessly obsessive about our cards and our boards. (And we're pretty good with flicking push-pins!) We had to do a pitch out in East Hampton a while back. We got to fly out first class and all, but it wasn't really reasonable for us to try and cart our board onto the plane along with us.
But we had few hours to kill in town the day of our pitch. Others might have gone and enjoyed the shops, the beach, or the restaurants. We spent the time searching through stationary stores for index cards and a medium-sized bulletin board. We eventually found a nice cork bulletin board at one of the downtown hardware stores. We carted the it back to the inn where we were staying, and went about getting the cards pinned up. We were feeling a little foolish, as usual, a little obsessive, and then the phone rang. It was the producer of the project, checking in ahead of the meeting time. He had one question for us: "Did you guys bring the board?"

12 IT'S BEEN DONE
Nothing can be said nowadays which has not already been said. -- TERENCE "Eunuchs" There is no new thing under the sun. -- ECCLESIASTES 1:9
In Hollywood, it's pretty much agreed that there are no new stories, only new treatments, new ways to execute the old stories. And then you do the sequel, of course. That's all well and good -- but what are the old stories, anyway? In 1868, Georges Polti, after an extensive survey of literature, declared that there were no more than 36 dramatic situations. Here, he said, was the stuff of human drama. No matter the tale, for it to be dramatic, it would invariably involve one of these 36 situations.
This column is devoted to Polti's work. Provided is an abbreviation of his book, "The Thirty-six Dramatic Situations", which is highly recommended, if hard to find. The full manuscript lists various works representative of each situation, along with his insightful comments on each.
Here's a sample. You might want to keep RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK in mind as you read this, Polti's entry on the Twelfth Situation, Obtaining:
Diplomacy and eloquence here come into play. An end is to be attained, an object to be gained. What interests may not be put at stake, what weighty arguments or influences removed, what intermediaries or disguises may be used to transform anger into benevolence, rancor into renouncement; to put the Despoiler in the place of the Despoiled? What mines may be sprung, what counter-mines discovered! What unexpected revolts of submissive instruments! This dialectic contest which arises between reason and passion, sometimes subtle and persuasive, sometimes forceful and violent, provides a fine situation, as natural as it is original.
There's only enough room here to list an outline of the work -- the chapter headings, basically, without the detailed explorations. But the outline is intriguing, and is provided as a source of inspiration, a tool to spark the imagination. (Where do writers get their ideas? Why, 19th century surveys of literature, of course!)
It can also be useful in clarifying your present work. The plot of one of our projects, SANDMAN, was taking shape slowly -- and the presentation was just days away. It was enormously helpful for us to consult this list and recognize we were doing #6B1, A Monarch Overthrown, combined with #23, Necessity of Sacrificing Loved Ones. It helped crystallize our thinking, and led to the plot we are now writing.
Polti's work also can be advantageous in story meetings. It's nice to have a structural precedent other than Joseph Campbell's well-known work. Executives are so focused these days on Campbell's "Hero's Journey" structure, they tend to impose it where it perhaps does not belong. There are more stories to tell than just the "Hero's Journey". Thirty-six of them, in fact. They're difficult to layout in this format, but here they are, in [the site's] Archives. Check them out!

13 THE BIG FINISH
Here's my iron-clad rule for how a movie should end. (How's that for taking a stance?) A good ending must be decisive, set-up, and inevitable -- but nonetheless unexpected.
This is, of course, not easy to do. Some writers feel that a good, strong opening, the hook, is the toughest thing to come up with. I disagree. A great opening is perhaps the most important section of the screenplay -- it's the part that's actually going to get read! But it's not the hardest. My writing partner, Ted Elliott, can come up with a great set-up in seconds -- but give him a month or so before asking him what comes next!
Act II is a renowned quagmire of story problems. You could argue that it's the toughest Act to plot. But the subject matter itself at least provides material to shape, and gives some direction how to proceed. Act II problems are more often organization problems, not blank-page problems, and they'll ultimately succumb to proper execution of craft.
No, for myself, Act III -- and coming up with that great ending -- is definitely the toughest plotting on a script. It's an Act where you can't get by on just craftsmanship, you really do need to have something that's inspired. It's the payoff Act.
So let's go back to the rule: 'Decisive, set-up, and inevitable -- but nonetheless unexpected.'
Decisive. The most satisfying endings resolve the issues at hand clearly and decisively, one way or the other. Effective endings that are ambiguous are rare -- and a bit of a contradiction in terms.
Set-up. The ending can't come completely out of left-field. It should be one of several known possibilities, or referenced as a possible solution sometime earlier in the film. The ending must appear to evolve naturally out of the elements that are known. You don't want to change the rules at the end of the game -- that's not fair.
Inevitable. Another word for this might be 'appropriate.' You want an ending that is so 'right,' it seems as if it could have turned out no other way -- but only after it's happened! Because it's also got to be --
Unexpected. This is the real trick. The unexpectedness of the ending is the true payoff, the reward for watching the film. It's the element the audience will weigh most heavily when judging the outcome of the story -- whether or not it was 'worth waiting for.'
Let's look at the most famous, and perhaps the most effective, ending in film history -- the ending of CASABLANCA. It was certainly decisive: Rick and Ilsa do not end up together -- she leaves on the plane with Victor Lazlo. It was certainly set up: Rick helping the young man win at roulette was just one scene that showed Rick's idealism. And the ending could be said to be inevitable. As the story of the filming goes, several endings to the film were considered -- but when the first one was shot, they knew they had it, and that the story could not end any other way. And finally, the ending was, indeed, unexpected -- a quality that evolved out of its genre and structure. A romance where the hero doesn't get the girl? And it turns out to be the most romantic movie of all time!
I think of endings as the fulfillment of the promise, the covenant the storyteller makes with the audience. Violate that covenant at your peril. Two quick examples of how not to do it: the endings of YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES and WITCHES OF EASTWICK. The problem with both of these endings is they do not fulfil the promise made to the audience in the set-up.
Sherlock Holmes, and the Jack Nicholson character in EASTWICK, were each set up as thoughtful, analytical, smart characters. They used reason and spoke eloquently and insightfully. Those were the qualities, then, you expected to come into play in the payoff act. Instead, we were given a lot of fighting (in the case of YOUNG SHERLOCK) and a plethora of expensive special effects (in EASTWICK). Neither ending was promised, so neither ending was desired or appreciated.
Put simply, if it's an action picture, you've set up the expectation of an action finish. A courtroom scene probably won't do. Now it's true that often when you enter Act III, it does work to shake the picture up by changing the essential nature of the story (the hunter becomes the hunted; the murderer is brought to trial, etc.). This is good drama. Still, though, the story must be brought back around to an arena that is appropriate for the characters. Too often the characters get thrown aside, in that search for the big finish. But note that 'spectacle' is not one of the requirements for an ending. You don't necessarily need a big finish -- what you need is a satisfying conclusion to the situation.
A film that shows this beautifully is MOONSTRUCK. Who would have thought that you could have a brilliant ending to a movie take place with a bunch of people talking at a family breakfast table? It's unique, it's unexpected, and it's completely satisfying. A few other examples of how it was done right: ROBOCOP: The key here is that they didn't settle for making the people dumb to create the ending -- instead, they made everybody smart (including the villains) and played out their various strategies. This made for a very satisfying final scene.
NORTH BY NORTHWEST: There's a death, a recovery, a life-saved, and a marriage, all shown visually in the last seven seconds. Yes, good visuals are key to a good ending!
ALADDIN: Ted and I are proud of the demise-ending we came up with for our villain. When we joined the project, the story ended with Jafar plummeting to his death, frantically rubbing the wrong lamp after a series of subterfuges. But Ted kept seeing the image of Jafar getting sucked into the very lamp that he'd spent the whole movie pursuing. It was a cool image, an absolutely appropriate comeuppance. Having Aladdin trick Jafar into wishing to become a genie evolved out of that image. Even the storyline of the Genie wanting to be free of the lamp helped set up that ending -- it established the lamp as a sort of prison. Most people who see the movie aren't expecting Jafar to end up trapped in the lamp -- but when it happens, it seems right, like it couldn't happen any other way.
DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE: This is one of my favorite endings ever -- and one of my favorite films ever. (Yes, that is Sean Connery, and he's singing! The movie's a real treat, and you may want to skip this part if you haven't seen it. I am, after all, going to give away the end.) Early in the film King Brian sets things up when he says: "Three wishes I will grant you, great wishes and small, but if you wish for a fourth, you'll lose them all!"
The film then builds to an untenable situation: the girl will die unless Darby wishes to take her place. He does so, and the Death Coach arrives to take him away while the girl recovers. Then King Brian shows up, tricks Darby into wishing for a fourth wish. This effectively undoes his third wish ("wish for a fourth and you lose them all!") so Darby gets kicked out of the Coach and survives. The way the character relationships dovetail with the various plot threads at the end of DARBY O'GILL is just brilliant. And the unexpectedness of the solution makes this one of the best endings, I think, ever filmed.
Unexpectedness is one of the hardest elements to design into an ending. I find it useful to consider which type of question or questions is truly unknown to the audience. In a whodunit, the element that is not known is, well, WHO, and quite often the motive, or WHY. In an action film, you pretty much know WHAT is going to happen -- the hero is going to win -- but you don't know HOW. The HOW, then, is where you get your surprise. Occasionally, answering the WHERE questions can be a surprise -- remember where Hannibal Lector ended up in SILENCE OF THE LAMBS? WHEN questions are tough for endings, as they usually must be set up making the audience superior, which destroys the surprise.
So if you know which answer you're holding back -- the WHO, WHY, WHAT, HOW, or WHERE -- it can be easier to create that all-important unexpected ending. The best to go for is the WHAT question -- as in, truly not knowing 'what will happen' until it happens.
Let's look at the ending of one more film, the masterfully crafted BODY HEAT. When Ned Racine checks the yearbook in his jail cell and sees the reversed names of Mary Ann Simpson and Matty Walker, we learn exactly WHO landed him in jail, and Matty's true identity. We also learn WHAT happened, and HOW: the woman we know as Matty Walker long ago switched names, and eventually killed the woman, leaving her body to be found in the boathouse. The caption beneath the photo, 'To be rich and live in an exotic land' even tells us the WHY -- and then the final shot reveals WHERE Matty ended up: the beach of an exotic land. What a great ending! Ideally, the ending of a film is what the whole film has built to, in some fashion or other, all the way from page one. Ted and I still laugh at a screenplay that was submitted to us, where the writer included 'optional up ending' and 'optional down ending.' If the writer wasn't writing to one or the other of those endings throughout the screenplay, how effective could either of those endings be?
And a final note, on those 'down' endings. Writers just starting out often succumb to the temptation of choosing a tragic ending. After all, tragic endings are rare in films, and therefore unexpected. And unexpected is good, right? Problem is, tragic endings really not all that rare -- there are lots of unproduced spec scripts around with typical bad-script unhappy endings. The result is, usually, an unhappy ending for the writer.
So there you go. Keep working until your ending contains all four of the crucial elements: decisive, set-up, inevitable, and unexpected. Come up with a great ending for your script, and perhaps the script itself will have a great ending. It will be decisive, of course: it will sell.
That'll definitely have to be set up through a lot of hard work. And we'd all like to think it's inevitable -- But yet, until it actually happens, it's still, somehow, unexpected!

14 ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE
Did you know that at the start of light element production in the universe, the mass density and the expansion rate were in balance by 16 orders of magnitude? And that we needed this to be true in order for us to exist? We need a galaxy that contains the debris from exploded supernovae, and time for those debris to collect into a solar system with heavy elements -- because we're made from those elements.
Man, what an amazing coincidence. What are the odds of that happening? Coincidence. It's a screenwriter's stock in trade. It lies at the very heart of storytelling; it's been around even before Oedipus slept with his mother. It's the essence of the 'what if.' Coincidence comes into play for inciting incidents, chance meetings, clever plot twists, surprising revelations. It's a very necessary dramatic tool. But use even just a little too much and you engender that deadly, irrevocable indictment: "I dunno... it just felt too... contrived."
Ugh. The 'c' word. Of course it's contrived, it's a story. But the trick is to not have it seem contrived.
One of the classic rules of coincidence is that fate -- if it must be present -- should always favour the antagonist. If our hero has a gun on the villain and the hero's gun jams, it's called drama. If the villain has our hero dead in his sights, and the villain's gun jams, it's called a lousy cheat, a not-very-inventive way to sneak the hero out of his predicament.
Walter Parkes (screenwriter and co-president of Amblin and DreamWorks) has made a clever refinement to this rule. If the hero must -- due to the needs of the story -- catch a break, at least don't let it happen at the best possible moment. Make it happen at the worse possible moment.
For example: Let's say our hero needs to get a clue to the identity of a killer. He's run out of options, he's at the end of his rope, ready to give up -- and then suddenly the clue is presented to him. That lands just like what it is: a lucky break. Good thing the screenwriter provided that clue in time, or our hero would be standing around with nothing to do. It doesn't work because the help comes at the best possible time, right when our hero needs it. It's a beneficial coincidence, and so the story 'feels' contrived.
But now let's say our hero is in the middle of a con of the villain. The clue arrives -- and in getting it, the hero's cover is blown, the con revealed. The hero now has gained something -- a lead to the killer -- but it has come at a cost. The audience barely notices the coincidence because it came at the worst possible moment, not the best. The hero has to deal with the negative ramifications of the happenstance, and so the 'lucky break' is masked.
There are exceptions, of course, to these concerns about coincidence. One group perhaps should be noted. There are films where coincidence almost becomes a character, part of the conceit of the story. Instead of hiding the odd and ironic flukes and coincidences, the plot revels in them. Fate takes a heavy hand in the course of things, often to comic effect. Some good examples of this technique include WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN, FORREST GUMP, and AFTER HOURS.
But for the most part, screenwriters go to great lengths to minimize reality-harming coincidences, or avoid them altogether.
One really good way to do this is to focus on the story's 'initial conditions' (to borrow another term from cosmological science).The initial conditions of a story are those situations and character wants that are in place just as the story begins. To illustrate, let's do a little model. Here's our set-up:
 (character A wants to get item X) (character B wants to get item X) (character C has item X, and really hates A) (character D is in love with B)
Now, if the initial conditions are set properly, all you need to do is add one more element: Time. Time allows the characters to take action according to how they've been designed, and voila, the story happens. As long as the characters act according to their desires, and as long as those desires are rational -- Maslow's 'Hierarchy of Needs' is a good model -- the story will hum along, and not feel contrived. (Simply put, the 'Hierarchy of Needs' states that there is an order to which needs a person will logically satisfy. First food, then shelter, then companionship, etc., on up the hierarchy.)
So, with the passage of time, let's see how our 'initial conditions' evolve for our little mini-drama. Eventually:
 (B steals X) (A sleeps with B to get X) (C loses X) (D is jealous of A)
Okay. Now, some more time passes: (A successfully gets X) (B feels used) (C now vows to kill A) (D is disillusioned)
A little later: (A dies) (C gets X back, but at what cost?) (B and D reconcile, live happily ever after)
You get the idea. In this model, the initial conditions were set to create unfolding situations -- without the addition of any new elements.
Remember, as time passes, so do needs increase, and so action is taken. In this sense, the root of all action is time. The mark of a bad screenplay is when the initial conditions do not change, change very little, change in unsatisfying ways, or change in such a way so as to hit a dead-end. Because when the dead-end comes, coincidence rears its ugly head. While it is acceptable to introduce some 'new' elements, it is not as satisfying as watching the known elements play out.
And add too many new elements (coincidences) and you're back lost in the trackless lands of contrivance. Hasta la vista, baby.
(As an aside... I think people instinctively accept stories that are clearly motivated by the passage of time. The man stranded in the desert is a good example. If he doesn't find water soon, he'll die. The longer it takes, the worse it gets. There is something fundamental about 'time passage' drama that makes it, I believe, universal.) Okay, so there are ways to avoid coincidences. Sometimes, you just have to have lucky breaks happen. But they can't seem like lucky breaks. And so finally we arrive at the title of this column, the Anthropic Principal. It's the best damn coincidence-killer in the galaxy.
In 1961, Dicke, a cosmological scientist, pioneered the anthropic principal to deal with the incredible coincidences that allow our presence in a galaxy that seems perfectly tailored to our existence. From the stable energy state of the electron to the precise level of the weak nuclear force that allows stars to shine, we live in a universe of variables where only a slight change would cause all reality to literally fall apart. Could we really be so lucky? The anthropic principle simply points out that unless those special conditions existed, we would not be here to wonder at our good fortune. It presumes the possible existence of many other universes -- but in those worlds, the conditions don't exist for people. We're not there because we can't be there. We're here because we can be here.
How things are depend on how things are not.
Another example may help clarity. What are the odds that, it all the millions of galaxies and trillions of planets in this universe, intelligent life only exists here on earth? That we're it? After all, life happened here, and there are trillions of other chances. It makes no sense that we're the only one! Or does it? The anthropic principle forces a change in perspective. It points out that, if there is just one planet out of the multitudes that has life on it, it is certain that those people would presume they couldn't be the only one -- that the odds would be way too high! Okay, so that's interesting. But how can this be used for screenwriting? It's really, really cool. What the anthropic principle does is let you turn your coincidences into inevitabilities. You embed the needed story coincidence in the set-up, so not only does the coincidence need to happen, in some cases it must happen. When the coincidental event springs from the same action that created the need for the coincidence, the coincidence is killed. I know that sounds a little esoteric and weird, so let's do an example. CUT TO:
Our hero, being chased and shot at by bad guys. He's being hunted down -- on a small island, with few places to hide. His doom is all but inevitable. He makes to a beach and -- Look, there's a boat! With the engine running! Escape and salvation!
Seems pretty contrived, and unsatisfying. A lucky break, for the benefit of moving the story forward. But as the screenwriter, you have to get him off that island, or the film dies. What to do?
The anthropic principle would ask, why is he being chased to begin with? Well, there are bad guys there. Okay, so how did they get there? By boat. So establish that because of the pursuit of this guy, a boat has reached the island. When the hero locates the boat, now, it seems anything but contrived -- the boat had to be there, or he wouldn't be being chased to begin with!
Here's another example, from BODY HEAT, a masterfully-crafted film. It's pretty darn lucky that Matty Walker just happens to seduce a lawyer who just happens to have had a run-in with a judge, so the judge examines the will and finds the tiny flaw that gives Matty all the money. How could she count on that sequence of events? Totally implausible. But then we find -- along with Ned -- that Matty knew of Ned's legal problem before they ever met. That it was, in fact, the reason they'd met. The coincidence wasn't a coincidence at all. The whole thing was inevitable. What a sublime screen moment! As Ned Racine says, "She was relentless." The anthropic principal. A nifty little tool for solving coincidence dilemmas. After all... when you think about it... what are the odds that out of all the people in the world, you just happen to be sitting there right now, reading this column? And I'm the person who just happened to write it? Oh, and it just HAPPENS to be about screenwriting. Oh, and you just HAPPEN to be a screenwriter. Impossible. Unbelievable!

15 BUILDING THE BOMB
A screenwriter wrote to me marvelling that my name is in the writing credits of the god-awful 1994-released film Robert A. Heinlein's THE PUPPET MASTERS. After all, I seem like a sensible enough guy, and yet the film is piss-poor terrible. He was quite relieved to find out I know quite well that the movie is awful.
So here's how THE PUPPET MASTERS came to be. Let it serve as an illustrative example, a case study in the Hollywood development process. In its death, then, perhaps the film can find some meaning -- perhaps it can do some good.
Besides, you guys need to know what you're getting into. It certainly seemed like a good idea at the time: get the studio to buy the rights to Robert A. Heinlein's "The Puppet Masters" and adapt it for the screen. "There are whole sequences we can use straight from the book," I confidently told Executive Producer Michael Engelberg, standing in the parking lot outside the Team Disney Building. "We can get a great script done pretty fast." Several years, countless drafts and many screenwriters later, Engelberg would delight in reminding me of the conversation. Like I said... it seemed like a good idea at the time. My writing partner Ted Elliott and I had just finished working with Engelberg on an adaptation of the Edgar Rice Burroughs novel, "A Princess of Mars". The studio was happy with it and us, and wanted to hire us for another project. So we pitched them THE PUPPET MASTERS. They bought the rights. We wrote the script, turned it in. And they hated it. Upon reading the script, the quote from then-Hollywood Pictures president Ricardo Mestres was, "I hated the dialog. I hated the story. I hated the characters. It doesn't work on any level." We were dumbfounded. After all, the story is pretty simple: alien slugs arrive on earth, ride on people's backs, plug into their brains and tell them what to do. Special agents Sam, Mary, and the Old Man try to stop them as they spread across the United States. Our screenplay was the same story we pitched, which was the same story of the outline we turned in. It was also the same story from the book they'd just spent so much money to own. Finally we realized: nobody at the studio had ever actually read "The Puppet Masters". So Engelberg talked Ricardo into belatedly reading Heinlein's novel. Word eventually came back that we had "stayed too close to the book," which Ricardo in fact didn't like, but it did have "a germ of an idea that was good." My partner Ted pointed out the irony: "So even though we 'stayed too close to the book' we somehow managed to cleverly exclude the one single 'germ of an idea' that Ricardo liked." Contractually we owed the studio a re-write on the project, which brought up the question, what the hell did they want us to do? Several things, in fact. Ricardo didn't want the U.S. President to be in the film. "Films with Presidents don't work," he informed us. Also, he didn't want the entire United States to be infected with slugs. That was too big -- he preferred just one small town. And he didn't like the story of the lead female, Mary. "She doesn't have to be connected to the plot," a female executive on the project told us, "in this type of film, the woman is just the hero's girlfriend." Finally, Ricardo really hated the spaceships. They were too 'flying saucer-ish,' too fifties -- he thought they would date the film. So how did The Puppet Masters travel to earth, if there were no spaceships? "Spores," Ricardo suggested. We pointed out that the film he was describing sounded suspiciously like INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. "Okay," he said, "why not have them come down on the space shuttle?" It was at that point that Ted and I bolted to the feature animation division for several months to re-write ALADDIN. Hollywood Pictures began searching for other writers to execute a draft of Ricardo's version of the story. It all probably should have ended for us then and there, and in some kinder, gentler alternate universe it perhaps did. But then Ted had an idea. "Whatever writers you hire," Ted told Engelberg, "why don't you suggest they set the story on an Air Force base instead of a small town." There were a number of advantages to an Air Force base setting. It hadn't been used before, at least not in this type of film. It had an intriguing mix of military (people with guns to fight slugs) and civilian (people we could put in jeopardy). And base-housing, even in normal life, has a slightly eerie quality, similar to what Heinlein created with his story. Finally, you could quarantine an Air Force base more convincingly than you could a small town. Engelberg told the idea to Ricardo, who loved it. Engelberg then asked us a favor: would we please do it?
Ted reminded him that he didn't make the suggestion with the idea of actually having to write the thing. Did we really want to be known as the screenwriters who screwed-up one of the great science fiction novels of all time? But Engelberg was persuasive -- if it wasn't us, then it would be someone else, perhaps writers not as good. Also... he never brought it up, but we did feel we owed him a favor for giving us a chance on A PRINCESS OF MARS. So Ted and I sat down and wrote what eventually became known as the 'B-version' of THE PUPPET MASTERS: a shuttle astronaut becomes slug-ridden on a satellite repair mission. The shuttle makes an emergency landing at White Sands, New Mexico. The slugs start spreading, eventually taking over the base. (We consoled ourselves that at least the monsters were the same, and we got to play out many of the same story beats that were in Heinlein's novel.) We turned the draft in and the reaction was positive. So now the project was back on track. And to be fair to Ricardo, the new screenplay did indeed read more 'like a movie,' i.e., something that could be filmed on a realistic budget. So everyone was happy -- Except Engelberg. To understand this, one must understand that Dr. Michael Engelberg is a hard-core, lifelong science fiction fan. His apartment is like a library -- crowded with shelves of books and magazines; you feel perhaps you should speak in hushed tones. He originally read "The Puppet Masters" as a kid when it was published monthly as a serial, eagerly waiting by the mailbox for each new installment. No matter how filmic our 'B-version' script was, it just wasn't Robert A. Heinlein. And that's what Michael really wanted to see. So using political machinations worthy of the Old Man himself (favours were called, strings at high levels were pulled) Engelberg engineered this result: Hollywood Pictures would go back to the book (and our first script) and develop the original story concurrently with the B-version. Whichever next draft turned out the best would be the film that would be made. Also, because the B-version was treated as a separate screenplay, we still owed them a re-write. So Ted and I were asked to revise the original story (which was the story we preferred anyway). Ricardo assigned new writers (James Bonny & Richard Finney) to the 'B-version.' They also got a director, Dan Petrie Jr. -- which shows which version Ricardo was backing. (For our B-version research, Ted and I had to violate national security and sneak away from an air museum tour at March Air Force Base. In contrast, Petrie and his writers received special passes to Edwards Air Force base and got to watch the shuttle land.) So that's how Ted and I found ourselves in this bizarre situation: we were working on a screenplay that the studio head didn't want, competing with other writers on the same project -- and they were working from one of our scripts! And since they had a director and we didn't, things weren't looking too good for Heinlein's original story. And rumour had it that Petrie was even changing the creatures -- he liked the idea of them going under people's skin, hiding out inside people's bodies. And since we were preoccupied on ALADDIN with story holes you could drive a truck through, they even got their draft in first -- a definite tactical advantage. But then a couple things happened. The studio felt somewhat indifferent about the revised 'B-version' script. Second, our revision was an improvement on our first effort (at least we like to think so). Third, another Body Snatchers remake was announced, and it was set completely on an Air Force base. And finally, Engelberg continued in his efforts to convince anyone who would listen that we should be doing the classic, original story. (Michael Eisner agreed, commenting that no one wanted another Bonfire of the Vanities.) Next, screenwriter David Goyer was hired to re-write our script (the revised original version). David did a great job, keeping stuff that was working, changing some elements that weren't. In many ways he improved on our efforts, putting together the best of any of the drafts up to that point. Amazingly, Ricardo was convinced, and the 'B-version' was officially killed. The green light flickered, and the search for a director was on. So next a director gets hired and he shoots the script, right? Not in Hollywood. What happens is this: the director gets hired (in this case, British director Stewart Orme) and he sits down with screenwriters of his choosing and decides what film he wants to make. All the screenwriting work up to this point is potentially moot. The director can (and usually does) throw out the existing script and start over from scratch. Which is just what Stewart decided to do. New writers were brought in (Neil Pervis & Rob Wade) and, with principal photography weeks away, a new script was commissioned, to be written under Stewart's direction. Writing screenplays under these rushed conditions goes a long way toward explaining the generally mediocre quality of films -- the screenplay that gets shot is quite often not the best version that was written. (This does not stop critics -- who generally have not read any version -- from sympathizing with directors and actors who must "struggle with a mediocre screenplay.") So it turns out that Stewart, too, has a thing against spaceships. His idea was that slugs would grow from a seed that was left behind by a streaking light. (The fact that this implied a functioning ship full of slugs flying around the earth didn't seem to bother him.) And like many people, Stewart was interested in the idea of a 'mother slug,' a concept that every writer along the way fought hard to keep out. Those and other new ideas frustrated Engelberg enormously. They were backwards steps, he felt, from Goyer's revision of our script. When Stewart's shooting script came in -- with principal photography just days away -- Engelberg was beyond frustrated, he was depressed. The script wasn't very good, he felt. Worse, it wasn't Heinlein. Enter Jeffrey Katzenberg. He read the shooting script and didn't like it. It wasn't the same movie he'd given a green light to. Katzenberg ordered principal photography moved back a month, and, in a rare move for a studio head, ordered the director to go back to a previous draft -- the Goyer revision of our script. David Goyer was re-hired (at a properly re-negotiated salary) and he and Stewart worked to bring Heinlein's original story to the screen. And that's the draft that eventually got shot (or mangled, as it turned out that Stewart couldn't direct his way out of a paper bag).
So it was that three years after our initial parking lot conversation, Engelberg escorted us on a tour of THE PUPPET MASTERS set, on the Warner Hollywood lot. We saw foam slugs being mass-produced. We saw Jarvis' apartment. We saw the situation room of the Section. We saw Donald Sutherland, cane in hand, personifying the Old Man. "Come look at the spaceship," Engelberg said. We followed him into soundstage one. And there before us -- -- was a slime-covered parking garage. "That's not a spaceship," I said. "Well," Engelberg said, a little defensive, "it's what we're calling the spaceship." I looked again. It was a parking garage -- cars and all -- draped by gooey alien stuff. "Looks like they went with the look of the Aliens set," Ted commented. "So there's no spaceship," I said. "Stewart calls it the nest," Engelberg said. "Ricardo wants to call it the brain coral. It's what the spaceship becomes. It's our spaceship." "It's not a spaceship. A spaceship takes off and lands. There's nothing here that can fly." "Terry, now you're being mean," Ted observed. "Okay," Engelberg admitted, glum. "There is no spaceship." I was greatly disappointed. Our original desire to do the novel was based on wanting to see seven great gangbusters sequences. For those who've read the novel, they are: 1.) Investigating the fake spaceship and the fake news broadcast. 2.) Sam gets taken by the slugs, goes over to their side. 3.) Sam sits down in Mary's place for the slug interview. 4.) Sam goes into slug-infested Kansas City, gradually becomes aware it's completely slug-infested. 5.) The President takes off his clothes in front of Congress. 6.) The ape, Satan, gets slug-ridden. And 7.) Sam and the Old Man go into the alien spaceship. These are, for me, the essential sequences of the novel. The first two made it into the film in some form, I think. The third got pared away by the development process, for no good reason that I can remember. The fourth -- Sam goes into Kansas City -- takes place at night, and doesn't have near the impact it should have had. In the book (and our script) Sam notices a swimming pool 'closed for the summer' and other details that tell him Kansas City is overrun. People are going about their business, controlled by the slugs. It had that twisted normalcy of excellent horror. In the film, it's just a war scene. The fifth cool sequence was cut by Ricardo. The sixth was pared down due to budget. And the seventh -- No spaceship meant no spaceship for Sam and the Old Man to go into. No throat-tightening claustrophobia, no slugs swimming in fluid, no victims hanging in suspended animation. And that's a damn shame.
So of the seven great sequences of the book, maybe two and a half of them got up on screen in some form. Not a very impressive score, and it was a horrendous fight to get even that. I've come to believe that making a film is like a massive version of throwing a dinner party -- you invite a lot of people and hope that it turns out good, but you can't really control it. And after everyone has left and you've got this big mess, you wonder if all the work was worth it, why you went to all the trouble. But -- I guess you have to think back on the highlights, and appreciate the small successes. There is now a Puppet Masters film. It has real Heinlein slugs in it and they take over a good part of the United States. I got to hold a slug in my hand, feel it wriggle. Actress Julie Warner took my then six year-old daughter by the hand and led her up onto the stage so she could see a slug close up. And Michael Engelberg, that long-ago kid waiting by the mailbox for the next installment, actually got to be ridden by a 'Master' in one of the scenes, a slug-infested extra. It seemed like a good idea at the time. Heck, maybe it was a good idea after all.

16 TINSEL-SPEAK
In baseball you can hit a dying quail, throw BBs, play the hot corner or slam a round-tripper. If you're gonna talk astrophotography you have to know your Messier objects, binning and scaling, star trails, the ecliptic and gas-hypered film. Hollywood, too, has its own peculiar, ever-changing language.
William Goldman has the famous line: "Nobody messes with the cinematographer, because nobody knows what the hell a damn f-stop is -- but everybody knows the alphabet." My writing partner, Ted, feels that writers should band together and create a secret language so producers and development executives can't mess with us quite so easily.
My own feeling is that this secret language should be based on grammatical terms. You know, play into those universal fears people have, that they really should know what the hell a dangling participle is, but don't and probably never will.
I can just hear the meeting: "Well, that certainly won't work," the writer tells the executive. "We diagrammed the act, and found that the adverbial phrases were throwing off the plot meter. If anything, we've got to emphasize the iambic underpinnings -- especially in a compound-viewpoint story!" That ought to shut them up. But while screenwriting still lacks a proper specialized vocabulary, Hollywood in general certainly has its own terms and phrases. Here are just a few:
ABOVE-THE-LINE: Generally, those positions which are filled before principal photography begins: screenwriter, producer, director, etc. (people commonly listed in a film's opening credits). 'Below-the-line' costs are those costs (people and materials) associated with actually making the picture. So if so-and-so has agreed to star in the picture at $6 million, your budget may be at $20 million, but you're said to have 'high above-the-line costs' -- before a single frame of film has been exposed.
ACTIVATE: Producer-talk, as in "We need to activate the lead." When a character is deemed too passive, or not intrinsic to the storyline.
ARC: As in 'character arc.' This is the transition that a particular character undergoes during the course of the picture, as shown in the series of scenes in which that character appears. Can be quite separate from the actual plot.
BOILERPLATE: Of the 50 or so pages in your contract, 45 of them are pretty standard. What's being haggled over is the first (or last) five (basically, whether you'll get $30,000.00 or $300.00; points; sequel rights, etc.). The rest of the pages are affectionately known as the contract's standard 'boilerplate.'
BUTTON: As in 'button the scene.' The final joke or line of a scene that gives the entire scene a sense of completion.
CHARACTER SIGNATURE: That moment (or those moments) in a picture where a character shows his true nature. Also the defining characteristic that makes the character memorable.
COVERAGE: A synopsis (and assessment) of a screenplay, done by a 'reader' or 'development assistant.' At best, it allows executives to read only those scripts that are considered to be of very high quality while still being apprised of others. At worst, it's a possible 'no' that can kill a screenplay before it can get to the right person. Note: Books, plays and magazine articles get 'coverage,' too.
CRATER: If your film opened poorly, it didn't 'bomb,' it 'cratered.'
D-GIRL: A derogatory term for any of the legions of intelligent, ambitious women in the industry who probably should be making more important decisions but instead are relegated to working as 'development assistants'; i.e., reading scripts, writing coverages, attending story meetings. They work very hard, have little-to-no power, and get less credit than they deserve.
DEAL MEMO: Good agents are busy people, working for several clients, negotiating more than one deal at a time. A deal memo is sometimes sent out to confirm (and put in writing) verbal agreements reached over the phone. While technically not legally binding, it's an unwritten rule in Hollywood that a deal memo is as good as a signed contract; it's a 'done deal.'
DENSE: Often applied to scripts by people who fit the description themselves. Ostensibly it means the screenplay is full of detail and hard to read. In truth, it's a tell-tale sign that the executive hasn't had time to read the script.
DEVELOPMENT DEAL (or STEP DEAL): The paid process by which a story (usually told at a pitch meeting) becomes a screenplay. The studio agrees to finance the 'development' of the story; commonly, the writer is contracted for at least two drafts and a polish. It's called a step deal because the studio can cut the writer off (and not have to pay him any more) at any 'step' along the way.
DO A DINO: Outdated parlance for 'going out of business' (a la Dino De Laurentiis).
DO LUNCH: Is not said in the industry much any more. Nowadays, you leave out the event (lunch, meeting) and just mention the people, or the place: "I've got Dodie at 2" is okay; also "I have a one o'clock at Morton's."
DRY: As in 'dry humor.' This means the executive didn't get some of the jokes; the script is 'too cerebral.' Sometimes the producer will ask for more 'wet humor' which is of the universal visual/pratfall variety.
ELEMENT: The project begins with the screenplay. After that, 'elements' get attached: stars, producers, a director, maybe a really hot special effects guy. With enough elements, you have a package -- hopefully one that makes it harder for the studio to turn down the project. (Agencies such as CAA are particularly adept at 'packaging.') Note: If nobody wants to work with your 'element', you now have an 'encumbrance.'
FANNYBUMPER: A crowded party, the type where making connections is more important than having fun.
FAST TRACK: Projects put on the fast track are in theory so good they're ready to into production with a minimum of studio tinkering. Nowadays, though, everyone claims to be on the fast track, so a really good project is said to be on the 'super fast track.'
FLAVOR-OF-THE-MONTH: If you've just sold a spec script, directed a critically acclaimed debut feature, or starred in a well-received low budget film, you're the flavor-of-the-month: nobody knows who you are, everyone wants to meet you, and you could spend the next three months taking meetings and getting lots of free food.
FOURTH WALL: In a play or a sitcom, the imaginary 'wall' that the audience gazes through to see the action. (Good thing the stage designer left it out, or we wouldn't be able to see the actors!) The scene doesn't have to be in a house or building -- the fourth wall is the unacknowledged camera, watching the scene. Which leads to BREAKING THE FOURTH WALL, when an actor looks into the camera, speaks directly to the audience, acknowledging their presence.
GOOD WITH STORY: Almost exclusively applied to those people in the industry who are bad at something else.
GREEN LIGHT: When a studio finally reaches that elusive stage where they're satisfied with the script, the director, the producers, the budget, and the major stars, they 'green light' the picture, which means they're planning on actually going ahead and making it. Note: If you're close, lacking perhaps the commitment of one element, or you're just one polish away, you may have a flickering green light.
HELM: To direct. As in "(So-and-so) is set to helm (film) in the spring."
HIGH CONCEPT: Over-used term, known to all, disliked by many. Origin is most often attributed to Steven Spielberg, who reportedly said he favored "Films where you can relate the central idea in one sentence." Advantage to studios is that if the film can be told in one line, it can be advertised in one line.
HOME RUN: A hit film. Producers don't look for directors who will just do a good job; they want one who will take the material and 'hit a home run.'
INDIE PROD (or INDY PROD): Short for 'independent producer.' Studio executives rarely quit or are fired; instead, they 'turn indie prod.'
LEGS: When a film remains popular for several weeks; a drop-off of anything less than 25% from opening week to the next means the film 'has legs.'
MacGUFFIN: Alfred Hitchcock's term, widely adopted, for the device upon which the plot turns. Could be a bit of microfilm (as in NORTH BY NORTHWEST) or, say, letters of transit (CASABLANCA). Hitchcock reportedly felt that the actual nature of a MacGuffin was not as important as the nature of the story it engendered.
MID-SIX FIGURES against HIGH-SIX FIGURES: The writer, star or director has made a deal in the $400,000.00 to $600,000.00 range, against around $750,000.00 if the film gets made. But the studio doesn't want the exact price known, so precedent isn't set for other, comparable deals.
MOW: Short for a TV 'Movie of the Week.'
NON-PRO: Someone not in the film industry. No matter how professional they are (doctor; lawyer; President of the United States) in Tinsel-speak, they're a non-pro.
OPEN: When a film does great first week business, it is said to 'open.' Term is often applied to stars and directors, who, after establishing themselves in the marketplace, are said to be able to 'open' a picture.
OUT OF THE LOOP: If you don't know something, you don't say that you don't know -- you say that you're 'out of that loop.'
OVER THE HILL: Your destination when you start in Hollywood or Century City, and you're heading to Warner's, Columbia, or Disney.
PAGE ONE REWRITE: Polite term for when they want a new draft, but only want to pay a rewrite price.
PAGES: Producers and development execs never ask for 'the screenplay'; instead they say, "When can I see pages?"
PITCH MEETING: Where you tell the story, in person, from start to finish, in an attempt to get a development deal. Best advice ever given for a pitch meeting: know your story.
POINTS: Short for 'percentage points.' Simply, the percentage of the net profits of a picture that is yours. Net profits come after the production costs, overhead, prints, advertising, and interest are paid... and (many would say) only after a lot of creative studio accounting.
POLISH: Also described as 'straightening out some of the dialog.' This is when they want a complete rewrite, but only want to pay a polish price.
PREP: Short for 'preparation.' It's the amount of time the director has to get ready; simply, the number of weeks (or days) between when he is hired and the first day of principal photography.
RULES: As in "What are the rules?" Standard note which all development executives are trained to ask writers on any and all fantasy or science fiction scripts.
SCRIBE: A person who writes screenplays.
SHOOTING SCRIPT: This is the draft of the screenplay that has the numbers down the side. The screenplay is no longer just a selling script; it's now an actual blueprint for the production of the film.
SLAY: As in "She slayed them at the audition." Or "It's been a while since I saw a film that really slayed me." When a performance or a film is overwhelmingly good, and demonstrates a huge amount of talent.
SPEC SCRIPT: A screenplay written outside the safety of a development deal is written on spec, short for 'on speculation.' The advantage is, since the writer took all the risk, he can command a higher selling price; the disadvantage is that maybe nobody will want to buy it. Note: If your spec script has no 'elements' attached, it is a 'naked spec. '
SPIN: Short for topspin. Can be used to indicate 'uniqueness' -- especially uniqueness that creates powerful scenes, e.g., in LETHAL WEAPON, teaming a death-wish cop with a family man created a lot of good 'topspin.' Term is useful to execs who can ask for something even when they don't know what it is; they say "It needs a different spin."
STAMP: Most often refers to the director's artistic interpretation of the material, his 'style' as it impacts the project. "(So-and-so) will come and put his stamp on it," is a typical phrase. Very useful neutral term for seeming to give praise without really doing (important for industry screenings): "It's got your stamp all over it!"
TAKE: Somewhere between 'response' or 'reaction' and 'intent' -- because a director's 'take' on a screenplay is usually how he desires to change it.
TAKE A PASADENA: Nobody in Hollywood says 'no'; the diplomatic response is "We're going to pass on that." Then you get to tell your friends "(Studio X) took a Pasadena." Your agent will ask them if it's a hard pass (don't waste postage sending it to us again) or a soft pass (we might look at the next draft).
TANSTAAFL: Short for 'There ain't no such thing as a free lunch.'
TEN-PERCENTARY: An agency, such as William Morris. Term often used in "Variety"; 'ten-percenter' refers to an individual agent.
TENTPOLE: What every studio would love to have: a film (or a character) so successful that it helps finance other projects. The James Bond films 'tentpoled' United Artists for many years.
TOPLINE: To star in a picture; sometimes used for those who head a studio or agency.
TURN UP THE HEAT: Term used by almost exclusively by non-writers (producers, directors, executives) to writers; it means they feel there ought to be more jeopardy and danger in the screenplay.
TURN UP THE VOLUME: Used for some element or story point that already exists in the screenplay but needs to be stronger. Often used by executives who have missed the point entirely due to a hasty read.
TURNAROUND: When a studio develops a project and decides not to proceed, the project is put into turnaround, which means it's available to be looked at by other studios. The Hollywood version of free agency. If someone wants the project, they must pay the original studio all of the fees and payments associated with the project -- known as the 'turnaround costs.'
WANNABE: A person trying to enter the film business, especially a writer.
WEB: A television network. ABC is the 'alphabet web.'
WEBLET: A web wannabe.
WE'RE GOING IN A DIFFERENT DIRECTION: This means the current writer has just lost his job.
WE'VE DECIDED TO MOVE FORWARD: This means somebody has just lost their job.
WHAMMO!: Producer Joel Silver's term for exciting surprises in a script, even better if they were visually spectacular. Reportedly, a good WHAMMO! had to hit at least every ten pages for him to feel the story was working.
WRITING SAMPLE: What you have when your spec script doesn't sell.
YAKKER: A talk show.
YOU'RE PUSHING AN OPEN DOOR: This is producer-talk for, "I already agree with you, stop arguing the point."
So the hope for the wannabe is to write a naked spec that gets picked up by a ten-percentary, and so the scribe becomes a flavour-of-the-month.
A studio then pays mid-six figures against high-six figures for the project, calls it a potential tentpole franchise, puts it on the fast track, and you get a flickering green light.
But then the studio does a Pasadena when the polish comes in, because they read the pages and the character arc of the lead was weak, so they lost faith it would attract the proper elements.
Everyone decides to move forward, and now you're in turnaround, and you're not even sure why -- your executive doesn't know, of course, he was 'out of the loop!'
Congratulations, you now speak Tinsel-speak. George Orwell had nothing on these guys!

17 FUDGING
It's a dirty little Hollywood secret -- hidden away, rarely discussed, and even more rarely written about. Yet it's more common than the casting couch, more insidiously clever than creative studio accounting. Like nepotism, it's quietly tolerated by most, as long as it doesn't get too out of hand. I admit I've even done it myself. I'm talking about fudging the page count. Go to any gathering of industry types. Check out that little knot of writers in the corner. The ones speaking in hushed tones. I guarantee you the conversation has nothing to do with box office results, critics or starlets. They're not even talking about their latest deals or complaining about their agents. Nope, they're exchanging techniques... trade secrets on how to lower the page count of their scripts.
See, this is what happens when a producer or creative executive receives a screenplay. If the script was written on assignment, they pick it up, flip right to the end and see how many pages it is. If it's a spec script, then they open it up, glance at the title -- -- and then flip right to the end to see how many pages it is! Any script with a page length over 125 is suspect. Over 130, and the script is, at best, an interim draft with "Lots more work to be done." And it may not even get read. "If it's too long, it goes to the bottom of the pile," a Disney executive told me once. "At one o'clock in the morning, a 105-page script can look a lot more appealing than a 135-page script."
The bias isn't just due to how long it takes to read the script. The classic rule of thumb says that one page of script will average out to one minute of screen time. This isn't always true -- sometimes a single descriptive line such as 'the horses stampede through town' can take more than a minute, and some dialog scenes will take less. (It's said that screen time eats up dialog, and action eats up screen time.) But over the course of a script it's supposed to average out to that magic page-a-minute. So a 135-page script is automatically considered to be a longish movie, more expensive to produce, and may limit the number of screenings the exhibitors can schedule in the course of a day. Bad things all. In addition there are structural concerns. Quite often in a 135-page script, the spin into Act III won't come until after page 100. It can feel a bit odd to head off in a brand new direction at a point where some movies are winding up. The script, then, may be thought to be paced too slowly. Oh, and I should mention that none of this actually makes any damn sense whatsoever, of course. There are many films that work just fine at 150 minutes or longer. And the screenplay for the first TERMINATOR movie was, I believe 170 pages long. But these are the biases we deal with, whether they have merit or not. If your script is under 105 pages, all the notes you get will be about stuff that needs to be added. If your script is over 130 pages, all the notes will be about stuff that needs to be cut. At 115 pages or thereabouts, the notes tend to be confused and cancel out, because no one can figure out whether to add stuff or cut stuff. So what do you do when your screenplay is edging into the unreadable 130-page plus territory? You cheat, of course. In whatever sneaky, underhanded way you can come up with. We're talkin' O.J. Simpson defense team tactics. Here's a few ways to do it, and a few ways NOT to do it:
#1. USE A DIFFERENT FONT Man, don't even try. The mark of a rank amateur. As a master of cheating page count, I look upon using different fonts with disdain. See, the idea is to conceal your efforts. Sure you can switch to Elite instead of Courier (back in the old typewriter days) or use a fancy justified font and shave the page total. But it's too obvious -- you end up highlighting the very problem you're trying to conceal. People read those scripts with absolute suspicion ("How long is this really?") if they read them at all.
#2. WIDEN THE DIALOG MARGINS
Commonly attempted and also a bad way to go. Again, it's too obvious -- the page just doesn't look right with those fat dialog blocks sitting there. Usually attempted by writers who have too many half-page speeches loading down their scripts in the first place.
#3. CHANGE THE LEADING
Okay, now we're getting somewhere. For those that may not know, leading ('ledding') is the vertical spacing between each line written on the page. Minimize the leading and the lines become slightly squished together -- and more of them will fit on the page! It's sneaky, it's hard to spot, and it's effective. Two or three lines per page is a whole extra page every thirty pages of screenplay. It's an option most word processing programs now allow you to control.
#4. USE SCRIPTOR
"Scriptor" is a screenplay formatting program for people who work in Microsoft Word. One of its many fine features is that it automatically squishes the leading of a script, commonly saving four or five pages. It also allows control of the space before each scene heading, and whether or not to use MOREs for broken dialog and CONTINUEDs at the bottom of each page. And it seems to use a slightly more compact Courier font. With all the choices it offers, the length of a script can be changed up to 10 pages just by changing the settings.
#5. ELIMINATE 'WIDOWS'
A widow is, I believe, a typesetting term for when one or two words at the end of a line 'hang over' or wrap around down to the next line. So you have an entire line there, but just one word sitting there using it. Not very efficient. If you can rewrite the line to get rid of just that one word, you save ONE WHOLE LINE.
Widow-hunting is now an automatic part of our writing. Suppose the line is, 'He stood frozen in the glare of the headlamps a moment, then dove sideways, away from the onrushing car.' Let's say the word 'car' wraps around, causing the sentence to take up two lines. It's easy enough to edit the line to: 'He stood frozen in the headlamps' glare, then dove away from the onrushing car.' You could argue that the less wordy version is easier to read as well. Sometimes there's a three or four line paragraph that has just a single word 'hanging over' onto the next line. The challenge is to find juuussssst the right word to edit in the paragraph that will cause the words at the end of each line to start wrapping around, and then save a line at the end. It's a real thrill when you do it. Throughout an entire script, a good widow hunt can take out maybe three pages.

 Ah, the joys of writing. You've got to take 'em where you find 'em.
#6. ELIMINATE CUT TOs Gee, does EVERY scene change really need its own CUT TO? Maybe we can get by with just every major sequence, and when we need to use DISSOLVE. Or, if the script's really long -- forget the CUT TOs altogether, leave 'em for the shooting script!
#7. MISNUMBER THE PAGES Ted and I sort of stumbled onto this one by accident. In writing for the Disney Sunday Night Movie, we were asked to put in the seven act breaks for the commercials. This is the format of a made-for-TV movie. Well, it so happens you don't put the page number on the pages that start each act. And by mistake I started to leave those numbers out of the total page count. So, say act III ended on page 46, Act IV started on the next page (unnumbered), and then the page after that was page 47.
Yes, it was a mistake. Really it was. We saved six pages that way. Our justification was that the last page of each act tended to take up a half of a page or less, but we were getting 'charged' for a full page. But this should probably be looked at as the desperate act of desperate men, and is not recommended.
#8. THE 97% SOLUTION Okay, so you're wondering, just how bad does it get? How low will these guys go? To what level of depravity will they allow ourselves to sink? Here it is. This is it, the absolute bottom, I swear. When we were just starting out, I figured the best way to handle this whole formatting issue was to copy the format of a professional script EXACTLY. I'm talking down to 1/32 of an inch in all directions, margins, leading, everything.
So I got a copy of RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, and took a page out of the middle as a sample page. I retyped it word for word in order to be able to re-create the exact settings that must have been used to type it originally. But a weird thing happened -- I couldn't make it come out right. Finally I took my page and Kasdan's page to a light table, and superimposed one page over the other. Somehow my typeface, even though it was basic Courier, was taking up slightly more space for each letter than his version of courier. And so he was fitting more words on each line. Damn. I was using an IBM Selectric at the time, and working late at night on a college campus. I scoured the offices for those little interchangeable IBM Selectric typeface balls, convinced that somewhere there was the magic Kasdan ball that would allow me to fit as many words on a line as he did. But the Elite ball was too small. The Schoolbook ball was too big, etc. Unlike Goldilocks, I could never find the typeface ball that was just right. Then inspiration hit. The school had a copy machine that also made reductions. Through trial and error, I discovered that if I widened my margins, 'overprinted' the pages, and then made copies reducing them to 97% of their original size, I could match the Kasdan script EXACTLY. And I mean exactly -- back at the light table, when one page went over the other, it was a perfect match. I was able to get more words on each page, lowering the page count -- and best of all, at 97%, it still looked exactly like a normal Courier font. The fit was so exact, I have come to believe that this may have been how the original RAIDERS pages were created in the first place. Perhaps all this seems a bit extreme. That these are extraordinary lengths to go to, just to perhaps gain a relatively minor advantage. And after all, if the studio is really interested in making the script, one of the steps they'll do before budgeting it is to have it re-typed to their standard format. So the truth of a cheated page count will eventually out.
But there's one final, greater point to be made out of all this. In retrospect, my dedication -- or my obsession -- toward getting the script to look exactly the way it should, no matter how long it took -- that's an example of the sort of focus one needs to make it in this industry. Any slight advantage is worth gaining. Nothing that might allow our scripts to be passed on is acceptable to ignore. If a page break came at a bad spot, perhaps splitting the set-up and pay-off of a joke, I'd go in and edit out a line so the pay-off came without the reader having to turn the page. If, as I was mailing the script off, I noticed a word was misspelled or a dash got split, even if it was 2:00 A.M., I'd re-type the page. If you find yourself with this sort of obsessive behaviour -- like coming up with inventive ways to cheat the page count! -- then, I think, you've got the right kind of attitude to make it in Hollywood. Oh, and to Larry Kasdan, wherever you are -- I'd dearly love to know whether I indeed stumbled onto to your own personal fudging technique. If you ever happen to read this and have the time, please send an e-mail and let me know the truth. For myself, I'm going to believe you did fudge the count of RAIDERS. Thank you for the inspiration, and on behalf of all fudgers everywhere, let me say it: you're the best!

18 ME & MY AMPERSAND
So Terry, my writing partner, calls me up and asks if I'd do a guest column for Wordplay. Sure, I say. What's the topic?
Writing partners, he says. I figure you might have a few insights on the subject. "Pro or con?" I ask. "There's a con?" Oh, yeah, there's a con. Let me tell you: If you work with a partner, one of you will always run a little late. Guaranteed. Invariably, your partner will get all the good news phone calls ("Oh, yeah, I forgot. Jan De Bont called yesterday. He said he liked the script. And, uh, some other stuff, I can't remember what.") and you will get the bad ones ("As far as Warner Bros. is concerned, this draft is unacceptable, and we won't even consider it officially delivered. We may have to scrap the project, it's so bad."). You will have to listen to the excruciating details of his latest Rotisserie baseball trade, or his badly-told David Letterman bits that may have been funny at the time, but lose something in the translation. When a meeting gets rescheduled to an hour earlier he will be impossible to locate. That brilliant idea you had in the shower this morning will be met with absolute indifference at best, non-comprehension at worst. Defying all laws of probability, three out of four times, studio executives will call you each by the wrong name. You will feel like you're doing all the work. And you only get paid half the money. Naturally, your writing partner will feel the same way. That being said, I consider working with a partner to be the smartest career decision I've ever made. Of course, I got the best one, so the rest of you are out of luck. Naturally, my writing partner feels the same way.
I think. We've never actually discussed it. In fact we've never really discussed how our partnership works. Which makes this a very difficult column to write, probably the most difficult column in the history of Wordplay. Which is exactly why Terry asked me to do it, the gold-bricking slacker. I have to do all the hard work. Which is at it should be. Right off the top, no mincing around, I am going to dispel one of the single biggest misconceptions about working with a writing partner. Ready? Here it is: It doesn't make it easier. Even though you have a writing partner, you still must do 100% of the work. Don't think that finding a partner who's good with action means you don't have to write action anymore. You had both better be thinking constantly about solving the problems, clarifying the characters, sharpening the dialogue, making the story work. A partner doesn't make writing a script easier. But a partner can make the script better. Terry and I began working together over ten years ago (more, if you count our high school newspaper time). There were a number of reasons. Fear was one. Neither of us really had the slightest idea what we were doing, but we thought -- hoped -- prayed -- that the other guy did. The writing partner as security blanket. Discipline -- or, rather, lack of it -- was another factor. If it was just me by myself, I'm not sure I would have had the discipline to finish a single script, let alone gut out years of bad dialogue, tepid screen directions, and the realization that you really ought to have some idea for an ending before you start writing. But knowing that if I didn't show up, Terry would be left sitting there, glowering -- Terry has a particularly fearsome glower -- goaded me into showing up. And knowing I was there goaded Terry into showing up. And once we were both there, we figured, heck, we might as well do some work.
HOW WE WORK, PART I Terry and I did most of our early writing in restaurants -- specifically, a CoCo's in Orange County. Big table, no distractions, pretty waitresses refilling our coffee -- okay, minimal distractions -- all for about five bucks. We would sit across from each other, writing in long hand, passing a single pad back and forth. While we worked from an outline, we hadn't yet discovered the importance of really nailing the structure before we wrote FADE IN, so there was a lot of tearing out and crumpling up and staring blankly at each other, wondering how we're going pay for the coffee on the miserable salaries from our real, full-time jobs. We had a lot of shared sensibilities. We differ in a lot of ways (let's not bring up politics, hmm?), but have similar ideas about what makes stories work. We both loved movies, we both read voraciously, we both wanted to be screenwriters (a particularly good thing. Try to avoid getting a partner who wants to be, say, a convicted murderer or, worse, a performance artist). But it was the common goal of telling good stories -- and the kind of stories we wanted to tell -- that made our partnership work, and continue to work. The next thing I want to mention is one that maybe shouldn't be mentioned. The dark one. The one that ought to stay buried deep in the back of the drawer, under the socks. The one that everyone wonders about, but nobody talks about.
Competitiveness. Writers are competitive. Humans are competitive. I am competitive. And Terry? Do yourself a favor. Don't play ping-pong with him unless you're really good. He will not go easy. No quarter given, none asked. And, yes, he usually beat me (we don't play much anymore). When I'm writing a scene, the person I'm trying hardest to impress, the one whose opinion I value most, is Terry. I want him to read it and be floored. To wonder, "How does he do it?" And... I want him to be jealous. Just a little, but jealous all the same. And that prompts him to write a scene that impresses me, floors me, makes me jealous. And there's no way I can let him have that last little satisfied smile... Because I know that if the scene works for him, if it impresses him, it'll work for an audience. Terry is my harshest critic -- but also the one I respect the most. And ultimately, that's the most important thing about a writing partner. Find a writer you respect, whose abilities you envy -- and hope he or she feels the same about you. Working with a writing partner comes down to one simple thing: you should both feel like you're getting the better part of the deal.
HOW WE WORK, PART II (E) The Apple IIe, that is. What a wonderful machine. 64k of RAM. I remember the thrill when Terry kicked it up to 128. Monochrome monitor. Screenplays stored on six-inch floppy discs that were honest-to-God floppy. A daisywheel printer that chattered out a blistering two pages a minute. No mouse. Ah, nostalgia. But even with the advent of technology, Terry and I worked pretty much the same way: one at the keyboard, the other hanging over his shoulder. One of us would occasionally draft a scene in long hand while the other worked on a different scene, but for the most part, it was the same as the coffee shop (without the pretty waitresses, though. It's true; progress has a price). Except now we'd switch chairs, the CPU and monitor being a bit bulkier than a pad of paper.
In reading interviews with other writing teams, there's one phrase that always bothers me: "Once we've structured it (or gotten a first draft or heard from the producers or whatever) -- " -- that's when the shouting begins." What a horrible thing to look forward to, let alone incorporate into your day-to-day work life. If that be the price of a writing partner, give me the single life. There's got to be a better way... ... and there is. Terry and I have developed a process we call 'Egoless Arguing.' Simply enough, it means that the ideas do battle, not the people. It means not having a personal stake in any one story point, but in the overall script itself. If one of us makes a suggestion, it has to be backed up. Not by intimidation, debating tactics, Schopehauer's 38 stratagems, or name-calling, but by actual reasons -- and reasons beyond the development executive classic "It just feels right." That can be one of the reasons, but if the idea is right, there'll be more substance to it. Example: We're stuck on a story point. I suggest that the whole script is crashing down because our hero should wear a fedora, and Terry, in his infinite wisdom, believes he should go hatless. But now, having brought up the fedora issue, it's no longer my idea. It's simply an idea. It must stand or fall on its own merit. And neither of us takes sides -- it's the idea that must prove itself. I might start with a more pro-hat stance. After all, we don't want our hero to lose 80% of his body heat needlessly, what with the South Pole setting and all. Terry might make the point that hats are passe, and the supermodel-love interest would consider our hero a fashion dinosaur. But Terry might also realize the hat could make a good hiding place for the serial killer's virtual reality microchip plans on the DAT tape in Act II. And I could be the one who brings up the problem that the fedora is pretty much identified with Indiana Jones, and, since the hero is already an archeologist, it just might be considered plagiarism. Ultimately, the idea proves itself to be unsound, is rejected, and we go on to consider other issues, the main one being that, from all appearances, this seems like a pretty stupid idea for a movie. Egoless Arguing is also something we bring with us to story meetings. We try not to reject any suggestion out of hand -- even ones which sound like something Charles Manson babbled to Geraldo Rivera. Our long years of practice at collaboration have made it possible for us to sift through a producer's inexact fumblings, and find the good idea that may be lurking at the core. The whole point is to make the script better, and we'll take credit for anyone's good idea.
HOW WE WORK, PART III Over time, we discovered the real craft of screenwriting: structure. We began staying at the outlining phase until we got it right, working off cards until the major story points were set, and even most of the individual scene structures were figured out. We can now divide up the scenes and sequences, and work independently. Sometimes we're in the same room, on separate computers, sometimes not. Occasionally one of us gets stuck, or realizes that, in order for a moment to work in Act III, it's got to be set up in the Act I scene the other one is writing. But since we both know the structure, and we've both been thinking about the whole story, and we know it's the value of the idea, not the one who thunk it, it's simply a matter of solving the problem.
(An aside: Outside of science fiction and fantasy, the only writing partnerships I could think of in literature are both in the mystery genre: A.E. Maxwell, the husband-and-wife behind the Fiddler series, and Fred Dannay and Manfred B. Lee, better known as Ellery Queen. Interesting that the mystery genre, more than any other, demands an extremely high level of pure craft and structure. The good mystery genre, anyway.) One of the most common phrases Terry and I use when we're writing is "Okay, this is the bad version, but what if ..?" And the other one takes that, refines it, tosses it back. Maybe we follow a few blind paths, or reject an answer that later will prove to be the correct one, but more than likely, we will end up with a solution that neither of us could have come up on our own. (We're at Amblin', meeting with Walter Parkes, trying to work out a tricky rewrite on MEN IN BLACK. We're stuck. Nothing's coming. We can hear the bubbles crackling softly in a can of Diet Coke. And finally, cautiously, Walter says: "Okay, this is the bad version... " Terry and I laughed. We felt like we were home.) Movies are a collaborative art form. The auteur theory is a joke (unless you're Robert Rodriguez, who wrote, directed, shot, edited and sound-mixed his own movie. And maybe cooked the lunches, too, for all I know). A writing partnership is just getting an early jump on the process. And, of course, as you struggle as writers to perfect your craft, schlepping from studio to studio trying to make that elusive sale or capture that dream assignment, as you wend your way over the freeways that link Hollywood to Burbank, and Beverly Hills to Century City, there is a final, overwhelming way in which a writing partner can be beneficial. Two words: Carpool lane.

19 YOU, THE EXPERT
Okay, let's pretend that all the agents working in Hollywood are suffering from brain aneurysms. Every last one of them. (Some people would say, hey, that's not so hard!) They're all in dire straits, they're going down for the third time, they can feel the cold breath of the Grim Reaper on the backs of their collective necks... Hey, this is kind of fun. Their days are numbered. The Fat Lady is belting out a show tune. The sand in the hourglass is running low, and they have no choice but to go under the knife. They've gone through anger, denial, bargaining -- spent a lot of time on bargaining, of course -- then depression, and finally acceptance. All that's left is to choose a surgeon to perform the needed operation. Now. Would any one of them be willing to hand YOU the knife? Probably not. What's more, you wouldn't even want them to. After all, you're not trained. You wouldn't have any idea what to do. You're not an expert. You would, in fact, make a bloody mess of things. They wouldn't choose you for the job, and you wouldn't feel like you deserved to be chosen. So. Now. What makes you think any one of them would select you to be a screenwriter they wanted to represent? I made up this silly, extreme (but memorable, I hope) metaphor because I think the two questions are essentially the same. Yes, that's right -- I'm talking about screenwriting as if it were brain surgery. I always wanted to do that. See, here's the thing: Many writers, when they're starting out, get it backwards. It's easy to think of the agents as the professionals, the experts, the 'insiders' with all the information, their fingers on the pulse of the industry. Lowly scribes from all over the country make their pilgrimage to these Guardians of the Gate, and offer up their screenplays in hope they will be deemed worthy. And to a few lucky souls, the agents, like gods, bestow their blessing -- Well, bull. That's not how it goes. And sorry for mixing my metaphors, but the truth is, agents pick screenwriters the same way they'd pick a brain surgeon. Or any professional person. They want someone with knowledge. Experience. Talent. Someone well-practiced in their craft. Someone who is capable. Someone who has demonstrated their abilities. Someone who knows what they are doing -- They want, in short, an expert. You're the expert. Or you need to become one, quickly. That's the first step in finding an agent! See, agents are all searching for the next highly-trained, yet unknown, screenwriter... not for any of the highly-known, untrained screenwriters! Writers who want to find an agent are commonly told about the Writer's Guild Agency List. Call up the Writer's Guild and they'll mail you a moderately up-to-date list of agencies 'open for submissions' from new writers. I guess that's not bad advice, as far as it goes. New writers are also told to mail their scripts to production companies, or to stars that might be interested. Other advice says writers should camp out in parking lots and hand-deliver scripts to agents, or give away a bottle of wine with each draft -- Well, okay. But I've got a different angle. Here's how to do it... First, write a great script. Now, be very careful to have only one copy of it. Immediately upon writing FADE OUT, THE END, take that single copy and place it in a small, sturdy safe. Close and lock the safe. Take the safe directly to your basement, dig a hole seven feet deep, and place the safe in the hole. Refill the hole. Lock the basement door securely, and then go to bed. The next day, get up and go to the basement. The place will be lousy with agents, several of them already involved in a bidding war over your script. I'm being facetious, of course, but to make a point. The really hard part is step one -- 'write a great script.' It's like that Steve Martin joke where he says, "I know how you can make a million dollars, tax free!" He looks out over the audience, then says, really fast: "Okay, firstyougetamilliondollars. Then..." Once you have that great screenplay, nothing after that much matters. I truly believe that you can't complete writing a great script without finding an agent along the way, or the people who will lead you to an agent. In other words, worry about the writing, and the rest will take care of itself. Write a great script and copy machines throughout the industry soon will rumble to life, and you won't be able to keep your screenplay from breaking down doors and careening straight on up to the big buyers. And without a great script, no amount of networking is going to amount to anything. Now, I fully realize this is not a popular position among writers. I spoke to a screenwriting seminar at UCLA, and it wasn't hard to see that the students were incensed. The prevailing opinion was, "But my script is great. If only I could get it in the right hands, its brilliance would be appreciated. It's not what you do, after all -- it's who you know." So I wrote my name on the board in big letters. Beneath it I wrote my address and phone number -- which is what I always do when I give a seminar. I turned to the class and said, "From this moment forward, none of you have to worry about contacts ever again -- because you know me. And I know agents, producers, directors, studio execs. Plenty of people in the industry. And I promise I won't overlook a great script. Now, write a great script, and send it to me." Not one of them ever called. In the five or six seminars I've given, no one has ever called. Contacts are easy. I know lots of people who have set out to make contacts -- and they did it. Takes about three or four weeks, tops, of concerted effort to make a contact in the film industry. Contacts are easy. Writing a great script -- that's hard. All right. So let's say you are absolutely convinced that you do have a great script. It's a bidding war just waiting to happen. In point of fact, nobody's going to come dig it up out of your basement. You do have to actually put it out into the world. But I swear, this is the easy part. You can enter screenplay competitions. If you win, you gain credibility in an agent's eyes. You can send your script to the agencies on the Writer's Guild 'open for submissions' list. You can target specific stars and production companies. You can attend seminars, and talk to the industry pros afterwards. If they're impressed at what you have to say, they'll quite often be willing to read your work. You can make contacts with readers and assistants, get them to read your script, with the idea of passing it along. You can take classes. Often professors have special access to the industry. You can work with independent, low budget, or no-budget filmmakers, perhaps even get something produced. You can meet 'journeyman pros,' online. There are thousands of them. In other words, you don't have to target Tom Hanks or Oliver Stone. There're plenty of anonymous, mid-industry level people who'll give you a chance. Journeyman screenwriters are always good to approach, I believe -- they're easily flattered, and sympathetic to the cause. If your screenplay is truly great, any one of these approaches will be enough. Another strategy is to not try to find an agent. Instead, get the agent to try to find you. Get a development deal in the works, for example, and you can have your pick of agents. Winning a prestigious screenwriting competition can have the same effect. Making an award winning student film can, in some cases, result in overall representation, including writing services. Have a play produced, or sell a novel -- hell, even create a comic strip -- and you're instantly more desirable in an agent's eyes. One quick tip I'd like to pass along, if you get to that point where you're interviewing an agent, and the agent is interviewing you. Some phrases an agent wants to hear are "I'm almost finished with my next script." "I have several ideas I'm ready to pitch." And, "There's a little-known out-of-print-book I've always wanted to do." Some phrases an agent doesn't want to hear include "How long will it take for you to sell my script?" "How much can you get for my script?" And, "How long will it take for you to get me a job?" But more on that later. Working with an agent, and what you can expect them to do for you is a topic for another column. "Sure, that's easy for you to say," is one likely response to this column. "You have an agent, you don't know how hard it is to get one." Fine. Here's the story of how we found our agent. Ted and I, when we were first starting out, wrote the equivalent of 12 feature film screenplays. And we didn't send any of them out. (I say the 'equivalent' of 12, because we wrote episodic TV specs, short films, half-hour comedies, etc., along with features.) That was FIVE YEARS of writing, where our self-assessment was that we weren't quite good enough yet. Five years of study and training. Close to what it would take to get through med school. (Hmn -- maybe this is brain surgery, after all!) Finally, at script number 13, we felt we had something good enough to put on the market. The script got into a bidding war, and we signed with our current agent. It's that sort of patience, and willingness to learn the craft, that pays off in the end. Oh, and one final, last resort way for you to find an agent. I'll make the same kind of offer here that I made to that UCLA class but now, via this Website: If you're willing to talk about your script, and I'm intrigued by the concept, I'll ask you to send it to me to read. You'll find all the how-to info in the Company section's Submission Statement. I promise not to overlook a screenplay that's truly great. If it's great, I'll pass it along up the chain. But... please don't send me your script and ask me whether or not it's good. You should know already whether it's good, and be able to tell me exactly why. You're the expert, remember? * Original AOL-era title: "Agents with Aneurysms"

20 STORY MOLECULE
I've come to think of any story element, story idea, beat or story solution as a STORY MOLECULE. Come along with me, into the strange world of subatomic story physics, and I'll show you one. Remember the old Monsanto ride at Disneyland? The world around you isn't getting bigger, you're getting smaller.
There! I spotted one. A story molecule. It's a little round sucker.
Looks sorta like this [Fig. 1] Could be a clever plot twist, inventive escape, unexpected complication, satisfying resolution, or whatever. We're going to call it a story molecule, and the first-and-only rule for all story molecules is: bigger is better. That's the only criterion on how we're going to judge them. Choose the molecule that's bigger. Ah. But what makes one molecule bigger than another? The answer is, happily, pretty much just what you'd expect. Here's a basic hierarchy. The story molecule gets -- BIGGER, if the story element is:
 1. visual 8. dramatic 2. emotional 9. smart 3. filmic 10. concise 4. unique 11. interesting 5. funny 12. organic 6. effective 13. appropriate 7. on theme But -- not all story ideas are so good. In fact, some ideas just plain suck, they don't work at all. And that's were we get those crummy, tiny, little no-good story molecules, the ones you want to avoid. So, the molecule gets -- SMALLER, if the story element is: 1. cliche 8. internal 2. dumb 9. unbelievable 3. ineffective 10. coincidental 4. contradictory 11. mean-spirited 5. boring 12. annoying 6. long 13. off theme 7. overly complex 14. disruptive of tone
So what you want to do when you write is, pick those big huge molecules with lots of the good attributes, the ones that look like this: [Fig. 2]
And avoid the dumb little molecules with a preponderance of bad attributes, gaunt tiny ones that look like this: [Fig. 3] That, in a nutshell, is what us writers do. We sit around all day making these value-choices. We use our instincts and training, our highly refined creative sensibilities, to always pick the bigger molecule.
Then we clump a huge collection of these molecules together, call it a story, and send it out into the world. And we think that's enough. We think that will carry the day. At least, when we first start out, that's what we believe. We presume that industry folk are going to be smart, and act the same way we do, and use the best ideas available. Heck, it's an easy presumption to make. After all, that's what everyone says they want, and why shouldn't we believe them? And the alternative appears so clearly wrong -- choose the ideas that aren't the best? Who could be in favor of that? When you see a bad movie, you think you know the cause: Hollywood is simply starved for good movie ideas! You think: imagine what Tim Burton would do if someone gave him a strong narrative. You think: if only the BATMAN films made sense, they'd make even more money. You think: if someone had stood up and yelled 'let's have some courage' Disney wouldn't have made a watered-down version of HUNCHBACK. You think that if someone would just provide some good ideas, those ideas would be recognize and used. Because, deep down, you have faith. You believe. You think everyone wants a film to be as good as it can be so the best ideas will win out. Right? And then you attend your first story meeting. And reality hits like an ocean liner slamming into a dock at five miles an hour. Like a punch from a last action hero, knocking you flat, a spinning merry-go-round of HOWARD THE DUCKs over your head. You stumble out of the meeting, eyes glazed, in a state of shock -- "The changes they want are ridiculous! They don't even make sense!" Story logic gets ignored, set-ups are left unresolved, character motives are incomprehensible at best. Theme overlooked, absolute dictates given, perfectly good solutions prohibited. What's going on here? The answer lies back with our humble little friend, the story molecule. You see, he's not just a simple little round circle, like I described. I lied. All I told you about is the proton that sits at the nucleus of the story molecule. And yes, that little story proton behaves pretty much how I said. But -- there's more than just a proton in a story molecule. There are neutrons in there as well. Your story solution proton always -- ALWAYS -- comes attached to other particles. It really looks something like this: [Fig. 4] Let's start with the most important added neutron: Who came up with the idea. Like the basic story proton, this little sucker has its own hierarchy. A story element will be deemed to carry more or less 'weight' depending on who came up with it. Here's how the current industry 'periodic table of story idea contributors' goes, in descending order: 1. Steven Spielberg 2. 'A' list director (with recent hit film) 3. Studio head 4. Jim Carrey 5. 'A' list director (without recent hit film) 6. All other 'A' list movie stars 7. All other directors 8. Producer 9. Girlfriends/boyfriends/wives/husbands/lovers of the above 10. All other actors 11. Cinematographer 12. Editor 13. Development Executive 14. Anyone on the set that day 15. The writer
So you can see right off how a mediocre idea (a medium-sized proton) coupled with the fact that the idea came from the studio head (a big huge heavy neutron) -- [Fig. 5] -- can outweigh a better idea from the writer: [Fig. 6]
The other big particle cluttering things up here is the CONTEXT OF THE IDEA neutron. This one's a little more tricky, but generally speaking, we must recognize that it's not just how good the idea is, or even who came up with it -- but under what conditions and circumstances the idea was presented. As your humble servant, I have gone out into the world, sat through thousands of hours of story meetings, and identified several ways in which this 'context' neutron gains weight. Here they are:
#1. NEW AND DIFFERENT The newest idea is better. Old ideas are suspect simply because they are old. Particularly with comedy: if it was funny six months ago, it's almost guaranteed it's ain't funny now.
#2. FIRST IMPRESSION
Directly contradictory to the point above, but powerful nonetheless. Ignore this at your peril. You're at your first meeting with the director, the script hasn't even been written yet, and he says: "I think maybe the answer should be coded in the pattern of the villain's tie." "Uh huh," you think to yourself, "That'll never work." So you outline the 12 clear arguments against the code-in-tie concept, proceed down a different path entirely. Seven months and five free rewrites later, the director brings up: "Y'know, what about the idea that the answer is coded in the pattern of the villain's tie?"
When Ted and I worked on the John D. MacDonald TRAVIS McGEE movie, director Frank Marshall mentioned that of all the books, he was leaning toward adapting "Cinnamon Skin". We exhaustively reviewed all nineteen novels and decided a better choice was an ambitious combination of "Pale Gray for Guilt" and "Bright Orange for the Shroud". Our script landed at the studio with a thud. We were fools.
#3. LARGE GROUP PHENOMENON When a large group wrestles with a problem, and you come up with an effective solution, that thrill of the moment of providing consensus is so profound, it can cement the solution into your head, whether or not it's really the best. Seen it happen.
#4. NEW REGIME EFFECT All decisions made by the old regime are subject to review. All possible solutions are to be explored and considered, except those arrived at by the old regime.
#5. IN THE ROOM Second best to coming up with the idea yourself is to be in the room when the idea is proposed. After a few months, you'll be able to convince yourself -- and others -- that, in fact, you were the one who came up with the idea after all. (Reference: who really did propose the casting of Eddie Murphy in BEVERLY HILLS COP?)
#6. NOT IN THE SCRIPT Actors especially will favour an idea simply because it is not in the script. The script is suspect -- especially those annoying parentheticals, which they are inclined to cross out. The thing to keep in mind is that, creating a story is powerful fun. Everyone on a movie wants to do it. Everyone wants to play, to be a part of that creative fire. And all those effective answers provided by the writer and written down in the screenplay can really get in the way of people trying to solve the problems on their own.
Beware of this tactic: actors, directors, producers, or executives finding fault with the material, creating havoc and disorder, so they can be the ones to come in with the their own solutions and 'put things back on track.'
#7. THE MOMENT OF UNDERSTANDING Much of filmmaking involves trying to imagine what is good and effective before it is done. This requires a huge act of faith on the part of the artist. You have to believe something will work months before you put it in front of an audience. How do you come to such faith?
Well, it's easier to know in your bones an idea is right if you did the work yourself, tasting your sweat, personally feeling the heat as the idea was forged. I've seen this happen in meetings. An executive doesn't get the solution, doesn't even get the problem and then has that moment of understanding, of 'getting it.' They really are trying to fully imagine the picture, and the way in which they finally do come to 'see' the answer is the solution they will promote. There's a great scene in STUNT MAN where the screenwriter -- who has been at odds with the director the entire production -- arrives on the set with an odd item he has purchased. He shyly shows it to the director -- it's an old-fashioned crank-up mechanical music box, depicting a surrealistic scene of a bear having sex with a girl on a swing. The writer sees it as perhaps a symbol for the story? The director (played by Peter O'Toole) looks at the writer, opens his arms wide and says, "Welcome to the same picture, Sam." I always think of that line when several months, or a year into a production, someone offers an opinion that shows they 'get it.' I'd like to make it clear here that I'm not just talking about ego. Yes, people tend to like their own ideas best. But most people in the business are professionals, and they are sincerely trying to come up with a way to 'own' the picture, to understand it, to get it into their heads. A great director or producer can own the picture right off the page. They read it, get it, like it, own it. Other directors have to 'make the story happen' by breaking it down, reinventing it, building it back up piece by piece, in order to really understand it well enough to tell. You need to be prepared for this. Otherwise you'll be caught off-guard.
Filmmaking is collaborative, and you have to be ready to deal with other versions of your story. Much of this column is tongue-in-cheek, so let me say, here's the important part: One bit of advice I tell every first-time screenwriter, on every assignment, is to find out who their writing partner is. Who they're going to collaborate with. They commonly look confused. "But I don't have a writing partner" they say. Oh, yes you do. You just don't know who it is yet. You are always co-writing the script with somebody -- and the sooner you scope out who that is, and figure out their take on the material, the better off you will be. Could be the director, could be the development executive, could be the studio head. But somebody in power at some point is going to tell you what you can, and cannot, write. Make no mistake -- the allure of 'creating story' is the most powerful elixir of in town. It beats money, sex and power put together. Very few will give up the thrill of defining story simply because your version is better. If you're lucky, you're co-writer will be someone who is smart and capable. Too often you end up with 'creative input' from a variety of people who can't do your job, and who will serve simply to add an extra layer of difficulty onto your efforts. Okay. Let's return to our story molecule. At the risk of pounding this extended metaphor totally into the ground, I'm going to add two more particles, and then we'll be done. We're talking electrons. Wild electrons that buzz around, circling the nucleus. I've identified two:
#1. The LOW COST/HIGH COST electron There's nothing you can do about this one. Some story ideas -- and entire screenplays, as we learned with our GODZILLA experience -- will be jettisoned simply because the production cannot afford them. Others will be chosen because they're cheap and fast. You gotta live with it.
#2. The FORCE OF PERSONALITY electron An average idea brilliantly and forcibly presented will often carry the day over a better idea that is not promoted effectively. The reason Jon Peters pushed through his pet scene in the first BATMAN movie was not because he's a literate, capable writer. No, he was loud and aggressive and insistent. The reins of moviemaking are there for those who will grab them.
So, bringing this all together, if we were to ask ourselves what the most compelling story molecule is, it would look something like this: [Fig. 7] Note how far we've come from our original model. The truly weighty story molecule is a good idea that comes from the director or studio head, is a new idea that confirms someone's first impression, is cheap, not from the script, gets delivered with a force of personality on the set to a large group that solves an immediate story need. (So, basically, if your director is driving to the set, sees a fire hydrant explode with an attendant plume of water, has an inspiration and decides it's perfect for Act III, that's how the end of the film is going to go. Check out the end of LETHAL WEAPON.) As for the writer, well, consider the position of the writer. His original idea is often old, in the script and therefore suspect, not delivered with any force of personality, maybe expensive, perhaps of the 'old regime,' and just begging to be 'improved upon' by those many folk wanting to play at story. No wonder so many writers are unhappy. All they have, sometimes, is the best idea. And the faith that it should be enough. In the strange realm of subatomic story physics, too often, that doesn't carry much weight.

21 RISK VS. REWARD
Welcome to the Great American Spec Screenplay sweepstakes! Just sit down, bang out 105 pages of car crashes, explosions, and kiss-off one-liners, and you too can WIN BIG FUN BUCKS! Or, you can choose to INCREASE YOUR ODDS by buying books chock-full of screenwriting SECRETS -- or listen to an insider audiocassette series, and virtually guarantee your chance of success! It's THAT EASY! Don't wait! Enter now! You can be the next OVERNIGHT SUCCESS and win MILLIONS! Or at least that's how the industry can seem, sometimes, when you read the headlines of twenty something writers closing film deals every week for mid-six figure sums. Shane Black defined the image of the hotshot maverick writer who becomes a name brand overnight, signing huge spec script deals at an enviously young age. There are, in fact, two ways a writer can actually earn a pay check in this town. One is to sell a spec script. The other is to land a writing assignment.
This column is in the form of one of those English 101 essay assignments: "Class, please compare and contrast the basic aspects of a spec script and a writing assignment..." Okay. Let's start with selling a spec script -- it's by far the more glamorous of the two. A 'spec' script is a screenplay written 'on speculation,' which means the writer just sat down and started writing. No deal in place, nobody attached, no guarantee that the project would ever produce any income. It's a completely speculative proposition on the part of the writer. The writer gambles by investing his time and effort -- a chunk of his life, so to speak -- into that script. He assumes all the risk himself... which means that the eventual reward can be substantial. Because when a spec script hits the market, it's a relatively risk-free proposition for the studio. If they want to buy it, they can see exactly what they're getting, with no question marks, no surprises. They can pick and choose amongst the various scripts submitted, with the freedom to only make offers on projects they truly intend to produce.
Agents know this, and use it to their advantage in deal making. The studio pays a premium to the writer for the imbalanced risk. And that's how you end up with those big-deal headlines. For those of you who don't subscribe to "Daily Variety," here are a few older script-sale stories picked entirely at random: Turner Pictures Hopes 'Thoughtcrimes' Pays Ending a bidding war that included a brief sibling scuffle between the 20th Century Fox divisions headed by Tom Jacobson and Laura Ziskin, Turner Pictures snapped up the spec script "Thoughtcrimes" for a deal worth $150,000 against a mid-six-figure sum late Thursday. The thriller was written by first time scripters Josh Oppenheimer and Thomas Dean Donnelly, who both graduated from the University of California Stark program in 1993. The story involves a clairvoyant woman who gets recruited and trained by a top-secret government agency, only to find herself enmeshed in a plot that threatens U.S. security. 'Treason' Committed Jerry Weintraub's Warner Bros.-based production company has nabbed Elliot Stern's spec script "Acts of Treason," a political thriller detailing the internal workings of the White House. The script sold Friday for a low six-figure sum against just under $500,000, sources said. The story, described as "In the Line of Fire" meets "The Bodyguard," revolves around a conspiracy to kill the first lady. U Pours 600G for 'Rains' Universal Pictures plunked down $600,000 against $1 million Friday to preemptively take scribe Ken Nolan's action thriller "The Long Rains" off the market for Imagine Entertainment. The deal was done before lunch after Universal and Imagine execs read the script overnight. The story revolves around a convict in a small Mississippi town who escapes from prison with two other inmates and attempts to retrieve a cache of stolen money and take revenge on the crooked sheriff who framed him for murder. Disney Enters 'Eden' with First-Time Scripter Ending a fierce 72-hour bidding war late Friday, Walt Disney Pictures purchased a spec script called "Eden" for about a half a million dollars against nearly $1 million if the picture gets made. David Hoberman will produce. "Eden" was written by Ronnie Christensen, a 24-year-old first-time screenwriter. The action-adventure story involves the modern-day discovery of the Garden of Eden, in the Indiana Jones vein. No talent has been attached. Schechter's 'Cup' Runneth Over to Fall for Caravan Caravan Pictures plunked down $800,000 for Jeff Schechter's comedy spec, "Stanly's Cup," and is fast-tracking the project for a fall start with Dennis Leary attached to star. Sources said Leary is already at work with Schechter on a series of revisions to the script, which is described as "Midnight Run" with hockey's Stanley Cup and is based upon an idea by Jason Blumenthal, who is VP of development and production at Sony-based Mandalay Entertainment. Spec Sold on Way to O.R. Caravan Pictures acquired the spec 'Ladies Man,' sources said, in a deal that closed one hour before the writer's agent went in for minor outpatient surgery at UCLA. Terms were not disclosed. APA's Justin Dardis closed the deal with Caravan's Amanda Moose and Jonathan Glickman on his way out the door Thursday. "Ladies' Man," a romantic comedy written by Diane Drake, is about a guy who acquires the ability to hear what women are thinking and develops into a decent guy. It's valuable, I feel, to pull stories like these out and look at them in a group. It's inspiring, for one thing. It's good practice in thinking like a studio ('know thy enemy') and in learning what type of stories are already out there, and who's buying what at which studio. WORDPLAY readers will spot some strange attractors listed, and note how quickly the industry reduces projects down to their basic ideas. How often the stories that sell reveal a larger world, the larger scope of the human spirit, etc. There's a fair amount of tinsel-speak going on... Oh, and truckloads of money being paid... that satisfying sound of silver dollars cascading down, piling into the payout tray, the jackpot siren screaming. On that point, it should be noted that quite often the screenwriter never gets to see the really 'big money' quoted in the headlines. Often, the numbers reported -- say, a $700,000 script sale -- include all of the steps of the deal, including the elusive production bonus. The picture has to get made -- and more importantly, the screenwriter has to be awarded sole screen credit -- for the big bonus check to get cut. Those are two pretty big ifs. More likely, the writer gets a hundred grand or so up front, and a series of steps (rewrites) to earn the rest of the money, against a total of (in this example) seven hundred thousand if the picture gets made. Still, that's a lot of money at stake. Lottery-type numbers. So what, then, are the odds of 'winning?' One way to answer that questions is to simply look at the cold hard numbers. And the numbers are pretty bleak. Several production companies have told me that they're interested in "About one out of a thousand" screenplays they receive. A particular executive amended, "In a bad stretch, one out of every two thousand." One agent estimated the major agencies hit the town with over 150 screenplays every weekend of the year. We read about that one screenplay that sells, and never hear about the other 149 that go back onto the shelf, or into the trash. And that's 150 scripts submitted by agents. That doesn't count scripts submitted by producers, writers, etc. But there's another, more realistic way to look at the odds, I think. And it's the reason I favor this whole screenplay/sweepstakes analogy. Because the Hollywood Spec Script Sweepstakes is the only lotto game in the world where you can truly influence your chance at winning. Simply put: all screenplays are not created equal, and so do not have an equal chance of selling. I believe that with so many buyers, a great script is almost certain to sell -- while many scripts -- most other scripts, in fact -- have zero chance of getting any real interest. Shane Black overnight success stories aside, this business has and always will continue to reward talent, hard work, and application of well-learned craft. What if you could pick six lotto numbers... and then load those ping-pong balls with lead? Like loading the dice. Why, it's almost like cheating. Okay. Let's move on to the second way a writer can actually get a paycheck in this town. We'll start with a question: what do you call a spec script that doesn't sell? Answer: a writing sample. Every writer who writes a spec hopes that it will sell. But if it doesn't, it still has value. The major studios all have their lists of 'open writing assignments.' These are projects based on ideas from the executives, or books, plays, magazine articles -- and often purchased spec scripts! -- that need revising. The studios are always on the lookout for a writer to re-write these 'projects in development.' Perhaps your spec, which wasn't quite strong enough to sell, can get you in to pitch on one of these open assignments, and you'll get hired to do the job. With a writing assignment, the studio is gambling a lot more than on a spec -- as much as, or more than, the writer. The studio doesn't know whether the draft that the writer eventually turns in will be any good, but they've already agreed to pay for it. With the balance of risk between studio and writer much more equal than for an assignment, the pay to the writer is far less. While a first time spec script deal might pay $100,000-$200,000 up front, a first-time assignment deal runs around $70,000. So if the big bucks are all over in the spec market, why, then, would a writer choose to take writing assignments? There are several reasons:
#1. SECURITY This is the obvious one. You get paid as you write the script, you don't have to pin your hopes on making an eventual sale.
#2. PROPERTIES Assignments are often based on existing properties, the type that can give a thrill to any writer's heart. Who could pass up the chance to write a ZORRO film, or to adapt John D. MacDonald's "Travis McGee"? Or a GODZILLA film, for that matter? Ted and I would kill, for example, for a chance to adapt the Saturday morning cartoon "Johnny Quest". Often writers don't have enough money to pay for the rights to properties, or the rights aren't available. Taking assignments becomes the only way to land these dream jobs.
#3. TALENT In the same way that assignments lead to working with great properties, they can also lead to working with great industry talent. In other words, when Ron Clements and John Musker (directors of LITTLE MERMAID) call and ask you to work on something, you say, 'yes.'
#4. GREEN LIGHT For every 10 screenplays written, only one gets filmed. That's the dark downside to this profession. Often assignments are closer to that elusive green light -- because of the previous two points -- than an original spec script.
#5. LAST POSITION There's a huge value of being the last writer on the project. That's the writer who gets to see his work up on screen. That's the writer who gets to work with the director, be a part of the decision- making process, and really learn how films get made. Remember -- just because you make that big spec script sale, don't presume for a second you're going to get to see your 'vision' up on the screen. When you sign that check, often a magic thing happens. You go from being the god of your project, someone courted and admired, appreciated and respected... to someone who's opinion can count less than the lowest reader. Your perspective is now suspect. You went from being "the brilliant guy who conceived this great story that we all love," to, "the defensive writer standing in the way of what needs to be done to get this film made." Have no doubts on this point. You just know the writers who originally wrote THE LAST ACTION HERO weren't the writers hanging out on the set! People outside the film business are often amazed to hear this -- and even some writers trying to break in. "You mean they can just do whatever they want to my script?" they ask. The answer is, a loud and resounding yes. (Ted and I have the really terrible films in our resume to prove it!) When you sell something, you sell it. Sell your car, and the new owner gets to do whatever he wants with it, even paint it zebra-striped and hang little fuzzy dice from the rear-view mirror. Say yes to a deal, say good-bye to creative control. A script is no different. Which leads us to the last, and perhaps best reason to take open assignments:
#6. THE ULTIMATE DEFENSE The decision to take assignments is one pretty effective way to defend your work: you don't even put it out on the market. After our LITTLE MONSTERS debacle -- an original spec script that was mangled in production -- Ted and I decided to only take assignments. Why give up your best ideas to other people, just so they can screw them up? Heck, we can screw them up ourselves! If you do believe that you've got a truly great film idea -- a BACK TO THE FUTURE, a BODY HEAT -- why would you ever let the creative control leave your hands? A bad film from a good original idea just hurts too much. To avoid that pain again, Ted and I hope to build up some industry standing... and then only hit the town with a spec script when it's part of a package: us as producers, and with a director of our choice. Or, even, we might insist on one of us directing the script. At the very least, they can pay extra to 'unattach' us from the project. Because ultimately, real satisfaction only comes from seeing a good film made. Despite what you might think, a bad film is worse than no film. And no amount of money (at least, none that we've been paid) is worth wasting your life getting nothing done, or only getting lousy stuff done. Of course, if you do manage to retain some creative control, or hook up with talented people who make your script well, I will certainly concur that getting paid lots of money is great. Especially if it lets you quit your day job, and write full time. I'm reinded of a moment over 10 years ago now, at an American Film Institute (AFI) seminar on screenwriting. I forget who the speaker was, but he was an agent, and he was speaking on the subject of dealmaking in Hollywood. For those of you who don't know, AFI is situated in the hills above Los Angeles. Behind the agent we could look down on the glittering lights of the city; it was quite pretty. Near the end of his talk the agent sighed, and gazed out over Los Angeles. Out of nowhere he said, softly: "There are tons of money to be made in this town." He was almost wistful. The words hung in the air, full of possibility. The implication was clear for our class. If we could just come up with that great film, the city, and its riches, would be ours. Ladies and gentlemen, place your bets!

22 INK & PAINT
A friend of mine casually mentioned the other day, "My writing partner and I are working on our first feature animation spec." For a brief moment, it seemed like a completely plausible thing for him to say. Then it hit me. Animation spec? "Stop," I told him. And then I said, "Don't even bother." It's pretty big these days, this whole cartoon thing. Could be more than just a passing fad... Jeffrey Katzenberg has fashioned DreamWorks Animation into a precision fighting unit, with all the single-minded intent of a general preparing for war. Fox and Warner Bros. are producing feature animated films on a regular basis. And there's always the Disney behemoth, continually threatening to step up production and release two animated features a year. Clearly there are huge profits to be had, as the recent opening of the books at the Mouse House reveal. And TV animation is huge. Like the Hydra in HERCULES, chop off the head of one bad series, and two more appear in its place. So it's perfectly natural for writers to look upon animation as an area of opportunity -- perhaps, even as a field that is not as entrenched as live-action features. I've been getting more and more pitches -- via fax and e-mail and letter -- for animation stories 'in the Disney tradition' or, just as likely, films that 'break out of the narrow confines of the Disney paradigm.' I really hate to have to report this, but, either way, you're probably wasting your time. Hey, I'm all for being optimistic. Have to be, to work in this business. And I know the line between foolhardy and impossible is jagged at best. But in the hopes of saving many people much wasted effort, I'll toss this perspective out into the world: There are a very limited number of opportunities to make animated films. And there are many people in positions of power, ahead of you in line eager to fill those slots. And it takes quite an effort to fight your way to the front of the crowd. Let's take DreamWorks Animation as an example. We'll go crazy and say DreamWorks is going to put not just one, but two animation 'ideas' into production each year. (Or into development, but it's really the same thing -- they tend to only develop properties they truly plan to produce.) So there are two 'slots' open for what those films might be. So Katzenberg starts thinking. And he thinks... it's important to logically integrate the music of an animated film into the setting... let's see, we haven't done a 'down on all fours' animal picture yet... what sort of animals sing? Wolves are noted for their howling... that southwest setting has great visual possibilities... Wolves are social, but they also fight... that's it, we'll do WEST SIDE STORY with wolves. And so one of the slots for the year is taken. Then he thinks, "Hawaiian mythology!" And the other slot is gone. The following year, the same thing happens. Here's the deal: COMING UP WITH AN ANIMATED FILM IDEA IS REALLY, REALLY FUN. JEFFREY ISN'T LIKELY TO LET SOMEONE ELSE HAVE THAT FUN. But we know that one man doesn't pick all the animation films that the industry puts into production. What about over at Fox, or Disney? The next group of people who have the power to push an animated project forward are the established animators. Folks like Don Bluth, or the team of Ron Clements and John Musker, each of whom have their own list of favorite ideas. Studios are strongly motivated to keep their veteran animation filmmakers happy, and choose one of their projects -- especially when it's presented with passion and expertise. At Disney, Ron and John finally get to start on TREASURE PLANET, the Treasure-Island-in-outer-space story, a full ten years after the idea was first proposed. All right. Next, consider that most animation ideas are based on pre-existing myths or fables, or existing properties, such as children's books. Enter the development executives with their recommendations -- and there are more and more development people in animation than ever before. And, they're perfectly capable of coming up with concepts for films themselves -- in fact, they sort of have to, it's their job description. So fill up a few more of those precious slots. And where does that leave us? The 'Gong Show.' (Remember, we're still on the list of people who can get an animation project going ahead of the spec script writer.) At Disney Feature Animation, they hold this meeting once or twice a year, dubbed the Gong Show. It's an opportunity for writers, artists, layout people, animators, directors, etc., to present their ideas for new movies directly to upper management, including Disney's Michael Eisner himself. You can bring music, outlines, concept drawings, mock-up posters -- whatever you think will help sell the idea. You get three to five minutes to present the concept -- unless it's absolutely hated, you get gonged, and it's on to the next presentation. POCAHONTAS, for example, originated from a 'Gong Show' meeting. Now, this forum is not very advantageous to the presenting writer, because if the idea is accepted, it is promptly taken away, and given to others to craft. It's not something I recommend anyone do -- but even those people have a better shot at getting an animated feature going than the average spec script writer. And so, the final open slots are filled. Add this all up, and you can see that your odds of making an animated film happen are really terrible, even worse than in live action. In fact -- and here's a bit of an eye-opener -- I've never heard of an animated project happening on the basis of a spec script. Not once. Ever. Now, if you didn't think THAT was bad, we're going to take it a step further. Here's where we grind your hopes and dash your dreams. Here's where we add insult to injury. "It just doesn't matter." (For those readers who aren't familiar with the film MEATBALLS, an excerpt of the great Bill Murray speech: "And even if we won... even if God Himself came down and pointed His finger to our side of the field... it still wouldn't matter because all the really good-looking girls would still go out with the guys from Mohawk because they have all the money! It just... doesn't... matter!") So let's say God Himself points His finger to your script, and miraculously, it actually does get put into production. Now the animation process takes over. The animation process is itself is designed to make the first draft screenplay irrelevant. The film is supposed to 'happen' in the course of storyboarding. Directors, artists, animators, producers, executives... they will all want to 'make' the film as they go along. Yes, a writer may be called in the course of production to draft scenes, but that's after the director and producers, head of story, board artists, and writers have come up with story solutions. These are arrived at through months, and most often, yes, years of group meetings spent 'exploring' the story. In fact, the story solutions you provide in the script can really get in the way of the problem-solving the group is trying to accomplish. And so here we go with another eye-opener: No Disney or DreamWorks animated feature, from LITTLE MERMAID on, has ever made it to the screen without throwing out the first draft of the screenplay -- and the first set of reels based on that draft. This is not likely to change. You have to do it this way -- none of these really great directors, artists or animators are going to sign on to do a film where the story's already been worked out. Heck, that's the best part, the fun, creative part. Do you think they're going to let the writer have all that power? So, if you're writing an animation spec for television, or simply as a writing sample, I suppose that's okay. But be under no illusions that, despite animation's growing popularity, the feature animation industry is sincerely interested in finding your great spec script. Writing a spec script for animation is a little like showing up for a basketball game wearing full football gear -- helmets, pads, cleats. You may look cool, you may be prepped, but it ain't going to help you much for the game at hand. In the battle between typewriter and pencil, the pencil is going to win out. Some things just don't mix. Cats and dogs. Oil and vinegar. Conservatives and Liberals. And, newly added to the list -- Ink and paint 

23 POINTS FOR STYLE 
There's no getting around it -- sooner or later a screenwriter has to actually sit down and write. So far I've not heard of any book, advice guru or computer program that solves this bothersome problem. At some point you must deal with choosing certain words, stringing them together and putting them down on the page, like it or not. 

The hell of it is, right after FADE IN, the writer is faced with a potentially overwhelming array of choices and competing concerns. Plot, character, tone, theme, format, structure, filmic elements, and a host of other issues all vie to be addressed. And nagging in the back of one's mind is the feeling that the writing not only needs to be effective, but also carry a unique sense of vision and personal style. Man, what a pain. Questions abound. How much detail is enough to clarify, but not so much so as to obscure? What camera angles should be implied? How about some jokes and asides? What about props, sound, music? How does one fully set the stage, but still keep those pages turning? A director may know his story inside and out, yet daily still faces that essential question: "Where do you want the camera?" Screenwriters grapple with a similar ordeal -- you know your story, okay, now how the hell are you going to write it? 

Enter Lawrence Kasdan with the most eloquent, simple summation of screenwriting style I've ever heard, and certainly the most practical: "You write what you see." By this, I believe, he means to write what you see as if the finished movie is playing in front of you. Moment by moment transcribe those events, and you won't go far wrong, stylistically, in making the film 'happen' in the reader's mind's eye. 

Ultimately a writer's 'style' goes well beyond how effectively scene descriptions are written. Style encompasses choices made with dialog, character design, concept, etc. But right now I want to just focus on those pesky descriptions and other mechanical elements, as they are the downfall of many beginning writers So here are some considerations on the actual nuts-and-bolts act of screenwriting, the putting the words down on paper part. It's all important stuff, and just the sort of practical stuff all the other seminars, how-to books, essays and professional gurus seem to gloss over. Plow through this list, make a few decisions, and you'll be a few steps farther along on the task of creating an effective filmic writing style

OPENING LINES: Director Robert Zemeckis said in an interview that the opening shot of a film is crucial to him, and that it rarely changes once it's been designed. That's because the shot often summarizes, or in some way illustrates, the theme of the picture.

Screenwriters could take a lesson from this. First impressions are important -- so pay extra attention to the first words of your script, the first paragraph, the first line of dialog. Allow yourself some leeway, stylistically, to set the proper tone. I still recall, from my days as a reader, the worst line of dialog to start a screenplay I've ever read. It was, "All they took were the aborted fetuses?" The script, needless to say, went downhill from there. 

GRAMMAR: Proper grammar is crucial. You need perfect grammar, and you also need to break the rules. Certainly tenses should be consistent, words spelled correctly, and nouns and verbs should agree. On the other hand, sentence fragments are a screenwriter's stock in trade. For example, it's perfectly acceptable to write: Anthony pushes through the jungle, toward the clearing. Suddenly three loud SHOTS are fired. Anthony peers through the leaves. One. Two. Three men lie on the ground. All dead. Anthony moves closer. Closer still. Right to the edge of the clearing. He can almost see what's going on – 

Many grammatical rules being broken here. But they're all done on purpose. The clarity of the scene is not lessened due to the grammatical violations. 

TO WE OR NOT TO WE?: One decision to make is whether to introduce the 'we' first-person point of view, which implies the audience watching the scene. 'We see that the gun is loaded,' or, 'He turns and runs, we have no idea why. Then an elephant bursts out of the house.' Early in our careers, I was dead-set against the 'we' form, feeling it was too intrusive. I've mellowed since. Often it's exactly the right way to get the point across quickly. The key is to not overuse it.

CHARACTER NAMES: Use ALL CAPS when a character appears in the script for the first time. Above lines of dialog, use either the first name or last name of the character, but not both. You can make that choice for each character independently -- just because you call one guy SMITH doesn't mean you can't call the next guy JOHN.

DIALOG: Write the dialog exactly as spoken. Contractions are of course all right, 'cause that's how people talk. Spell out long numbers; it makes them easier to read. Try to avoid splitting words with hyphens -- if possible, move the entire word down to the next line. This makes the speech 'sound' better in the reader's head.

PARENTHETICAL: The parenthetical directions are how the line is to be delivered; i.e., 'angry,' or 'sadly' just beneath the character's name. The key here, as always, is not to overuse this, and be vulnerable to the accusation of over-directing. Note that parentheticals can also be used for minor bits of direction, such as 'his eyes narrow' or 'closing the book.'

FONT/STYLE: Use Courier 12 point. There is no other choice, don't be silly. Underlining is okay to add emphasis. The only place I've ever seen italic used to good effect was to designate speaking another language. The only place I've seen boldface used to good effect was to designate translation subtitles.

SCENE NUMBERS: Don't worry about them. When the time comes, the production manager will tell you how he wants the scenes numbered. Putting them in beforehand will only make you look naive -- unless you've raised the $2.5 million to make the thing, in which case you can do whatever you want.

VERNACULAR: It's not as hard as it looks, really -- there are only a handful of specialized words that will appear in any script. Here they are:

 #1. INT./EXT. In the scene heading, this designates indoors or outdoors. It gets a bit tricky, sometimes, when you're outside, say, underwater. Are you INT. LAKE or EXT. LAKE? You decide. And check out the screenplay for THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER for another stylistic choice -- it dispenses with the convention altogether.

 #2. BEGIN CREDITS/END CREDITS Not necessary, but you can do it if you've consciously designed a credit sequence into your film.

 #3. (V.O.) The abbreviation for 'voice over.' I prefer not to use it as a parenthetical, but place it next to the character's name. It implies a narrator, separate from the screen action.

 #4. (O.S.) The abbreviation for 'off screen.' This is dialog coming from a character who is in the scene, but out of camera view.

 #5. (cont'd) A particular parenthetical, used if a speech has been interrupted by description or a page break.

 #6. CUT TO: Can be used between every scene, between major sequences, sporadically whenever it's appropriate to the rhythm of the script, or not at all. Particularly useful for manipulating the page count.

 #7. DISSOLVE TO: Implies the passage of time. SLOW DISSOLVE TO: implies the passage of lots of time.

 #8. (filtered) A particular parenthetical, used when the dialog is coming from a phone, over a radio, or any electronic device that will modify the vocal.

 #9. INTERCUT: Frees you from having to repeat scene headings for, say, a telephone conversation.

 #10. FADE IN/FADE OUT Used to start and end the script. They can also be used at any point in the screenplay, to delineate major sections of the film.

 #11. CLOSE ON If you really want to emphasize a detail, a clue, then this is the way to do it. No more than three of these in any one script, or you're over-directing.

 #12. PULL BACK to reveal One of the four camera directions we allow ourselves to use in a screenplay. They must be used sparingly. The third is...

 #13. ANGLE ON/NEW ANGLE Sometimes it's truly important to shift the point of view in a scene -- say, when someone is spying on someone else. Then it's appropriate to write: 'NEW ANGLE - ON JACK, looking down from the second story window.'

 And the last camera direction --

 #14. REVERSE ANGLE - On the giant bug, as it slurps down the secret service agent.
And that's it, really. Some would argue that (CONTINUED) goes on this list, which is typed at the bottom of the page to indicate that the scene continues. But that's a shooting script convention, similar to scene numbers. Worry about it after your script sells.

EMBEDDED INFORMATION: A real bugaboo for beginning writers. The tendency is to embed important information into the description of scene, instead of working that information dramatically into the story. I'm going to belabor this simple point here because it's such a common error. For example, let's suppose our scene is:

INT. WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

The door creaks open. OTIS SAUNDERS, a district attorney, stands silhouetted in the doorway. A hulking, imposing figure, he and Larry roomed together in college while they fought over girls, and the starting middle linebacker position. Otis moves into the room, sees --

-- Larry's body lies hunched over a crate, the knife in his back gleaming in a spill of moonlight. Otis approaches cautiously. Studies the knife. Realizes suddenly that it belongs to Bill MacKensie.

That settles it -- MacKensie is the killer. Otis backs away from the body, turns, stumbles out the door. His FOOTFALLS fade, leaving the dead man alone, unable to hear the silence.
In this scene, the reader is introduced to Otis Saunders, and given some hints as to his character (a linebacker who is now a lawyer.) Larry is found to be dead; moreover, Otis knows who did it -- some fellow named MacKensie. But now let's look at what the camera sees:

INT. WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

A big guy opens the door, comes into the warehouse. Larry is dead, stabbed in the back. The big guy looks at the knife, then turns and stumbles out.
None of the other information is relayed to the audience. And that doesn't do a director much good. The scene is 'unshootable,' (the worst criticism a screenplay can get). The screenwriter hasn't done his job in this scene -- which is to find inventive, effective, dramatic, filmic ways to get the information across.

At its best, the reading experience should mimic the experience of seeing the movie -- which of course hasn't been filmed yet. Anything that helps the movie 'happen' in the reader's mind's eye is a plus. Anything that gets in the way is a minus. And the main thing that gets in the way of the film happening for a studio exec (or reader) is time.

I was asked once about the differences between writing novels and writing screenplays. I said, "Novels are written for people who enjoy reading, and screenplays are written for people who hate reading."

It's not entirely true, of course. Most executives wouldn't be where they are if they didn't enjoy reading. The real culprit is that they don't have enough time. Chris Lee, a top-notch development executive at TriStar, once said (with a sigh), "With executives, the higher up you go, the shorter the attention span." For myself -- as someone with a pile of 20 scripts overdue to be read -- I can relate. The priority becomes figuring out as quickly as possible if the script has a great idea for a movie, and then you move on. Only if the idea is great can you sit down and read and enjoy the writing, knowing your time is well-spent. So how to recreate that dynamic film experience on the page? Here's a group of stylistic techniques that can be used:

CAPITALIZATION AND UNDERLINES: Sound effects and special effects can be capitalized, which has the added effect of the screenplay seeming more active. 'He spins, FIRES as he dives out of the way as the onrushing truck EXPLODES' at least conveys the idea, to a busy executive, that action is going on. Similarly, if the entire plot turns on a specific bit of action, it's perfectly acceptable to underline that action, to set it apart from the rest.

THE FOUR LINE RULE: We try to keep all descriptive paragraphs not over four lines. The idea is to keep the script easy to read -- to not give an executive an excuse to skip a paragraph because it's too long. An even more extreme version of this is --

THE LEFT-HAND LINE TECHNIQUE: One of the reasons it works to limit the length of paragraphs is that the reader's eye is trained to jump over to the left side of the page, to the start of a sentence. It's very inviting, the eye wants to go there, because the brain thinks it's going to get some new information. Well, one way to make use of this is to have all the action lines start on the left, no matter how long each one might be. For example: 
Billy races across the roof. The edge looms in front of him – 
He leaps across the chasm, to the building beyond. Falls short. Clutches for a handhold – 
Slips, and plummets to his death. 

I believe this is the technique used by Shane Black in the first LETHAL WEAPON. It can be a dramatic, gutsy, effective choice.

INTRA-SCENE LOCATION HEADINGS: One way to keep the 'flow' of a scene is to not break it up into a series of INT./EXT. location headings, but still give the effect of a series of fast location shifts. This can be accomplished by 'mini' scene headings within the scene, such as:

ON THE BALCONY, the soldier raises his rifle, takes aim at the Presidential limo.

ON THE STREET, the limo comes to a stop, stopped in traffic.

PUT IT IN DIALOG: Believe it or not, executives are renowned for reading just the dialog of a screenplay, and skipping the scene descriptions altogether. It's a quick way to get the basic outline of a story when you're pressed for time. (Then in the meeting, of course, they'll complain that the script 'Isn't visual enough.' Go figure.) This problem is so pervasive that screenwriters have resorted to repeating key story points in dialog, knowing that if the point is made solely with a visual, it might get missed.

I don't know if I'd go that far, but Ted and I did include an extraneous bit of dialog in a script once. In our MASK OF ZORRO script, during an action sequence, one of the characters executed a diversion that resulted in trapping a soldier. It took a few paragraphs to set the trap, and then pay it off. The page was looking a little gray. In fact, the entire page was a block of text. So we had the soldier shout, "It's a trap!" which broke up the middle of the page nicely. And for all those execs who were skipping the descriptions anyway, they at least knew what was going on.

TALKING DESCRIPTIONS: Here's an 'advanced' technique invented, as far as I know, by screenwriter Ron Bass. At least, I've only seen it used in his screenplays. The idea is to convey the subtlety of an actor's reaction shot by writing an unspoken response into the description, but using the unspoken dialog itself as straight description, with no other embellishments. 

Like this: John opens the box -- a diamond ring glitters. John removes it, holds it out to her. Melinda doesn't even look at it; she stares at John, trying to read him. MELINDA You really want this to happen More than anything. MELINDA I can't do it. Yes you can. MELINDA (finally looks at the ring) It's beautiful ... 

The beauty of this technique is that it puts firmly into the mind's eye of the reader a very 'full' performance from the actor. To convey the idea 'more than anything,' the actor in the reader's mind's eye has to put on a great performance, and you know it's going to be convincing to the reader, 'cause the reader is the one coming up with it! The usual choice here is to write a phrase like: He gives her a look that says, "More than anything." But the 'talking descriptions' style is shorter, more poetic, and more powerful.

SHANE BLACKISMS: David Mamet recently wrote an article for the "Los Angeles Times Magazine" blasting the effect coverage-writing story-readers have had on screenwriting. Screenwriters, attempting to grab the attention of a reader, would break the fourth wall with self-referential comments. Such as, 'Inside the briefcase is a pile of money bigger than what I'll get when I sell this screenplay.' Shane Black scripts are known for such chatty asides, to the ire of many. There's a fine line between breaking the fourth wall, which I'm against, and a really good, effective, concise description. For example, the "Hill Street Blues" pilot script describes Esterhaus as 'a big man, someone who could change the tires from a truck without first removing the bolts.' That's dangerously close to a chatty aside, but it's also a great character description. It gets the point across using the least number of syllables. Which leads us to --

A LYRICAL STYLE: People tend to think of screenplays the way they think of novels. In truth writing a script is much more like writing poetry. The form and structure are paramount, and the goal is to convey as much information as possible in as compact a form as possible. Not only does every word count, every syllable counts.

Song lyrics are one form of poetry. I prefer to think of screenwriting as song writing. Consider the following line, for example, as if it were the first line of a screenplay: The screen door slams. Mary's dress waves. Like a vision she dances across the porch as the radio plays. Springsteen fans will recognize the opening line to "Thunder Road." But it reads quite well as a descriptive passage. If a screenplay began with such a simple, evocative line, I'd know I was in good hands; I'd be hooked. It conveys setting, tone, character, situation, with an incredible efficiency (unlike long-winded WORDPLAY articles). A time and place are described using a very limited number of syllables -- which is what an effective style is all about. 

In the end, stylistically, the screenwriter is free to do whatever works to effectively convey the intent of the scene. There are some even more radical choices that can be made: for example, to imply overlapping dialog, two dialog blocks can be printed side-by-side. Or you can write 'overlap this dialog with' above the second block. It's even not inconceivable that a screenplay contain a diagram, for clarity's sake. The rule is: if there's a solid reason to do it, go ahead. But if you're doing it to be cute, or to cover up dull writing, you won't be fooling anybody. It does require focus and discipline to subjugate one's style to the singular purpose of transferring the vision of the film to the reader. To refrain from being cute, or brilliant, or even funny -- to instead just get the intent of the scene across. But that's what has to be done It's your first priority as a writer to get the screenplay sold, attract the directors and stars, and to get a green light. After that you can hang out on the set and convey everything else that you know about the story. Jeffrey Katzenberg once said in a story meeting, "The screenplay is first and foremost a selling tool. It isn't always the movie that gets made -- but it's always what gets the movie made." Amen. * Original AOL-era title: "Style vs. Substance"

24 TITLE SEARCH
 Here's the cynical view: At one point the movie business was a wide-open field, a culturally relevant popular art form that drew the most creative individuals of society, who challenged themselves to achieve ever-higher levels of expertise, always pushing the boundaries of the medium, pursuing excellence with artistic integrity and creating a new golden age of cinema. That all ended around 1985. Now what we have is a mature industry, codified, operating within narrow creative limitations, leaning heavily on formula, cynically focused on churning out cynical product, everyone's gaze firmly focused on the bottom line. It's an industry that continues forward on sheer momentum, trading on the audience's ever-dimming memory of past glories, and their hope to have such experiences again... but the business can only distract and dazzle, leaving audiences with a gnawing sense that things aren't as good as they once were but not really understanding why. For example: movie titles. Perhaps you think you can just come up with a title you think is great, and be done with it. It's not quite that easy. Consider the following: For that Mel Gibson film about kidnapping, Disney Studios' Joe Roth paid $600,000 to Columbia Pictures for the title RANSOM. (If you're keeping score at home, that's over half a million for one word! I wonder if the script cost that much?) For the Demi Moore Navy Seals picture, Disney paid Hasbro several hundred thousand dollars to use the title, G.I. JANE. (This despite the fact that the film is clearly about the Navy, not the Army!) In order for Pixar to use the title A BUG'S LIFE, Disney had to trade the rights to two titles it 'owned' to Warner Bros. -- FATHER'S DAY and CONSPIRACY THEORY. It's a war out there... even with something as simple and basic as a film title. Let's keep going on the business-end stuff, get that out of the way first, before we go on to talk 'creative.'

BUSINESS CONSIDERATIONS First off, don't believe a word I write, I'm not an entertainment lawyer. But, as I understand it, you can't copyright a title. But when a title is in the marketplace, it can acquire a secondary meaning -- for example, the public has an expectation that all STAR WARS films are likely to be produced by George Lucas. The title STAR WARS can then be trademarked, and thus protected. You can, in some cases, register a title as a trademark before it even enters the marketplace to acquire its secondary meaning. Again -- consult your lawyer for details. (While we're on STAR WARS... studio research at the time deemed it a terrible title. 'Star' was considered bad, because nobody went to see science fiction movies. And 'Wars' was terrible, because war pictures were box office death. Somehow the film managed to overcome the terrible hindrance of such an awful title.) A second way to protect a title is by registering the title with the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). There's a $300 per year fee to subscribe to the service. And a $200 charge to register 10 titles. The first party to register a title has the right to use it. But this only protects you against other members signatory to the MPAA, not to all producers everywhere. Each MPAA member is allowed 250 titles under permanent registration -- but the big studios, using corporate umbrella entities, retain thousands of registered titles. Squabbles are resolved by arbitration. And on the subject of squabbles, we've run into title problems on several of the movies we worked on:
#1. Robert A. Heinlein's THE PUPPET MASTERS There was an existing series of direct-to-video films called PUPPETMASTER, produced by Charles Band, about killer marionettes. Apparently our two-word, pluralized version of the title with the word 'The' didn't distinguish THE PUPPET MASTERS enough in the marketplace. Other titles were toyed with -- I think DOMINION was the best of the various suggestions -- but it was hard to feel satisfied with anything but the title of the original, classic novel. And there was marketplace value, it was felt, to using a title that would be familiar with fans of Robert Heinlein. Finally the somewhat cumbersome "Robert A. Heinlein's THE PUPPET MASTERS" was chosen as the best way to navigate all the competing concerns. (This is the same tack chosen in the case of "Bram Stoker's DRACULA" and "Mary Shelley's FRANKENSTEIN"; they needed to distinguish their films from the originals).
#2. THE ROAD TO EL DORADO An upcoming animated film, EL DORADO had some licensing concerns in other countries, where the phrase is already quite popular. THE ROAD TO EL DORADO was chosen as more 'copyrightable.'
#3. THE MASK OF ZORRO ZORRO couldn't be used due to legal concerns, so the title became THE MASK OF ZORRO... a title I'm particularly proud of, as I campaigned for it. My idea was that it would make a great bookend for the original MARK OF ZORRO; I figured the two films would show up in review books side by side. But then someone pointed out Jim Carrey's MASK is going to land smack dab between them. Drat!
#4. DUNN'S CONUNDRUM Ted and I worked on an adaptation of this novel for Chevy Chase, of all people. Chase's role was a secret agent whose specialty was analyzing garbage -- the Sherlock Holmes of garbage. He could tell the difference between 800 shades of lipstick on a Styrofoam cup, that sort of thing. A great set-up, we thought, to lampoon Washington politics. There was a fear no one knew what CONUNDRUM meant. THE GARBAGEMAN was an obvious choice for the title. But then you consider the critics and the headline writers and you realize no, you don't want to star Chevy Chase in a film called THE GARBAGEMAN. And that's the segue to --

CREATIVE STUFF Your film needs to have an awesome title. Re-read the above sentence a few times. Really. I'm serious. You need to come up with an excellent title -- and not only for the eventual moviegoing audience. Your title is the first chance you have to demonstrate your artistic and commercial sensibilities. It's the first impression you'll make, and you've got to make it good. You've got to convince people you know what you're doing. That you can judge words, that you can select words with a refined sense of how they work. If you send out a script with a sucky title, you're all but telling people, "Don't hire me yet." A film title, by nature, is a bold claim. People think, "So this is what you think should go onto all the posters, the billboards, the marquees. This is what you think people are going to line up to see. This is what you think is going to lodge firmly into the public consciousness, ascend to an honored place alongside the great pictures in the history of cinema." All right. It'd better be good. Ted and I were listening to a pitch once from a friend of ours, Ron, an aspiring filmmaker. He had an idea that was pretty good. Really good, in fact -- we could tell because we were both getting that slightly jealous "I wish I'd thought of that" feeling. Where you start coming up with your own cool ways to execute the idea, as if it were yours. "So, what's the title?" I asked. "I really, really like the title," Ron said. He took a breath and proclaimed with great relish, "It's called SILLY GOOSE." Ted and I looked at each other. Imagine the high-pitched cartoon sound of something plummeting earthward from a great height. We'd felt we'd been standing on solid creative ground, but then looked down and saw there was nothing beneath us. We knew his promising concept would be dead in the water as long as it was saddled with that title. And that, perhaps, is the most important thing about titles -- It has to sound like a title! Most scripts that hit my desk -- say eighty percent -- are saddled with titles you could never imagine seeing on a poster or marquee. The first thought you have is, "Oh, that obviously needs a different title." I admit, I'm a bit of a title fanatic (as a cruise around the Wordplay site will reveal). To me a project isn't even real, somehow, until it has found a workable title. It's almost a superstitious belief: if, after weeks of effort and working with the story and concept, if a title doesn't suggest itself, then maybe there's something amiss with the basic concept. A central situation that's truly compelling and cool and rich with thematic possibilities ought to, over a period of time, suggest a number of good titles. Because the best titles imply the central situation of the film. BACK TO THE FUTURE is a perfect example. Not only is there a clever bit of wordplay (you'd expect to go BACK TO THE PAST) but it perfectly summarizes Marty McFly's plight. GHOSTBUSTERS, RISKY BUSINESS, FLATLINERS are other great titles that suggest each film's central situation. Some other collected bits of title lore:

DIRTY DANCING The whole film DIRTY DANCING originated with the title. As the story goes, one of the producers was talking about her experiences, about this place where they did 'dirty dancing' when she was a teen. The other producer jumped on it. "That title alone is worth $10 million in box office," he said. He was right.

SNEAK PREVIEW The very first spec project Ted and I worked on together had a neat title. The story was set at a small town movie theatre, and the title was SNEAK PREVIEW. We just loved the idea of someday seeing that title on marquees all over town, and people coming into theaters asking, "So, what's the sneak preview?" "It's called SNEAK PREVIEW." "Yeah, but what's the movie?" The Who's On First possibilities abound. Similarly, high on director Joe Dante's list of alternate titles is always, "FREE POPCORN."

TITLES TO AVOID There are some titles to avoid just because, well, they seem cursed. The logical choice for ZORRO was to call the film THE LEGEND OF ZORRO. But nobody wants to pick that, because 'The Legend of' movies all suck. Similarly, avoid movies with JOHNNY in the title. With JOHNNY HANDSOME, JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY, and JOHNNY MNEMONIC, we can pretty much put Johnny-titles to bed. We've also had enough of 'The Last' and 'The Final' series of movies (THE LAST BOY SCOUT, THE LAST ACTION HERO, FINAL ANALYSIS, FINAL CONFLICT). Ted says we should allow just one more, a film about successfully graduating from college, call it THE LAST GOOD FINAL and then call it done. It is nice, though, that TOY STORY broke the run of mediocre 'Toy' pictures. (Think Robin Williams in TOYS, Richard Pryor in THE TOY.) So these title curses can be overcome.

REVIEW FODDER Avoid giving an easy target to the critics with your title. Maybe back away from calling your film DEAD IN THE WATER, for example. And what were they thinking with BILLY BATHGATE? And DYING YOUNG? How about THE ABYSS? At least producers had the sense to change COMA GUY to WHILE YOU WERE SLEEPING, a modest improvement. It works in the other direction as well -- if you title your film PERFECT, you're begging for the review headline, "PERFECT Isn't Even Close." Come to think of it, with THE PERFECT BRIDE, PERFECT PEOPLE, THE PERFECT MATCH, THE PERFECT WEAPON, A PERFECT WORLD and PERFECTLY NORMAL, better keep your film title away from the p-word altogether. It is possible for the quality of the film to overcome a questionable title. The producers of ROBOCOP reportedly went crazy trying to come up with a better title, something more appropriate to the more adult tone and style of the movie. They were convinced that a gimmicky, the comic-bookish sounding title would preclude the film from finding its audience. But the film was so good, it managed to elevate the title from silly to cool.

LITERARY TITLES One trend that seems to have passed is the requirement of having to actually say the title at some point in the movie. Remember that? Perhaps it came to an end with Jane Fonda's speech in THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON'T THEY? Ah, they don't title films like that any more. Or at least not all that often. There used to be a time when titles like ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS or THE WIND AND THE LION were perfectly acceptable; now you'd have to fight for them. It's rare that something like ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST or SILENCE OF THE LAMBS makes it through -- but the films would be less, I think, if they lacked those distinctive titles. The title is a significant clue to the audience as to what the film is about -- it sits in the back of the mind, and the events of the film play against it. You've got to applaud titles like TO WONG FU, THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, JULIE NEWMAR; THINGS TO DO IN DENVER WHEN YOU'RE DEAD; and THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT just because they're willing to take a chance. But it probably was a good idea to change MY POSSE DON'T DO HOMEWORK to DANGEROUS MINDS.

PHRASES & SONGS Sadly, the trend these days is against the literary title, and toward phrases and song tiles. The phrase title is probably the most common 'title' type in movies. HIGH NOON, BODY HEAT, CONTINENTAL DIVIDE, FRENCH KISS, and the recent WORST CASE SCENARIO are all examples of films adopting an existing phrase, or finding a phrase that applies to the movie in some way. And if you can't locate a phrase these days, you go for a song title. And it's not an entirely bad idea. With films like BLUE VELVET, or WHAT'S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT?, where the music is important to the story, it can be a good choice. Where the song title method goes awry is when it becomes generic. COP TIPS WAITRESS TWO MILLION DOLLARS -- a cool, distinctive title -- was changed to the less-descriptive, harder-to-remember IT COULD HAPPEN TO YOU.

NAME TITLES Single-name titles fascinate me -- why do some work, but others don't? BILLY BATHGATE is obviously bad, as FORREST GUMP is obviously interesting... but what made JERRY MAGUIRE so memorable, before the film was even released? In the end, a screenwriter should be prepared to spend as much time as it takes to get the one-to-five words of the title exactly right. If there ever was a time to not quit, to keep searching, to not be satisfied, to keep your standards high, it's in choosing your film title. A good title could get your script moved up from the bottom of the stack of to-read scripts to the top -- and change your life. As a final illustration of the power of a title, do the following exercise: Imagine you've been given an assignment and have to write a screenplay, based solely on an assigned title. Forget the actual films the following titles represent. Actually try to imagine the sort of film you'd write if you sat down and worked from the following: BACK TO THE FUTURE, GHOSTBUSTERS, FLATLINERS, BODY HEAT, RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, RISKY BUSINESS, POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE, TRUE LIES, ONLY ANGELS HAVE WINGS, THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING. Man, if you had any of these titles, you'd have no choice. You'd be forced to write a classic film!

25 HARD BARGAIN
This is the column your agent doesn't want you to read. You're in the middle of a heated bidding war on your latest spec, the numbers have escalated from expensive foreign sports car to moderately priced home in Brentwood, you're positively giddy with feelings of vindication about your talent and choice of career, your agent is calling with hourly updates using that slightly smug 'I'm not really excited by all this' tone that agents try to adopt at such times, visions of front-page "Variety" headlines (below the fold) are dancing before your eyes -- Now. What do you ask for? What's important to you, what's not important? What deal points do you cave in on, where do you draw the line? Quick, you've got 20 minutes to decide, because Columbia drops their offer at noon. What sort of deal do you want? What sort of deal should you want? The reason your agent doesn't want you to read this column is... money. Large sums of money, that the studio will throw at you to gain control of your project. Agents, you see, are only really doing their job when they can get a paycheck sent your way. That's their function, that's their priority, that's their profession, and that's fine. But money isn't all that selling a script is about. I know, I know, you should have such troubles. The beginning writer can't help but cry out, "Hell -- get me an agent!" or even, "Hell, get me someone to just read my script!" And here I am, talking about the first big spec sale. Most column writers would take you step-by-step through various submission strategies, on up to initial interest, and then talk about what to ask for. That's no fun. Here we'll do it backwards. We'll start with that dream deal, all the ridiculous, impossible stuff you'd like to get from a big spec sale. Then we'll reverse-engineer our way into a few career-path decisions. Considering what sort of deal you want challenges presumptions and reveals priorities, which can lead to adopting new ways of thinking -- which could even bring about that long sought-after deal after all. That's the theory, anyway. So -- what are you going to ask for? Like any good agent, we'll start with the sun, moon and stars... Direct the Film Yourself This is a frivolous, outrageous, completely unrealistic demand for most writers, so it goes up front: tell them you want to direct the thing yourself. Sound crazy? It is. Because, in fact, most writers are not directors. The skill set is vastly different. Making a film is a total lifestyle commitment (check out the Indy Pros columns by Fred Dekker and Frank Darabont for some real-world perspectives on this). Without a decent demo reel or some other training or experience, asking to direct is an instant deal-breaker, the first thing to be taken off the table. But you know what? When Ted and I put our next spec script on the market, that's going to be one of our demands. Two reasons. First, there are plenty of directors out there who can't direct. If someone is going to screw up our screenplay, it might as well be one of us. Nobody knows how to direct the first time; you make it up as you go, and learn what you need to know to do the job your own way. And the second reason -- hey, they can always pay us to not direct the thing. Again, sounds crazy... but consider our first spec sale, LITTLE MONSTERS. Our producers, bless them, picked out a director who had done some television work in Canada, and 'attached' him to our script. Their attempt to put together a package. MGM eventually bought the screenplay, but disagreed with the director choice, and subsequently paid the guy $100,000... to not direct the movie. Hollywood, you gotta love it. When I found out about this, I was amazed. If anybody was going to get a hundred grand to not direct the movie, it just as well could have been me. Or heck, my mother could use the money. She could not direct the movie as well as anyone. Now with a really fabulous spec and the true desire to direct, it could make sense to hold out against this payoff. When Frank Darabont was shopping the screenplay for THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION, he attached himself as director. And was offered a million dollars to remove himself from the film, and see it produced -- but turned it down. Castle Rock finally stepped up, the film got made, and went on to be nominated for Best Picture. M. Night Shyamalan faced a similar scenario with THE SIXTH SENSE, but his screenplay sale deal included payment for directing services. It's almost certain neither film would have been as good if directed by someone else. In the end, the huge advantage with directing (if you can pull it off) is that you can truly protect your screenplay.

Attach Yourself as Producer "Wait a second," you're thinking. "I'm a producer even less than I am a director! Producers are people with shiny suits, houses on stilts, and stars on their speed dials!" True enough. But it's also true that the first thing a producer does is acquire the rights to some property. Like a screenplay. But hey, look -- you've already got one of those -- you just wrote it! So that makes you a producer, if you want to be. Say it with me: "Here's my script, and I've attached myself to produce." Sounds good, doesn't it? Now, I'm not a big fan of the proliferation of producer credits on films. I always thought that the producer should be the guy who actually gets the film made. But it turns out some producers get credit for finding and acquiring material, some get credit for attaching a star, some get credit for owning underlying rights, some get credit for raising the money (traditionally, this is the executive producer credit) and some get credit for, yes, actually making the film. Sometimes, when a bigger producer steps in, the little producer will get bumped to co-producer, associate producer or executive producer -- which is still worthwhile; this town runs on credits. Writers don't grasp right off that the ability to attach a person to a script is a thing of value. The beauty of a just-finished spec is that the major positions on the film (producer and director) have yet to be decided. Yes, in the final analysis, you might not want to 'encumber' your script by attaching yourself as producer; it could be more valuable to leave it attractively 'naked.' But if you have done any producing chores -- optioning material, for example -- then by all means, negotiate the credit. Because there's another incentive: if you get fired from the film as screenwriter, with producer status you have a better chance (just a chance, mind you!) to still attend meetings on your own movie. Wouldn't it be nice to actually be there when they discuss what directors to hire, which stars to go out to for certain parts? In a word: yep.

Proceed to Production You need a 'Proceed to Production' clause in your deal. More than anything else in the world. Really you do. I'm gonna explain why, and it's going to take a while, but it's important, so bear with me. We'll start with a crucial truth, which you should write down and tape above your monitor: most often, the day your screenplay sells is the day your project dies. Oh, man, now it seems like I'm taking all the fun out of everything! How can this possibly be? To actually sell a script is the Holy Grail of screenwriting. It's vindication of talent, it's money, it's joining the pro ranks, it's medical coverage from the Writer's Guild of America, West (WGA/w), it's rolling the dice and having it come up seven. Surely that's a day to celebrate? Perhaps. But it's also the day, in the majority of cases, you give up your deepest, most cherished hope as a writer: to see your vision up on screen. Because here's the evil truth: the people who buy your script don't intend to make it. Quite often, they'll actively work to not get it made. I know it's counterintuitive. But trust me, this next section is worth all the time you may have spent wandering this site in order to get to this exact spot. Because the illusion is so well maintained, the truth so well hidden, that it took me, literally, a decade to figure out. In the beginning, when the studio is buying, it's all excitement and money and everyone loves the project and they love you. Deals get signed. Meetings are held. The writer is fooled into thinking everyone wants to make the film, and behaves accordingly. Then the notes come. The stated purpose of notes is to improve the script, usually under the guise of 'making it perfect' so that a director can just come in and shoot it. Sounds reasonable, sounds like we're on the path to production, and in fact it's somewhat true: all screenplays can be improved. But the truth of the matter -- which gains you no friends for pointing out -- is that NOTHING IS DECIDED until there is a director in the room. Weeks, months, years can pass, with screenwriters spending years fiddling over a script under the guidance of development executives; people who can't write and certainly have no idea how films are made. And it's all to zero purpose, because everything goes back up into the air the day a director is hired. So what are the real purposes of getting notes, and doing revisions, if not to truly finalize the screenplay? There are several things going on: #1. POLITICS Consider that at a major studio, there are approximately 150 projects in active development at all times. And the studio only intends to make fifteen or so in any single year. Of those, many are remakes, or based on other material, or have stars or directors attached, and so land in line ahead of your spec. The people who bought your script don't want you to know this, but they don't actually have the ability to green light a project -- that's a decision their boss makes, or the boss above their boss. They can only hope to put an attractive package together, and in an intensely fought, highly political competition with their fellow executives, try to marshal a consensus that your project should be made. If your script was purchased by a production company, the odds get longer, as there are more hoops to jump through. In the worst case scenario, your script may have been put into development as a favor to an actor or director; the 'star' has enough clout to get the thing bought, but not enough to get it made. (Repeat: the day your screenplay sells is the day your project dies.) And time is a factor. Death comes with the changing of the guard. If you lose your advocate in the inevitable executive shuffle, your project can get swept out the door... or, if it's at Warner Bros. (notorious for refusing to put projects in turnaround) left to gather dust on a shelf.
#2. TRANSFER OF THE CREATIVE VISION Another thing that happens during the 'notes' process is a transfer of the creative vision of the story away from the writer to someone else. This someone else could be a low-level executive (since they don't know how to actually make the film, they can justify their position by doing what they can, messing with the story). Or it could be a more powerful, higher-level executive who has fought his way to the top and wants to see the thing done with his creative sensibilities. But the result is the same: you've been assigned a writing partner, one with many opinions, but little time to do the actual work. (Repeat: the day your screenplay sells is the day your project dies... at least in the form you originally wanted to see it.)
#3. THE ILLUSION OF MOVEMENT While the politics is playing out and the script is trying to gain creative support, it's important to keep the impression that all is proceeding smoothly. So the other purpose of notes and rewrites is to keep a project from seeming to be dead. It's not dead, see, there's a draft coming in, the writer is making fixes! This is a case where it is important to write quickly. The level of excitement and interest in a project is a real, tangible thing. A substantially late revision can kill the momentum of a project -- simply by letting attention wander onto other projects.
#4. SHOW BUSINESS This took me a long time to figure out; stupid me. Very often, you're in a meeting working on a project at a company that is, in fact, not in the business of making movies. You might as well be hanging out shooting pool. How can that be? Doesn't it say Warner Bros., or DreamWorks, or MGM out there on the sign? Sure it does. But there's an ebb and flow to the entertainment business. Films are incredibly expensive -- on average, fifty million to make and another fifty million to market. So films are not churned out by assembly line. Each one that happens, happens in a unique way. Maybe the studio has filled their production quota for the year. Maybe they've had a couple of bombs. Maybe they have a commitment from a star on another film, and that one gets the nod. Maybe they do make movies, just not your type of movie. Maybe they're scaling back. Maybe nobody there actually has the time, or the know-how, to make the film happen. For whatever the reason, you could find yourself with your project set up at a place that, for some period of time, isn't in the business of making films. I can't tell you how many times, looking back, Ted and I took meetings thinking we were working on making a film, knocking ourselves out, finalizing a screenplay for production. In truth, we were just baby-sitting the script until some elusive combination of elements came together; money, willingness to proceed, interest from a filmmaker, or star, etc. Tim Burton was asked recently what happened to the Superman movie he was attached to direct, with Nicholas Cage to star. He laughed, and said, "I don't think Warner Bros. is interested in making movies right now." I've seen projects get a green light that were in terrible shape, and perfect screenplays passed over for no logical reason. If your project gets stalled somewhere, consider there may be nothing wrong with the script... other than it lacks the commitment to get it made. So -- what's the solution? I got it right here: the lovely and wonderful 'Proceed to Production' clause. See, writers and agents started to catch on to the losing game that is selling a script destined to sit on a shelf, or get lost in development hell. Writers were working, and getting paid, but nothing was getting made. It became not enough, on the studio's part, to be willing to buy a screenplay for big fun bucks. To truly show their interest, a studio would emphasize that they were putting the project on 'the fast track.' Which meant that they were going to quickly take steps to actually produce the picture. Soon, this was not enough, and a project had to go on the 'super fast track' (presumably lapping all those sluggish fast track projects) and leaping to the top of the production slate. It was only a matter of time before this got formalized into contract language. Now, I must admit, I only know of this from reading in the trades. But the way it seems to work: the studio buys the screenplay, and agrees to 'proceed to production' within a set time -- perhaps within a year, or eighteen months. At that point the studio must 'elect to proceed or abandon' the project. All deals are different, I'm sure, but I imagine that there is some penalty if the studio does not elect to proceed, to produce the film. Reversion of all rights to the writer, for example. Or a prohibitively high penalty payment. (In the television world, the equivalent would be a 'put pilot' agreement. The network promises to pay for a pilot to be produced; the kill fee is the same as the budget of the pilot, so it makes no financial sense to pull out.) This 'Proceed to Production' clause is heaven-sent, and should be requested in any negotiation. Because if they refuse, what does that say about their true interest in the screenplay? Perhaps they're buying it only for the concept. Perhaps they love it, but don't have the budget, and really can't afford to make it. Maybe the low level people love it, but the top dog can't stand it. Maybe they just don't know what they're doing. Case in point: working in the capacity of producers on a screenplay, Ted and I had a script go into turnaround. It was a great script with many fans around town. There was serious interest from Studio A and Studio B. We had a meeting with Studio A, sat in a room, discussed the picture, and were ready to shake hands. My interest was getting the film made. With the insurance of Studio B's interest, I held off on the handshake, asking them to check where the project landed on their production slate. The next day, they discussed the project with the studio head -- and discovered that he truly disliked that type of film, and would never, in fact, agree to make it. Even the development folk were surprised; they had no idea. The good news: I avoided sending the project into the oblivion of a production cul-de-sac. The bad news: Studio B subsequently called, changed their position, and the script went from having two homes to none. (Eventually it was picked up by a third studio, that, it turns out, also doesn't want to make it; but hope springs eternal, a fourth studio is interested.) You'd think that these issues would come up in the course of a bidding war; that the writer would get to meet the folk he's working with, hear what changes they want, see what their production intent is. But it doesn't happen that way. It should.

Reversion of Rights I should point out that there are some existing provisions for rescuing your work out of development hell. Studios can be persuaded to put the project into 'turnaround' -- which means it can be shopped around to new buyers. The catch is, the new buyer has to reimburse the old for all of the development costs: rights payments, fees to writers, producers, and overhead expenses. There's also a little-used WGA provision: if a studio has let a project languish, with no active development for five years, and writer can re-acquire the project by paying back his fees. This 'reversion of rights' clause is a poor cousin to the 'proceed to production,' but still potentially valuable. And the point is, perhaps the standard deal can be negotiated and improved upon. Maybe set the reversion of rights to occur ten years in the future, at no cost to the writer? The date will arrive sooner than you think. And now, moving on with our outrageous demands, I'm gonna utter those two little words –

Creative Control John Patrick Shanley, Academy Award-winning screenwriter of MOONSTRUCK, has a great attitude about his screenplays. "I don't contract to do any revisions or rewrites on my scripts," he says, "because that implies the work isn't finished." I love that. In truth, the standard 'step deal' is an open invitation to producers and development executives to make potentially unreasoned demands. I would love it if a 'no rewrite' clause was at least an early demand in all spec screenplays, even if it did get taken quickly off the table (in exchange for more cash, of course). Another creative rights strategy here would be for you to agree to do rewrites, but only if they're done by yourself -- no other writers can be brought in. It sounds reasonable, but in truth, it would be hard to get -- because the studio needs to be free to find a top director, and if the director has a favourite writer, pfft! You're gone. So here's a good one... you could happily agree to do any number of rewrites -- but only when they're done under the supervision of a director. (Too bad you can't see my evil grin as I sit here typing that one!) Why is this choice so insidiously clever? First off, it's fairly agreeable. You're willing to do rewrites -- if the director wants them. Ah, but they don't have a director yet. As you recall from the 'Proceed to Production' section, the phrase you are guaranteed to hear is, "We want it to be as good as it can be before it goes out to directors." And you can come back with, "Gee, I think I'd rather go someplace that's willing to put it on the fast track." Or, "Who is it that is going to give notes, and what do they think is wrong with it?" Either the notes will be so huge that it's a good thing you heard them up front. Or they will be so small that you can respond, "Oh, let's let the director decide those things." And, if you really want to shake things up, try this one: negotiate for approval of director. In truth, you might not be able to get any of this. But the underlying point here is that, creatively, the place you most want to be in the world is in the room working with the director, designing your film. The place you don't want to be is home, getting this phone call from the development executive: "The revision just came in, I think you'll be happy with it, they kept a lot of your work." Consider that, sometimes, no film is better than a bad film executed by others that still has your name on it. When the bidding war happens, it's hard to keep this in mind, hard to take the long view, and focus on a career, rather than a sale. Which leads us to something else to ask for

Negotiate a Second Deal Robert Rodriguez nailed this in his outstanding book, "Rebel Without a Crew." He recognized that a director's second film is, in some ways, more important than the first. So Rodriguez decided to confuse the issue. By doing an HBO movie, a segment of FOUR ROOMS, DESPERADO and FROM DUSK 'TILL DAWN nearly simultaneously, critics would be confused as to what his second film even was, and so he'd avoid the usual scrutiny, the presumption that the first success was 'just a fluke.' Meanwhile, he'd be learning his craft, and insuring that he'd actually have a career. For a screenwriter, one sale is just a sale. But the second sale is a career. So consider making a second writing assignment part of your spec script deal. The best would be what's called a 'blind script deal,' where the studio agrees to buy whatever you mutually decide you will write. But even any assignment -- even at a low cost to the studio -- is good for you. That makes you a working professional. The potential to learn the ropes, make contacts, and establish a reputation is enormous. You use the heat of your initial spec sale to create your career. And along those lines...

Don't Sell the Screenplay At All An option your agent would never advise: as you negotiate the spec script deal, put the price prohibitively high, and don't come down, don't close the deal -- not until you've landed that next assignment. And then, perhaps, you don't even have to sell your spec (unless they meet your price, of course, or you could be accused of not bargaining in good faith). That's the ultimate way to protect your work, and not let it get screwed up -- don't sell it at all. Better to keep your work, then, until you have better industry standing, and can control the result; maybe even direct it yourself. As crazy as this sounds -- and I know it is Machiavellian and bizarre -- there are many pros out there who would agree that, in hindsight, this would have been a better way to go. Protect that early screenplay that got all the attention, keep it in your arsenal, rather than let it get messed up on the way to the screen.

Money, Money, Money Finally, we're down to the cash. In truth, your agent will probably do fine on this count. Agents love the 'mid six figures against high six figures on the back end' stuff. I think it has to do with those staff meetings they hold every Monday morning. All the agents sit around the big conference table and give status reports. Being able to say, "I closed the ADDAM'S FAMILY IV rewrite deal at $500,000" sure sounds more impressive than, "My writer got $75,000, but he's really in creative sync with his producers." Agents instinctively go for the big bucks -- if they didn't, they wouldn't be agents. There's another column planned that will focus in detail on money (hey, everyone's favourite topic), but here are a few of the basics:
#1. 'UP FRONT' AGAINST THE 'BACK END' It should perhaps make you feel a little less envious to know that those huge deals you read about in the trades commonly don't materialize fully for the writers involved. When the trades scream a $600,000 sale, the lion's share is often the production bonus (money paid when the film starts production, an iffy proposition) and all of the steps of a step deal, some of which are optional. The writer gets paid as he begins and completes each step -- a revision or a polish -- so there's no big check; the money gets doled out over time. In addition, the production bonus is tied to credit; a shared credit (or no credit) decision from the WGA will reduce the bonus.
#2. POINTS
Like everyone says, the 'net points' you get offered on your film are indeed worthless. Supposedly they're a percentage of net profit on a film. The trick the studio uses is to charge a distribution fee tied to box office performance. The more the film makes, the more money is owed, and break-even is never reached.
It should be noted that Sony Pictures made headlines recently, breaking rank, for the first time offering 'gross points' to certain screenwriters. It's not really gross points, it's true adjusted gross (actually, what net points ought to be). After the film truly returns its cost, leaving out the distribution fee, the writer gets to participate in subsequent returns.
Perhaps this opens the door to more writers getting gross points. I think all writers should start out negotiating for 1% of first dollar gross on original spec screenplays, even if it gets turned down every time.
How could the writer, who originates the project, not deserve at least that?
#3. RESIDUALS
Finally some good news. Most writers don't know that you get residuals on a produced picture, if you have credit -- even simply story credit -- on the film, even if it has not turned a profit. You get money for videocassette sales, cable and television sales, even when the picture shows on an airplane. On a hit film, over time, with some money coming in each year, this could add up to more than the amount you were paid for the script. And you don't have to negotiate it; it's part of the WGA's 'Minimum Basic Agreement' (MBA)... although you might have to go on strike to keep it.
#4. BACKSTAGE PASS
Money -- big heaping piles of money -- is usually a great thing for a writer. Not for its own sake, but for how it can impact your career. Perhaps the money allows you to quit that day job, and focus on writing full time. Maybe it lets you get a new computer, a better reference library, more books and scripts to read. A DVD player. Time to do research, see movies, watch plays. Perhaps even move to Los Angeles. Dollars can change your life, pave the way for your career -- and that's a benefit.

Sometimes you have to weigh the value of the WGA card beyond other concerns. Ted and I faced this problem on our spec script, LITTLE MONSTERS. Call it the sacrifice-of-the-firstborn dilemma. We had one of those ideas that (we felt) was a potentially classic family film. But we let it get away, trading the control of the idea for cash and industry standing, and the hope that whoever acquired it would do a good job getting it made. Of course (as is quite common) that didn't turn out to be the case, and the idea was ruined.
Now we have to ask ourselves: was it worth the trade-off?
If it was worth it, it's only because the money led to other things. Quitting our jobs. Joining the Writer's Guild. Studying the craft of writing. A reliable car to get to LA to pitch assignments. And ultimately, the chance to make films that are actually good.

 Why You Need a Lawyer
I would be remiss, in a column about negotiating the sale of your work, to not mention the importance of all those ancillary rights. Most people know the story of how George Lucas held back the merchandizing rights to his STAR WARS films, at a time when merchandizing was considered worthless, and the billions the move made him.
It's important stuff, and this is where your entertainment lawyer really shines. Don't think you can do without, and don't accept the basic boilerplate agreement tacked on to your contract (all of which are different from the different studios, and all of which start off containing intentional errors, not in the writer's favor, there for the lawyers to catch and fix). This world is complex; far more complex than I can cover here, and it's not my area of expertise. But you should be aware that there is a vast array of rights associated with your film, and all of them are negotiable.
Should you sell the rights to novelize your film? For how much? Or do you want to write it? Do you get the first opportunity to write a sequel? Even if there are subsequent credited writers? What happens if your film spawns a television show? Or a Broadway play? Do you get the first opportunity to write the play? What if it turns into a comic book? Or a Saturday morning cartoon show?
How about a 'box office performance bonus?' (Not so common in theatrical features, but they do happen in animation, which lacks the usual residuals payments.) What if the film wins an award -- Academy or Golden Globe -- how about a bonus for that?
What about merchandizing? Say you're Mike Meyers, and created 'Austin Powers.' Shouldn't you participate in that merchandizing revenue derived from the character?
What about 'new media' such as DVDs, new delivery systems, such as the Internet? How do those fields figure in the formula the studio will use to figure net profits?
That's just a quick sampling. We live in a big, fast-changing world, where films are more and more often a loss leader, and the real revenue comes from other sources. In the long run, these 'back end' areas could be the most important part of your deal. Proceed with caution.
 *****
 So -- we've covered the outrageous, sometimes wild demands you should ask for if a studio, or several of them, shows interest in your work.
Now we do the back-engineering part.
In truth it might be a long while before you have to worry about any of these big money, big power choices -- if ever. Most are blue-sky, not gonna happen possibilities, even in the most optimistic scenarios.
But (and say this with kind of William Shatner solemnity) how does all this affect the choices you make with your writing, now? How should these considerations influence, or change, your tactics, today?

 Bargaining Strength
When you really look at all you want, one thing becomes clear: to get any of these types of demands, a screenwriter has to negotiate from a position of incredible strength.
They have to really, really want what you've got to give. (Even just the money alone, when you think about it -- it still amazes me that a pile of pages that you can hold in your hand, with some ink on them -- can be worth more than a house. Sometimes two houses. Amazing.)
So, how do you go about gaining that kind of strength?
It's not easy.
First, there's the writing part, which can't be overlooked. You absolutely must have that great concept. You must have that memorable, intriguing title. You have to make yourself into the expert, and demonstrate that expertise on the page. Your writing has to be stylistically professional. You should turn yourself into a brand name.
But -- I'm forced to say -- even doing all that will turn out to be a losing game for most writers. Consider the numbers. Of the 3000 feature screenwriters in the WGA, I bet each one has ten ideas they'd like to see turned into a film. That's 30,000 projects... and the studios will only make, at best, 200 per year.
And those are just the pros. If it's not a winning game for them, what's the new writer to do?
Roger Avary, Academy-Award winning screenwriter of PULP FICTION, mentioned once about his career: "I'm convinced it was all about getting out of one pile and into the other pile."
By this he meant he had to submit his scripts in such a way that they would be looked at more closely, more seriously, by the best people in town.
One way to accomplish this is to attach 'elements.' In essence, you become an agent. Oh, you don't have to print up business cards, rent an office and take two-hour lunches at California Pizza Kitchen. But you can shop the script amongst producers. And directors. Special effects pros. Animators. A project that arrives with elements attached automatically goes into that 'other' pile.
Another technique: prove yourself in another writing field. Getting a novel or short story published, or a play produced is tough, but it's one possible way to enter the film business with some cache.
Another technique that I recommend -- and it's under-utilized -- is to align yourself with a known property. Not even 'well-known,' just 'known' will do.
The guy who owns the rights to say, oh, the old "Battleship" board game is at least going to get his script read. Or, say (really scraping the bottom of the barrel here) biographical film rights to the one-hit-wonder rock band "Bay City Rollers." Or, say you make yourself into an expert on Sabitini novels. Now you're not just another writer, you're suddenly "The guy who's getting a lot of attention for his Sabitini adaptations." Are the rights to TERRY AND THE PIRATES in the public domain yet? Check it out. How about a nostalgic film about the big, fun national Jamborees of the Boy Scouts in the 1950s -- and you own the film rights to the Boy Scout name?
(Let's not overlook that Frank Darabont started by getting the rights and filming Stephen King's short story "The Woman in the Room." He allied himself with a brand name early on.)
Yet another tactic is to get the rights to celebrities, and write a film biography (such as MAN ON THE MOON or ED WOOD). One advantage here is that there's a kind of built-in limit to how much people can mess with your work.
And, now... even using these techniques, I'm forced to admit, the lot of most writers is still an unhappy one. So in the end, there is always --

 Make Your Own Rules
Even the big guns face the same issues. When Michael Crichton set up his deal for the upcoming motion picture TIMELINE, he deferred his $10 million salary in favor of a percentage of the gross, along with the director and producers.
"What is interesting," commented Crichton on the deal, "is our conscious attempt to try to really keep the picture moving forward briskly at the studio." In this case, taking no money, going for a deal of deferred payments, helped insure the production green light.
Given the reality of the business, I find it more and more difficult to encourage writers to play the game by the standard rules -- losing rules for most writers, even Michael Crichton, when it comes to getting something made. It seems like the last thing you want to be is 'just' a writer with a script in hand, and the hope that other people will somehow adopt your vision and want to make it your way.
I don't want to be completely pessimistic. There are cases of screenwriters selling scripts, studios green light them, directors make them as written, and they turn out fine. But as a percentage of films made, sadly, too few.
So take the plunge.
Direct a low budget film. Or even an award-winning short film. A submitted screenplay, accompanied by a videotape, is automatically going to go into the 'good' pile.
Or: learn animation, and made your product yourself. Become an expert in that field, and create demand for your approach, your style (I'm thinking of the wonderful Nick Park short films). Even better, learn special effects, or computer graphics. Or align yourself with someone who can execute computer graphics, and approach the industry as a team.
Learn streaming video, and work on the Internet.
Shoot and edit digitally.
See, most folk in Hollywood have a secret fear. They make their living in the movie business, but they haven't a clue about how movies get made. If you can present yourself as someone who actually makes product, you're way ahead of the game.
Hollywood always respects the person who invents himself or herself.
Does all this sound crazy? It probably does. The goal, though, is to create a scenario where you can negotiate from that position of strength -- so you can get as much creative control and industry standing (and yes, money) as possible.
How much is too much? I'll end with one of my favorite Hollywood quotes, by the actor James Woods: "If they haven't said no, you haven't asked for enough."

26 YOUR FIRST CONTRACT
There's this thing that drives me crazy at all those panel discussion-type seminars given by industry pros. Invariably someone in the audience will raise their hand and ask, "So, how do I break into the movie business?" That's the fundamental reason people attend such seminars... and also the source of that subtle, underlying tension, that feeling of resentment that permeates the room. (For more on this, check out Dan Petrie, Jr.'s Indy Pros feature, How Do You Get An Agent?) If voice could be given to that unspoken feeling, it would come out something like: "Tell me why you have such a cool job, and not me? Tell me why, EXACTLY, do you get to pursue YOUR dream at a cushy yearly salary and not the rest of us? Huh? WHAT MAKES YOU SO GODDAMN SPECIAL?"
(Okay, maybe that's a little overboard. Maybe that's only part of the audience. Maybe I attended a few bad seminars. Maybe it was just me.)
Anyway. So the industry pro typically responds to the question by telling the audience how they 'broke in' to the movie business. Which is good enough; we want to know that, we look on with anticipation. Now here's the part that drives me crazy. Invariably the pro will say something like: "It was really funny the way I broke in. I just happened to run into George Roy Hill outside one of the dubbing stages at Warner Bros. He mentioned that his assistant was looking for somebody to co-adapt a book they'd recently optioned. I met with the assistant, we hit it off and -- "
-- and I want to jump up in the audience and scream, "WAIT A SECOND. Wait-a-goddamn-second. How did you get to point where you were hanging out on the Warners lot to begin with?"
No matter how helpful industry professionals try to be, in books and interviews and seminars and such, they always seem to fall short. They make presumptions, they skip over stuff, they leave out essential details.
Me, I want all the details. I'd be happy to get this type of answer from a screenwriter, on how they wrote a hit film: "Well, first off, I needed some typing paper, so I got in my car and drove down to Kinkos. Bought a 500-sheet ream of plain white, and also bought a new pen. Not one of those dumb blue Bic jobs, but a cool Uniball. I debated for a few minutes whether to get fine point or medium point, decided I wasn't quite ready for fine point, better to work my way up..."
One of the goals of this column is to provide the actual details of the screenwriting business, in all their excruciating boredom. Like putting a JennyCAM on the writing business. Nobody ever does that, because it's too much work, and a sensible person wouldn't even try, and everywhere else, people are actually sensible.
But not here.
So for this column, I'm going to show you a contract.
An actual, executed film contract. Not just a standard contract, but a post-negotiated item, with all the numbers and time limits and little nuances you usually don't see -- like payment amounts. Only the production company name, project title and writers' names have been changed, to make it harder for the right people to know that they should be angry at me.
Think of it as your first-ever film contract. One you get to examine at your leisure. Most writers, when it comes time to review their contracts, don't have the time -- they just want to sign and get that paycheck coming.
Here you can get comfortable with the style and the language. (My personal favorite is, 'Paragraph intentionally omitted.') It will even give you a sort of benchmark to refer to when your own first deal comes through.
Hopefully, this provides a little more information on one of those details that commonly gets skipped over: "So, then we signed our contract..." Sounds so simple, when you put it like that. Here's the behind-the-scenes.
Your very first film contract. Congratulations!

27 ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
A fellow screenwriter was concerned about the possible effects of turning in his rewrite 'late' to the studio. ('Late' here being defined as 'several weeks past-the proscribed six week writing period' late, not 'late,' as in, say, 'the writer has been out-of-contact in Hawaii for the last eight months boozing away his commencement money' late.) (Which is what the studio executives all assume the writer is doing during the writing periods anyway, even if the script does come in on time.) (Maybe because that's what THEY'D be doing?)
Anyway. This screenwriter was worried about what would happen if he missed his writing deadline. The danger, I told him, is that it would suggest he'd run into major story problems while writing -- and once people get that idea, they'll start to read problems into the script, no matter what.
Screenplays are pretty defenseless items. If somebody tags a screenplay as 'too complex' in a story meeting, heads around the table wag up and down, and all of a sudden the screenplay sitting there on the table has indeed become too complex. If someone comments that the script 'doesn't have enough levels,' the poor script undergoes an instant transformation and, alas, becomes simplistic and shallow. There's a wall of resistance any script must overcome to gain acceptance and be considered 'good,' and if you turn it in late, you do build that wall a little higher.
On the other hand... I told the writer what our agent, Dodie Gold at the William Morris Agency, has told us: "They'd rather have it good than have it on time."
"Well, which is it?" the writer demanded, "Am I risking my career by taking extra time, or risking my career by not taking extra time?"
"It's really simple," I said. "If they love the script, nobody will even remember there was a completion deadline, or whether or not you met it. And if they hate the script, the fact they also had to wait to get the lousy thing will make them even more pissed at you, and you'll never work in this town again."
Now, this column is actually about writing adaptations, and you'll notice I haven't said a single word yet about writing adaptations. But here's where I wrest control of the column, and bend and shape it to my will, execute an ambitious and impossible move, and force together these two disparate concepts. Stand back and watch.

Your first requirement in writing an adaptation is to MAKE AN EFFECTIVE MOVIE. Whether the original source material was a novel, short story, play, comic book, television series or whatever, it has to now work, on its own merits, in the dramatic form of a film. If you make a good film nobody will mind if you had to take some liberties with the source material. And if you make a bad film, however much you strayed from the source material will just piss people off all the more, and be used as justification for your lynching. (Just like turning in the script late. See the connection? If you blinked, you missed it.)
Your goal in writing an adaptation absolutely cannot be to 'preserve the source material onto the screen.' It must be to 'make an effective film based upon the source material.' Lorenzo Deboneventura, currently in charge of Neil Gaiman's SANDMAN project at Warner Bros., put this quite succinctly: "Sometimes keeping too true to the material results in not doing justice to the material."
In writing adaptations, we give ourselves an additional challenge: to make an effective film based on the source material, and preserve as much of the source material as possible, and write the new material in the voice of the source material as much as possible.
Now, before continuing on with some tips on how to approach adaptations, let me stress the importance of this subject for new writers. There are immense benefits in associating yourself with good material, in optioning books, plays, magazine articles, even comic scripts.
Here are a few:
You immediately separate yourself from 99% of the aspiring writers out there. If you arrive at the studio with a book in hand, you've given yourself a much better chance of signing a deal.
It's a great opportunity to 'connect.' If, say, you managed to purchase the rights to the "Dilbert" comic strip before it got famous, and you meet an executive who's a huge fan, you're well on your way to your first deal. Name recognition is a wonderful thing, and you want it working on your side.
There are immense learning benefits to be had by working with classic material. Adapt a classic work by a brilliant author and you can't help but improve your own writing abilities.
Filmmaking is a collaborative process. In doing an adaptation, the very first step involves a collaboration -- between yourself and the writer of the original material. This is good practice for later on in the process when you work with other creative people, prior to and including production.
It is a far, far easier experience when a film gets ruined if the material wasn't originally 'yours.' There's a bigger difference than you might think. You have more of a proprietary feeling about your original work, with original characters, concept, and structure, than with material you've chosen to adapt. In Hollywood, doing adaptations can be beneficial to your mental health.
You increase your chances of getting a writing assignment. When the Writers Guild sends out their awards ballots every year, writers can vote for five screenplays in two categories: best original screenplay, and best screenplay adapted from another medium. In the package there's a listing of all the eligible films from the previous year -- and you know what? The lists are invariably the same length. So fully half of the screenplays written and paid for in this town are based on previously existing material. So if you can establish a reputation for pulling off an adaptation... it's like that Woody Allen line, "Bisexuality has its merits. It doubles your chance for a date on a Saturday night."
 So, now, if you're like me, when you first think about doing an adaptation, you're thrilled. Adapting a best-seller is like having a brilliant, professional, award-winning writing partner who's willing to do all the work -- characters, plot, the whole thing -- but you get complete power to change any element you want.
Cool!
And you think (as you lay in your hammock at the Kauna Hilton in Hawaii, wasting that writing period away), "Hey, these fools are paying me, and all I have to do is just sit down and transcribe all that brilliant prose into screenplay form!" Just whip out the OCR software and you're on your way.
That attitude doesn't last. Turns out doing adaptations is really hard.

One of the first things to get over is awe of the material. It's often said that bad novels make good movies, and good novels make bad movies. Reportedly Howard Hawks told Ernest Hemingway (who was unhappy with the film version of FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS) that he could make a great film out of Hemingway's worst book. Hemingway took him up on the challenge. The book Hawks picked was "To Have and Have Not." Perhaps one reason bad novels make good films is that the filmmakers feel more free to manipulate the material into filmic form. It's easier to get past the awe of the material, and go about the process of fashioning a well-structured story -- and not think, "Ohmigod, I'm rewriting Mark Twain!" You're better able to focus on the specifics of just what to keep, and what to change --
Which is pretty much what it's all about. What do you keep, and what do you change? Here's a list of points to consider:
#1. GENRE
This is perhaps the easiest to get right. Detective stories should stay detective stories, romances should stay romances, etc. The essential elements that made something good in one medium rarely survive both a change of medium and a change of genre.
It's worthwhile here to look at an example that failed: the FLETCH movies. The original books, written by Gregory MacDonald, were squarely in the detective genre. They were smart, well-plotted and clever. The films adapted from turned into an excuse for Chevy Chase to do comic schtick --essentially a change of genre. They took a great character premise -- an investigator with a photographic memory who could lie instantly -- and turned him into someone who couldn't drink from a straw correctly. The results were neither fish nor fowl. The books would not sustain a broad comic re-telling, and the films left the best parts of the books -- the character stuff, the detective plots -- behind.
(As an aside, there's another famous quote having to do with adaptations. As the story goes, someone said to James M. Cain that "Hollywood ruined your books." "No," he is reported to have answered, "There they are right there, sitting on my shelf." The FLETCH movies prove this wrong. The "Fletch" books have, for many millions of people, been ruined. Chevy Chase's visage gets in the way of enjoying them, and millions of people will never pick one up, thinking they aren't something that they are -- which is really, really good.)
#2. TONE
This is another element that, in the best adaptations, does not change. In fact, adding to the story or complementing the story in the style and tone of the original writer is one of the main challenges of doing an adaptation. A brilliant example of this is the screen adaptation of John Irving's THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP. The story elements of Garp wanting to fly, and choosing wrestling (because the wrestling helmets look like aviator helmets) were, I believe, added by the screenwriter, Steve Teisch. And they were perfectly in keeping with the spirit of the movie.
#3. THEME
The danger with theme is not that it will get changed unnecessarily, but that it will simply get lost along the way. The theme of Robert Heinlein's novel THE PUPPET MASTERS had to do with the price of survival as paid by each individual, and by a society. The idea was, those who can fight, have a responsibility to step forward and fight. And the fact that people do this, despite their fear, is a tribute to the human race. This entire concept was simply lost in the film adaptation, and so the film came to be about, essentially, nothing.
#4. CHARACTERIZATIONS
One of the weakest aspect of most spec scripts are the characters. Again, here's another reason to work with existing material. Imagine adapting Cyrano de Bergerac, as Steve Martin did, into ROXANNE -- what great training in character development! Characters are often the key element in any adaptation. Say you're going to go see a JOHNNY QUEST movie -- what is it you really want to see? Okay -- you want to hear that cool theme song, but what else? Dr. Quest! Race Bannon! Hadji! Bandit, and Johnny! You're going to see the characters. If you can get the characters right you've won half the battle of doing an adaptation. (This is one reason, by the way, I think the ADAMS FAMILY films have been successful. The plots may not have been great, but they got the characters dead on.)
#5. DIALOG RHYTHM
The two best adaptations of Stephen King novels have been, I believe, STAND BY ME and SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION. For each film, much of the King-written speech patterns were retained for the dialog, thereby retaining the 'sound' of the novels. This was enhanced by the choice to use voice-over narration, which benefited both movies. It's a great device, if it can be used, in that it effectively retains the voice of the original author.
#6. BASIC SITUATION
I'll illustrate this one by how not to do it: The basic situation of any Star Trek episode is a bunch of military-adventurers on the bridge of a spaceship coming upon a strange, life-threatening situation. The basic situation is not what most of the films have been about, which is spending half and hour getting a bunch of old television stars together onto the bridge of a ship. Identify the basic situation. Keep the basic situation. 'Nuff said.
#7. KEY ELEMENTS
This is where it gets hard, and your love of the material can affect your story judgment.
Our biggest failure in our screenwriting careers involved working on a TRAVIS McGEE adaptation for Frank Marshall at Amblin' Entertainment. We set about the project very logically: we re-read all 18 or so novels, from "The Deep Blue Good-bye" to "The Lonely Silver Train." We identified all the key elements that made up the "Travis McGee" series -- the friendship with Meyer, the Busted Flush, helping a friend out of a jam, the action sequences, the sex, the inevitable 'wounded bird' woman, the con games, the philosophical asides.
In the end we fashioned a story out of two of the books, "Bright Orange for the Shroud" and "Pale Gray for Guilt." McGee got to foil a land scheme, battle a ruthless villain, and pull of an investment con. He excelled on both an intellectual and physical level. Our script hit all the key elements of the series -- and when we turned it in, it was received with a gut-wrenching THUD.
We probably tried to do too much. Given that we were working from an entire series of novels, we weren't willing enough to pare it all back, and lose some key elements. With too many elements, we failed in fashioning them into a proper movie experience. Maybe, given time, those elements we chose could have been re-worked into something quite effective, but Amblin' wasn't willing to wait. Key elements must be refined into film language in order to be effective.
#8. PLOT & STORY
This is where most of the changes on a property will take place, as the original concepts find their form in the new medium of film. 'Plot' is defined here as the events that take place, and 'story' is the way in which you choose to present those events to an audience. It might not seem so at first, but plot is the least important element to retain from a property. It must remain malleable. This is where you bring all your knowledge of film, film structure, scene construction, visual storytelling, transitions, etc. to bear in order to tell the story through film.
#9. THE SETTING
The phrase, 'open it up' is one you'll invariably run into somewhere along the line if you work on adaptations. Very often films are based on plays, and so can seem 'stagebound' when those stories are filmed. Or short stories of even novels, which, in exploring their ideas, don't concern themselves with an audience's need for visual relief. It makes sense to explore those story concepts without the restraints imposed by the prior medium.

Okay, just one other thing before I wrap things up: you need to consider the PRIOR awareness of the property. At the very start, you have to ask yourself some hard questions about what the general public knows about the material, and how widespread that awareness is. The answers can become a guide over what can be safely 'changed' and what needs to be protected at all costs.
If you're adapting a movie from the "Kung Fu" TV series, for example, and you do one of those training flashbacks, the kid's name had better be 'Grasshopper.' If you do a JOHNNY QUEST film, we'd better see Hadji and Bandit. And that neat walking spider thing would be nice, and those cool jet-paks.
Here's a really silly example of prior awareness: the MISSION IMPOSSIBLE previews that played in theaters. When I hear that great theme music and see that match lit, I want to see the fuse continue burning across the bottom of the screen. Isn't that how the original show had it? Am I mis-remembering this? WHERE'S THE DAMN BURNING MATCH?
Disney Feature Animation is brilliant at understanding prior awareness of their properties. They pick high name-recognition material -- such as ALADDIN, or LITTLE MERMAID, or even HERCULES. Then they figure out what the general public knows about them -- with ALADDIN, for example, people sort of expect a lamp, a genie, three wishes, and maybe a cave and a magic carpet. They don't mess with those elements, but beyond them, they're free to invent whatever they want.
Audience expectations do affect the film-going experience. Consider Stanley Kubrik's THE SHINING, based on the Stephen King novel. It really came down to whether you'd read the book first, or saw the film first. Those that read the book first weren't all that happy with the movie. But I'd say it was a successful adaptation (I happened to see the film first) simply because of this: I was scared shitless. To me, it's clear that a scary novel had been successfully adapted into a scary movie.
In the end, when doing an adaptation, the true measure of success is whether you're able to duplicate in the film medium the experience the audience felt with the property in its original form. Simply, if they laughed during the play, or were scared by the comic, or thrilled by the page-turner novel -- those are the emotions they should feel when they see it on screen. Give them those same emotions on film, and your adaptation will be a success.
Oh, and one last thing. As I sit here on a beach in Maui, sipping a Mai Tai purchased with the last of the studio's commencement money, uploading this column via satellite, overdue on our last rewrite, I have one last bit of advice:
Try to get it in on time!

28 PENCIL TEST
Who knows, you might just end up working on an animated feature someday. The odds are against it, like everything else in Hollywood, but it could happen. Your live-action spec goes out, gets good response; suddenly you're called in to a pitch meeting, on a project in development. And halfway through the meeting they casually mention, "Oh, this is going to be an animated film."
Knowing nothing about animation, you could probably vamp your way though the rest of the meeting. But if you happen to get called in to talk to the animation directors, or the story crew, it would really help to know a few things about the medium. (For more info on animation writing, check out Letter #25, "Drawing the Line.")
Now, it only really takes about 20 years or so to become truly knowledgeable about animation. Many books have been written on the subject, and there's no way this column can add much to the body of information.
So, for this topic, we've abandoned the usual Wordplay column style. We've picked a different format to present information --
Readers, grab a pencil!
Take this handy test, and find out how much you may already know about writing for animation!

THE QUESTIONS

Score 4 points for every correct answer.

1. The page count of a typical animated feature script runs: a. 120 pages -- every shot must be detailed so the 'page a minute' rule does NOT apply to animated features. b. About 105 pages. c. No more than 85 pages, tops. d. Only 65 pages -- you have to leave room for the songs. e. Trick question -- there are no animated feature scripts, the storyboard artists do all the work. f. Over 4,000 pages.

2. The person most responsible for the revitalization of animation and current golden age of animation is: a. Jeffrey Katzenberg b. Howard Ashman c. Don Bluth d. Homer Simpson e. Robert Zemeckis

3. The Disney animated feature ALADDIN contains a hidden, subliminal message. That message is: a. "Good teenagers, take off your clothes." b. "Go forth and pay handsomely for plush toys." c. "Drink Diet Coke." d. "Euro Disney is not always cold and rainy." e. "Believe in yourself enough to make decisions based upon who you truly are, and value those true aspects of yourself enough to be willing to risk showing them to others."

4. Animated films often have two directors because: a. One to draw the lines, the other to color them in. b. Easier to gang up on Katzenberg over story changes. c. Gee, it's really hard to make an animated film. d. Animation Guild rules. e. Insurance in case one director dies (they're also contractually required to take separate flights).

5. Which major studio boasts the most state-of-the-art animation equipment, the highest number of animation employees, and the most experienced and most talented animation crews? a. Warner Bros. b. Disney c. 20th Century Fox d. Hanna Barbera e. DreamWorks

6. Dialog on an animated film is recorded: a. After the animation is drawn. b. At the same time the animation is drawn. c. During Mardi Gras week, if possible. d. In one day. e. Before the animation is drawn, but after storyboards if possible.

7. During production of LITTLE MERMAID, the song Jeffrey Katzenberg argued vehemently and repeatedly to cut was: a. "Under the Sea" b. "Les Poissons" c. "Kiss the Girl" d. "Shark Bait" ("Flounder's Song") e. "Part of Your World"

8. Most of the female characters in animated features are drawn as anatomically-impossible babes. This is because: a. More curves, bigger box office. b. The scientifically documented 'nude-figure-model' effect. c. Hey, many of these guys started drawing in the first place because they couldn't get dates, now you put 'em in a room drawing pretty girls all day, how do you expect the drawings to come out? d. Well financed, well-organized Hollywood conspiracy to promote impossible-to-meet standards and thus create poor body image among women. e. Residual negative influence of artists reading comic books as kids.

9. The Disney animated feature 101 DALMATIANS was the first animated feature ever to make extensive use of this invention: a. Chem flat-bed editing machine b. Xerox copy machine c. Multi-plane camera d. CGI e. Pocket calculator

10. In the Disney animated film ALADDIN, what original song was replaced by the song "One Jump Ahead"? a. "Count on Me" b. "Proud of Your Boy" c. "Babkak, Omar, Aladdin, Kassim" d. "Why Me?" e. "Silence is Golden"

11. The brand new, state-of-the-art animation facility for Disney studios is designed such that: a. All the animators get offices with windows and natural light. b. Some of the really good animators get offices with windows and natural light. c. Skylights send shafts of natural light down onto executives. d. All windows open onto a hallway, so nobody gets natural light. e. Only Glen Keene gets an office with a window and natural light.

12. On an animated feature film, the screenwriter is responsible for: a. Getting the dialog right. b. Transcribing the storyboards into screenplay form. c. Making coffee. d. Plot, character, dialog, visuals, humor, action sequences, transitions, theme, music, tone -- in short, just the same as in a feature film. e. The entire movie if it's bad, nothing if it's good.

13. When it rains in Burbank, waterflow off the roof of the Team Disney building causes which of the seven dwarves to look like he's peeing onto everyone who enters the building? a. Doc b. Bashful c. Dopey d. Lefty e. Sleepy

14. In the Disney animated film ALADDIN, Robin Williams: a. Improvised all his own dialog. b. Improvised all his own dialog, wrote the songs, scored the film, played all the instruments in the orchestra, drew most of the animation, and ran the projector at your local theater. c. Received a rare and valuable Picasso from the studio as a big 'thank you' for his work. d. Insisted that the studio re-design the Genie more to his own likeness. e. Improvised a lot of dialog because he couldn't remember his lines.

15. Which of the following is not a term used in writing for an animated feature: a. X-sheet b. Layout c. Pencil test d. Off-model e. Residuals f. In-betweening g. Line-up sheet

16. Animated features often portray the family unit as fractured, with no parents or only one parent. This is because: a. Animated films are quite expensive to produce. b. The people who make animated films come from dysfunctional, single-parent families. c. It creates sympathy for the characters if one parent is missing. d. Whoops! We forgot to put in the other parent! e. Part of a conspiracy among all Hollywood film studios to undermine the traditional family values of all Americans.

17. Everyone knows SNOW WHITE was the first feature-length animated film. What was the second? a. PINOCCHIO b. ALADDIN AND HIS WONDERFUL LAMP c. GULLIVER'S TRAVELS d. BAMBI e. COAL BLACK AND DE SEBBIN DWARVES

18. As a screenwriter on an animated film, you'd rather: a. Write the first draft, that way you get to see your vision make it up to the screen. b. Come in at the last second and write under the gun during production, with storyboard artists and animators waiting for the pages.

19. Which of the following projects is currently in development or pre-production at a major animation studio? a. SPIRIT b. SHREK c. SINBAD d. FANTASIA 2000 e. TREASURE PLANET f. THE ROAD TO EL DORADO g. A PRINCESS OF MARS h. CHICKEN RUN i. UNDER THE BED j. TUSKER

20. The best way to break into feature animation writing is: a. Write an animated feature script on spec. b. Read WORDPLAY every week. c. Pursue a career writing live-action features. d. Write musicals. e. Memorize all episodes of MAYA THE BEE. f. Learn to throw push-pins so they stick into the storyboards.

21. A 'sweatbox' is: a. A term from the old days, meaning Walt Disney's office. b. The theater booked for the screening of an animated feature to the very first preview audience. c. The film bin where you put the clips cut from the movie. d. The room where the editor works. e. Jeffrey Katzenberg's brain.

22. A 'machette' is: a. A long sharp blade used to cut though the tangled storylines in a story meeting. b. A kind of cute, diminutive 'mach.' c. A sculpture of a character used by the animator to view the figure at all angles, and in different lighting situations. d. The armature that holds the figures in place in the Claymation process. e. A particularly valuable item given by the studio to development executives, but rarely to writers.

23. Which of the following is not an animation process? a. Go-motion b. Rotoscoping c. CGI d. Claymation e. Rear-screen projection f. Motion capture g. Stop-motion h. Puppetry

24. The three basic design choices in animation are: a. Funny, sad, dramatic b. Normal, miniature, animal c. Line, shape, form d. Color, light, shape e. Cartoon, realistic, stylized

25. The 'nine old men' are: a. DreamWorks investors waiting for the company to turn a profit. b. Ron Clements, John Musker, Roger Allers, Jeffrey Katzenberg, Michael Eisner, Don Bluth, Peter Schnieder, Roy Disney c. Friday night poker group at Eisner's house. d. The original concept for the seven dwarves, before budget concerns. e. Woolie Reitherman, Les Clark, Ward Kimball, John Lounsbery, Milt Kahl, Marc Davis, Frank Thomas, Eric Larson, Ollie Johnston

BONUS: There's a high chain link fence surrounding the Disney animation building in Burbank, with prison-style barbed wire along the top of the fence. The barbed wire slopes: a. Outward, to keep curiosity seekers from getting onto the lot b. Inward, to keep valued animators from escaping to other studios.

 THE ANSWERS

 1. c. No more than 85 pages, tops.
On ALADDIN, we begged for five more minutes of screen time to tell the story -- until we were told it would cost the production another $7 or 8 million. (To get more footage they'd need to hire more animators, or pay the existing animators huge overtime.) This shorter page limit forces some story structure changes -- it's all the more important, for example, to get the story going quickly, and for scenes to serve dual, or even triple purposes.
Give yourself 3 points if you picked 'e', no script -- before LITTLE MERMAID, there was no such thing as an animation screenplay. And give yourself 3 points if you picked 'f', over 4,000 pages. On a Katzenberg animated feature, each scene is written 40-plus times. That's 4,000 pages of screenplay for an 80-minute movie.

 2. b. Howard Ashman
Make no mistake about it, the man was a genius, with story structure and characters as well as music. His talents and abilities are sorely missed, and may never be replaced. The songs he contributed, with Alan Menken, to LITTLE MERMAID, BEAUTY AND THE BEAST and ALADDIN revitalized the entire animation industry. Give yourself 2 points if you picked 'a,' Jeffrey Katzenberg -- we put him on the list to keep the question tough.

 3. e. "Believe in yourself enough to make decisions based upon who you truly are, and value those true aspects of yourself enough to be willing to risk showing them to others."
Just your basic, ordinary everyday theme. You want subliminal messages, check out the many gay references in TOP GUN.

 4. c. Gee, it's really hard to make an animated film.
There's too much work, too many meetings, too many areas of expertise needed on an animated film for just one director to be responsible for it all.

 5. b. Disney
Who are we kidding? Disney's still the team to beat. They've got the most experienced people, the biggest talent pool all around. DreamWorks is coming on, a strong second.

 6. a. Before the animation is drawn, but after storyboards if possible.
The animators match their drawings to the delivery of the voice actors. Sometimes they may even reference a videotape of the actor's expressions shot during the recording session. It's nice, though, if the storyboards are finished and at the recording session, so the actor can 'see' the context of the performance.

 7. This was a trick question: give yourself full credit for 'a,' 'b,' 'c,' and 'e.' At different points Katzenberg argued for cutting all these songs down, or even completely out of the movie. Give yourself 1 bonus point for 'b'; Katzenberg was pretty steadfast on getting rid of that one.

 8. c. Hey, many of these guys started drawing in the first place because they couldn't get dates, now you put 'em in a room drawing pretty girls all day, how do you expect the drawings to come out?
The curvaceous girl phenomenon, I truly believe, is due to the fact that most animators are male. The more months they sit alone in a small room drawing women, the more beautiful and curvy the women get. I suspect there's a lot of wishful thinking going on somewhere.

 9. b. Xerox copy machine
All those dogs. All those spots.

10. Give yourself points for 'a,' 'b,' and 'c.' Each of those songs served as an 'intro ALADDIN' song, in different permutations of the movie.

11. d. All windows open onto a hallway, so nobody gets natural light.
Yes, somehow, the Disney animation building managed to get designed in such a way that the ping-pong players in the hallway get the best light. What were they thinking?

12. d. Plot, character, dialog, visuals, humor, action sequences, transitions, theme, music, tone -- in short, just the same as in a feature film.
Writing an animated screenplay is just like writing a feature film. And there's often the added complexity of integrating the music, and more than the usual need to come up with visual solutions. It's certainly more than just writing dialog. Give yourself a consolation point for 'e,' which is true for all pictures produced in Hollywood.

13. c. Dopey
Honest mistake or architect's revenge? Only Michael Graves knows for sure.

14. c. Received a rare and valuable Picasso from the studio as a big 'thank you' for his work.
There are some very significant lines and jokes in ALADDIN that Robin Williams improvised, and contributed enormously to the film. But nobody can ever spot them with accuracy. Most of the lines that are particularly Robin-esque were created by the directors, storyboard artists, or writers. Many jokes were a collaboration in the best sense. The story structure implies a situation, the situation implies an action, the action implies a line, and Robin Williams delivers the line with a particular accent or spin that makes it even funnier. There was never a point where Williams wasn't working from a script or storyboards.
Oddly, a truly significant contribution that Williams made to the movie is usually missed: his line readings in the dramatic sections. They were always perfect, heartfelt, warm and on-target, and essential to establishing the heart of the movie.

15. e. Residuals
Animation writing is not covered by the Writer's Guild. (If there were residuals, we probably wouldn't be doing this column.) Just to run through the other terms quickly:
- An 'X-sheet' is a kind of 'order form' that the animator uses, telling him how many seconds (frames) he has to complete the scene, how much air time between dialog, length of each word of dialog, etc.
- 'Layout' is the process where the storyboards are moved into the reality-world of the film, and attention is given to locking down camera angles, camera moves, etc.
- A 'pencil test' is when the rough animation is viewed real time, either on film, video or computer.
- 'Off model' is when a drawing of a character deviates from how that character is supposed to look. Keeping a character consistent-looking through a variety of poses, situations, and expresses is one of the key challenges of animation.
- 'In-betweening' is when the assistant animators draw each frame of action in between the major motion poses designed by the lead animator. Tedious work, but great training.
- The 'Line-up sheet' is a character design comparison chart, showing the relative sizes, shapes and colors of each character.

16. a. Animated films are quite expensive to produce.
Characters cost money. They have to be designed, modeled, clothed, color-schemed, etc. Many animators have to become expert in drawing that particular character with different expressions and in different situations. So if you can lose a character, you will -- which is why so many animation characters have just one parent.
One of the challenges in writing for animation is that you can't just create a character to solve a problem -- it's too expensive. You have to come up with solutions using the characters you have.

17. c. GULLIVER'S TRAVELS (by Max Fleicher at Paramount)
Give yourself 2 points for PINOCCHIO, which was Disney's second animated feature, and 2 points for ALADDIN AND HIS WONDERFUL LAMP, which was planned by Walter Lantz at Universal but never produced.

18. b. Come in at the last second and write under the gun during production, with storyboard artists and animators waiting for the pages.
Yes, do the revisions. For some reason, the first draft of an animated film almost always gets tossed. Ted and I call it the deep fly sacrificial draft. If you want to see your work up on the screen, you need to be in the building, working directly with the director, the storyboard artists and the animators, as the picture is being drawn.

19. Trick question, they're all in some stage of development, production, or pre-production. You get a score for any answer.

20. Okay, give yourself 5 points for 'b,' "Read WORDPLAY every week." But the real answer is 'c,' "Pursue a career writing live-action features." Pursue your career with an eye toward moving over to animation if the opportunity comes up.
I include this question to dissuade writers from attempting 'a,' "Write an animated feature script on spec" (check out Column #22, "Ink and Paint," for more animation-writing caveats). I've yet to hear of any animated film project that began as a spec script. Animation films are so few and far between, so time intensive and so important, they're almost always developed in-house.

21. d. The room where the editor works.
In the old Disney days, the editing machine was tucked under a stairway. Animators had to crowd in tight to see their pencil tests. Not only did it get hot and sweaty, but that was where Walt criticized the work. Nowadays the rooms are bigger, but the tension is still there, and 'going into the sweatbox' to work over footage is a phrase still in use.

22. c. A sculpture of a character used by the animator to view the figure at all angles, and in different lighting situations.
Machettes are usually made out of clay. Expensive and beautiful, only a limited number are made, to be used by the animators as a drawing aid. Give yourself one point for 'e'; the machettes are highly coveted by all, and yet rarely given to writers and animators.

23. e. Rear-screen projection
It's possible that it could be used in animation, just pretty rare. But all the other techniques are part of the growing animation field. The flat, 2-D animation style is called, 'traditional animation.' Then came NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS and TOY STORY, and now more and more projects make use of the computer, and a blend of techniques.

24. c. Line, shape, form
I'm just a writer, so I'm not sure if I have this exactly right. But the idea is, stylistically, each animated film emphasizes one or two of these three elements. You can choose to have a clear 'line' to your characters (like in HERCULES). Or you can emphasize 'shape' -- each of the characters in ALADDIN, for example, had a distinct and clear shape (imagine a silhouette of the Genie, or the Sultan, Jafar or Jasmine). Or you can chose to push the 'form' of the characters; use light and shadow to emphasize a three-dimensional look (as done so effectively in SNOW WHITE).

25. e. Woolie Reitherman, Les Clark, Ward Kimball, John Lounsbery, Milt Kahl, Marc Davis, Frank Thomas, Eric Larson, Ollie Johnston
The 'nine old men' are the founding fathers of animation; men who worked in the early days of Disney; pioneers who discovered, defined and refined the basic techniques of the genre.

BONUS: b. Inward, to keep valued animators from escaping to other studios.
Yes, amazingly, the barbed-wire fence slopes inward. Drive by the building on the 134 Ventura freeway and check it out. I guess Disney is pretty serious about making sure their talent stays put!

 THE SCORE

 0-40: Poor........Back to the drawing board.

 41-60: Fair........What, you actually read books as a kid?

 61-80: Good........Clever of you to buy that Disney stock.

80-100: Excellent...You are indeed a product of the times.

 106: Perfect.....Okay, you write the damn column!

29 DEEP THOUGHTS
 "When we are reading a book and come across an idea or theory that appeals to us, that 'rings a bell' with us, we 'recognize' it to be true. Yet this idea or theory may be one of which we have never before consciously thought. The word says we 're-know' the concept, as if we knew it once upon a time, forgot it, but then recognized it as an old friend. It is as if all knowledge and all wisdom were contained in our minds, and when we learn 'something new' we are actually only discovering something that existed in our self all along." -- M. Scott Peck 
Truth is one of those movie elements that seems to matter mostly to screenwriters, and just one other group. It can become a low priority throughout the development and filmmaking process, in favor of plot and character and action and effects --
And then, at the end of it all, it suddenly becomes important again... when the audience watches the movie.
That's the other group that cares about truth: the audience. Audiences do want mystery, and excitement, humor, romance and all that. But the best of movies offer an additional feature. The frosting on the cake. The thing that can elevate a movie from good to the status of classic --
Truth.
Call it truth, wisdom, insight, epiphany, revelation, or theme... truth always works up there on screen. It may never show up on a response card, but an audience hopes for the story to be 'right,' for it to resonate within them, for it to be 'about something.' The audience eats up truth whenever it's presented -- truth about the human spirit, truth of the world, truth of a particular character, or the truth of an ideal. It's never overlooked; in fact, the audience is searching for it. And when they find it, it's the ultimate way for the audience to connect with a story.
Jeffrey Katzenberg cares about truth. In story meetings he looks beyond the flash, the razzle-dazzle -- what he refers to as 'tap dancing' -- of the pros. He doesn't get caught up in the clever plot twists, funny lines, eye-popping special effects, spectacular storyboards -- or the compelling personality of the artist giving the pitch. Katzenberg expects all those things to be there. He knows that at his level, the film is going to look great and it's going to sound great and the story will be clever and witty and impressive. He knows that if those elements don't happen to be there yet, as time goes on, the pros that work on the picture will be able to find them. So he ignores the tap-dancing, and focuses on one thing that isn't a guarantee:
A unifying, worthwhile theme. Some compelling powerful truth that makes the movie worth making. Quite often, even the pros don't get this right.
Most readers here are aware of Samuel Goldwyn's maxim: "If you want to send a message, call Western Union." We're supposed to entertain, not teach -- and I seem to be saying the opposite.
It's true; I am.
I think the Goldwyn quote applies more properly to heavy-handed clunky 'state the theme' moments than to overall stories.
Theme is more than just one character undergoing a change, or 'learning a lesson.' Ideally, the theme or 'truth' of your movie is the heart of your movie. Imagine Yoda speaking in that grave, sing-song tone to Luke Skywalker: "Theme is not an element added. It is the well from which all other elements spring." Yoda closes his eyes and nods his head sagely. "Yes, plot, story, character, tone... theme in motion sets them all, theme defines them all... and theme unifies them all, a reason it provides for elements to be together all in one movie."
Contrary to Goldwyn, I believe a powerful theme, properly executed throughout a story, is an excellent form of entertainment.
Let's run through a few story elements with an eye toward theme:

CHARACTERS
Katzenberg takes the 'protagonist-learns-a-lesson' technique a few steps further: he explores whether each character can, in some way, reveal a facet of the overall theme. One technique is to shape the villain's character to illustrate the dark side of whatever positive theme the protagonist's journey reveals.
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST is an example. When Gaston spies Belle and declares, "She's the prettiest girl in town. That makes her the best..." he's mapping out the movie's moral landscape ('You can't judge a book by its cover' & 'Beauty is only skin deep') by giving voice to the opposite view.

CONCEPT
Finally there's a partial answer to the question, "Where do you get your ideas?" Sometimes the desire to express a theme (or shout it from the streets) is the original inspiration for a story. This is especially true for 'idea' films, where theme is so prevailing a story element it becomes the organizing principle of the movie.
In the film SIRENS, the Hugh Grant character and his wife try to talk a painter into withdrawing some of his (perceived) lewd paintings from a church-sponsored exhibit. This plot is then pushed far into the background, freeing the characters and situations to explore the topic of sensuality. One of the themes that emerges (there's probably a better way to put it) is: "Proper behavior is often what is personally fulfilling, not only what is socially mandated."

PLOT
In the great movies, the story exists as a tool to create situations that will reveal the theme. CASABLANCA illustrates the emotional fulfillment of altruism. What better story to support it than that of a cynical man... who has a love so deep and true that nothing else matters... and who chooses to give up that love to greater purpose.
In STAR WARS, when Han Solo returns to aid Luke Skywalker, the satisfaction the audience feels is not just from the clever plot twist that resolves the film. Han's return is the thematic high point of the movie: the forces of good have reached even Han Solo's heart, and have caused him to take action, action that directly results in the conclusion of the film.
In the upcoming THE MASK OF ZORRO there's a scene that underscores this point -- by doing it wrong. Zorro engages the villain in a sword fight -- but it's just a sword fight. It's not exactly boring, but the audience just sits there watching, not all that involved, because the fight has no larger moral or thematic purpose. Action that isn't imbued with some kind of greater meaning can get dull pretty quick. The original scene had Zorro fighting his way to achieve a greater objective: to save people in danger. This would have illustrated an aspect of the theme, that one must move past revenge to achieve redemption.
Unfortunately, the scene was changed during the course of production to accommodate staging and blocking. It was only when the film was assembled and shown to an audience that the problem became apparent to all. (Hopefully, there will be time to fix this prior to the summer '98, release date.)

DIALOG
One trick Ted and I use is to let the villain articulate the theme. If the theme needs to be stated in the course of the film, somehow it's easier to take when it comes via the sneers and mockings of the villain.

SUB-PLOT
Here's a clever technique that Robert Zemeckis and Bob Gale used in BACK TO THE FUTURE: let the sub-plot state the theme. Marty McFly's character issues find form in the movie through the sub-plot: the problems of his parents, who don't have the confidence to risk taking the action that is in their hearts.
Rather than load Marty down with a bunch of scenes to lay out the theme, Zemeckis and Gale covered that ground with Marty's father. This allowed the theme to be bluntly stated (by Marty himself, teaching his own father what he himself needed to learn), yet, because it was couched in sub-plot, it didn't land as too heavy-handed.

THEME
So -- how do you find a worthy theme? I can offer three suggestions. One practical, one pretentious, and one just plain silly.
#1. One step further
This is the practical suggestion. It's a test. Let's say you stopped someone on the street, and told them your basic set-up. What would their first response be?
Pretend you pitched a love story: boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl back. Most people would guess that the theme is, "Love conquers all."
Okay, that's your starting point. Now take it a step further. After all, you're the professional -- you should at least be able to do better than the average person on the street. So push the 'cliché' theme one step further. Do a story about the fact that sometimes love doesn't conquer all -- and how do you live with that?
#2. Critical thinking
This is the pretentious suggestion. As a writer, it's your job to challenge the status quo, to examine conventions, to be wary of social norms, to constantly question, and seek the truth. It's the Fourth Estate idea, writer as watchdog. You trade in the coin of ideas. Don't present the common, easy ones; search for the thoughts that are worthwhile. Challenge yourself, and your audience. Ruminate and meditate and ponder. 'Nuff said.
#3. A wisdom library
Here's the silly suggestion. (Guaranteed, you won't read this in any other book or article on screenwriting.) The idea is, if you're going to include wisdom in your screenplays -- well, then, you're going to have to gain a little wisdom yourself. So go out and buy some. Get a couple of those Famous Quotations books in your library. Aphorisms, proverbs, maxims, and sayings, etc. Read 'em and ponder.
Sounds lame, perhaps. But it beats getting wise the hard way, through thirty to forty years of brutal life experience.
You can add a volume of American Folklore, a book on Greek proverbs, quotable Shakespeare, etc. Collections of poetry, plays, analysis of great literary works (in addition to the works themselves, of course). Build yourself a little wisdom library.
In fact -- for the second half of this column, just for you, I'm going to list a collection of original aphorisms. Just some thoughts and observations I've jotted down randomly over the years. Some 'Deep Thoughts,' along the lines of Richard Bach's "Illusions" and Robert Heinlein's "Excerpts from the Notebook of Lazarus Long."
Also, I must confess: I have a hidden agenda. Just once, someday, somehow, I'd like to land a quote in one of those quote books somewhere. So if you happen to be inspired by any of these, well -- you can quote me on that!

One who loves is easier to find than one to love. And it seems this way to everybody.

Self-esteem is the prize awarded by you to you for playing by your own rules -- in which case, you'd think it would be easier to come by.

Because a thing is free does not mean it is not also priceless.

It is a rare man who can prevail in the face of comfort.

Freedom is fragile and elusive, for rarely does the appreciation of it exceed the pleasure of being able to tell others what to do.

To prepare to do something is often merely to put it off. The preparation period ends not when you are ready, but when the time to prepare runs out.

It is nearly a universal quality of human beings to be able to recognize the Truth -- and that's Truth with a capital 'T' -- nearly always when it is presented to them. Yet it is a rare quality to be able to define the Truth, and to make those presentations.

A screenplay isn't so much a blueprint of a movie -- it's more like a travel guide. One can read about how wonderful a place is, check out the points of interest, and perhaps even the best order in which to view them. It helps to better plan a schedule and expenses. But realize that, when the travellers actually arrive at the location, their gonna toss the travel guide into the back seat and go out there and see the sights for themselves.

Grief's agenda is to make you into a new person, so your old self can be left behind, company for the one who has been lost.

You don't need to find a perfect person to experience a perfect love.

Confidence precludes the occurrence of some of life's most unpleasant and insoluble problems.

Compatibility ought to be defined by how often two people intensely desire the same thing, not how successfully they are at making compromises over their differences.

There is but one tick on the accuracy scale between 'optimism' and 'denial.'

There are no real choices in love. You simply come to realize what you must do, and then you do all that you can do.

Joy that ends before its fulfillment plays in the heart equal to sorrow, until time reveals the difference by bringing forth real sorrow, or joy again.

It is important to give people the opportunity to reject who you truly are.

Once learned, the ability to disagree with a smile pays valuable dividends for a lifetime.

Correctly interpreted, the phrase 'at the very least' means 'at the very most.'

When you start dating someone, there is one single top level of response: the one where you find yourself calling up friends to say, "This is it, I'm in love!" and all the songs on the radio have new meaning. Don't fool yourself -- any other feeling is less, and indicates it's just a matter of time till you move on.

I think there are two distinct human species on this earth -- no, not male and female. The distinction is between those people who hear God speak, and those to whom God chooses to remain silent.

Because a concept can't be proven by logic doesn't mean it can't be disproved by logic.

The heart forms emotional bonds faster than it knows a desire for permanence.

Faith, born of doubt, in seeking to erase it, cannot but confirm it.

Women will sacrifice love to attain their dreams; men will give up their dreams for the sake of love.

Solutions are poison to problem-solving. There are few greater obstacles to advancement than that which we already know.

Reject that which rejects you, quickly, and you will go far in life. The fox had the right idea about the grapes.

Would that happiness were as inevitable as sorrow!

Loss can live only in the imagination, and so by its own nature is false. Despite this, it hurts like hell.

A wise man learns to trust his foolish heart.

Time goes faster as you get older, nature's poor compensation for the curse of having kids.

A child should have every advantage -- including those taught by disadvantage.

Most tribulations are carefully selected, thoughtfully maintained and closely cherished.

Anger is a more noble emotion than indifference.

My lousy way of getting it done is better than your great way of not doing it.

The magic of a secret decoder ring lies not its ability to code and decode messages, but in allowing children the belief that they possess knowledge worth keeping secret.

You can tell ignorance from knowledge by this tell-tale sign: it is usually much, much louder.

True love requires that the loved one be fully known, in a way only their loving in return can reveal.

Unrequited love ALWAYS contains an element of self-hate.

Mistakes are the byproduct of action -- and thus an accurate gage of effort.

Most will choose to leave someone who can't bear to see them go.

A fool harvests his opinions in the spring.

Personal happiness is so important, most choose to let someone else take care of it.

Cowardice is a luxury of youth, which has time to spare. Age brings courage.

The search for joy leads to a doorstep.

Here's a theory: the difference between real life and theory is that in theory, real life and theory are the same, but in real life, they're different. Of course that's just a theory. I wonder if it's true?

Talent is truth on display.

Movies aren't made, they happen.

There has never been an example of a picture of a squirrel that was in the least bit interesting. This will not stop people from continuing to take pictures of squirrels.

We grow young from our graves, stretching our lives out like elastic, reaching back to grab one brief day of youthful joy, to dance in the sun, and then -- SNAP! -- it's over.

When your feelings are the strongest they can possibly be, then you must be in love, for though we have no proper definition for the word, we know there is nothing beyond it.

Human beings are compelled to adopt a belief system; some paradigm to provide meaning, purpose, and understanding to our lives. A quick survey of the world shows that pretty much any idea will do -- it need not reflect reality or truth, merely function to fascinate, distract, and compel. We are designed for belief, not for truth.

What brings the greatest joy may also bring the greatest sorrow; sadly, never the other way around.

In youth, no one wants your opinions, and in old age, there aren't any left you think are worth giving.

Hate, seldom justified, most often just reveals a desire to hate.

It's easier to be old than young. You make just as many blunders, but you've become much more adept at not recognizing them.

You are an adult when, faced with important decisions, you choose to have more faith in yourself than anything else.

Help somebody once, be ready to help them twice. Help them twice, and be ready to help them forever -- so don't help them twice.

Hollywood is a fantasy world filled with fake people telling lies to the world and each other. The only thing real is the money.

The resolve to diet is most easily summoned on a full stomach.

It seems quite proper to fear achievement, which, after all, is proof that you've successfully moved an experience from the delightfully anticipated future into the forever and sadly lost past. Avoid as long as you can the ultimate indignity: a lifetime achievement award.

We need two words to replace the word 'want.' One word for when you just want something, and another for when you want something strong enough to change in order to get it.

Give me a man who is brilliant, well-read, experienced, articulate, exhibits kindness, empathy and exquisite taste, who lacks just one thing -- leadership ability -- and I'll show you a writer.

There are millions to be made in telling people what they already know.

To be truly 'smart' is not to show cleverness, inventiveness, speed of thought, or the ability to quickly access vast amounts of information -- it's each person's varying ability to accurately and correctly observe and interpret the world.

It's not that Hollywood doesn't respect writers, it's that Hollywood doesn't respect good writing. After they throw out the great script, the powerful scene, or the well-written line (at the request of the director, studio head or star) they really do need and respect (and pay handsomely) the writer that they hire to come in and try to fix things.

A major drawback to being unmarried is an ever growing list of past lovers truly missed.

Permanent change happens only by finding something new to like.

"I can't" is how a child says, "I decided to quit."

Lying most often manifests itself from lack of courage, not a desire to deceive.

How do we not rue the many unchosen paths in life? A blessed lack of imagination. There are enough real glories along any path to swamp our meager ability to picture alternatives.

Where need exceeds knowledge, religion is born.

The 'Columbus Effect' states that knowledge is overrated; instead, the world rewards action. Better to strike forth in the absolute wrong direction than wait for the permission of certainty, which never comes.

If God offered you your whole life to live, and in exchange, all you had to do was die for a few seconds, would you take the deal?

There is no 'i' in partnership. Actually, there is, but the ability to not see things that are there is one of the keys to making a partnership work.

I understand the parameters you've laid out for the answer you expect, but they don't match the reality of the situation, and actually preclude the correct response you pretend to seek.

Some say success is determined by who you know. Others claim it depends on the quality of your work. The truth is, the quality of your work determines who you get to know.

No wonder screenwriters are so unhappy. They rarely get laid, but manage to always get screwed.

Hollywood films are shaped not by the hierarchy of talent, but by the hierarchy of power.

To be rational is to be terrified. To the degree that we are not terrified is the degree that we are irrational. Which helps explain why all those television preachers look so relaxed.

Wisdom is a fabulous thing... it allows one to take foolish actions with almost no confidence at all.

The writer is not blessed with a greater ability to know, simply a greater willingness to admit.

Some problems have clear answers and succumb to direct action. Others are solved only by embracing a process, and trusting to time, chance, and change to bring about the solution. 
And finally, one last inspirational aphorism, provided especially for all the readers of WORDPLAY:

Success is less rare than the courage to attempt it.

30 THE TASK
There are many four-letter words that come to mind when one attempts to write a screenplay; colorful, highly descriptive terms, often delivered out of pure frustration, and more or less unprintable. Let's skip that bunch, and instead focus on a particular four-letter word, much less used, and much more important.
For most screenplays, it's a key word you must consider, before even getting close to a keyboard.
It's so obvious you'll probably overlook it.
It lies at the heart of most films produced today.
Yet I've never read about the concept, or heard anyone put it into simple terms.
Is that enough of a build-up?
Okay, here's the word:
Task.
This is really important, so I'm going to take a little extra time here, and try to get this idea properly into words.
Imagine this: it's sometime in the indeterminately-near future. A film crew is on location, actually getting ready to shoot your story. You've got one of those on-location cardboard parking signs in your car, destined to become a cherished memento. Sets have been built, film loaded, gate checked, and tape is up to speed. Lights are blazing. The camera is locked down, the shot's been framed -- and now, right now, in front of that lens, an actor is going to have to DO SOMETHING.
All the clever theory, complex characterizations, thematic resonancing, plot twists, perfect structuring, inspiration and grand aspirations aside, filmmaking, eventually, is reduced down to just that: a character taking an action in front of a camera.
That's what gets filmed. That's all that can be filmed. That, as a screenwriter, is what you have to provide to the production.
A character doing something.
A task.
Now, the screenwriting books will tell you that your protagonist needs a goal, and that you're supposed to put obstacles in front of him, and that your story is about how your protagonist overcomes those obstacles, etc., etc.
(sigh)
As usual, they're only about half right, and they put it in terms that are, practically speaking, nearly useless.
Because -- and here's the important point -- the task that you invent for your protagonist is not at all the same as the goal. They're not even close.

PART I: Goal & Task
As an example, let's take a look at a film almost everyone is familiar with -- THE WIZARD OF OZ.
Dorothy's goal is certainly quite clear: she wants to get back home. That's what the film is 'about'; that's our destination. And what a warm, comforting, desirable goal it is! Home and hearth, the smell of hot apple pie, and dear old Auntie Em.
Ah, but in order to reach her goal, what does Dorothy have to actually DO? What can we physically point the camera at? The task she is assigned is more worthy of one of the labours of Hercules than something you'd give a little girl from Kansas: she's got to make her way through an enchanted land to find the Emerald City, deal with a horribly intimidating and otherworldly wizard, go fetch the broom of the Wicked Witch of the North -- and it's pretty obvious that the best and perhaps only way to wrest that particular broom from the bony fingers of that particular witch is to first murder the witch.
But -- wait a second.
That's not warm, comforting, or desirable at all! In fact, it's pretty downright terrifying. This sweet little girl has to battle flying monkeys, go kill a mean, powerful witch, and return with the witch's broom? What kind of sick turn of events is this?
Welcome to the distinctively different worlds of 'task' and 'goal.' Let's focus on the differences, because there's some interesting stuff going on here.
The GOAL in a film is often a positive event, tied to the essential nature of the protagonist. Internal, from the heart, it can be a want or desire that helps define a basic aspect of the protagonist. Often a universal need, it can be the access point for the audience to connect to the protagonist as well as 'buy into' the story.
The TASK is often the opposite -- an external problem, imposed by the antagonist, fundamentally at odds with the basic nature of the protagonist. It can be so divergent that in attempting to complete the task, the protagonist is forced to face overwhelming challenges to their essential moral, spiritual, emotional or psychological makeup. Unique and particular instead of universal, most often distasteful, the task is almost never something the audience would choose to experience directly.
And yet, despite its onerous nature, the protagonist is put into the position of wanting and desiring to accomplish the task! And so we get a protagonist who is troubled, challenged, scared, or fundamentally and deeply torn -- and when you get to that point in your storytelling, man, then, you're having fun.

PART II: Characterizations
Okay. Grab your pickax, mining hat, and rope, and climb with me down into the inky black mine shafts of storytelling theory. We're going way down -- that creaking and groaning you hear is the sound of rationality straining to hold back the nonsense. Maybe this is all best left to instinct, intuition, or inspiration, but let's give it a try.
You know that eternal question -- what drives the creation of a story, plot or character? They're almost always looked at as separate elements, often with one dominant over the other.
But how about this:
 The creative act of defining the differences between goal and task also implies fundamental characterizations that may be appropriate to the story.
That's pretty obscure; it might be better to define this by example. Let's look at the romantic comedy ROMANCING THE STONE. The goal for the Kathleen Turner character was certainly noble and desirable: to rescue her sister. The task, as you might expect, was arduous and frightening: travel to a strange, third-world country and confront deadly kidnappers.
Now, notice how the CHARACTERIZATION was precisely crafted to exploit each of these two elements to perfection: as the bookish, insecure romance novelist and sister, she would be wholly desirous of the goal (idealistic by profession, and strongly motivated by family ties). At the same time, her essential nature put her fundamentally in conflict with and incapable of completing the task.
You could have started with the romance novelist character, and crafted that task/goal to fully explore her psyche. Or, you could have started with the task/goal, and invented the character to make maximum use of the situation.
What we may have discovered here, then, is how character and plot can in fact be aspects of one another. (A unified field theory for writing? Whoa, let's not go crazy here.)
One more example, just to drive home the point -- this time using story elements from SILENCE OF THE LAMBS. The goal in that movie is noble and desirable: to capture a serial killer, and thus put an end to a killing spree. The task undertaken to accomplish this is truly hideous: build a relationship with an imprisoned serial killer, and convince him to help you solve the case. So, what's the characterization designed to fully exploit the situation? A young, inexperienced, idealistic, attractive, female Federal Investigator.
You can work out yourself why this is so effective -- goal, task, character, along with clear inner and external conflicts, all expertly designed in conjunction with one another.

PART III: Unique Details
Because the task is usually not in the LEAST bit obvious from the goal, inventing and clarifying the task is at the very heart of the creative process.
The task becomes an essential aspect of your movie -- one of the key elements that makes it unique and distinctive. Other than character design, it's the single aspect of the movie where your particular creativity, your personality, your own unique vision and experiences come most fully into play.
After all, there could be many films with the same goal that you've selected. Remember, goals tend to be universal, common, and thus accessible to an audience. Whether it's 'find the killer' or 'rescue the maiden' or 'discover the truth' or 'save the world' or 'find a way home,' the goal is not likely to be new -- nor does it need to be.
Ah, but the task.
The task allows you to be specific. To select an interesting milieu. To move out of the realm of general story beat, and create a memorable, filmic moment. There are many films with the goal 'to find your way home.' But there's only one film where a girl clicks together a pair of ruby slippers.
Moving from the general to the specific, finding the situations, the people, and the objects to execute the task in concrete form -- that's your job as screenwriter.
Let's examine another 'return home' picture, BACK TO THE FUTURE. Like Dorothy, (like Lassie, like E.T.), Marty's goal is 'to find a way home.'
But what is his task? It's not just a film about a guy trying to get home -- it's uniquely a film about a guy trapped in the past, trying to get back to the year 1985. Being in the past has consequences -- his very future existence is at stake. So, working to make this 'return home' story a little more particular, a little more concrete, Marty is faced with the challenge to:
 "Get his parents to fall in love so he can use a time machine and return to his own (restored) future."
This is better. A milieu has been chosen -- time travel -- and two specific tasks are now in play: getting his own parents to fall in love, and using the time machine to get home.
But it's still somewhat vague and general. And this is where many writers would stop, and that's too bad, because the next step is where true creativity comes into play. The unique details of the action still need to be chosen or invented -- details that are task-oriented and filmic. And in so doing, the story is made all the more memorable and compelling. What if Marty had to:
 "Play rock 'n' roll guitar at his parent's high school dance, causing them to kiss and fall in love, and then drive a DeLorean 88 miles an hour to make a rendezvous with a lightning bolt in order to time-travel home to his now-restored future."
Yes! Now you stop inventing, and start writing the movie. What a grand series of particular, unique, memorable elements.
Now the production has what it needs -- actions that can be filmed.
The goal has been 'dressed up' in a task that is so particular and involving, it's easy to get swept up in the momentum of the real details of the situation, get lost into the world of the movie, and forget that there's a story being told -- no, instead, there's something happening that demands our attention.
And beyond that, it's really cool.
See, it's my personal feeling -- don't know if it's true, but I think so -- that this is the solution to the 'gut instinct' choices of most studio executives. They say "There is no formula, I go with my instincts." They say, "I know it when I see it."
They really don't know what they're asking for, because they don't have the terminology. But what they're really looking for...
... are really cool tasks.
Look at TWISTER. There were many tornado projects floating around for years. But it wasn't until Crichton finally came up with the filmic task -- a group of researchers try to get the 'Dorothy' device in the path of a tornado -- that the film jumped into production.
Some other tasks, picked at random:
APOLLO 13 had a clear, cool task: let's get the astronauts back from the moon, to a safe splashdown.
In VOLCANO, the task was to funnel a lava flow through the city to the sea.
PULP FICTION had a number of tasks -- one the most effective, the simple problem of having to dispose of a dead body.
One of Ted's and my contributions to MEN IN BLACK was to help define the task: Edgar had to find the last spaceship left on earth and get off the planet, and Jay and Kay had to stop him.
Going back further in our careers, one of our first writing assignments was adapting the book "Dunn's Conundrum," a wonderful novel by Stan Lee. It was a scathing political satire of Washington D.C., from the point of view of a secret agent expert at investigating people's garbage.
But it was a story without a task. Our suggestion was that the hero had to physically make his way to a Senate Investigation hearing and to testify. Picture the empty chair, the microphone, the Senators all gathered around. Our guy's task was to make it into that chair, no matter what he had to go through to get there. The execs were very happy with the suggestion, and it helped us land the job.

PART IV: The Shape of Things
When an artist selects a task, in one masterstroke they commit to a huge portion of the movie. Your chosen task, more than anything, will serve to form the 'shape' of your film. And you'd better be happy with your choice -- you want to embrace it, and revel in it.
To explore this, let's take a look at some of the 'task' choices made by director Frank Marshall for the main action of some of his films. Specifically: 'to catch a spider,' 'survival against the elements (including cannibalism),' and 'battle killer white apes.'
Maybe it's just me, but man, this seems like a collection of pretty bleak choices. No matter how well-directed these films were, you could argue that in each case, the basic subject matter was perhaps limited in its appeal. Do we really want to see people eating dead bodies, fighting spiders, or slaughtering apes? Maybe not. In each case, a task-defined shape-of-film was chosen -- but ones that the filmmakers (and audiences?) perhaps were unwilling to embrace.
On the other hand, films like SEVEN and SILENCE OF THE LAMBS have story elements that are extremely troubling, yet the filmmakers, to their credit, did not shy away from their choices -- they pushed them to their limits.
The lesson: know what your task is doing to your movie.
It's a powerful element.
Make it work for you.
Some task choices are so common, and so effective at shaping the movie, we refer to them as genres. If the protagonist is trying to identify a criminal, we call it a mystery. If what's at stake is a possible relationship between two people, we call it a romance. If proving guilt (or innocence) is the task, we may be involved with a courtroom drama. Etc.
Laying out the task -- whether it's a clear genre choice, or simply your premise -- is your promise to the audience. It's like the tape-recorder opening to the old "Mission: Impossible" television show: "Your mission, Jim, should you choose to accept it, is to..." Identifying the task is a way of laying out the playing field, the arena, and the rules of your story.
As chess is a different game than poker, with vastly different rules, similarly, the semiotics of storytelling vary from genre to genre. The audience needs to clearly know what game you're playing, so they can appreciate your 'moves' and your solutions.
Okay.
Another way the choice of task affects the shape of your movie is that it can define the rising action of the story.
Let's see... I have a choice here. I can pick the film ROCKY as an easy example of this, or... no, let's go with "Lord of the Rings." It has one of the most brilliant 'tasks' ever conceived.
J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" is a three-volume epic fantasy set in Middle Earth, generally considered to be the most fully-realized fantasy world ever created. A synopsis can never do the story justice, but for our purposes:
Sauron, the Dark Lord, has stored a great portion of his power in the One Ring of power, the Ring that controls all of the other Rings of Power of the land. In a previous age, the One Ring was lost to him in a battle with the Last Alliance of Elves and Men. If Sauron should ever recover the One Ring, his power would grow beyond containment, immediate darkness would cover the land, and the world would be lost forever.
In the course of events, the One Ring falls into the hands of the unlikeliest of heroes -- a hobbit named Frodo. (Hobbits are a small folk, smaller than Dwarves, who live in tidy communities, enjoying fully the simple pleasures of life.)
So now here's the task: the only way the One Ring can be destroyed is in the place it was forged: Mount Doom, a volcano in the heart of Mordor, the dark land controlled by Sauron himself. If the ring isn't destroyed, Sauron will find it eventually, and rule the world. But the only way to destroy it -- and save the world -- is to take the ring right to Sauron's doorstep, deep inside his own fortressed country, crawling with his own powerful armies.
This is a brilliant set-up. The goal is a noble one, of course -- to save the world from destruction. But the task is terrible... Frodo, the hobbit, must travel straight toward the very danger that is a terrifying threat to all.
Thus, the 'shape' of the story that spins out of this task fits naturally into a classic dramatic structure -- with ever-rising menace and danger coming with each of Frodo's steps toward his goal.
Brilliant!

PART V: Act III
You'd better invent a task for your screenplay. Or your screenplay will invent a task for you.
I've been involved in a number of so-called 'production draft' rewrite meetings. And guess what the subject always is? Number one -- deal with budget. Number two -- "Hey it's a great idea, it's a great film, we love it, great characters, great theme... only... we need something for them to do. We need a clear through-line here... okay, what if she needed to..."
If you don't invent your task, there's a real danger that someone else will invent it for you --
-- or it will invent itself, growing mysteriously out of the elements of your story, without you even realizing it.
And the trouble is, if you end up with one of those 'tasks by default,' it probably won't be very good. These lame tasks usually rear their ugly heads in Act III, out of a desperate need to give the story a sense of completion.
Here are some typical ones -- avoid them if you can, as they are either evidence of serious neglect, or simply admissions of defeat:
In a romantic comedy, the hero must RUN ACROSS TOWN in order to tell their lover 'I love you.'
The villain captures the woman, so the hero has to RESCUE THE GIRL (sexist as well as cliche).
We must go KILL THE VILLAIN in a bloody shoot-out (but only after the hero shows him mercy, and he draws his sneaky little villain-gun.)
Oh, no, we have to DE-FUSE THE BOMB before it explodes. (But since it's a movie, of course, the bomb will be tossed into a body of water and explode anyway, albeit safely.)
The most common of all default tasks is where the hero must COME TO A DECISION at the end of Act II or in the middle of Act III. It's usually just not very filmic to watch somebody change their minds, or become convinced of something. (And when you see this choice, it's almost guaranteed to take place in a script that has a 'passive lead' problem.)
 In its best form, the resolution of the task, as a physical action, becomes a powerful filmic image for the movie. You could literally turn the sound down, and graphically see the story play itself out to its completion.
Rocky Balboa going the distance.
E.T. flying across the full moon to rendezvous with the spaceship.
Luke Skywalker firing on the Death Star.
Think in terms of just a goal, and your story perhaps may lack the distinctive qualities that make a film truly memorable. Think in terms of the task, and that puts you on firm theoretical ground (and Lord knows that's where we all want to be -- firm theoretical ground) and you have a better chance to discover those unique, personal, memorable story moments.
It's yet another tool to keep in mind before you sit down to write. Most likely, your heroes, your film, your audience, are going to need this utterly necessary, damnably frustrating, what-you'll-soon-come-to- regard-as a true four-letter word --
Task.
Because now it's YOUR task to create one.

31 A HOT SCRIPT
Sex sells.
Some day, Hollywood is going to figure that out.
Sex sells... so does lust, love, sensuality, romance, passion, and all things erotic.
Some day, spec script writers will figure that out, too.
I've got this crazy idea, see. Really wild. What I'm thinking is, people are genuinely interested in sex. The whole bizarre, painful and delightful mating dance. From flirt to exhausted afterglow. Yes, "The expense is damnable, the position laughable, and the pleasure fleeting." But whether it's curiosity or wish-fulfillment or just plain prurient interest, sex gets people's attention.
Amazingly, Hollywood doesn't seem to get this. For all its sordid reputation, Hollywood films are downright puritanical. Before you disagree, ask yourself: when was the last time you saw a truly sexy movie? A really 'glad you're going home with a date' seat-squirmer? Last year? Two years ago?
I bet it was a foreign film.
And if Hollywood is chaste, spec scripts are downright frigid.
Which makes no sense, really. Because script page steamy encounters have been known to generate another kind of heat -- studio interest. Lawrence Kasdan's BODY HEAT screenplay reportedly was passed around just due to the sex scenes. Yes, it's one of the best scripts ever written -- but people who didn't even have the ability to buy the script were told, "You've got to read this, it is hot." (Several of the encounters in script didn't make it into the final film. Including one scene where Mattie role-plays as a stewardess for Ned. I have a copy of the original script, if anyone's interested, the good parts highlighted.)
So, hey, screenwriters of the world, listen up. If people have to read bad slushpile scripts, at least let them be sexy bad slushpile scripts. Picture your average executive, at home in bed, sipping tea next to the to-read script pile. Write a story that makes 'em have to hold up the script with one hand... or toss the thing aside, roll over and attack their lover. When they wake up in the morning, they'll at least be in a good mood to read your Act III.
All right. I'm going to prove all of this, right here and right now. In this very column, I am going to demonstrate -- in dramatic fashion -- the power of sex to create and sustain reader interest.
I promise to relate to you, in detail, an actual, true, personal sexual experience from my past.

SAY THAT AGAIN? It's a wild idea, for sure. Would I really do such a thing? And does anyone care to read such a thing? Would anyone believe me, anyway?
After all, Wordplay is a screenwriting site. It's put together by timid, scholarly types who wear thick glasses, live in libraries, sip sherry and occasionally have spirited debates over story structure. We don't actually have lives. Heck, if we knew anything about sex, we wouldn't be writing scripts.
But this column is also about taking chances, and doing stuff you never see anywhere else. So... yeah. The topic of this column is sex. Along the way I'm gonna bring together a true personal experience, a grapefruit, a pillow, one very uncooperative diaphragm, Chuck Jones, a gypsy trailer, a cat, and something called 'the love rack.'
Will this offend some people?
Absolutely. (If you're bothered by descriptions of sex or sexual situations, bail out now!)
Is the whole idea in poor taste?
Could be.
But... something tells me you're going to keep reading.
SEXUAL POLITICS.
Right off, you should realize that when you talk about sex you've stepped right out into the middle of a minefield. Just doing this column, I know that every sentence, every word choice, every slight implication is going to be scrutinized and criticized. People take this stuff quite seriously.
So, should James Bond be allowed the usual variety of liaisons? Should there be a contraceptive in every scene? Must writers show the evils of promiscuity in this era of AIDS? Do men really fear the sexually aggressive woman? How much skin is erotic, and where do you cross the line into simply clinical?
Dealing with sex, a writer immediately confronts the question: do you embrace the social constructs of our times, or do you fight them?
An example. Suppose you want to do a story that details a polygamous marriage, along the lines of RAISE THE RED LANTERN. The sociobiologists say that cross-culturally, there is evidence to suggest that men are non-monogamous by nature, and that different forms of polygamy have been an effective evolutionary strategy for high-status men.
But clearly that's not the acknowledged position of our present culture. And it's sure a real romance-killer. So as a writer, do you reinforce cultural traditions, or attempt to break them? Especially when breaking them may result in hisses from the audience?
And what if those traditions deal with subjects such as interracial sex, gay sex, or simply that, maybe, just maybe, female-initiated sex shouldn't be a death sentence?
Some taboos are so strong that any inclusion in your story threatens to overwhelm everything else you're trying to do. Happily, cross-race relationships are no longer worthy of much note. But bisexuality, adultery, promiscuity, casual nudity, voyeurism, or the average menage a trois would still generate so much attention as to overwhelm your main story.
Perhaps, as filmmakers, we have a social obligation to say that anything that goes on in the bedroom between consenting adults is okay. And perhaps it is a function of movies to explore various aspects of sexuality -- even if advising, "Folks, don't try this at home." Or does this process in fact contribute to the moral decay of our culture? Artistically, you may wish to expouse a more rigid moral position, in the form of a cautionary tale or morality play. Or maybe that's what contributes to the moral decay of our culture!
Maybe you just want to tell a hot story.
A minor bit of advice, for now -- if sexuality is a major part of your screenplay, then, whatever it might be, you must know the position you are taking, and know your theme. Recognize that nothing polarizes an audience quite like sex. You don't have to be politically correct, of course, but you should be in control of your audience response. And in this arena, it can get out of control in a hurry.
Sex is a touchy subject.
HOW TO WRITE A SEX SCENE
Okay, enough on sexual politics. Let's get down to the nitty-gritty.
Here's how you write a sex scene:
Two people kiss. Kiss some more. Lock each other in a major clench. They fall back out of frame, and you cut to your choice of:
 a. the sunrise b. a train plunging into a tunnel c. waves crashing on the beach d. fireworks e. a steam whistle blowing
Okay, so maybe that's not how you do it. Those are cliches, brought about more or less in response to the old Production Code, or Hays Office code in the early days of cinema.
In the 1920s, Marlene Dietrich hit Hollywood. In the 1930s the MPPDA instituted a self-regulatory code of ethics under Will H. Hays, and directed by Joseph Breen. The code stated, among other things, that: "Scenes of passion should not be introduced when not essential to the plot" and, "Excessive and lustful kissing, lustful embracing, suggestive postures and gestures, are not to be shown."
And so we get our lusty steam whistle. Happily, these restrictions had the secondary effect of elevating sexual symbolism and made for some cracking good dialog. Filmmakers had to be very creative in navigating the code, which resulted some great film moments. My writing partner, Ted Elliott, often cites an example in SCARAMOUCHE. When Stewart Granger and Eleanor Parker start fighting in the gypsy wagon, we cut outside -- and see several seconds of the wagon shaking like mad. And you wonder, what exactly is going in inside there?
If the gypsy trailer's rockin', don't bother knockin'.
Ah, but times have changed a bit, and there's not so much a need anymore for that trusty cliche cutaway.
This is brought home in a great scene in THE PLAYER that's dead-on accurate. The development assistant is sitting in a spa with Tim Robbins, reading a sex scene from a spec script out loud. The scene is written in breathless purple prose, set in a haystack, complete with the reactions of various barn animals. And then the assistant drops the script, we see that she's naked. She swims over to make love to Tim Robbins, a moment that's much more erotic than what she was reading, because it's much more real.
Which leads us back to -- how do you write a sex scene? It's a daunting question, but I'll give it a shot. I'm going to offer four ideas: truth, the love rack, the big tease, and the unique detail.
 #1. Truth
Reality doesn't have much of a place in the Hollywood bedroom. Like Richard Dreyfus says in THE COMPETITION, "Face it, nobody looks that good in direct sunlight." Men will continue to undertake sex scenes without the benefit of a penis. Women will continue to be beautiful, backlit, make love on top, and sleep in those beds with the L-shaped sheets so post-coital bliss conversations don't reveal too much skin.
But while reality is often squelched, truth is always welcome.
Think of the great morning-after shot in WHEN HARRY MET SALLY. Meg Ryan is snuggling up to Billy Crystal. She's dreamy and content... and the camera widens to reveal that he's petrified.
The truth of the scene (that sometimes men think, 'Oh, shit, what have it gotten into here?') was so compelling it superseded the reality of the scene ('Hot damn! I just had sex with Meg Ryan!')
So there should be some truth in even the most romanticized of sex scenes. This is why (I think) films such as SLIVER, DREAMGIRLS and STRIPTEASE aren't particularly sexy for a mass audience. The skin is there, but there's a falseness at the center of the stories that takes away from the truly erotic. A girl-next-door shedding her clothes to go skinny dipping (check out SUMMER LOVERS) will always be more sensuous than a plastic-enhanced stripper strutting under the bright lights.
As for men... perhaps the penis will forever be too much reality for moviegoers (or too little, in some cases). Tom Cruise offered a glimpse in ALL THE RIGHT MOVES, as did Tim Robbins in THE PLAYER. And in WILD AT HEART, Laura Dern does tell Nicholas Cage his cock is "sweet." So at least we know it's there, and that gives the scene a ring of truth.
People want to see the real thing. Truth is why studios pray for the lead actors to have chemistry. Truth is why amateur videos swept to popularity in the adult film industry. The audience's desire for real moments doesn't end at the bedroom door.
 #2. The 'Love Rack'
James M. Cain coined the term 'love rack' in his essay on how to write a sexy thriller (published in "3 By Cain" back in the 1940s -- special thanks to reader Dixon Steele for this reference.)
Cain maintained the love rack was the most important part of any sex scene. It's the element that ratchets up the heat. The love rack is the reason why the couple must make love, and the reason why they must not make love... and it's the same reason.
Say a mobster is suspicious of his sexy wife. He hires a Bodyguard to make sure she stays faithful. But because the Bodyguard is with the woman 24 hours a day, he falls for her. Tension. Suspense. Yearning. Building desire. The reason they must make love is also the reason they must not make love. The love rack pulls them in all different ways.
A great example is in the film TITANIC. Kate Winslet lays out nude to be sketched by Leonardo DiCaprio. She's the rich girl with everything, and he's the poor boy who can offer little, just his talent. She's unhappily engaged to be married, which is exactly why she wants to be sketched. And so the reason they must make love (and they are making love in that scene) is the reason they can't make love.
Without the love rack, an erotic thriller is just an actor with a sock on his thing, wrestling in slo-motion with an actress wearing a sticky patch in a strategic place. With it, you've got excitement, anticipation, and drama.
 #3. The Big Tease
Truth be told, Ted and I have not written that many sex scenes. It's one minor drawback to being basically heterosexual, and having a guy writing partner -- what good does it do to sit in a room and get all steamed up with a bunch of erotic details? Perhaps this explains why there are so many explosions in films these days.
But for one script, Ted and I did invent a fun sequence I wish had made it to film: 'strip-hide-and-go-seek.' The idea was, one partner would hide and the other would count and then go search, just like regular hide-and-seek. But when you found the person hiding, they had to remove an item of clothing. The longer you play, the greater the reward. Filmically, we condensed the sequence by cutting to a series of hiding places, each with a single item of clothing left behind. Which leads to the pleasant image of someone crouched in a closet somewhere, bare-naked, not entirely unhappy about at the prospect of being 'found.'
We were hoping strip-hide-and-go-seek would sweep the country. Become a national pastime. Hey, it was our small attempt to contribute a little something to American culture.
The sequence plays on the idea that anticipation holds powerful sway over arousal. And there's nothing wrong with recognizing that there's a whole gender out there, over half the audience, that revs up on a slightly gentler curve than we guys do.
There's more of an opportunity for creativity and character revelation in the buildup stage. To quote my brilliant writing partner: "Be as explicit as the story demands. But, let's face it -- in the most explicit part of the sex act (let's say that last 20 minutes or so), there's really not a lot of character development going on. My personal philosophy: Just like in real life, foreplay is where character is revealed."
 #4. The Unique Detail
Okay, here I'm stealing from the animator Chuck Jones. Might as well steal from the best, and give full credit. Jones's book "Chuck Amok" is highly recommended to all screenwriters, whether you work in animation or live action.
Jones makes a point about finding the unique detail that creates a memorable character. One of his examples is from personal experience: he owned a cat that loved to eat grapefruits. The cat would play with them, attack them, and rip them apart. Ever since reading that book, I haven't been able to forget the cat who loved grapefruits.
For a sex scene to be memorable, I think it also works to find the unique, particular detail. With the variety of sexual experiences there are to choose from, it's unconscionable that sex scenes in films are so uniform and boring.
Consider the use of unique detail in the following scenes:
- "Make oral love to me," from PULP FICTION. (Yes, oral sex is a common sexual technique -- but amazing how rare and unique it was to see a major male star do it in a movie.)
- In BULL DURHAM, the slosh of the water putting out the candles alongside the tub.
- The fake-orgasm scene in WHEN HARRY MET SALLY. (Does it say something about the eighties that the most famous orgasm in the movies was a fake one?)
- The hand-job -- and the look of ecstasy on Ellen Barkin's face -- in THE BIG EASY. Yes, people use their hands when they make love.
- The food that induces orgasms in LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE, including the naked running girl getting swept up by the horseman.
- In TERMS OF ENDEARMENT, when Debra Winger asks her husband, "You made me wet. How can you do that, with just your voice?"
- Robin Williams drawing the happy face on his wife's stomach when he finds out she's pregnant in THE WORLD ACCORDING TO GARP. (Yes, sex actually exists for a purpose: sometimes it makes babies.)
- In SIRENS, when the wife kisses the blind handyman, and twists her wrists behind her back, just like when she was tied up.
And since erotica is not just about intercourse, more possibilities open up. Consider the bull-riding scene in URBAN COWBOY, or the infamous pottery scene in GHOST. In BACK TO THE FUTURE, when Marty's girlfriend is writing down her phone number, you can see him affected by the smell of her hair. It's a delightful little touch, just right for the movie.
One of my favorite small details is in TERMS OF ENDEARMENT. The young son is wise in the ways of mom and dad, and knows that when they start rolling around on the bed together, it could take a while. So he goes outside to wait, sits on the stairs, and clicks his heels twice. That little gesture is the perfect detail that makes the scene real, and memorable.

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
All right, so here it is, the long-promised sex scene. Congratulations, you made it through a very long column -- and shame on you if you've skipped ahead!
For the record, I missed out on the streaking craze in the mid-to-late seventies. Now stand back and watch while I do the equivalent here, and go column-streaking. As David Niven said at the Academy Awards... no, no, let's skip that quote.
As you read this, keep an eye out for the four ideas previously mentioned -- truth, the big tease, the love rack, and the unique detail. Truth is easy enough, since this actually happened... although a few unimportant details have been changed, to protect the innocent...
My girlfriend was 18, dark-haired, quiet but not shy. We were at her house, in her bedroom, and it was late -- her parents and two brothers had long since gone to bed. Or at least we thought, as we hadn't heard any sounds for the last hour or so of passionate kissing. We'd reached that delightful stage of making out where we were down to just underwear. Our blue jeans lie entwined together as if involved in a tryst of their own. (Is there a better sight in the world than a pair of girl's Levi's sprawled on the floor, with the girl sprawled next to them? I don't think so.)
Another bout of passionate kissing, and soon her underwear was off. I glanced at her bedroom door.
"Um, don't you think we should close that?"
She shook her head. "I'm not allowed to have a boy in my room with the door closed," she explained. The utter logic of this I found completely persuasive at the time. If she closed the door, her parents might come and investigate. If she left it open, we would be left alone. (It was only on later reflection it hit me how thoroughly the intent of the rule was being ignored.) But like I said, it made sense at the time.
More kissing. She stood up from the floor. A drawer was opened. A diaphragm and a tube of cream taken out.
Now, the process at this point is relatively simple. What you do is apply the cream to the diaphragm, and insert diaphragm. And then resume where you left off.
But this diaphragm was determined to be uncooperative. For one thing, it looked far too large (to my inexperienced eyes) for its intended destination. But happily, my girlfriend seemed equally and utterly determined to maneuver it into position. I watched with interest as this titanic struggle took place. It was man vs. nature, the height of human willpower and inventiveness against the evil forces of chaos. Her brow was furrowed in concentration. She squatted down, stuck one leg out, arched her back a little. Then she switched legs, doing this little balancing thing on her toes. Tried a new line of attack, coming in from behind.
It was one of the sexiest things I'd ever seen.
Finally her efforts paid off, and the diaphragm was somehow not there anymore. She got up, climbed up onto her bed and pulled a pillow out from under the covers. I thought she wanted the pillow because the floor was hard, and that she was going to lie back with her head on it. I didn't think about it, I was busy -- just the sight of a naked girl crossing the room was more than enough to overload my brain circuits.
So, she didn't lie back on the pillow. She just looked at me shyly, and set it aside. So maybe the pillow was for later? Who knew. We went back to kissing, and then quite naturally started making love.
The way the house was laid out, I was very aware of the fact that her parents were asleep just on the other side of one wall, and her brothers asleep just on the other side of another wall. And as an added consideration, I happened to know that her brothers were, in fact, skilled in martial arts.
This meant, of course, that we needed to be very quiet. Trying to do what we were doing and trying to do it quietly was part of what made it so intense. But rather quickly our efforts to be quiet become more and more ineffective. (You think you're being quiet, of course, until afterwards you realize the ringing in your ears had to come from somewhere.)
My girlfriend's breathing grew faster and deeper. Her mouth and eyes shut tight. I knew there was no way she could stay quiet. Suddenly she wrenched herself sideways, grabbed the pillow, pressed her face into it and screamed -- loud screams of pleasure, more or less muffled by the pillow.
Now, it was sexy enough that she was so daring as to have sex in her room, with her parents just beyond one wall and her brothers just beyond another. It was amazing enough that she chose to leave her door open, according to her parent's rules. It was nice that she simply couldn't keep quiet, and so had to press her pillow into her face to muffle her screams.
But what really struck me that night was that she'd anticipated the need for that pillow ahead of time, and so had it in place, ready for when the need came.
That's what amazed me the most.
 So there you go. The open bedroom door. The uncooperative diaphragm. Keeping quiet so as to not wake the family. And pleasure screams muffled by the within-arm's-reach pillow. Those are the types of particular details that, perhaps, can make a sex scene memorable.
It was memorable for me.
And I hope it was good for you, too!

32 PLOT DEVICES
As the story goes, several hundred aspiring writers came to hear a lecture one night, given by a world-famous author. These students of writing gathered in an auditorium, excited, anxious, hoping for insights, words of wisdom and inspiration from this man of great accomplishment.
The appointed hour came, and a hush fell over the crowd. Warm applause filled the building when the author appeared. He ambled across the stage to the lectern and squinted in the glare of the bright lights, gazing out over the people, allowing the silence to linger.
Finally he coughed, cleared his voice and asked:
"Why aren't you all home writing?"
The author then turned and walked off the stage, his lecture for that night completed.
The point being, of course, that at some point, you have to set aside all this theory stuff and go bang out a rip-roarin' tale. We're very tempted to end the column right here, like the lecturer, with the admonishment that everybody should just go home and write.
But...
Well, heck, it does turn out that after writing 20 screenplays or so (and rewriting a few of them 30 times) some common patterns do show up. One develops descriptions of those patterns, and a small arsenal of techniques to deal with them.
So we theorize on. Gathered here are a whole bunch of our concepts and devices and ideas we've come up with over the years. Ways to think about stories and writing, that may be of help. (The original title of this column was "Plot-pourri," but then cooler heads prevailed.)
All of these ideas at one point were considered as topics for individual columns. But, the little tikes just wouldn't grow up. So if some of these are slight, we'll try to make up for it with quantity:

THE WANG THEORY
We came up with this out of frustration in dealing with studio executives. We'd write a situation or line of dialogue that was a bit obscure or intellectual, and the exec would complain, "The audience is not going to get that." Our response: the audience didn't have to get it. Story content has an effect beyond its literal meaning. We called it the Wang Theory, in honor of a series of commercials presented in the eighties by Wang Laboratories.
In the ads, a computer consultant would describe a solution to a group of contemporaries, all of whom shared the common trade language. To the rest of us, it was just gobbledygook. "We took the ISDN line direct to the server, and hooked up a wide and fast array. This gave us a 12 gig-per-second throughput to the PCI slot, and when we showed it to the client, her eyes bugged out." Nobody knew what the heck was being said, but the scenes still had an effect: you knew that these guys were experts.
It bothered us that we were precluded from using in a screenplay a technique that was playing on television every night in commercials, all across the country. By allowing characters to speak and behave smarter than the audience, you at least establish that they're experts. The technique is also effective at creating a sense of authenticity. And it's also interesting -- most people like that feeling of being exposed to the 'inside stuff,' even if they don't fully understand it.

THE MacGUFFIN
This is Alfred Hitchcock's term for, 'The item of importance that everyone wants, upon which the plot turns.' The classic example is the 'microfilm' from NORTH BY NORTHWEST. Does anything ever really happen with the microfilm? Not really. It is truly a just plot device, something to help organize the events of the movie. The microfilm is the MacGuffin.
A slightly different example are the 'letters of transit' in CASABLANCA. There, the MacGuffin had an actual story function -- by possessing the papers, you can safely get out of town. That added function is nice, but it was Hitchcock's idea that the MacGuffin could be just about anything, and it didn't have to have a function other than simply being of value.

PLAY THE BEATS
Quite often the process of improving a story doesn't involve adding new twists and turns. It's more like those pretty computer-generated Mandlebrot sets, where the large design contains within it smaller, intricate versions of the larger design, on down to infinity. Instead of adding new aspects to a story, look to make the story more full and more satisfying by delving into the already existing moments, and making sure each aspect of every moment is played out fully.
(Pick up and read a chapter of any Stephen King book for a great refresher on this. No matter what you think of his writing, King is a master at playing out his beats to full effect.)
A corollary to this is the idea of a 'single moving moment.' Bad scripts give the impression of clumps of unfocused action. Good scripts seem to unfold moment by individual-delicate-moment. Every gesture, every line, every action is clear and beautiful, like pearls on a string. It's a full story, but you experience it one tiny limited moment at a time -- the more limited and particular, it seems, the better.

 THE CLONE WARS
Studio executives love to cut stuff out of scripts. "Do we really need this?" is the challenge. And the answer is, well, usually, in point of fact -- no.
But that's when Ted and I invoke 'The Clone Wars' theory. It's that line from STAR WARS where Obi-Wan tells Luke, "He fought with your father in the Clone Wars." In the whole rest of the movie, there isn't another reference to the Clone Wars. Does it really have to be there? Not really. But it's that kind of touch that made the Star Wars universe so real, to so many people. For years afterwards, fans speculated and wrote stories on what might have gone on in the Clone Wars -- all from just that one throwaway line.

 THREE GREAT SCENES, NO BAD ONES
Jack Nicholson is reported to have said that he'd do a movie if his character had "three great scenes, and no bad ones." It's not a bad idea to consider your screenplay from the strict -- and let's even say, ego-driven -- point of view of the actors who must play the roles. Can you actually point out the 'three great scenes' that you've designed for each of your leads? Are you sure that you haven't given any of them any bad scenes?

 DON'T CUT THE LAST THING FOR A CHARACTER
It seems like this should go without saying, but all characters should actually do something that has an impact in your story. At least one point where they significantly affect the outcome of events. Again, you should be able to point to the exact spot where you can say, "If we lost this secondary character, then the story falls apart right here."
If you've gone through and cut everything that a character does in the picture, then go ahead and cut the character, too. (In some scripts, this would mean cutting the leads!)
This rule comes into play quite often in story meetings, where secondary characters lose their story moments to two forces: the desire to shorten the script, and the desire to 'give the good stuff to the hero.' Now, if the hero has five things to do in a sequence, and the sidekick two, yes, you can go ahead and cut one from each. This leaves us at four and one, respectively. But now, when they come to cut that last thing from the sidekick, or take the last thing and give to the hero that's where you invoke the rule, and draw the line.

 EXTERNALIZE THE STORY
While it's great for characters to have strong inner lives, it's a mistake to organize a plot around the drama of a character deciding to change their thinking. Consider how non-cinematic a change of heart truly is, without the actions taken as a result of the change.
Instead, it's the task of the screenwriter to take that inner journey of the character and give it a playing area. Externalize the issues, either into situations or other characters, and let the protagonist work things out where we all can see and hear it.
This is a basic step, common to almost all good storytelling. In ROCKY, Stallone's quest for self-worth was dramatized through his quest for the championship. In LIAR, LIAR, Jim Carrey's internal struggles become manifest in the world when he's cursed to tell the truth. In CASABLANCA, Rick's inner struggles play out in a series of scenes, as his lost love, then his rival, arrive into his life, and he gains the opportunity to play out his inner turmoil.

 "ALL THE STANDARD DISCLAIMERS APPLY"
This isn't a writing technique, more for story meetings and partnerships. Instead of prefacing a your lame idea with a long list of caveats, excuses, and apologies, just say, "All the standard disclaimers apply" and go for it. Another phrase is, "Here's the bad version," or "This is the placeholder version." It's a way to get those halfway-decent ideas into play, so you can stepping-stone your way across them to the good stuff.

 SUBTEXT, SUBPLOT
Subtext doesn't happen automatically as a side effect of telling a good story. Quite often you consciously design it in.
Take, for example, a character who is despondent over the loss of a loved one. The straightforward approach would be to show a scene of the character crying. But a more powerful approach might be to show the character's inappropriate response to the loss -- say, for example, by risking his life, or hurting someone he loves. The emotional response to the loss has been moved off center stage, and can become the powerful subtext to any number of other scenes.
And while we're talking sub-stuff... the neatest thing we heard Robert Zemeckis say was (quoting from memory), "Your sub-plot is where you can overtly play out your theme." Consider BACK TO THE FUTURE, and the sub-plot of Marty helping his mom and dad fall in love. One big obstacle was his father's lack of courage, which Marty helped him overcome. Overall, summoning the will to carpe diem was indeed the theme of the movie. What might have been too clunky for the main story worked great as a subplot.

 AUDIENCE SUPERIOR, AUDIENCE INFERIOR
One useful technique is to track your plot from the point of view of each character. The idea is, if the story works from the perspective of each character, then you've got a plot that hangs together and probably doesn't have any major holes.
When doing that, we like to add another 'character' to the list -- the audience. What the audience knows and believes at different points of the story, relative to what the characters know, is crucial to the believability of each scene. Sometimes a scene doesn't work not because it's not true to the character, but because the audience knows too much (or too little) at that point. Moving the audience from 'audience superior' to 'audience inferior'-- or vice-versa -- might be enough to fix the problem scene.
This is also known as 'visceral logic.' It's dangerous to play with, but a powerful tool. Beyond strict story logic, there is the emotional logic of the film. For example, if the audience wants something to happen, it's easier to make them believe that it can happen.

 REVERSALS
Sometimes your convictions are the greatest stumbling blocks to fixing a story problem. It's that thing that you're certain of, that you don't challenge -- that you just know is right about a scene -- that stops you from finding the inventive solution. It's a good idea to have this general rule: challenge everything. Go through the problem scene step by step and consider the effect of doing the exact opposite of all your story decisions.
The audience will come to 'know' the character through their actions. When characters can make decisions that run counter to expectations, bringing reversals into the story, that's of immediate interest. (Once again, look at RAIDERS. When Indiana Jones ties up Marion instead of rescuing her, it's a marvelous reversal, and we gain huge insight into Indy's character by that one action.)

 GO TO THE EXTREME
Characters, stories, and story beats fail far more often by not going far enough than by going too far. It is almost a rule that if you push a character, an emotion, or a situation to the absolute extreme, it will play on film. Consider the various, and varied, extreme situations in PULP FICTION. (There are limits, of course, and consider the effect on the tone of the movie, especially concerning sex and violence.) But it's almost always worthwhile to re-evaluate a scene or a sequence with an eye toward, "Did we push that far enough?"

 THE RICK
We also call this, simply, the Rick character. In the old "Magnum, P.I." television series starring Tom Selleck, Magnum had an annoying friend named Rick. His function in the series was to serve as a sort of surrogate for the audience on the more outrageous story points. He was always protesting, "C'mon, Magnum..." as in, "C'mon, Magnum, there's no way those crooks would trust us with $7 million dollars in gold coins. It's ludicrous." (And this is exactly what the audience was thinking at that point.)
Magnum would then calmly explain to Rick just exactly why the crooks would, indeed, hand over $7 million in gold. Rick would be convinced, and in theory, the audience protests would have been addressed as well.

 SMART VILLAINS, SMARTER HEROES
It's a great temptation to fix a problem not by coming up with a more clever solution on the part of the hero, but by making the villain dumb, so that the hero looks good by comparison. (This is a favorite technique among development executives.)
Don't do it.
Consider STAR WARS, an incredibly elegantly designed movie. After Luke & Company manage their escape from the Death Star (sans Obi-Wan) there is a cut to Darth Vader: "Is the homing beacon in place?" We find out that, despite all appearances, the incredible escape we just witnessed was actually abetted by the villains, in their effort to find the secret Rebel base! (Also an example of an Impressive Failure, to reference an earlier Wordplay column.) Next, we cut to a scene where Han is boasting about his handiwork. Leia clues him in: "They let us escape. It's the only explanation for the ease of our escape." Knowing they are being followed, they have no choice other than to continue on, and hope the stolen plans (a MacGuffin if ever there was one) will allow the destruction of the Death Star. Smart villains, smarter heroes, great plotting.
So -- make your villains as smart as you can make them, even if that paints you and your hero, into an impossible situation. Then get to work!

 IF IT'S NOT GOOD, AT LEAST MAKE IT SHORT
You get the idea.

 MAKE THE PLOT MOMENT A CHARACTER MOMENT
This goes hand-in-hand with the technique above. Sometimes, the organic nature of a story is such that you're just stuck with a crummy scene, or an unbelievable plot twist. It has to be there, but there's no way to really make it good. So the first rule is, make it short. The second rule is: hide the fact that it's crummy.
Here's how you hide it. Instead of making the scene about the story point (which emphasizes how weak it is) you make the scene about character. A passion, a fear, a desire, an anger -- doesn't matter what it is. Move the weak scene away from the logic-driven arena of plot, and into the emotion-driven arena of character, and you won't believe the story holes you can hide.

 I'VE GOT A LITTLE LIST...
Here's my own, private, completely unsubstantiated list of elements I think never work in movies:
 1. Cults (think DRAGNET, YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES) 2. Babies in jeopardy (GHOSTBUSTERS II, WILLOW) 3. Snowy locations (who wants to go make a film in the snow, anyway?) 4. Regimented-worker-oppressive-society movies (remember TOYS?) 5. Drug and alcohol addiction tales. 6. Stories that turn on public opinion forcing a character to take action
The sport that always looks bad on film, no matter how much they try to make it interesting: tennis.
The sport that always looks good on film, no matter how badly it gets mangled: baseball.
And here's a list of sequences or story elements that always seem to work gangbusters on screen:
 1. Poker games 2. Seductions 3. Bidding/auction scenes (think Alfred Hitchcock) 4. An execution 5. Sunny, tropical locations (consider setting your film in a location you want to visit) 6. Maps and treasure hunts 7. A race of any type
And to top off this list of arbitrary claims, here's "Wordplay's Iron-Clad Rule of Box Office Success": let your hero smile. Most films, and all bad ones, have the hero striding along wearing dour expressions, looking like their teeth hurt. But think of any movie you love, and I bet you can remember a shot of the hero breaking out in a grin. And hey, if you want a really big hit, let your hero smile in Act I, Act II and Act III. Works every time.

 HERO WITH A THOUSAND FACES
Consider what sort of hero is demanded by your story genre. The DRAMATIC HERO succeeds due to his best efforts. The TRAGIC HERO fails despite his best efforts. And the COMIC HERO succeeds despite his best efforts -- usually to avoid heroism.
Rick in CASABLANCA is an example of a dramatic hero. Oedipus is the classic tragic hero, doomed from the start, no matter what he does. Bilbo Baggins of "The Hobbit" is a great comic hero, resisting the hero's call nearly to the end. (At the very end of a comedy, it's quite satisfying to let the comic hero have the same victory of the dramatic hero; another example, consider the ending of GHOSTBUSTERS.)

 60 TWO-MINUTE SCENES
George Lucas once said that a film is "Sixty great two-minute scenes." When it comes down to actually shooting the picture, Lucas is absolutely correct. The director, actors, set designers, cinematographers -- they're all going to be thinking of the picture in terms of individual scenes, and there's only room for about 60 of them. Keep this structure in your head as you plot, and the content of your screenplay will naturally focus on the true, necessary beats of your story.

 THE GILLIGAN CUT
This is a classic staple of comedy. A character protests vehemently, "What, you expect me to wear a grass skirt, stand up on top of Empire State Building and belt out the chorus of 'New York, New York'? Well, I'm not gonna... I'm just not gonna..." And then you cut, and see the character doing just that. The Gilligan Cut. Comedy ain't pretty.

 STORY VS. PLOT
The plot of your screenplay is what happens. The story is the particular way you choose to reveal to the audience what happens. The two don't have to be the same. The tendency is to be a slave to presenting the plot -- you think "It happens this way, so that's how I have to tell it this way."
But consider shifting the point of view, learning information through flashback, holding back information, or even revealing events to the audience out of order. Very rarely is telling the plot the most effective way to tell the story.
A couple of films to reference on this point: COURAGE UNDER FIRE, SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION, CITIZEN KANE.
The last ten minutes of SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION are particularly masterful. What you have is a narrator telling a story, then within the story telling a flashback, and within that another flashback, then a jump forward, and another jump forward, then back to the main narrative -- all the while keeping dramatic tension. It's amazing.

 WIDOWS, ORPHANS, & KILLING YOUR BABIES
Widows are setups that have no payoffs, because the payoffs have been cut. Orphans are payoffs that have no setups. Often they're still there because, even though they don't make any sense, they're still cool scenes.
That's where 'killing your babies' comes in. No matter how great any individual scene is, you have to be willing to kill it for the greater good of the whole script. You must be ruthless. And you must have faith that you can come up with something equally as good.

 THE MAIN RELATIONSHIP THEORY
One way to evaluate a story is to ask -- what is the main relationship presented in the story, and how effective is it? Most great films have one, or several, great relationships at their heart. (Try this -- think of your favorite film, and note how quickly you can identify the film's main relationships, and how interesting they were to watch.) The main relationships of a film are how the issues and themes of the story are played out on screen.
So ask yourself -- do you have a main relationship, or series of relationships? Are they fascinating to watch?

 KIDNAPPING
When F. Scott Fitzgerald came to Hollywood, he had an immediate insight in writing for the cinema. He described scenes as being (paraphrasing from memory, here): "... carefully written and ordered in such a way so that the audience has no choice but to feel exactly what the filmmakers want them to feel."
Screenwriting, unlike prose writing, attempts to force the audience to feel one specific way. I use the term 'kidnapping' for effect here -- quite often, you want to grab the reader, blindfold 'em, tie 'em up, and decisively take them somewhere -- whether they really want to go there or not.
Every word, every line, every moment of a screenplay will create a response in the person that reads it. A great artist has absolute control over those responses.
When the writer loses focus, and does not write to a set purpose -- that's when trouble happens. The audience is allowed to think for themselves... and they might even think, "Hey, this is no good." And then they've escaped.
When you get your audience kidnapped, tie the bonds tight, and don't let them go.

So there you go, a whole grab-bag of plot devices, a handy tool kit for your many story writing needs.
Hey, what, are you still reading this?
Go home and write!

33 I LOVE LA
 So -- do you have to move to Los Angeles to be a successful screenwriter?
We get that question a lot.
The quick answer is, "No."
The more thoughtful answer is, "Well, that all depends on how you define 'successful.' "
And the cynical answer: "Brother, stay away from this morally bankrupt, god-forsaken town, at the risk of losing your sanity, at the cost of your very soul."
Choose to live in Southern California and you do put your artistic, emotional and intellectual health at risk. There is, in fact, a Surgeon General's warning at the San Bernadino County Line, but the sign whips by too fast for anyone to read.
So, first ask yourself: are you really sure you want to come here?
It's not just that the West Coast lacks an artistic atmosphere (like, say, changing seasons, brick train stations, steepled churches, and, oh, BOOKSTORES). It's not just those magnetic fields generated by cell phones plastered to our heads, or the fact that we spend a good 20 years of our lives stuck in traffic on the Santa Monica freeway. And it's not just our boxy cookie-cutter architecture, ferns, or that warm lazy sun that robs us all of our work ethic and our artistic convictions.
No, there's something else.
It's this thing called the Brain Cloud.
 Okay, so you never heard of the Brain Cloud. But I swear to you, it exists. Odorless. Colorless. It covers all of Burbank, Studio City, and North Hollywood. A thick layer stretches from Hollywood to Century City. A strong concentration has been reported over Culver City, new pockets are gathering at the West Side, Santa Monica and Playa Vista. A little dust-devil tornado of the stuff follows Jon Peters around, like Pig Pen with his personal puff of dirt.
What the Cloud does is lower I.Q. levels of people working in the film business by about 30 percent. Throws off their decision-making ability and fashion sense. Over time, it can turn entire companies into staffs of blithering idiots. And the higher up in the building, the worse the effect, which helps explain the high turnover rate for studio execs.
You think I'm kidding. Hah.
Ted and I first noticed the existence of the Cloud when we were just starting out. We didn't live in Los Angeles, we had to drive in for meetings. And were consistently amazed at the idiotic ideas people would present to us. ("Okay, okay, here's the thing -- and I think you guys are perfect for this -- here we go... it's Santa Claus, on skid row!")
Pause and listen to that crickets-chirping sound as we wonder how to react.
Now, if you screwed your brain up just right, you could kinda-sorta go along with the meeting, and it would kinda-sorta make sense. But then we'd drive back home, get out from under the Brain Cloud, look at each other and say, "They're nuts!"
The clincher was that all of the 'normal' people outside of the film industry could easily spot how inane these ideas were. Friends, family, lovers, pretty much anybody not in the film business could do it -- tell what was good and bad better than the pros.
So the next meeting would come, Ted and I would drive back to Los Angeles and put forth simple ideas -- just common sense notions -- and people would hail us as saviors. Simple logic was at such a premium, something like a Brain Cloud was the only explanation.
An example:
A first-time director was up to be hired to direct one of our scripts. The guy was a fan of SUPERMAN, the movie. In a 'get to know you' meeting he pointed out the great shot where Superman flies away from the balcony of Lois's apartment... we follow her, no cutaway... the doorbell rings, she opens the door, and Clark Kent, with glasses, suit, combed-back hair, is standing there. This director pointed out how that single shot 'defined' the movie, and how our film should have something similar, though he didn't know what that shot would be.
All well and good. Next day, I get a call from a very excited studio executive. They were hiring the director, and this exec was beside himself with the choice. I had some misgivings, but the exec wasn't concerned. He asked, a little breathless, "Did he tell you about the SUPERMAN shot?"
The director's description of that shot from SUPERMAN, I guess, was the clincher for them. As a test, I related the phone conversation to my best friend -- not in the film business. He considered for half a second, said: "Just because this director can point out one good shot in a different film doesn't mean he's going to be able to do a good job as director on your movie."
Bingo.
But then, my friend wasn't under the influence of the Cloud.
Another example:
When Ted and I turned in our first draft GODZILLA screenplay, the studio was pretty happy with it. The usual story concerns, clarifications, character issues, etc. But one executive had an odd note -- almost an insistence. He wanted us to include a 'third monster' in the story. Our plot involved Godzilla (call him 'monster one') battling an adversary (call him 'monster two'). So, with the script at 128 pages and budgeted out to $150 million, why add a 'monster three' to the mix?
The reason, it turned out, was that the studio didn't own the sequel rights to GODZILLA. If they were going to spend all that money on a film, they wanted a character they could license, and star in a sequel. So we were supposed to write-in a buddy monster for Godzilla to pal around with.
Again, I outlined this logic to my (non-film) friend. His immediate response: "Who's going to watch a sequel to GODZILLA that doesn't have Godzilla?"
Bingo again.
Now, to the studio's credit, after a few months, they came to the same conclusion. (I think the Santa Anna winds were blowing hard that day.)
Still, there's no doubt this place is nuts. What can you say about a town where --
a. Every studio passed on BACK TO THE FUTURE. b. Someone paid $2 million for a Joe Esterhaus story outline written on a napkin. c. When the script CASABLANCA was sent out as a spec (under a different title) only a third of the people recognized it, and of those who didn't, most all of them turned it down.
It's the Brain Cloud, I tellya. Okay, those are classic, well-worn examples. I, myself, personally have seen --
a. Studios routinely spend millions -- MILLIONS -- to get a script right, and then trash it all the second a director is hired. b. A smart development executive passes on a project because, 'there were too many rules.' This on a fantasy script that had exactly one rule. c. A company options the rights to a book without anyone at the company actually reading the book. d. A Writer's Guild arbitration committee, after careful review, gives the highest credit on a film to the writer who did the least amount of work. And another case where they award no credit to the writer who wrote every word of a finished script. (There appears to be a lethal concentration of the Brain Cloud down near 3rd Street. That odd smell isn't from Farmer's Market, it's whatever those WGA arbitration committee folk are smoking. But that's another column.) e. A smart studio executive, faced with a two-month deadline to get a script written on a green light picture, spends the two months in story meetings talking about a single secondary character.
All right, okay. So you're aware of the dangers. You'll take the risk. Brain Clouds and other mental heath issues aside, what you really want to know is whether a move to Los Angeles is needed to help get your career on track.
Thing is, there are different phases to a writer's career, and a different answer for each phase. Let's go through them:

PHASE I: "Apprenticeship"
She stood there bright as the sun on that California coast I was a midwestern boy on my own She looked at me with those soft eyes so innocent and blue I knew right then I was too far from home -- Bob Seeger, "Hollywood Nights"
 I remember when Ted and I were asking ourselves the question, "Should we move to LA?" Orange County is a good 45-minute to an hour-and-a-half drive south of Los Angeles, depending on the time of day and the traffic gods. Our friends, our families, were all in O.C. I knew where all the Taco Bells were located, and which ones were open late.
Having a writing partner really complicated the question. Did it make sense to put distance between us? Not really. It seemed like if we did move to LA, we'd have to do it together.
Whenever I did think about moving, I had this really clear vision of myself driving north, parking the car, getting out, and standing on the corner of Hollywood and Vine, and thinking, "Great. So, I'm in LA. Now what?" As a first step, I didn't see how standing on that street corner -- or living in some apartment in Silverlake -- was going to help me get into the film business.
The point being, I wasn't yet ready to make use of being in Los Angeles... so why go live there?
I needed to study craft.
I needed to learn the business.
I needed to buy scripts, read them, and sit in front of the computer and run a couple hundred thousand words through my brain and get an idea of how this writing thing actually worked.
Bill Marsilii -- a screenwriter who lives in New York -- points out that being 'out of Hollywood' doesn't necessarily mean being 'out of the Hollywood loop.' You can subscribe to "Variety." You can buy and read screenplays. You can watch and study films. You can read books (and columns) on screenwriting. You can read film histories, autobiographies. Via the Internet, you can correspond with screenwriting professionals. Most importantly, you can write scripts, learning your craft.
It's mostly just practice, and it pretty much doesn't matter where you do it.

PHASE II: "The Big Break"
Up ahead in the distance I saw a shimmering light My head grew heavy and my sight grew dim I had to stop for the night There she stood in the doorway I heard the mission bell And I was thinking to myself, 'This could be Heaven and this could be Hell.' -- Don Henley, "Hotel California"
 Yeah, I know. You don't want to hear about practice. Entering film festivals is fine and reading the trades a day late is okay -- for a while. But now you want to break in. You want an agent. Meetings. Assignments. A paycheck.
The good news is, you still don't have to come to LA. Plenty of writers who are here never make it, and plenty of writers from out of town do manage to smash down the door.
No matter where you live, what you really need is an industry advocate. Someone who believes in you and is willing to promote you, and stake their reputation on you. And the best way to find that person is write an unstoppable, you've-gotta-see-this screenplay. The screenplay will get around town faster than you ever could by pounding the pavement.
The hard part is writing that great script.
The contact person, by comparison, is a piece of cake.
Could be a family friend. Could be someone you interviewed for a story. Could be a recommendation by a school professor. An assistant at a production company you talked with on the phone. An acting teacher, someone from a seminar, someone you met online, another writer who has a contact. Or, yes, someone you found through a blind submission. Heck, someone might even be impressed with your contributions to an Internet message board, and ask you what you're writing.
Yeah, true, it is easier to find that contact person if you're in town. And that's where writers start to worry. They think the game is about making contacts, instead of strong writing. Melissa Matheson's story comes to mind. It may be apocryphal, but reportedly, she started out working as a production assistant on one of Steven Spielberg's movies. He knew she wanted to be a screenwriter... and asked her to write E.T., which was her first script.
That's the worry writers have, right there -- If only I was in town, they think, my innate talent would be recognized, and I'd get my big break, too. They imagine that other new writers in Hollywood are all somehow crowding into line in front of them, and they're missing out.
But Melissa's story is simply extraordinary. It's not something you can bank on. If there are two writers, one living in Toronto obsessively focused on quality and craft, and another in Hollywood, looking to make contacts -- my money's on the out of town writer all the way. Yeah, maybe being here gives a slight edge; I wouldn't argue against it. But if moving is a hardship, you might do just as well orchestrating your break from afar.
Then, suddenly, you actually do get some interest in one of your spec scripts.

PHASE III: "Journeyman"
Life in the fast lane Surely make you lose your mind -- Don Henley, "Life In The Fast Lane"
 So now you're a Flavor of the Month. Now you do have to come to Los Angeles, to attend those 'get to know you' meetings. After all, they may not buy your spec, and even if they do, they may not make your spec. So the name of the game is assignments. Better to continue to learn your craft while getting a paycheck, right? So you come in, listen to pitches and give pitches, and try to get hired.
During this phase of our careers, Ted and I could still get away with not living in Los Angeles. We were close enough to commute in for meetings... and man, did we commute. You know you've been driving to LA too much when you start lane-changing by instinct, anticipating slowdowns before they occur, depending on weather and time of day.
We managed to turn this commute into an advantage. We had a courtesy meeting with Carey Woods, a producer who called us up and said, "I've got one word for you: GODZILLA." Ted's response: "Do you have another word?" We got into the car fully expecting to turn the assignment down -- heck, we had no idea what to write on a Godzilla movie. But during the course of the drive up, stuck in the car with nothing else to do, we came up with a basic story.
So we told our ideas to Carey, in case he wanted to use them. We still didn't really want the assignment. But he liked the 'take,' and insisted we talk to the executive on the project, Chris Lee.
Another meeting was scheduled. On the ride up to that meeting, stuck in traffic, we worked out some more of the story. And we were starting to actually like it. Chris liked it as well, and we got the assignment.
(Just to finish off the story... our version of GODZILLA was to be directed by Jan De Bont. But that incarnation fell apart due to budget differences. Dean Devlin and Roland Emmerich came in, wrote a new screenplay, using some aspects of our script. Our contribution was reduced to a shared 'story by' credit, and now it's really Roland and Dean's movie. Easy come, easy go...)
So anyway. In this 'Journeyman' phase, as long as you can get to LA for the important meetings -- by car, boat, plane, camel, whatever -- you still don't have to actually live in Los Angeles. We know writers who fly in for meetings all the way from Santa Fe. Writers on the East Coast will group their pitches so they can 'fly out for a week' and take meetings.
Ah, but then you get a film into production.

PHASE IV: "Master"
They say it never rains in Southern Californi Seems I've often heard that kind of talk before -- Albert Hammond, "It Never Rains In Southern California"
 What you'll find is that professional filmmakers in Hollywood do not follow the writer's screenplay. If you think you can just write something good, mail if off and it will get shot the way you imagined it -- forget it, never happens. What does happen is everyone on the set will try to influence the story in some way. Directors, producers, stars, cinematographer, effects teams, other writers -- they'll all try to alter the story to fit their own vision. Once those people are together (and yes, it's usually the script that has brought them there) they are perfectly capable of telling a story, on film, with their own collective beliefs and ideas.
If you want the vision of your script to get onto the screen, you'd better be there to fight for your point of view.
I never liked the 'a screenplay is a blueprint for a movie' analogy. I think this is better: in Hollywood, a screenplay is treated like a travel guide.
Consider: a travel guide will tell you all about some incredible destination, someplace you'd really like to go. It tells you how to get there, and why it's important, and what to look for -- even where to stay, and the best order in which to see the sights, etc. It's all laid out very clearly.
But what happens when people actually get to the destination? They all pile out of the car and go running off to see the big attraction. They explore, take pictures, whatever, each person discovering the place in their own way.
And the travel guide? It gets left back in the hotel, or at best, lying face down on the seat of the car. It may have been the thing that got everyone there, and it may in fact have the best ideas of what to do, but who wants to follow directions when you have a chance to just go do it?
To get your film to happen the way you want, you have to fight for it. You have to get to know directors, and producers, and stars... you need to attend story meetings... casting meetings... you must be on the set...
Yes. NOW you need to live in Los Angeles.

PHASE V: "Reclusive Genius"
They will never forget you till somebody new comes along. -- The Eagles, "New Kid In Town"
 Okay, there's a final step beyond Master, a sort of mega-success that comes after a few big hit movies. The irony is, if you get successful enough, you then earn the right to move back out of town. You can become the 'Expert from Afar,' the reclusive, creative genius, living in some enviable place that actually has atmosphere, and no Brain Cloud.
I can't tell you much about this level 'cause it hasn't happened to us. Yet. But I do know that Robert Zemeckis has his estate on Jamaica. Cash and Epps live bi-coastal, commuting via the telecommunications industry. Dean Devlin and Roland Emmerich do their writing down in Mexico. Tim Rice can barely be reached during cricket season. And George Lucas went and built himself an entire town.
If anybody ever makes it to this level, send us all an e-mail and let us know what it's like.

Okay, to end this, I want to make one more analogy. Just one more, I promise... an extended analogy, always fraught with peril. ("Step back, folks! He's about to make an extended analogy! Give him some room!")
Here goes:
Writing a film is like having a love affair.
Do you have to live in the same town to have a love affair?
Well, not really. Especially at the start. You could restrict yourself to writing love letters, or the modern equivalent, have phone sex. You could IM and fax and e-mail and phone, and become quite intimate with the object of your desire, without ever meeting them. (In fact, not meeting them might help to keep your illusions intact, and your desire burning.)
This might be exciting, but, most would presume, also ultimately unsatisfying. That's the equivalent of writing a screenplay from out of town, and just submitting it through the mail, with little response.
So next comes the travel romance. You fly into town, meet someone, and have a passionate, intense encounter. Steamy and wild and thrilling. Intense, and really over too quickly. That's the equivalent of the spec script sale -- especially if it doesn't get made, and lands in development hell.
So, now you try the long-distance romance. Planes, letters, phone calls and weekends together. You see each other a lot, but only when you're at your best, always a special occasion. You have many of the advantages of marriage, but not the ultimate responsibility. Thrilling but limited. This is the equivalent of commuting to LA and taking assignments, but not living there -- and letting others make your movie. No matter how you look at it, you're not really a part of your beloved's real, day-to-day life.
Finally, the ultimate love affair for many is to get married, be together full time, and have kids. In order to do this, you have to actually be there. There is no substitute for putting the time into the marriage, and into the children. Your presence is required. That's the equivalent of living and working in town, immersing yourself in the experience, and taking an active part in getting your movie made.
Later, when the kids are all grown up and have flown the nest, that's when you take off and travel the world.
At least, that's how it looks from here, on a Sunday evening, on Mulholland Drive, in Los Angeles, California -- high enough in the Hollywood Hills to escape the effects of the Brain Cloud. I hope.

34 THROW IN THE TOWEL
 You don't get to hear the truth much in this town, so listen up. I'm gonna back up the truck and unload. Harsh truths, right here, right now. And we're gonna start with the most brutal:
You people really aren't much good at writing screenplays.
In fact, your writing pretty much sucks.
I tried to be different. I tried to leave the door cracked open a bit. I politely asked you to send me only good stuff, your best stuff. And for years now I've been deluged by a storm of crappy query letters and mind-numbing script submissions. So many I can't keep up, can't even respond to them all. And not one of them has been any damn good.
Now I'm about ready to slam the door shut, and lock it down like how they do in cartoons, with a whole series of barricades and bolts and latches and such.
It's disappointing. Especially after offering all this advice and encouragement. But man, I'm tired. Tired of being informative and helpful and optimistic. Tired of wasting my time answering your pedestrian-at-best e-mails and faxes and message board questions. Tired of inventing nice ways to avoid telling you all that your writing sucks.
Hollywood, it is said, is the only place where you can die of encouragement.
Well, not here. Not anymore.
Your writing sucks.
You simply cannot write to a professional level. And you probably never will. It's a safe bet to say that none of you will ever make a sale, anywhere, anytime; to think otherwise is just deluding yourselves. It's a waste of your time, and that pains me, and it's a waste of my time, and that pains me more.

Got it?
Oh, of course not. I knew you wouldn't. I know you people all too well. You've been conditioned to 'keep trying,' and to 'never give up.' to 'believe in yourself' and to 'keep following your dreams.' Hey, I'm as guilty as anyone, with this oh-so-encouraging Website, with all those inspiring little quotes and professional tips and all. Like it was ever a good idea to make a bunch of people struggle on, no matter what the cost, against all common sense, with no real prospect of success.
Y'know what? I actually feel a little guilty. I do. I feel like I've been calling for a puppy to come jump up on the couch, knowing full well he can't make it, but calling anyway, just to watch him try his best and fall back on the floor.
The worst of it is, I know exactly why I've been doing it. Because it made me feel important. Made me feel like the big successful expert, amongst all you floundering newbies.
A big fish in my own pond.
So yeah, there's a dab of guilt that motivates me to come clean, here, to continue on and write this column. And I do have to continue on, of course. I knew there was no hope that one quick little splash of reality would get through to any of you, because --
-- oh --
-- oh, wait a second, that's right --
-- I almost forgot --
-- you're the special case.
You're the once-in-a-generation manifestation of talent personified. The exception to all the rules. You know that there's only a tiny amount of room in this business for only the absolute most talented, but it's always all those other people who're gonna get squeezed out by the numbers game. Soon, very soon, the industry is just gonna fall all over itself to recognize your unique genius. If only you could juuuuuust get the right people to juuuuuust read your work, they'd see how very SPECIAL you are.
Riiiiight.
Hmm, funny how all those OTHER people out there trying, they each think THEY'RE the special case too, and that you're part of the loser crowd.
How could that be?
Could it be you're ALL part the loser crowd?

Are you getting even a glimpse of the idea here?
Oh, no. Of course not. Not yet. Not even close. And heck, I knew the sarcasm bit wasn't going to have any real effect. I was just venting a little, there. You folk are actually quite clever, in your own way. You're smart and educated and savvy. Way too savvy for that line of reasoning to work.
So, sorry.
I apologize for that.
Changing tacks, now.
Lemme speak to you as a friend, someone who genuinely does care (well, a little bit) about you. And I'm gonna make it real easy for you. I am going to give you the best professional advice you will ever get in your life, right now. Here we go. You should stop reading this column at the end of this paragraph. (I'm not kidding. Please, you should really do this.) Then, you should immediately drag all your writing notes to the trash, along with your uncompleted next script. (The world will not miss it, believe me.) Then, find a big fireplace and burn all your old screenplays, too (hell, none of them are really finished anyway, right? And you know in your heart they never will be.) And then you can throw away all those useless 'how to' screenwriting books (yes, including any of these inane Wordplay columns you might have lying around). Just do it. Now. Think of how good it will feel. Be decisive. Free yourself, this instant, from the fever dream, from the slow agony of your doomed-from-the-start efforts. A clean break. Then you can go out into the world and start living a real life. Travel a little, get a job at something you can actually do, something that takes you out into the sunlight, something that lets you meet people, be a part of something real. The end of the paragraph is coming up, and I'm telling you, you should do it RIGHT NOW -- and I bet, deep in your heart, you already know the reason why. One simple and overwhelmingly incontrovertible truth. BECAUSE YOUR LIFE WILL BE BETTER FOR IT. Please, pause and just give it five seconds' thought, before you go on. Be honest with yourself, for once, before it's too late. And just admit the truth: at the center of your being, you can't deny that this is right.

Still here?
Damn.
You're blowing it, man.
You're really blowing it. You're making a mistake.
I tell you, there's nothing at all interesting to read from here on, promise. So just quit now.
Oh, okay, I know what it is. You're smiling to yourself, you're thinking this column is somehow all tongue-in-cheek. The reverse-psychology thing. Like I try to encourage you to quit, and that makes you want to work even harder, try even more.
You think I didn't know you'd think that? Yeah, sure, there's an element of that going on here. But it's just a device, something I'm using, a sneaky way for me to hit you with some hard truths, some real truths I couldn't effectively say any other way. There is honesty in this column, and you know it... like how in every good joke, there's always something real and true at its core.
That's what I'm really trying to do here (and you're smart enough to see it). And I'm not quitting. Oh, no, I'm not even warmed up. This is important, and I'm gonna give it my best shot.
Because what's at stake here is pretty damn big... oh, just, let's say, your life. A wasted life, potentially, or at least wasting the best years of your life. Days, months, years of effort endlessly trying to do something that you'll never be able to do well. And how many sunsets will you miss before you finally give up? How many walks in the moonlight are forever gone? How much laughter with friends are you willing to sacrifice? How many times will the kids not get the attention they deserve because 'Daddy's trying to write something' that nobody wants to read?

Oh. Gee. Did that one get to you a little?
Feel a little twinge in the pit of your stomach?
Good.
Because these are simple truths, really. They live within you already -- I'm just bringing them out into the light.
A few weeks ago, I was driving on the freeway when a dog, a Great Dane, stepped out into traffic. I managed to swerve, but as I passed, I got a good look at the expression on the dog's face. He was lost, confused, but focused on the far side of the freeway for some unknown reason, determined to get across, oblivious to the many cars whipping past. I managed a quick glance in my rear-view mirror, watching as he took a few more steps, and then was blind-sided in the head by an oncoming truck. The body spun around several times before it hit the ground.
It was chilling. And terribly sad.
Yeah, I'm saying that you people are as clueless in your determination as that dog. You're lost, you're ruining your lives. You're chasing a dream of a place that doesn't exist, that has no room for you if it did. It's pathetic, it's painful to watch, and I'm tired of it.

Okay.
I tried sarcasm, I tried friendly and nice.
I even made a weak stab at harsh brutal reality. And you're still here.
What do I have to do?
A few more truths?
Like: the mindless drivel Hollywood churns out is only rivaled by the mindless drivel you churn out to replace it. Like: there's a reason this industry invented coverage readers -- writers like you.
Like: did you know that we all can tell by page one that your script is no good? To begin with, you can't even put two words together to create an effective title, let alone write a whole script. (Will any of you ever come up a decent title? Jesus, it's just a couple words!) Next, there's wrong formatting, poor spelling, wrong page length, those clever pictures and photos you include, and oh! the colorful script covers, and that cute little copyright notice and WGAw registration number you always put on the cover page. There's pedestrian dialogue, descriptions that are either self-consciously clever or impenetrably dense.
Actually, sometimes, a script is so bad, we do read past page one. Like the ghastly fascination of watching a train wreck as it happens.
Readers, bless their beleaguered hearts, are forced to read all the way to the end of your convoluted efforts. The upside of this is that the coverage can include all the real howler lines of bad dialogue. (The downside... well, it's a little-known fact, but the suicide rate amongst readers is just a notch below psychiatrists. Not a big mystery, when you consider the jobs are similar: dealing with wackos.) Seriously, I always warn readers who work for us: if you take this job, you will be forcing the convoluted, incomprehensible and just plain icky dreams of others into your brain. It is actually mentally painful to read bad writing, to put that meandering illogic into your thoughts. Makes you want to take a shower afterwards.
And again, let me emphasize, I'm talking about you.
Look around the room. See anybody else there trying to become a screenwriter, reading this column? Anyone other than you? No?
Bingo.

All right. You folk have been clamoring for years, 'How do I know if I have any talent?' As a matter of fact, you don't, but here's how you can tell. There are some common attributes that successful writers have. Attributes that you -- yes, that's right, you -- seem to lack. As long as you're still reading, I'll take the time to go through the list. These attributes are the final nails in your coffin, and then you can lay your screenwriting dreams to rest:

 1. SUPER-OBJECTIVITY
Good writers know the quality of their writing relative to industry standards. They know when they've come up with a clever plot twist, a good character entrance, an effective opening sequence. They can tell good work regardless of whether or not they're the ones who came up with that work --
-- something YOU don't seem to be able to do. How can you possibly think that last spec you sent out is as good as BODY HEAT, or BROADCAST NEWS? Can't you go buy a copy of a good script, put it side by side with yours, and see how bad yours is? And if you can see how weak yours is by comparison, why did you send it out?

 2. LOVE OF READING
Good writers all love to read. Most of them started at a young age, reading voraciously anything they could get their hands on: adventure stories, science fiction, mysteries, classics, comic books, whatever. I feel sorry for people who realize they want to be writers late in life -- it's nearly impossible to duplicate the knowledge background one can acquire as a kid, because you never again really have the time and the focus. And I think there's just a right age to read "Treasure Island" or see DARBY O'GILL AND THE LITTLE PEOPLE. An age where those stories will have maximum impact, and create an internal touchstone for good, solid story sensibilities.
Simply put, you haven't read enough. Really good writers have vast libraries, full collections from Shakespeare volumes to back issues of "Swamp Thing." Good writers can't pass a bookstore without going inside. You, on the other hand, choose to write in genres you know nothing about, and you don't do any research before starting -- so you have no idea whether that wonderful new idea of yours is in fact novel, or horribly hackneyed.
Let me assure you, it's the latter.

 3. KNOWLEDGE
Good writers not only read, they remember what they've read. Minds like steel traps, they're pack rats for information. Show me a great writer, I'll show you a "Trivial Pursuit" champion. And so they tend to be great storytellers, great conversationalists. Hang around a bunch of successful writers and be amazed. If you can recite the opening paragraph of "A Tale of Two Cities," recount the plots of every Hope/Crosby road picture, recite all the lyrics to Leonard Cohen's "Suzanne," or name every artist who did a cover for the Alan Moore run of "Swamp Thing," you haven't even scratched the surface of the kind of stuff these guys know.
Beyond general information, what do you really know about film? Who is Ennio Morricone? Name the Clint Eastwood spaghetti westerns. Quick, George Lucas just asked you to name your favorite Kurosawa film. What do you think of Rod Steiger -- do you think he can do a southern accent?
And those are the easy ones. Who are Siegel and Shuster? What does Hank Azaria do well? What is the most famous visual associated with Harold Lloyd? Quick, Spielberg just asked you your opinion on the ending of ONE-EYED JACKS. What do you say?
All of those are easy ones, too. If you don't know the answers, give up now. You'll just make a fool of yourself the minute you step through the door.
You simply don't know near as much as you need to know to even pretend to be a writer. And there's a reason for it, actually -- you don't happen to have the right kind of brain. It's not your fault, just a physiological truth. The capacity of your frontal lobe, or whatever, just isn't big enough. Just as some people are not tall enough to be basketball players, you lack the physical tools -- the actual brainpower -- necessary to become a good writer. Tough luck, but there's nothing to be done.

 4. INSIGHT
Good writers have something to say. They observe life, recognize underlying patterns and offer insights into the nature of the human heart. So even if, by some stretch of definition, you do, occasionally, write something -- the truth of it is, your writing is mediocre. You offer only the most obvious and common of themes, and so the competition from real writers will just blow you away. Even though you try hard, your writing remains shallow, meaningless, and so essentially worthless.
You're just not very wise, not a poet, and certainly no genius with words. I recommend you go read some work by Ray Bradbury or Theodore Sturgeon to see brilliant insight combined with masterful use of written language. "I've read Theodore Sturgeon, I've worked with Theodore Sturgeon, and you, my writer friend, are no Theodore Sturgeon."

 5. INTELLIGENCE
Most really good writers are pretty smart. You're not smart enough to compete with them.

 6. COURAGE
It takes courage to be a writer. Courage to face yourself, work through your demons, and make your art. Courage to put your work out into the world, and unflinchingly face the response.
You, on the other hand, will sell out in a second. Without the courage to take a stand and keep it, your writing is compromised from the start. You don't write from your heart, from the inside out, but to please others, from the outside in.

 7. SPEAKING ABILITY
By the way, did you know that you will have to pitch? Give interviews? Argue persuasively for your creative point of view before a roomful of people? Think fast on your feet, or lose the assignment, lose the story point to someone else's vision?
You've seen true pros on television, or up there on those panel discussions. They're witty, they're compelling, they're entertaining.
Can you entertain? Nope. I've seen you. You mumble, eyes downcast; your thoughts peter out as you say them.
Face it, the type of people who make it in Hollywood are raconteurs, Renaissance Man types, salesmen as well as artists -- and con artists. They are exceptional people, a breed apart. You're really just a film-goer, another face in the crowd.

 8. SOLID GROUND
Why do you think you can write when your life is a mess? Why do you think that failing in other fields qualifies you to be a writer?
Let me clue you in. Good writers have support networks. They have friends, and lovers. Their lives are in order. Many of them are wealthy to begin with, so they have time and resources to dedicate to the task.
You, with your failed relationships, your messy apartment, psycho-loser friends, your psychological problems, your last-legs car, and your overdue bills to pay... do you really think you can mount a sustained effort to be a screenwriter?

 9. THOROUGHNESS
When Ted and I were trying to break into the business, our final step was always to read every word we wrote out loud. And still we missed typos and mistakes. I remember printing out screenplays late at night, usually around 2:00 AM. I'd be looking at page 89 coming out of the printer (one of the old daisy-wheel types) and notice some small typo. It was late, I was exhausted, and the script was due the next day. But I would always choose to stop printing, open the file, make the change, and reprint the whole thing -- even if it meant just a correction of spelling or fixing some tiny mistake of grammar. Always. And if the page break didn't look exactly right, I'd take the time to fix it. The script had to be perfect.
You, on the other hand, send in work without reviewing it. You give us spelling errors, and obvious grammatical errors -- even in the cover letter. You can't be bothered by proper format. In short, you lack that almost obsessive need to get it exactly right, which means, in the final tally, it never will be exactly right.

10. DEDICATION
I could have traveled the world. I could have played poker with my friends on Friday nights. I could have made out on the beach under the stars with my girl. I could have raced demolition derby at a small town racetrack. I could have done drugs, or hung out at bars to pick up women, or gone stargazing in the desert. I could have stayed in school or played drums in a rock band. I could have married and had kids. Instead, I chose to stay at home, sit in front of the damn computer, and write screenplays.
You're not really up to that level of sacrifice, are you? It's okay. It just means you're human. Too human, really, to be a writer. You value the prospect of having a normal life. You want love, and family, and time with your friends. You'd rather see the world and have real experiences, instead of living out your days trapped in your imagination.
See, for the people who really make it in this business, the choices are easy. Nothing is as important as the film. They neglect their children, they get divorces, they play the power game, they do whatever they need to do to make it. That's your competition.
You might be able to hold your own against them for a month or two. But that's all. Their natural abilities match their ambitions, so for them, performing the job is not a sacrifice, not an endless anxiety-filled struggle. Consider Jeffrey Katzenberg. For you or me to keep that man's schedule would be impossible. It would kill us. But he thrives on it -- to him, not working would be the struggle.
But you're not like that.
Face it, the truth is, you're just not 'cut out' to be a screenwriter.

11. WORDS
Good writers love words. Shout out an unfamiliar word and watch them stampede to the dictionary. They collect words, treasuring them, enjoying every subtle nuance of the language. They enjoy telling words what to do, and having the words stand in line and do it. They're Eskimos when it comes to snow -- but to you, it's all just cold and white.

12. PROLIFICACY
Consider this: in the afterward of Stephen King's book "Different Seasons," he explains how the four stories in the volume came about. Each one was written after he had completed writing one of his novels. He writes, "...[I]t's as if I've always finished the big job with just enough gas left in the tank to blow off one good-sized novella." So he wrote "The Body" after "Salem's Lot." "Apt Pupil" after "The Shining." "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption" after "The Dead Zone." And "Breathing Method" after "FireStarter."
Now just stop and think about this. Here's a writer who, after finishing a best-selling novel, has the ability to sit down and knock out a masterfully-written novella in a matter of days. And three of these 'afterthought' books have been adapted into major motion pictures.
Now that's prolific. Like the Hugh Grant character says in FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL, "I don't know how I've been spending my time."
And what have you done in the last couple years, in the same time that King has turned out eight new novels, and Spielberg has produced and/or directed 10 new films?

13. ADVOCATES
Visionaries may be ahead of their time, and unsold -- but they at least have people on their side, actively promoting their work. In order to make it as a writer in Hollywood, your script has to be the one somebody plucks out of the pile and says, "Now this! This is what I've been looking for!"
You need advocates. You need mentors.
At age 21, George Lucas was hanging out with Francis Ford Coppola and Peter Bogdanovich. Who are you hanging out with?
If no one is getting behind your work, consider that it may be because the work isn't any good.

14. TASTE
This truth may be the hardest to take of all. The only thing a writer has to sell is his decision-making ability. A professional writer usually has a pretty accurate sense of what's cool. From character names to plot twists to lines of dialogue, a good writer sells his taste for what he thinks is neat and fun. That's the writer's voice, his style. It's an innate sense of what feels right.
Bad writers have this ability, too -- only their sensibilities cause them to consistently pick the wrong choice.
I hate to tell you, but even if you are lucky enough to have one great film idea... your instincts are going to cause you to mess it up.
The one thing you need to sell is the one thing you can't sell. Your instincts will tell you to go left when you should go right, dooming you to failure.
You may sense this, and give up on having a voice altogether. And you start to look to others to copy for your voice.
You become a parrot. You mimic.

15. TALENT
I'll always remember a line from Larry Bird's biography. It was right at the beginning, at a description of how Larry came to start playing basketball. Apparently he went out to a court, and just started shooting around with a bunch of friends. The descriptive line then said, "He noticed that his shot always went in."
That's such a powerful line to me, because it indicates the pre-existence of his ability. He didn't practice for years -- not until later, anyway. At first, he just 'noticed' that he had this amazing ability.
It's that magical thing called talent. It's something that you notice you have. You can't invent it, it's got to be there. And if you don't notice it, if people aren't telling you that you have it, you have to consider the probability that it doesn't exist.
And without talent, you'll never make it in this business.

In the realm of completely outlining the subject here, I've got just a few more issues to raise. I don't even need to be in truth-telling personal-insult mode any more. Because the rest of this isn't so much about you, it's about Hollywood. And it's stuff pretty much everyone knows:

 1. AGE
Have I mentioned that you're too old? Filmmaking is a young person's game. If you're past 30, and you don't have a feature film credit yet, be concerned. Every day younger players are getting in line ahead of you.

 2. RACE, GENDER, RELIGION, SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
This is a town of rich white males -- for rich white males. The religions are predominately Christian and Jewish. If you don't fit the bill, you're not going to fit in, you've got yet another wall to climb.

 3. WHO YOU KNOW
Face it, this is the town that defined nepotism. Not only are there only a few open slots to fill, guess what? Those slots will be filled by the sons and daughters, friends and lovers of people already working in town. Those folk have the inside track. Which leaves even less room for you.

 4. COMPETITION
Be under no illusions. This town is built on confrontation. The stakes are high: power, sex, money. And no one is going to give up without a fight.
The stupidest thing you are doing is spending years of your life trying to enter a world you know nothing about. You think being a writer is about creativity and fun.
It's not.
This whole town is about conflict. Anxiety. Strife. Yelling. Lying. Insulting. Machiavellian power struggles. You must fight for your job every time out, against people who are stronger, more experienced, and who have fewer moral qualms than you. You have to play the game. Do the politics. Struggle to gain power. Argue with the studio at every turn. Try to out-manipulate lawyers and producers and directors and stars. If you're not willing to fight -- and I mean stand up in a room and yell for your convictions -- you will get eaten.

 5. FAIR PLAY
I hope you don't think this town is fair. Your ideas will get stolen. You work will get bastardized. Even filmmakers you admire will screw you over, if they get the chance.
Hey. Let's say you actually are lucky enough to get some interest in one of your scripts. The most likely scenarios:
- The studio executive will assign it to some other writer. - The project will get shelved and never made. - A director will come in and mess it up, turn it into something terrible. - The film will bomb, and the critics will blame the writer.
And the writer won't even be you, because after filming, the WGA will award credit to some other guy who did some minor work, polishing the script for production.
Through it all, you'll be helpless to change a thing.
Sound like fun?

 6. LUCK
Everyone knows that quality is no guarantee of success. Half the scripts that are produced each year are no better than the thousands that never sell. It's a matter of the right thing at the right time -- which you cannot control. For every one person who hits the jackpot, there are a thousand who keep pulling down the handle, eventually losing it all.
Again, given all these truths, you should do the one and only sensible thing.
Give up now.
Throw in the towel.
Head for the showers, listen as the Fat Lady sings --

All riiiiiight.
Okaaaaaay.
I'm back, folks.
Terry here. The real me.
By now the conceit of this column is no doubt more than apparent. (Heck, it probably moved past apparent long ago, into the realm of belabored.) I've been cataloging all the typical anxieties and doubts and fears writers have. I'm a bit of an expert here, having felt all these things myself. I'm afraid the length of this column is a testament to the depth of my own insecurity.
In truth, anxieties and fears and second-guessing are things we all go through. It's easy enough to write about characters who never say die -- but that sentiment can be tough to live out, in the face of continued rejection, when the rent is due.
In this column, I've tried to put all the negative thoughts you might have in one place. I hope the nay-saying and insults have stirred you up. Maybe along the lines of, "Who the %#$@!!&* does that +^%$*@! think he is? I have talent, I'm as good as anyone, and I'm going to prove it!"
Because you should be pissed if someone tells you you're no good, that you can't do it. And you should be able to shrug off the negative thinking, and prove them wrong. You need to have the confidence to tell everyone they're full of crap. That you know the right path, and you don't need anyone's help.
If you have a dream to write screenplays, I think you should, actually, keep trying to write screenplays.
And now I'll even tell you -- really and truly tell you -- when you should give up, throw in the towel, and go home.
Some writers will give themselves a time limit. In fact, that's what Ted and I did when we were starting out: we gave ourselves 10 years to make a sale (we had our first sale after five).
But a time limit is arbitrary, and I don't really recommend it.
Instead, you should quit trying only after two conditions have been met:
1.) You've given yourself a legitimate shot. 2.) Trying is no longer fun.
Now I'm going to claim that giving yourself a 'legitimate shot' is not a matter of time -- it's a matter of execution. (Someone could, I think, write for 10 years and not give themselves a legitimate shot.)
Legitimate shot means you learn proper format. It means you know your genre. It means you write on a concept worth writing. It means researching your subject matter. It means developing an effective style. It means targeting your work, and getting it before professionals. It means holding back your work until it is as good as can be. It mean putting out a body of work, if that's what it takes. It means learning to shoot your own film (such as BOTTLE ROCKET or EL MARIACHI) if that's what it takes.
In short, it means doing everything right -- so the industry can effectively judge your talent.
Now, this industry is so capricious, you could give it a legitimate shot for years and still not make a sale. In which case, you should simply keep trying as long as it is fun to keep trying.
Or, at least, more fun to keep trying than to quit.
At some point, though, you should take seriously the charge of living a good life. Once you've satisfied yourself that you've given every effort, and failed, and it's no longer fun to you, then it is, truly, time to find a new challenge and move on. Something else that will bring more satisfaction.
And if, even then, you're the type to choose to not give up, you love movies that much, well, all I have to say is...
Welcome to the club.

35 HACKING THROUGH THE UNDERBRUSH
 Hack.
That's the word. Writers loathe it; it chills them; used as invective, it can raise any writer's -- well, hackles.
I admit it: I have had those long dark midnights of the soul when I am struggling with a particularly difficult story problem, or am trying to execute some particular studio note, when the ideas just aren't coming and the deadline is looming and I am about to resign myself to just grinding it out... and that fear comes swimming up, unbidden, from the depths of my psyche: Am I... a hack?
There's no better motivation for me to knock off the moaning and re-double my efforts to find the solution that will satisfy me, as opposed to just let me go to bed.
And it's a question that every writer faces, at some point or another.
Am I a hack?
 hack : a writer who works on order
Uh-oh. I've taken assignments; I've done re-writes to studio specification; I've --
Thank God there's more:
 hack : a writer who works solely for commercial success
Whew. Some wriggle room. I'm not out solely for commercial reasons -- although that is a consideration.
 hack : esp. with mediocre professional standards
Okay, I'm safe. What I write may be good, it may be bad -- but I never aim for mediocre. I have often said: if a person decides to become a screenwriter after seeing some movie and thinking 'I can do better than that crap,' then they may as well quit before they begin. Better to be inspired by and aspire to the very best, as opposed to simply doing crap plus one.
Which brings us to our real topic: how do you avoid doing crap plus one? At the onset, I give you warning: the following column may appear to be a screed against Bob Dole, politically correctionists, money-motivated filmmakers, and people who can't take a joke.
It's not. I swear. It really does have something to do with the nuts-and-bolts of screenwriting. Call it: Zen and the Social Responsibility of Writing, or: How to Avoid Being a Hack. And, yes, the two are linked.
But it'll take awhile to get there. So bear with me.


In 1966, NBC showed THE DOOMSDAY FLIGHT, a movie written by Rod Serling. The story concerned a mentally disturbed man who plants a bomb on a passenger plane -- the first use of this idea. It inspired a number of bomb threats to airlines, one of which came even while the movie was still on the air.
In 1972, Evan Hunter's FUZZ, based on his own much-better novel, included a sub-plot that had sociopaths setting derelicts on fire. Two men who did just that in real life cited the movie in their defense.
During the sturm and drang leading up to the 1996 presidential election, Bob Dole took the makers of MONEY TRAIN (written by Doug Richardsen and David Loughery) to task. In the movie, an arsonist is setting subway toll booth workers on fire. Two days after it was released... well, you can guess.
According to Bob Dole, this was yet another example of Hollywood's corrupting influence, lack of morals and destructive force on the fabric of society.
One problem: In MONEY TRAIN (as in the other two examples), the character who inspired the crime is clearly presented as a criminal. He has a spooky voice, wild eyes, burn tissue on his hands, and a hand-made gasoline pump strapped to his back. He sets people on fire, for God's sake. He's a bad guy -- get it?
And the good guy who almost loses his life bringing this psycho to justice? He's a cop. Played by Wesley Snipes. You know, the movie star? He's the hero. In development meetings, he's the character everybody worked to make sure audiences identified with, sympathized with, wanted to be like.
The hero. Not the toll booth attendant-burning psycho. Who the hell could possibly believe that the movie is in any way portraying this guy as a role model to be imitated?
Apparently, only the derange-os who had enough bad wiring to actually set fire to a real, live human being --
-- and Bob Dole.
(An aside: The incident in the movie was itself inspired by an actual series of crimes that occurred in New York in the '80s. Somehow, that original perpetrator was able to come up with his char-broil technique all by himself. Who says creativity is dead?)
One must wonder: if a neo-Nazi climbed a tower and started shooting people outside a synagogue, would Bob Dole attack SCHINDLER'S LIST as the cause?
Okay, okay -- it's not fair to compare MONEY TRAIN to SCHINDLER'S LIST. I'm stacking the deck, using Schopenhauer's first stratagem, comparing apples and oranges.
So I'll be fair. I'll compare it to a movie that is in the same action-adventure genre, that has the same audience in mind -- and that Bob Dole cited as the type of morally sound fare Hollywood should make. One of his examples of good family entertainment: TRUE LIES.
What moral position do these movies take? One portrays a dysfunctional family wherein one member is lying to the other, behaving in a self-centered (and destructive) way. In the course of the story, the other member also behaves deceitfully, but, ultimately, the two solve their problems, reach a new level of understanding, and a stronger, more functional family unit emerges.
That's MONEY TRAIN.
On the other hand, TRUE LIES portrays a dysfunctional family wherein one member is lying to the other, behaving in a self-centered (and destructive) way...
Well, we're all writers here. We know a set-up/payoff when we see one. Both movies have exactly the same thematic story. And MONEY TRAIN doesn't have the misogynist elements that made a lot of people uncomfortable with TRUE LIES.
(Another aside: In Film Analyst #31, Arthur Taussig presents a fascinating examination of TRUE LIES, proposing that it is a portrait of the healing of an abusive husband. For more information on the Taussig's newsletter, now titled "Hi-Q Film Review," contact: Hiqrevu@aol.com)
(Another aside, part 2: Here's the only place I agree with Bob Dole. He says Hollywood should make fewer movies like MONEY TRAIN, more like TRUE LIES. If that means less bad movies and more good movies, I'm all for it.)
Now, I'm not defending MONEY TRAIN. I didn't like it. But is it an evil movie? A corrupting movie? A movie aimed at undermining the American Way of Life? Hardly.
Because MONEY TRAIN attempted to tell a story that showed the importance of family, the consequences of actions, and the need for honesty. Just because it didn't do it well doesn't mean that what it tried to do was bad.
It wasn't responsible for the violent assault on an innocent person. And it wasn't the work of hacks.
It just wasn't very good.
That's point number one. Let's move on...


When ALADDIN came out, it was -- surprise, surprise -- attacked for 'Arab-bashing.' During the making of it, everyone involved was aware of this possibility -- and did everything they could to avoid it. But not to the extent of damaging the plot, of betraying the theme -- or failing to tell the story as well as possible.
The people who protested were genuinely offended. They were totally within their rights to complain. And I am totally within my rights to dismiss those complaints as nonsense.
I am not insensitive to negative portrayals of races, genders, cultures, etc. They offend me. If you have ten characters in your movie, and eight are male (about average these days), and one of them is an idiot -- no problem. One idiot balanced against seven non-idiots seems fair (and better than real-life odds). But if you only have two female characters, and one of them is an idiot... well, you do the math. It's not that there are no idiot-women, it's that not enough female characters are portrayed in movies to provide balance.
(Yet another aside: Speaking of balance, is anyone as sick as I am of the cop movie cliche of the black boss? It's a knee-jerk casting decision, to make amends for the (usually) black villains. While an authority figure is a better stereotype than a drug dealer, it's still a stereotype. And why is he always yelling, threatening to yank people's badges, and obstructing the hero?)
(Me again: I bet, over the next couple of years, we start seeing more women in that role. It's already happening on TV.)
(And again: You know, French people didn't rise up in anger against their portrayal in BEAUTY AND THE BEAST. They may be wine-swilling, snail-eating beret heads, but at least they have a sense of humor and a healthy amount of self-confidence. So to them I say: "Beau coup ooh-la-las, mes amis.")
But ALADDIN didn't have balance problems. Everyone in the movie was Arabian. The hero, the heroine, the villain -- everyone.
One charge was that the only characters with faux-Arab accents were villains. Fine -- except Jafar, the evil vizier, spoke with some sort of mid-Atlantic oily accent, and his sidekick Iago spoke with -- I don't know, a Bronx accent? He spoke with Gilbert Gottfried's screech, whatever that is.
(Terry and I made an argument early on that no one should have an Arabian accent -- not for any politically- or culturally-sensitive reasons, but for 'reality of the movie' reasons. Everyone in the film spoke American English, not Persian. Therefore, in that "Star Trek" universal translator sort of way, there shouldn't be anyone speaking with Persian accents. We didn't win -- but, while the thief at the beginning speaks with an accent, so do various shopkeepers, on-lookers, etc.)
Another complaint concerned the man who threatens to cut off Jasmine's hand for stealing. This is an inaccurate representation of the culture, we were told. But we weren't making a documentary. And it is absolutely accurate to the source and inspiration for the movie: Scheherazade's "Arabian Nights." Boiling oil poured on people, people buried alive, heads cut off for minor transgressions... hand-chopping fits right in there.
The final complaint was about a lyric in the "Arabian Nights" song: "[W]here they'll cut off your nose if they don't like your face/It's barbaric, but, hey, it's home." A stereotypical portrait of Arab culture, went the cry. Not that it mattered that the setting was about 8 A.D. Every culture in 8 A.D. could be characterized as barbaric.
And, on this point, the studio capitulated. In the video release of the movie, the lyric is changed to: "[W]here it's flat and immense and the heat is intense/It's barbaric, but, hey, it's home."
(Still another aside: The protesters still weren't satisfied. It wasn't just the 'cut off your nose' stuff they objected to -- it was whole 'barbaric' concept. They didn't care about the context -- only the word. To which I respond: 8 freakin' A.D.)
Making that change was wrong. The lyric itself was written by Howard Ashman, as part of the longer version of the song. That's not the problem. Changing the work to satisfy outside demands -- not because the creators feel it's necessary, not because the story needs it -- that's hackwork.
That's point number two. Onward.

When the late '70s-early '80s cycle of the slasher film finally abated (I always liked Roger Ebert's name for them: "Spam-in-a-cabin movies"), it was a relief. You seen one dead-teenaged-couple-with-a- pneumatic-drill-shoved-through-'em-during-sex -- you don't want to see any more.
But at its peak, a holiday wouldn't go by without another one popping up, like an unstoppable monster bent on violent retribution. MY BLOODY VALENTINE, MOTHER'S DAY, PROM NIGHT, SILENT NIGHT BLOODY NIGHT, HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME, etc. (When I first heard about GROUNDHOG DAY, I was afraid that the genre was making a comeback. "If he sees his shadow, it's six more weeks of... killing!")
And most of them were dreck, nothing more than a showcase for gore effects and imaginative ways of killing people. The filmmakers would trot out the usual defenses: that the movies were morality tales, supporting an absolutely puritanical status-quo. You transgress, you die. You treat someone bad, you die. Step out of line, you die. Have sex, you die.
It was an empty argument, trying to justify the product after the fact. Most of these movies were made for one overwhelming reason: money. No intent other than to cash in on the box office generated by the two biggies of the genre: HALLOWEEN and FRIDAY THE 13TH. The contrast between these two is compelling (not comparison -- HALLOWEEN is so much better than FRIDAY THE 13TH, it defies comparison).
HALLOWEEN is a good movie. Genuinely suspenseful and frightening. An interesting, well-told story, made with real affection for its characters, particularly the women. A lot has been made of the fact that Laurie, the heroine who slays the Shape (or does she?), is a virgin. But I think that the truth of her character has been blurred by Jamie Lee Curtis' similar roles in other, lesser movies in the genre.
Laurie is an independent, strong-minded person. She doesn't live or die based on a boy liking her, she doesn't drink, she gets good grades, she fulfills her obligations (she baby-sits instead of partying) -- and she's still well-liked. That she's a virgin is simply an aspect of her character -- not the definition of it.
And she survives because of her character. Because she goes her own way, makes her own decisions, fights her own battles -- always remaining true to herself.
Made for $320,000, HALLOWEEN grossed over $50 million (the last number I could find -- that was 1981(!)). (Here I credit Danny Peary's book "Cult Movies." There are three of 'em. They're great. Go buy 'em.) HALLOWEEN was the most profitable independent movie ever made. And imitation is the highest form of cashing in on someone else's success...
In FRIDAY THE 13TH, the characters are shallower than their blood puddles. They exist simply to get killed. And the virgin survives just because she's supposed to ('cause, you know, in HALLOWEEN, the virgin didn't die) -- not because of anything she does. It is simply an '...and then' story ('...and then the killer crashes through the window. And then the sheriff arrives and machine guns the killer. And then the killer stands up -- he's wearing a bullet-proof vest. And then he starts up the leaf blower, shoves it down the sheriff's throat, and inflates his lungs until they explode in a slow motion shower of gore and cilia. And then...").
It has no point of view. It's a series of incidents. It has no thematic glue. It is hackwork.
(Of course, due to Kevin Williamson's and Wes Craven's witty revitalization of the genre in SCREAM and SCREAM 2, it won't be long before the first movies to cash on their success hit the screen -- and the very elements that the filmmakers were so aware of in the SCREAMS will once again become the formula.)
(Williamson also added a new element in the SCREAMS, one which will be undoubtedly overlooked by its imitators. SCREAM was a fair, play-by-the-rules whodunit. The suspense did not come simply from the question of how the killer would eviscerate his next victim, but from the question of: who do I trust? Trust me: this will be lost on the hacks who glom onto SCREAM's success.)
And, now... how to avoid being a hack yourself. I told you we'd get to it.

Movies do influence people. There's no getting around it. In IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT, Clark Gable took off his shirt, revealing a bare chest, and the sales of undershirts dropped. Reports of shark sightings escalated after JAWS came out. People actually use the word 'Ssssmokin!'
Be aware of it. What you are writing will have impact. So have something to say. It's one of the cliche bits of advice, but -- write about something you care about. That doesn't mean it has to be a small, intimate movie. And it doesn't have to be an 'issue' movie.
Here's Harold Ramis on GHOSTBUSTERS: "[T]he whole world of the paranormal seems to represent people's abstract fears... But the real source of that dread is in very real things like violence and death and economic uncertainty. So it seemed very appropriate to me that when our monster finally appeared, it turned out to be a marshmallow -- that, literally and figuratively, our biggest fear of the unknown was as insubstantial as marshmallow."
And the movie supports this: the Ghostbusters go in to business because they're broke and unemployed, and have to deal with bureaucrats, real estate agents, and officious prigs. Who is the real villain of GHOSTBUSTERS: Gozier -- or William Atherton's EPA agent?
Find a central 'big idea' you want to relate. Consider it the wellspring, and let it inform your script.
Terry and I do this -- for one thing, it's a good step toward avoiding writer's block (more on that in a future column). In ALADDIN, we were writing about the source of identity. In our GODZILLA drafts, we were dealing with inappropriate grief response. THE MASK OF ZORRO focuses on the need for redemption, instead of revenge. SMALL SOLDIERS is about having the strength to move beyond your programming, social or otherwise.
And once you say something -- stick to it. Executing notes is always difficult -- but it's part of the job you want to do. The only notes Terry and I absolutely will not consider are ones that could poison our wellspring.
On THE PUPPET MASTERS, we were given a note that would have completely destroyed the arc of one of our characters, the female lead. It would have removed her importance -- even purpose -- to the plot. We were told that "[I]n this kind of movie, the women is just the hero's girlfriend" (And the saddest part: the executive who told us this was a woman.)
The problem (beyond the obvious)? Our wellspring was 'the importance of the individual.' To make one of our lead characters unnecessary to the plot would completely violate the big idea. Particularly since one of the permutations of that idea was that we simply cannot afford to waste our most important resource -- people -- on the basis of gender, race, age, sexual orientation, or any of those arbitrary distinctions.
So we didn't do it. We worked to make her character sub-plot more clear, more immediate -- better, I think is the word. But we refused to execute the note. Because doing it would have made us hacks.

And, finally -- don't do it for the bucks. We're supposed to be telling stories. We're supposed to be making movies. Not money (if you do it well enough, the money follows).
Say you come up with a sure-thing high concept (or Strange Attractor or whatever). "A lone cop, trapped in a skyscraper, must rescue his wife and other hostages from terrorists who've taken over the building." Great.
Except you don't particularly like cop stories. Violence doesn't appeal as something you want to write about. You work as a temp in a skyscraper, and hate anyone who thinks the arrival of the muffin cart is the high point of the day. Whatever.
Then don't write it. Don't bother.
But if the concept is so good -- maybe there's a way to turn it into a story you like. Romantic comedy? Maybe in the time the terrorist story plays out, you can do an entire relationship: cute meet, getting to know one another, sex, jealousy, breakup, reconciliation. Character study? There's this one hostage who has figured out an escape route... and can take only three people with him. Historical drama? Hmm... the best I can come up with would be the defense of the temple of Jerusalem against the Syrians, but that's not quite right...
It doesn't matter if the DIE HARD version will potentially be the big money item. If you don't really care about it -- then the script will suck. 'Suck' as in be bad, as in drain your vitality, as in absorb anything you throw at it and give nothing back.
By remaining true to your own muse, by telling your story in the best possible way, by not sacrificing your own values -- that's how you do your job as a writer, and avoid being a hack.
And that is the full measure of a writer's social responsibility (hey, it's all coming together. I'll admit -- I was getting worried).
Kurt Vonnegut has compared the role of an artist in society to a canary in a coal mine: it is a gauge of the society's continued health. An artist agrees to be that canary. And if the canary dies, the society won't be far behind.
But what if the canary abandons its duty? Ignores its agreed-upon role, deep in the tunnels where the miners depend on the canary to warn them of poisonous gasses that can make them sick, paralyze them, choke them to death?
Simple.
Hack, hack.

(In the course of this column, a number of people may have been offended: Bob Dole, PC proponents, capitalists, Zen Buddhists, hacks, Rod Serling, mentally-disturbed bombers, Evan Hunter, derelicts, sociopaths, Doug Richardsen, David Loughery, arsonists, subway toll booth workers, criminals, people with spooky voices, people with wild eyes, burn victims, psychos, cops, Wesley Snipes, movie stars, development executives, audiences, derange-os, neo-Nazis, Steven Spielberg, James Cameron, dysfunctional families, self-centered people, writers, misogynists, Arthur Taussig, abusive husbands, Arabs, Arab-bashers, men, women, black bosses, drug dealers, Gilbert Gottfried, Terry, Trekkies and Trekkors, shop keepers, on-lookers, Scheherazade, noseless people, barbarians, Howard Ashman, slashers, slasher movie fans, Roger Ebert, Hormel, dead teenagers, Puritans, John Carpenter, Sean Cunningham, Jamie Lee Curtis, women named Laurie, virgins, Danny Peary, sheriffs, gardeners, Kevin Williamson, Wes Craven, Frank Capra, Clark Gable, Jim Carrey, people who like Jim Carrey, Harold Ramis, people who believe in the paranormal, people who don't believe in the paranormal, diabetics, bureaucrats, real estate agents, officious prigs, Gozier, William Atherton, the EPA, the female executive who shall go nameless, bigots, Syrians, Kurt Vonnegut and canaries. Tough. No apology or retraction will be forthcoming.)

36 WE'RE NOT WORTHY
 Some people say that success in Hollywood is determined solely by the quality of your work. Others maintain, "It all depends on who you know." The truth is, it's the quality of your work that determines who you get to know.
This column is about getting to know, and getting to work with, famous people.
Okay, so I figure there's no way to cover this topic without coming across like a name-dropping, holier-than-thou, look-who-we're-rubbing- elbows-with, grade-A jerk.
Hey. I can live with that. Let the e-mails and message posts begin.
'Cause y'see, the concept of these columns has always been to talk about stuff people really want to know. For myself, I'm intensely curious about big name famous folk. How are they different? What do they know that I don't? How did they get where they are? (And the usually unspoken, 'How can I get there, too?')
So as your intrepid reporter, I'm going to run down a list of more or less 'famous' people we've worked with, and see if I can recall at least one technique, observation, or insight learned from each.
Before we get to that, I can tell you a couple things, right off:
-- as a group, these are the most hard-working and dedicated people you will ever run across. There may be some pros who get by just on gobs of talent. I don't know any. The talent is always mixed with intense focus, effort, and commitment.
-- overall, these are exceptional human beings. Smart, capable, charismatic. They convey a sense of... completeness, somehow, as if they are filling up every little corner of their human potential. (It sounds corny, I know, but that's how it seems.)
-- these folk convey an air of things happening, and the ability to get things done. Like a racehorse at the gate, it seems as if every moment has the potential for sudden action. There are no delays, no hesitations... and no obstacles.
-- collectively, they seem to share a common attribute: the ability to focus completely on the task at hand. When they speak to you, you get the feeling that you're the most important person in the world (at least at that particular moment).
There are no mistakes, no flukes at the highest levels. With just one exception (and we'll get to that in a bit) every time I've ever worked with a famous person, I've come away with the thought -- "Yep, that person's success is deserved."
In fact, some of these folk are so downright impressive, it can be intimidating. Sit there in a story conference with Chuck Jones and what races through your head is, "Wow, I'm at a meeting with Chuck Jones. Hey. This is so cool." You get this impulse to point. "Look, there's Chuck Jones, right there, and he's talking to me. Wow." There are times when you really must resist the 'Garth and Wayne reaction' (re: column title, above).
Thankfully, eventually, meetings get going. Your eyes adjust to the glare of all that glamor, and you're back on solid ground --
Talking story.
I always assure first-time writers that they're already well-practiced at how to act in pitches and story meetings. It's just like all those post-movie parking-lot or coffee-shop discussions you've done a thousand times. You talk about what the film should've been, what they did wrong, what worked, how you would have done it better, etc. If the venue changes from parking lot to studio conference room, so what? And if it means telling Steven Spielberg he's wrong, dammit, all wrong! -- then that's what you do (before worries about potential damage to your career sink in).
It all sounds glamorous and exciting, I know. There's a perception that when you break into the movie business, you get to hang out with all these talented, famous folk and learn crucial, insider secrets on filmmaking and how the industry works.
Well, yeah, it's kinda true.
Oh, nobody ever takes you aside and actually tells you tricks of the trade. But if you keep your eyes and ears open, you can pick up quite a lot...

JOHN MUSKER, RON CLEMENTS: John is the tall, fast-talking one with the disconcerting minister's look-into-your-soul gaze. Ron is the quiet one, tugging on his beard in a secret language known only to fellow animators.
In story meetings on ALADDIN, Ron would make a distinction by asking the question: is the idea itself bad, or is the execution of the idea bad? Very often, poor execution can cause an essentially good idea to be missed. On the other hand, sparkling execution can cause you to hang onto a something that is essentially wrong (another version of 'kill your babies.') Ron also spoke of the necessity in a film for quiet, for scenes that are purely visual -- they allow the audience to process the information given, which helps them buy into the story more fully. Wall-to-wall exposition and action can leave an audience reeling, and exhausted.
One of the many things I learned from John Musker: there is a relationship between the simplicity of the intent of a scene, and the amount of fun you can have telling it. Simple scenes and plot moves are valuable, because it allows more freedom for characterization, more 'elbow room' in the telling. Complex story points eat up space, and can limit a sequence's entertainment value (unless the complexity itself is the attraction).

 CHUCK JONES: Chuck had this advice, concerning raising kids: "'Why?'" he said, "is always an accusation. Don't ever ask your child 'Why did you do that?' As the he stares down at the broken vase, of course he doesn't know. Far better to ask, 'What happened?'" Jones said that this was true not only with children, but with adults as well. 'Why' was an agreed-upon off-limits word for his marriage, too. File that entry under, 'Not all the cool stuff you learn from movie people has to do with movies.'

 ROGER AVARY: Co-writer of PULP FICTION, director of KILLING ZOE, wearer of shorts, T-shirts, and sandals. There's a saying in Hollywood: to assure your success, make sure that you're always the most passionate person in the room. Avary personifies that belief. He comes into the room like a force of nature, talking about the best movies ever made, the best directors, their best scenes, speaking persuasively and with absolute conviction.
Working on Neil Gaiman's SANDMAN, at one story meeting with a bunch of execs, Roger wanted to illustrate a point about sleep disorder patients and night terrors. He jumped up from his chair, laid down on a couch, and physically acted out the part, screaming and flopping around the conference room like an electrocuted fish. Yes, passion counts in this business.

 SANDRA BULLOCK: We've only worked with Sandra in a development capacity -- and it turns out she's excellent, very 'good at story.' Her comments revealed to me that the acting process was perhaps not so different from the writing process -- she looked for ways for the characters to connect into the common experience of the audience. She focused on the emotional life of the characters, how they changed, and especially, the direction they were headed, and how that informed earlier choices. Working with her, I suppose it shouldn't be surprising, but I took away an appreciation for how actors look at their roles. (I think it was David Mamet who said, "All a writer can do is read books, and study acting.") Sandra was insistent that every character in the script have weight, have a point of view, some clear attitude to give the actor something to play. As writers, we may look at minor characters as functional chess pieces, aids in getting the story to happen. Sandra came to even the most minor characters from the point of view of the actors -- who would have to breath life into the role, make them unique, make them believable, make them real.

 JOHN McTIERNAN: McTiernan's rule for exposition is so good it bears repeating: solve exposition problems by making the audience curious about your story. Once the audience is intrigued, you're no longer giving them exposition -- you're answering their questions.

 MICHAEL EISNER: I just wanted to share a Michael Eisner story; you can make of it what you will. When Ted and I were working on A PRINCESS OF MARS for Disney, Ted fondly remembered a film he saw while in high school: SWASHBUCKLER, starring Robert Shaw. "Better than STAR WARS" was how he described it, so we wrangled a screening of the film at the old Disney animation building. It turned out that memory had been kind -- the fun parts of the film were great, but the parts that dragged really did drag (which allowed us to tease Ted mercilessly about his taste in movies, of course).
Before the screening, a friend of mine and I slipped out to find something to drink. The executive offices were down the hall -- dark, empty, but the glass doors weren't locked. We slipped in, kinda thrilled to be sneaking around in the hallowed halls of the big mouse. After stumbling around a bit, we found a well-stocked kitchen. We loaded up on drinks and chips, and my friend's hand was literally in a cookie jar when the light comes on -- and there's Michael Eisner, blinking, staring at us. And he's a tall guy, too.
So Eisner just smiles and shuffles forward. "Great minds think alike," he said. "Anything good in there?" So we told him what we were doing and hung out for a while. Now I know he's all mean and tough as nails in the corporate world -- but that night, his goofy side was on display, and we were all just a bunch of kids hanging out in the kitchen, kind of amazed to be left unsupervised for a while by the big folk, and enjoying every second.

 BARRY SONNENFELD: What I learned from Barry is that humor is important and valuable not just in the script, but during the filmmaking process as well. There was an early special effects meeting on MEN IN BLACK. It was a three-way teleconference between Skywalker Ranch, Amblin' and New York. Typically, everyone was struggling with the budget -- where to find cuts, why certain shots were so expensive, etc. It was mentioned that part of the increased costs had to do with upgrading the computer equipment. "Riiiight," Barry deadpanned, "We wouldn't want to get stuck with those crummy computers they used on JURASSIC PARK." Everyone cracked up, and it broke the tension of the meeting. All things being equal, it's more fun to work with someone who has a good sense of humor. (If you're ever lucky enough to meet Barry, ask him to tell you what a 'silent schmuck' is -- you have to hear it from him, I could never do it justice.)

 JAN De BONT: De Bont is one of those mysterious European artist type guys; the accent makes his English hard, but also creates a sense of style and class that an uncouth American can only envy. His reputation is that he is harsh on a set, which could be true; we've found him just as quick to smile and laugh.
When we sat down with Jan to go through our GODZILLA script, he worked with a story element I'd never considered, yet important when you think about it. Call it 'off screen movie time.' Jan paid close attention to what you could imply had just happened before the scene started, or was going to happen after the scene ended -- or what had taken place somewhere else while the scene you were watching was going on. He was very aware of what sort of events could be allowed to happen 'off screen' (important sections of the story that the audience didn't really care to see) and what things you had to show, or the audience would feel gypped.
(A quick example: Harrison Ford rummaging through the luggage on Air Force One for an interminable amount of time, searching for a cell phone, while bad guys stalk him with machine guns. I believe they tried to sustain this action through two cutaways; really, there needed to be something more for Ford to have done during the time away than just paw through coats.)
As a storyteller and director, Jan was concerned with filming just enough of the tips of the icebergs to convey the greater story underneath. It's almost as if an entire second movie takes place 'in between' the scenes you show -- like in prose writing, the unwritten meaning between the lines. The mark of a good movie is when as much happens off-screen as on-screen... and you don't miss it.

 HARLAN ELLISON: Ellison once said, "All writers are essentially cowards. They'd rather face the page and battle mythical dragons and demons than go out and deal with the real world." It's something to keep in mind. How much of what we decide to do is out of design, and how much out of fear?
Growing up, I idolized Ellison's writing. He's one of the masters of science fiction. So the first time we meet, Ted and I are introduced as "The guys who wrote ALADDIN." Ellison looks at us, sticks out his hand and we shake. "You guys are great writers," he says. Of all the ways I ever imagined meeting Harlan Ellison, I never thought of that. Lesson learned: sometimes life is very, very odd.

 TIM RICE: Once we suggested a lyric change to Tim Rice for a particular song. The new line was clearly better, in every way we could imagine. It made more sense, it was more thematically correct, it was more in keeping with the character. Tim didn't say he didn't like it... just pointed out that, because of the placement of vowels and consonants, it would be near impossible to sing. We were suggesting a line that looked great on the page, but didn't work for a song. Whoops. Lesson learned: hey, sometimes the pros really do know what they're doing.
Working with Tim, we realized there are two types of songs that can work in a musical or animated feature. The first is the song that reveals plot, or moves the story forward. Howard Ashman excelled at this, with the 'seduction' type song ("Poor Unfortunate Souls") and the action song ("Kill the Beast"). The second type song -- equally valid, and the type that Tim excels at -- is the 'exploration of the character moment' song ("I Don't Know How to Love Him"). When designing a musical, either type can be carved out of the story for a valid song moment.

 ZAK PENN: Nice guys don't always finish last; up in front, well ahead of the pack, there's Zak, one of the most honorable people in the business, doing just fine. The great thing about Zak is that he steps into the room with the guts to take a position. Is the film a romance? Then play it like a romance, dammit. Is it a horror film? Then let's make it scary. Right? Where many writers can get bogged down in options and opinions and trade-offs and meandering, Zak is like a breath of fresh air.
For example, Zak's take on Godzilla: "Monsters should be scary. They should be more powerful than the humans around them. Godzilla should have been an unstoppable force, who just keeps coming, and coming. Instead, Godzilla gets shot at, turns and runs away, and hides. What kind of monster is that?" Zak's approach (as I see it) is to at least satisfy the conventions of the type of story you're telling, before you try to get fancy. It's okay to go beyond the conventions, but don't throw them out along the way.

 TOM HANKS: We flew to Seattle for a late-night meeting with Hanks while he was shooting SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE. Turns out Hanks is a fan of science fiction, and liked our PRINCESS OF MARS script. (Reportedly, he also controls the rights to STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND and is a big Robert Heinlein fan. That's a movie I'd love to see.)
So, even though Hanks had a bad day with a particular actor ("Hooch gave me more than that guy does," he said) he still took the time and energy to meet for several hours and pitch us a film idea of his, and to listen to an idea of ours.
In the end, Hanks didn't connect to our stuff, and we didn't connect to his. But the experience is the best illustration of what seems to be true for most of these people: talent presumes generosity. He took the time to listen, to host the meeting, and to make us feel like we were the stars. Also, it's a testament to the power of a star: when you're the biggest box office attraction in the world, and you have an open assignment in a deal with Disney, you can get the studio to pay to fly up a couple of writers round-trip for a two-hour meeting, no problem.

 DEAN DEVLIN: My favorite quote from Dean: "In this town, the ability to read a script well is as rare as the ability to write a script well."

 GEORGE R.R. MARTIN: Novelist, screenwriter, Hugo Award winner, author of the great novel "Fevre Dream" and editor of the "Wild Card" series of books. Talking about how to adapt the Robert Heinlein story "By His Bootstraps," George spoke of how the story took advantage of the 'cloaking nature of prose.' The phrase always stuck with me as a key difference between prose-writing and screenwriting. In a novel, the delightful tension is created by the moving line of words; the trickle of information that is doled out just a little at a time, by words that are limited themselves in their ability to communicate. Films can't help but show it all. Stories, by nature (in both forms) depend on the 'reveal'; the challenge of movies, without the 'cloaking nature of prose' is to create the reveal through structure -- both the structure of the movie, and the structure of the scenes themselves.

 JEFFREY KATZENBERG: Jeffrey is the consummate executive. He's always at the right place at the right time -- whether it's a charity event, the opening of a movie, giving a speech, an animation story meeting. I would find it easier to believe he's one of a set of triplets than to believe that, day in and day out, he keeps up the schedule that he does. Just one example: on the weekend that ALADDIN opened, he took time out to call on Sunday with the overnight numbers. Now, just think about that a second. Here's a busy studio executive who takes time out to call one of the screenwriters on the weekend, just to let them know a film's opening numbers.
Part of what makes Jeffrey such a great leader -- and what gets people to commit years of their lives to his cause -- is his willingness to work. When the guy who's working harder than anyone else asks you to do something, it's hard to answer no.
Also, I find Jeffrey to be one of the warmest and compassionate people I've ever met. Once I saw him come to the aid of a writer in a story meeting who was struggling to make a point. "Relax," he said, "You don't need to audition. You've got the job." Katzenberg has an amazing insight into human nature. He knew just what the writer was worried about, and just what to say. Knowing the human heart helps him not only in business, but it's the cornerstone of his creative instincts in story meetings.
The only small technique I can offer from hanging around with Katzenberg: one way he gets so much accomplished is he's eliminated 'ramp time' from his life. He comes into a meeting on the phone, finishes the call, and is ready. He doesn't need to warm up, or 'ramp up' to the meeting. And when it's done, he's out of his chair, off to the next thing -- he doesn't seem to need to unwind, or 'ramp down' afterwards. When you think about it, how much time do all of us spend just getting ready, or recovering afterwards? (Yeah, yeah, the joke is obvious: Jeffrey is all action, no foreplay or afterglow. But he gets the job done!)

 MAURICE SENDAK: We're such fans of "Where the Wild Things Are," we named our 'under the bed' monster 'Maurice' in honor of Sendak. (In an odd coincidence, around the same time Bill Watterson dubbed an under-the-bed monster 'Maurice' in "Calvin & Hobbes" -- perhaps a tribute also?)
In our meeting with Sendak, he spoke about the importance of parents reading aloud to their children. "And it's not just about the words," he said. "It's the sitting together, how you smell, the rough texture of your beard, the reassuring sound and cadence of your voice. All that's important, too." File that under as the second entry under, 'Not all the cool stuff you learn from movie people has to do with movies.'

 NEIL GAIMAN: Neil Gaiman is one of those men every man would like to be. Darkly handsome, successful, talented. We were working on a possible pitch to DreamWorks, and he spoke in terms of searching for suitable 'plot engines.' His idea was that plots need to do their work, they should be solid and effective -- but it's often the way the story that is told that is much more important. (In television terms, his 'engine' would be called the 'franchise' -- the reason why the character continues to get involved in stories.) Still, he made an important distinction between 'plot' (what happens) and 'story' (the way you tell the audience what happens).
Neil also talked about the idea of 'plot coupons,' which can be redeemed throughout the film; a series of small yet necessary steps the hero must take to keep the story moving forward.
One other thing about Neil. When the concept we were working on shifted away from how he thought it could best work -- which was as a comic book or television series -- his integrity radar went off, and he told us he didn't want to continue. We were disappointed, but I was impressed -- the lure of a movie deal held no fascination for him at all: his total focus was on what was best for the idea.

 JON PETERS: At the opposite end of the scale is Jon Peters. He's the exception we mentioned earlier. Ted and I rarely speak ill of anyone... but... how this man continues to find work in this business escapes me. Working on Neil Gaiman's SANDMAN project, we started our pitch with the following: "So Burgess casts a spell, trying to capture the personification of DEATH -- but instead, gets the personification of DREAM (the Sandman) instead!" Peters didn't get it -- how could Death be a person? -- and we spent almost half an hour on just that sentence. The next half hour was spent with him telling us the opening seance should be people playing with a Ouija board. It was, as they say in the business, simply a dick-measuring contest. And it turns out, yes, Peters was the biggest dick.

 ROBIN WILLIAMS: To see Robin Williams work is to realize that yes, there is such a thing called talent. Some people are truly unique, with abilities that seem almost suprahuman. In recording sessions you could see Williams had the ability to 'hold' one series of ideas in his head (the main dialog of the story) while another part of his brain played riffs and variations, different each time through.
It was oddly reassuring for me to realize that in some cases there is just simple raw ability -- and since there's nothing to be done about it, it's nothing to worry about. "Don't let what you can't do stand in the way of what you can," John Wooden said, and it's true. And it was good to see that not everything Williams tried worked -- and after playing with it a while, if he couldn't make it happen, he'd move on, confident in his talent, confident that he could find something else great down the line.

 ELTON JOHN: We did a pitch meeting for Elton John, and for the first 20 minutes or so, he didn't seem all that interested... until we started talking about the music needs of the project. Then he brightened, started making suggestions, and got involved the story and the project very quickly. Big surprise, huh? How stupid were we? If we had thought about it, we would have brought up the music needs right off. Lesson learned: no matter how successful someone is, they probably still have love and passion for their own area of expertise, the thing that originally brought them into the business.

 WALTER PARKES & LAURIE MacDONALD: Walter and Laurie are as about as close to royalty as Hollywood has these days. When they talk about the beautiful people, they mean all those actors and actresses -- and this husband and wife pair, 1998's ShowWest Producers of the Year. In meetings, Walter is the dominating alpha-male with the big hair; Laurie is the calm serene one, a sort of Greek goddess type, the true repository of wisdom. Between the two, they offer some compelling lessons in Hollywood power. Like: Force of personality counts. Quality of ideas count. Ambition counts. Confidence counts. And be able to deliver the goods.
The drawback to working with Walter is that he will use his considerable power to shape the material to his creative sensibilities. The good news is, he's an Academy Award nominated writer -- how many execs can boast that? -- and so those creative sensibilities usually pack a pretty good punch.
And that's one way that Walter looks at a scene -- whether or not, aside from all the other concerns, it has story momentum. Until we worked with Walter, I'd never considered momentum as an important element, in there with theme, plot, and characterization. Momentum is a tricky thing to design into a story -- you need just enough information to build curiosity, not so much as to bog down the pace. The opposite of momentum is one of Walter's most dismissive criticisms -- you don't want him to look at you, tilt his head and sneer that a scene is 'inert.' That's the lowest of the low, and a nice word to avoid in your writing.
Another classic Walter line was to look at us (after we had pitched a story approach) and say, "You can't think that's good." Walter himself is a study on how to pitch things well -- he's articulate, he knows his topic, he has a commanding presence he uses to great effect, and he's got this brilliant technique where he plays both the guy pitching "So what if we play the death scene at the Empire State Building so his girlfriend can see him fall?" and the guy listening, "Oh, hey, that's good, that could work. I get chills." Walter is not afraid to perform, to pitch a moment in a story meeting -- taking on the role of actor, and thus giving the actor a real moment to play in the movie.

 MARTIN CAMPBELL: Speaking of story meeting technique, let's go with Martin Campbell next. Now, Martin's a great director; fearless, great with story, commanding respect from experts in all phases of the production process. I'm not going to talk about any of that. He's got this great technique for handling questions in story meetings that's just brilliant. What he does is kill the questioner with information.
If an exec asks about a particular line from a character at the end of Act Two, Martin is more than happy to answer -- from the beginning. He'll outline, for 10, 15 minutes, all of the scenes, lines, character moves, leading up to that particular moment. By the time he gets to the line in question, the questioner has forgotten what his initial concern was; Martin has bludgeoned him into submission. It's a great technique (of course, the English accent helps; you can get away with anything with an English accent). Campbell can then get on with the task at hand, which is making a great movie.

 JOE DANTE: Speaking of great directors... Dante dominates meetings by being the most articulate person in the room, and the one who can talk the fastest. His experience leads to a sort of informed cynicism; yet this is balanced by an untainted delight and optimism regarding movies.
Watching Joe Dante direct, you see how a director is the heart and soul of a production. Joe is amazingly generous -- he expects others to contribute, and will accommodate others' visions -- yet brings it all together, working almost behind the scenes to give a project unity.
On the SMALL SOLDIERS set once, Joe observed we had to change a line that didn't work, because in a previous scene, "The actors didn't play it that way." Joe was willing to adjust the story intent to the actor's strengths, rather than be a slave to the original intent, and get something less. How many of us would do the same?

 CHRIS FARLEY: We worked with Chris on an animated film called SHREK for over a year, up to the final weeks before his death. What struck me most seeing him work was his willingness to reveal himself, lay himself out bare, over and again, for the sake of his performance. That's a form of talent, that's a form of comedy. But mostly it showed that this industry rewards other things than talent and practice -- it rewards courage.

 TED ELLIOTT: Yeah, I'm counting my own writing partner as a famous guy. What the heck? He seems to have his name on a lot of movies lately. In truth, I think very highly of Mr. Elliott -- I put his talents on the level with those other almost otherworldly talent folk, Spielberg, Katzenberg, Howard Ashman, Robin Williams. Whatever insights of value Wordplay has to offer were discovered working with Ted; but for this list, I'll just throw out one of his more recent bits of brilliance --
It's crucial to keep character dilemmas unresolved all the way through to the end of the movie, along with the unresolved plot. There's such a temptation when you set up a character issue to resolve it too early. You want to see those people reconcile, to solve their internal dilemmas; but you have to keep pushing yourself to not play that card (and it's a fun card to play!). You have to hold back. If you resolve the character stuff too early, the plot stuff at the end turns to just be plot, usually action without meaning. And that's boring. Hold back, hold back, and resolve character issues at the same time you resolve the plot, and keep your audience interested till the end.

 DAN PETRIE, JR.: Oh, man, am I going to catch hell for this one. Dan Petrie, WGA President, gentleman and a scholar, could no doubt teach me a thousand important things about screenwriting. So what did I learn from him? Just how difficult the job of directing is. When we first met (on a "Turner & Hooch" television episode, of all things) he was, physically, let's say, oh, a bit bulky. Months later I pass him in a hallway and almost don't recognize him -- looked like he'd lost about 40 pounds. The difference? He had directed a movie.
When people say, "When are you going to direct?" they're always so casual about it, as if it didn't involve a decision that was going to churn up a good two years of my life, dominating every waking moment. Dan's experience shows the truth: directing is not a job, it's a lifestyle choice. The physical and emotional commitments that are necessary are extreme, and overwhelming; every aspect of your life is affected -- family, friends, everything.

 STEVEN SPIELBERG: To be in Spielberg's presence is just that; it's more than just a meeting. He has kind of an old world intensity; you feel like maybe this was what it was like to hang out with Michelangelo. I still don't know what to call him -- I can't bring myself to join the group that casually uses 'Steven.' 'Mr. Spielberg,' seems too formal, 'Spielberg' too plain-wrap. 'Steven Spielberg' a bit remote. There's no good option.
You may know Woody Allen's line about your heroes: "You never get over your awe of someone who was famous before you were eighteen." For me, with Spielberg, it was even worse: he's part of the reason why I'm sitting here writing this. It was halfway through watching CLOSE ENCOUNTERS in 1978 that I knew I wanted to make films my life.
So it's one thing to work with someone you admire; it's another to just hang out with them. We were back at his place in on Long Island working on MEN IN BLACK and he took an hour to just show us around. I can tell you what ran through my head -- "Wow, I'm standing here with Steven Spielberg. Hey. This is so cool. Look, there's Steven Spielberg, and he's talking to me. Wow." I started to take a picture of his house; he recommended a better angle. I went along with his suggestion.
Later, Steven showed off some of his LOST WORLD thumbnail storyboards he was working on. (I'm happy to say that at least he doesn't draw that great; proves he's human.) It was the sequence where a dinosaur is hunted down, cut out from out of a herd. There was the jeep, bouncing along. The herd veers one way, but a motorcyclist cuts it off. Someone with a gun aims to shoot one of the creatures, but a bump is hit, and he nearly drops the gun. The gun is recovered, but now the motorcycle is in the way. The shot is fired, and now the creature is angry, and takes off, motorcycle in pursuit. Spielberg described the action as it went on, and before I knew it, the sequence was over. What I learned: he tricked me along by building smaller objectives within the main objective. Each 'mini-need'-- hanging onto and aiming the gun, for example -- carried me along, and before I knew it, the main action of the sequence was completed. Very clever.
The other lesson from Spielberg we learned working on THE MASK OF ZORRO. He insisted there had to be a scene where Montero looked into Diego's eyes at Talamantes prison. The problem was, Montero hadn't landed yet -- and Diego needed to escape from prison in order to menace Montero on the beach when he did land. To have Montero come ashore twice seemed awkward; why would he then go back to the ship? Or why wouldn't he put off looking for Zorro till after his first landing? Plus, we envisioned the prison as far away from the landing spot -- what are the odds that both would be within walking distance -- so where was the time for Diego to make it to the landing?
Many questions, but in the end, none of them mattered. It was a case of 'visceral logic' versus 'story logic.' Spielberg wanted that scene, and he knew that the audience would enjoy that scene. The lesson: you can stretch story logic a bit, as long as you strictly stay within the bounds of the emotional, or visceral, logic of the story.
What's great is, we all have the opportunity to make those magic moments -- for real -- every day.

Many apologies for the enormous length of this column. To those loyal readers who have stuck with it this far, I promise, future columns are planned to be more manageable.
And this column could very well end right here, and possibly should... but in writing it, I began to wonder and ask myself, really, why are we so impressed with these folk? It's not just their successes, which most people simply envy. No, you and I, people who want to join this group, we're impressed in a different way. We believe we want to follow in their footsteps, and attempt to create the type of art they create.
I believe the allure of these folk has to do with experiencing magic moments. These folk have the talent, the money, the power, the connections -- to take a story and shape it, and create a whole series of magic moments, which are then captured on film, to be shared by all. Those special, shared, caught moments are the true magic of the movies. They effectively do with art what all of us, deep down, would most like to experience with our lives.
And maybe that offers us a way to meet these impressive folk on equal terms. What's great is, we all have the opportunity to make those magic moments -- for real -- every day.
You can make a kid laugh when she catches a glimpse of El Capitan through the tall pine trees. You can dance in the streets at the Festival in San Vicente in the Caribbean, or watch your grandmother's eyes light up when she opens the door and sees you brought her a Burrito Supreme with extra cheese. You can make out on the warm hood of a car in the desert beneath the Perseids meteor shower (when the falling stars come once every 30 seconds, and have the big long sparkling trails; it's coming up in August, don't miss it). You can stand up and say "I do" wearing a fancy outfit in front of gathered family and friends. There are enough Scottie dogs and sno cones and sunsets to go around, and you don't even have to use Kodak film, just put those images right into your memory.
(Yes, you saw it coming, this is the goofy gushy ending part.) So how do you deal with the challenge of working with your heroes? What you do, is put yourself on equal footing. You can do in real life what they do for a living. You can fashion those perfect moments in your own life, as well as imagining them on paper.
You can become your own hero!

37 PROPER TREATMENT
 Some things just make no sense. This is especially true if you work in Hollywood. No other business provides so many opportunities for the double-take, the jaw-drop, the stunned-into-silence look of disbelief. As your resolute reporter, it's often my task to provide descriptions of utterly senseless behavior.
It's tricky. Because to describe, one must first understand. Yet it is the nature of the senseless that no understanding can be reached, no clarity achieved. Still, I continue on, churning out words, trudging through the nonsense...
And so we come to the subject of treatments.
Writing treatments in Hollywood.
And already, we're lost.
I would like to tell you that up is down, right is wrong, good is bad, long is short -- but I can't, because that stuff makes sense.
I'm tempted to say, 'Writing treatments is like designing a film by hiring six million monkeys to tear out pages of an encyclopedia, then you put the pages through a paper-shredder, randomly grab whatever intact lines are left, sing them in Italian to a Spanish deaf-mute, and then make story decisions with the guy via conference call.' But no... compared to writing treatments, that makes sense, too.
There is no understanding. Only truth. And here's the big one:
You will write reams of treatments in your stay in Hollywood. And not a single word of any of them will be of any value to anyone. And still, you'll have to do them anyway.
I know that doesn't make sense. It never will. As I said, these days, short of understanding, we just go for truth.
So here's another:
There is no way to write an effective treatment... yet there are effective techniques that should be used to write them.
Nonsense, again, I know. But I suppose we ought to take a stab at this one. Why can't an effective treatment be written? Six reasons spring to mind:
 1. Your treatment won't get read.
Bad enough that an executive will take a meeting having not read the script, or having only skimmed the coverage. You would think that a seven-page treatment wouldn't be too much of a time imposition. But it will happen... as you endure a meeting where basic story points are not generally known, it suddenly hits you -- they didn't read what you sent them. Insult to injury: this does not mean that the very same executive who didn't read the first treatment will be at all shy about asking you to write another.
 2. Your treatment will be misinterpreted.
Often the biggest problem with a script is simply that it is not yet a movie. The screenplay is hard enough -- after all, you're expected to convey an experience that will eventually be created by hundreds of technicians, with spectacular effects, using trained actors and musicians, with the advantage of exciting locations and the professionalism that comes with tens of millions of dollars spent -- all with just a few black squiggles on white paper. It takes an imaginative, thoughtful reader to visualize a finished film from a screenplay -- that's a rare ability right there. To go one step removed again and try to get the same effect from a treatment -- oh, brother. That opens up even more room for misinterpretation -- and where there's room for misinterpretation, a vacuum will rush in (or something like that).
 3. Your treatment will be considered incomplete.
This one comes with a money-back guarantee. The main notes you'll receive on your treatment will reflect concern over the elements that aren't there.
If you focused on character, the plot will be deemed 'unclear.' If you focused on plot, the characterizations will be considered 'thin.' If you managed to get both character and story in there, there will be complaints about tone, or a lack of clear theme. (Remember, you've only got about seven pages.) If you try to include every little detail, you'll end up writing a twenty-page treatment that will be considered 'dense,' 'in need of simplification' and 'lacking in clever dialog, acting and cinematography.'
 4. Your treatment will be taken literally.
So they get the treatment, and panic sets in. This is the movie that they're going to make and release? Oh, no! You can talk to them all you like about 'filling out the story' in the writing and 'finding better solutions' as you move ahead and that much of it is 'placeholder in nature.' But when an exec sees something written down, they react like it's carved in stone. (Until it comes times to give their notes, of course.)
Often the treatment becomes a way to present your best ideas in the poorest possible forum. You give away all your reveals, your best plot turns, all of your surprises. It's a chance for them to say 'no' to solutions not because they're bad, but because they're not fully developed. To write a treatment is often an exercise in outlining the stuff that won't ever be in the movie. Do enough treatments, and there will be nothing left for you to write, because everything you like, all your first instincts, will be put off-limits.
 5. Your treatment will become a political weapon, and the writing process will be delayed.
Of course, all this wrangling over the story takes time. They will insist to you that they need the treatment because of imminent deadlines and terrible time constraints -- "Just let us see where you're headed." They'll always promise to not respond, but that promise goes out the window the minute they read it and all of a sudden "have some concerns." So you find yourself attending more meetings over what the next treatment will be. Which, of course, will delay the writing, delay the movie, and make it all the more imperative that the next treatment be done as quickly as possible, and the cycle begins anew.
(As an aside, this is exactly similar to a writer turning in 'pages.' Producers always say, "When can we see pages?" But if you give them the first part of the script, guess what, you'll be having a meeting to 'fix' that stuff before the rest of it is ever done.)
The worst version of the treatment delay effect comes when there are a number of producers and development execs involved, and they can't agree on the story amongst themselves. The treatment gives them a nearly irresistible opportunity to meddle -- and to jockey for position. The treatment -- along with the writer -- becomes a ping-pong ball, bouncing around until all the most plausible story solutions have rendered politically unacceptable by some camp. Meanwhile, the writer's enthusiasm is drained.
It does happen. Working on the animated feature ANTZ, co-screenwriter Todd Alcott executed and submitted 28 different treatments for the studio over a period of months. They would have kept asking for more, until the executive, Nina Jacobson, put a stop to it, and simply demanded that the writer be allowed to write.
 6. Your treatment will be understood, and approved.
So how is this a problem? It's not, really -- until you turn in the screenplay, and they react with total shock to what you've done with the story. Oh, it happens to follow the treatment exactly, of course, but you're not allowed to point that out to them. And that's the moment when you realize all the treatment writing was a real waste of time.
By the way, did we mention that you don't get paid for treatments? There are a few deals that pay a step upon turning in a treatment, but those are rare in the feature world.
Gee, I guess you can tell we don't like writing treatments. So why write them?
Because they ask.
And while the treatments themselves might not have much value, there is value in the act of writing them. It's all about reassurance. And building a relationship with the executive. They're in a tough place -- having to gamble on a writer, and waiting months to see if the gamble pays off. A treatment gives them some bit of hope, a scrap of paper to put into their file, something tangible to hold onto.
And I suppose treatments do offer some small insurance, to all involved -- if the writer is way, way off, it's probably better to know that sooner than later. In theory, the best case scenario, a treatment can allow you to 'skip a draft' and fix story problems without having to execute them in detailed screenplay form.

So let's pretend you're going to write a treatment, and pretend it will have some usefulness. And heck, no matter what, it's still a piece of writing with your name on it, so you're gonna want to do it as best as you can.
We'll start with definitions. (Keep in mind television has its own standards -- we're just talking film here.) These are my definitions, completely arbitrary, of course, but of course absolutely correct:
A "premise" is an idea for a story; the set-up or situation, with little or no story implied. Rarely written down to be presented.
A "log-line" is a bit more full. Written in one or two lines, you get the central situation, almost always a main character, a sense of tone, and an idea of where the story leads. Example:
 "A studio reader pulls a flawless spec script from the slushpile -- submitted by Shakespeare. She communicates with the idealistic Bard by e-mail as the script is shredded by the Hollywood studio system, and falls in love along the way."
The log-line is the sort of thing you'd put in a query letter; enough to intrigue, with the promise of more, and a sense of completeness. (Beware; a premise passed off as a log line is really just a bad log line.)
A "beat outline" is a sparsely-written list of scenes or events. Useful for production draft work, it's a quick way to visualize chunks of story, follow story logic, make changes, etc.
A "synopsis" can be one long paragraph, or several paragraphs; probably no more than a page-and-a-half in length; usually less, usually focused on plot. It's often a concise distillation of a story that exists in longer form, such as the synopsis of a script found in a coverage.
An "outline" or "story outline" is sometimes used interchangeably with synopsis -- but in fact they're almost always a bit longer, with more detail, more emphasis on character, tone, and theme, and not solely plot-driven.
And finally, a "treatment" is a full exploration of a story. Covers character, plot, setting, theme; clarifies the intent of the writer. Can contain character descriptions, a synopsis, or statements on theme and tone. Attempts to convey the filmgoing experience through to the story's end; may use bits of key dialog. Usually more than three pages; average is seven to twelve. My personal feeling is that when a treatment goes past 30 pages (and some can be 80 or more, and include sections of screenplay) a writer might just as well show the finished script. By design, I think, a treatment should be less detailed to read and write than the script, or what's the point? (This is a presentation note only -- I think it's a fine technique as a writer to simply let the treatment keep building until suddenly you have a script on your hands.)

Now, rather than make a list of margin sizes, font types, and layout designs, we're going to show by example. What we've done is cracked open the trunk, rummaged a bit, pulled out and dusted off three treatments from our past. These are, for the most part, early stabs at trying to lock down a story assignment. Each was written to a slightly different purpose, so each has a different layout, style, tone, etc. And we'll try to throw in a few tips along the way.

 TIP #1: USE HEADINGS PROJECT: GODZILLA [see orig. column for link]
Here's a trick: when you write out your story, use headings, like the chapter headings in a novel. This lets the executives skim -- they can read the story just by reading the headings, and skip the details: GODZILLA ON THE MOVE and GODZILLA CAPTURED are hard to misinterpret.
This particular 'treatment' is more of an outline, by design. It's a 'leave behind' document, the kind of thing you'd give the executive after a pitch. The headings correspond somewhat to the card headings on the pitch board. And it's written in shorthand form -- enough to be clear, to jog the memory, clear enough to claim the ideas you've presented in the pitch, but not so complete that you feel you have the full story by reading it alone. (For that, you have to invite the wr iters back. Hee, hee.)

TIP #2: DIVIDE IT UP PROJECT: SINBAD [see column for link]
This is perhaps our most common format. We divide up the treatment into sections -- concept, characterization, theme, tone, and story. This lets you put a spin on the story -- basically, talk intent, talk about what's cool about your approach. And it lets you fill up the treatment with stuff that executives can confidently not read.
As far as we know, this SINBAD project has never proceeded past the screenplay stage. Reportedly it's still in development at Disney.

TIP #3: USE PROSE STYLE PROJECT: THE MASK OF ZORRO [see orig. column for link]
We used to think studios wanted to see the behind-the-scenes, the story infrastructure, the secrets to the screenwriting trade. They don't. They want to be entertained, and they expect the treatment to do it.
One way to pull this off is to write in a prose style, try to offer a reading experience that tracks the emotions and feelings of the film-going experience. That's what we tried to do here -- just write the story, no interrruptions, no spin, no embellishments. Keep the length down and the pace up by using a sort of shorthand prose style.
For the record, "Palatino" is our favorite 'treatment' font -- it's somewhat formal, but still friendly (it also may be a Mac-only font). Here we tried to make the writing seem more 'workmanlike' and submitted the treatment in "Courier" (but we did go wild with the little section-division "Zapf Dingbats" Xs; we were trying to look old fashioned and flamboyant).
Interesting story note -- this incarnation of the ZORRO story has the 'Diego betrayal' solution. The problem that Diego has in the film is for Elena to learn the truth of her parentage. This version has a duena who knows the truth as well as Montero. Diego takes advantage of the romance between Alejandro and Elena, and gets Alejandro to claim to be Diego's son. This would make Alejandro and Elena brother and sister -- which motivates Elena's duena to tell her the truth, that Diego is her father, in an attempt to end the romance... which is exactly what Diego planned. This was dubbed by Spielberg to be a 'Rube Goldbergian plot device' and was subsequently scrapped. What should have gone in its place was Diego taking the map and blackmailing Montero to tell the truth, though that never quite made it into the movie.


We'll end with one final tip: if it's at all possible, try to proceed to the screenplay without writing a treatment at all.
Ted came up with how to do it. When they ask you to write a treatment, what you say is, "Sure, but... we're not quite certain of the format, exactly what you want to see... could you send us an example of a treatment you liked?"
This is a beautiful thing, because either they'll have to admit they've never seen a treatment they liked -- in which case, why should we be writing one? -- or they'll answer, "We'll check our files."
Forced, then, to confront their own nonsense, they'll never get back to you on it, and pretty soon you're commenced, and on your way doing what you should do, which is writing your screenplay. (Hee hee -- picture Bugs Bunny, crunching into a carrot, looking into the camera -- "I'm suuuch a stinker!")

38 BREAKING THE ICE
 Okay, we're gonna bring this column around to screenwriting in a second, promise, but first we're going to talk about flirting and dating and pairing off and stuff. That sounds like more fun, right? There's this marvelous exercise in the field of sociobiology I want to tell you about. It manages to mimic basic patterns of human courtship with just a few simple rules.
Here's what they did:
Twenty men and twenty women were put into a room. Each person was assigned a number from 1 to 20 -- but nobody knew what number they got. (Like the card game 'Indian poker,' where everyone raises a card at once and puts it on their forehead without looking at it.) So each person could see everyone else's number, but they had no idea about their own.
Then the participants were given a simple directive: pair up with the best number they could find: '1' was the most desirable, '2' was excellent... and '20,' well, that was the bottom of the barrel.
And they were given five minutes to do it.
What followed was a pattern similar to what goes on at every high school, college, singles bar, dance floor or meat-market style coed gym all across the country -- only much faster.
The folk with the highest ranking numbers (the ones, twos, threes) immediately started getting offers -- lots of offers. As clusters of attention, they fast became choosy, recognizing they must possess a valuable number and knew they could hold out for similar value.
The folk with the low-ranking numbers were pariahs, alone, avoided, running from person to person with no success. They quickly got the point. After being shunned by the fives and sixes of the world, they learned to give up on the glamour crowd, lower their expectations and go for double digits.
As time ran down, the pairing-off transpired in earnest. No one wanted to get caught alone, and better to take even a lowly eighteen or nineteen than end up with nothing.
At the final bell people had managed to connect with remarkable success, landing within one or two positions of their own rank. The point of the whole thing was to make the claim (through similarity of pattern) that humans matchmake in a similar manner. We judge each other to a very exacting degree, and imbue others with status through our behavior toward them, and self-assess according to feedback we're given.
Okay, here's where we bring it around to screenwriting.
People in Hollywood... they all think they've got big fat number ones stuck to their heads.
It's understandable. Just like in the experiment, Hollywood folk get crowded around all the time, beset with attention and offers and opportunities. It turns them picky, teaches them that they can afford to hold out and 'connect' with only the very best. Which means: they're looking for someone else sporting one of those big fat number ones.
And that would be -- you.
Now it's pretty important that you actually are a legitimate number one. I can't do much about that, but I can help you with this next part --
It's also important that you look like a number one. And that, in long roundabout fashion, brings us to the actual topic of the column, which is how to write a query letter.
 First question: do you even need to write a query letter? I know writers who say they've gone their whole careers without once writing a query letter to anyone. Real results, they say, come from phone calls and personal contacts. Then you send out the script with a simple cover letter, and get on with your life.
I will say this: these folk do have a point. Writing a query letter is almost always an act of futility.
But I will also say: so what?
Breaking into the film business is not a problem that resolves itself through a single answer or path. It's a problem that succumbs only to a process, a series of efforts taken over time. And the bitch of it is, you never know which is the right strategy until it pays off.
So you do everything. Whether the odds are with you are not. You do everything.
The trick is to not get obsessive about it. You write your queries, send them off and forget about them. You're too busy writing, rewriting, reading scripts, studying, going to seminars, and watching movies. Don't let yourself get caught up in thinking, "It's been six weeks since I wrote that company, why haven't they answered?" Similarly, if a company or agency does respond with a request to look at your script, it isn't some sudden validation of your talent. Send 'em the script, and again, forget about it.
The odds are against you, yes. And that's why you do it -- because the odds are against you.
 Second question: when do you send a query letter? How do you tell whether you're ready?
The answer is -- you're not.
I mean no disrespect by this. Sending out query letters too soon is something all writers seem doomed to do. Heck, even Ted and I sent out queries too soon, and we waited for over three years. Writers are an insecure lot; they crave validation, they crave feedback, they crave any shred of hope that will help sustain them in their madness. They're also an optimistic lot, and the combination causes query letters to rain onto Hollywood like ticker tape on V-Day.
You really should wait to send out letters until after you've studied and practiced for many years, are very familiar with the industry, and have a killer script completed, and a second one almost done.
I mention this just for the fun of it. I know you won't listen. Hey, we're only human, right?
 Okay. Caveats aside. You've got a screenplay and you've identified a production company or agency that accepts query letters. You're gonna send one. So let me help you avoid some common mistakes.
To continue our matchmaking analogy... writing a query letter is a bit like going out on a first date. Forget about trying to impress, your first goal is to just get through it without screwing up, and ruining any chances you might have for a second date.
Out of a hundred or so query letters I grabbed from our slushpile to do this column, I'd say only around 10 passed this 'first date' test. The rest made one or more of the following... I don't want call them "mistakes" or "errors," although some of them are just that. Let's just say they have 'flaws'... perhaps not horrible, but enough to make me nix the prospects of that long term relationship.
So here we go -- call it our TOP 20 MOST COMMON MISTAKES IN WRITING A QUERY LETTER:

 1. ODD PACKAGING
Transparent paper, handwritten pages with colored ink, drawings in a variety of media, four-color mock posters, we get it all. So many projects with weird packaging are bad, you just start to assume all projects with weird packaging are bad.
Here's where you get the real nutcase stuff. One guy cut out movie ads from his local paper, and circled the first or last name of anyone listed in the credits who had the same first or last name he did (he had a fairly common name). I guess his idea was that since other people with his name were successful, it proved that he would be successful, too. (Cue "Twilight Zone" theme.)

 2. FAKE NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS
You wouldn't think that we'd get enough of these for it to make its own category, but we do. The tip-off is always that the writers make the same spelling errors in the fake news story that they do in their query letters. ("Twilight Zone" theme continues.)

 3. GIFTS
So I go to my fax machine, and there's a hand-written faxed page that says, 'Go look outside.' I go outside to the patio, and there's a production company bag with a script in inside, and some gifts -- a T-shirt with the production company logo, coffee mugs, stuff like that. This was waaaaay too spooky for me, not a smart way to try to make a first impression.
Though I will admit the submission that arrived with a bottle of wine was nice (part of it was intended, I think, as a thank-you for the effort we put into this website). Still, gifts force a weird sense of responsibility on the receiver. Better to just let the material stand or fail on its own merits. (Okay, "Twilight Zone" theme ends.)

 4. WILD CLAIMS
Many writers claim that their script is destined to become the biggest box office hit of all time. But when ten letters arrive all making the same claim, even someone as slow as me is going to figure out -- waaaaaaait a second. They can't ALL end up as the highest grossing film of all time. Someone had to be LYING. And if one person was lying, then maybe all of them...
Hey, I'm all for confidence, but c'mon. Eventual box office success is the product of many factors: budget, direction, ad campaign, casting, release date, etc. If your screenplay tells a solid and compelling story, great, just say that. Don't overstate your case.

 5. 'THIS MEETS THAT'
Remember, this is still first date time, and sometimes just a pierced eyebrow or an annoying laugh is enough to put someone off. Like really odd 'this meets that' descriptions. Here's one we just got: "It's a buddy dramedy that explores the territory between IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE and THE BIG CHILL."
Silly me, I didn't realize there was ' territory' between those two films. Try as I might, I couldn't wrap my brain around the idea. Now I'm not saying that you shouldn't do 'this meets that' descriptions -- but I guess my advice is, if it obscures rather than clarifies, don't do it.
Another example we just got: "It's CATCHER IN THE RYE meets TRAINSPOTTING." Problem is, I haven't seen TRAINSPOTTING. I've heard it's good, but maybe one should reference examples that are more widely known?
Finally: "It's MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE meets CLUELESS." Actually, that one sounds bizarre enough, it's almost tempting. Almost.

 6. THE MYSTERIOUS 'ENTITLED' DISEASE
From a recent query:
 "I have recently completed a screenplay entitled RADICAL UNDERGROUND, a comedy-drama with an original plot and entertaining characters. After reading the Wordplay web site and getting an impression of your sense of humors, I believe you may enjoy reading the script."
Now, I don't know what it is about the word 'entitled' that puts me off. I know it's not really improper or anything... but I hate it. Simply say your script is 'called' something, or say that it's 'titled' something or just say it's 'something.' The word 'entitled' has a formal quality that rings odd to me in the context of a query letter... like the screenwriter took his script to the mountaintop, and there the writer was bestowed with a vision and the script was 'entitled' with a name...
And ever since I became aware of this peeve, I've noticed it's kind of a bellwether for me -- if the query letter uses the word 'entitled,' it almost always turns out that the submission as a whole is not very impressive.

 7. THE MYSTERIOUS CAPITALIZATION DISEASE
There's something about writing query letters that compels otherwise sensible writers to randomly capitalize words. Example:
 "My writing partner, Andy Worth, and I believe SAFETY ZONE is an Action-Adventure that will keep a Mainstream audience entertained for two hours."
I can almost see Capitalizing 'action-adventure,' because it is a Genre, but what possible justification could there be in Capitalizing the word 'mainstream'? Anyway, you get the Idea. Don't do it.

 8. TOO MUCH/TOO LITTLE
You can go to the Writer's Guild of America site and find some advice on the topic of query letters, and even a sample letter. But the example cited is overly plain and unadorned. It's basically: "Here's my screenplay. Let me know if you're interested. Thanks for your consideration."
That's a missed opportunity. Query letters are scrutinized for writing ability -- and if the writer has to play it that safe, it makes me wonder, what are they hiding? In other words, you can raise red flags by telling too little as well as too much.
One recent query sent to us offered this as a log line:
 "A compelling mystery full of twists and turns with a shocking surprise."
That was all. There's too little there to judge critically, true. But clearly way too little to intrigue, either.
On the other end of the scale are query letters that are too long. Some include long biographies (and ramblings) of their authors; others provide many-page treatments of their film ideas, rather than the preferred synopsis.
Here's the rule of thumb: one page for your query letter, 3-8 lines to describe your film idea. Can you get someone's interest with just two lines, or even one? Maybe. And sometimes, would a separate three-paragraph description be successful? Sure. But generally speaking, 3-8 lines is the norm, and that should be enough.

 9. TOO MANY STORY IDEAS
Here's the rule: one letter, one story idea.
Writers think they can increase their odds by offering variety, but it doesn't work that way. (One gentleman sent us a list of 30 film ideas, asking us to pick out the best one. All he succeeded in doing was convince us he didn't have a very clear idea for what makes a good story.)
The message you want to send is that you've got the next great thing. And that it must be seen. Immediately. Hard to believe you've got two 'next great things.'
One thing that Hollywood respects is passion. You can be convincingly passionate about one idea. If your passion is used to try to sell several ideas, it starts to feel like the passion is more about selling the product than the product itself.
Also: let's say you send out five story ideas to a production company, and they actually like one of them. Great, right? Sure, but that means they also don't like four others. Again -- the image you have to cultivate from the start is that you're the expert. You're the person who has the answers; you're the goose who lays the golden eggs; you're the great undiscovered talent whose laundry list is a five act masterpiece. Go with your best idea, and if they like it, you keep that myth alive. Go with your best idea and a list of bad ones, and you've fractured the myth.

 10. THE RECIPE QUERY
This is just an annoying cliche.
 "Start with a little (romance/humor/mystery). Throw in a little (betrayal/lust/suspicion)... then stir in some (puppies/aliens/whatever). Bake thoroughly, and you've got (a critical masterpiece/ cinema magic/the biggest grossing film of all time/etc.)."
Please. Don't pitch your film like it's a recipe. Hey, screenwriting may be formulaic, but you don't have to emphasize the fact.

 11. LACK OF RIGHTS
This is more of a strategy mistake than anything else, but it reveals itself in query letters. Writers will sometimes write in to say, "I'd love to do an adaptation of the old "steve Canyon" comic strip; can you tell me if the rights are available?"
Even if you don't own the rights to a property, at the very least, it's up to you to determine whether the rights are available. There is no magic to finding and acquiring rights -- it's exactly as difficult for us as it is for you. If the writer isn't willing to do some legwork, how good a job will they do on a script?

 12. LISTING FAILURES
Here's a tip: don't include a copy of a rejection letter from another production company with your query. The phrase, "It's well-written, but not for us" is not a ringing endorsement. And don't go into detail on how your last agent only made three phone calls on your behalf in the last two years. You might earn sympathy points, but no one's gonna read a script out of pity.

 13. ANIMATION IDEAS
We get variations of this quite often:
 "I love your website. I've read every column, and they're terrific. I've just completed an animation spec that I think you'll love..."
Of course, screenwriters who actually do read Wordplay know that we think animation specs are a waste of time. Yes, the business is changing, and perhaps there's a light visible beneath the closed door. But it ain't open yet.

 14. FIRST PERSON IN CHARACTER
 "Hello! My name is Mindy. I've been blind since birth, but that's not going to stop me from finding out who killed my loving husband. With the help of Rofl, my trusty golden retriever... "
Writing your letter from the point of view of one of your screenplay's characters shows spunk. As Lou Grant said on the "Mary Tyler Moore Show"... "I hate spunk."

 15. MULTIPLE SUBMISSIONS/IMPERSONAL SUBMISSIONS
The last line of a recent query letter --
 "If you are offended by multiple submissions, please excuse me. Because I sent this query to everybody and their brother."
There's nothing at all wrong with sending out multiple submissions. It's accepted, it's presumed, it's necessary. But there's no value in advertising the fact.
Of all the submissions we get, the blind-fax submissions receive the least attention. It's hard to get excited about something that's addressed 'to whom it may concern' and is getting spewed out all over town. We like to keep the illusion that we're being provided a unique opportunity to discover something. Even if it's not true.
When writing a query letter to a production company or agency, try to get someone's name. It might even work to make a call first, and ask, "Who in the company takes care of submissions?"

 16. TYPOS
They happen. They shouldn't. They're the query equivalent of dandruff on a first date. Read your letter out loud, read it backwards and upside down, read it over once more just before you slip it into the envelope. Have someone else read it. I guarantee you, the twentieth time you read it, you'll discover some big fat mistake sitting right there in the first line.

 17. CLICHE DESCRIPTIONS
 "The comic misadventures of... unspeakable appetites... a web of deceit... not what it seems... ancient and terrifying evil..."
A general rule: if it sounds like the lurid narration of a 1950s horror film trailer, forget it. Many queries fall into the trap of promoting the story instead of conveying the story. You tell us what happens; we'll decide if it's exciting, humorous, riveting, thrilling, or whatever.

 18. NO RELEASE FORM/NO SASE
They're a pain. They're a hassle. You have to include them.
For the record, I'm against those little cards that writers sometimes include, pre-stamped, to be check-marked and with a space for comments. To me, it presupposes failure. If you send a self-addressed stamped envelope, then there's always the chance we could be using it to write back a glowing letter. But the only reason to use those little cards is for a rejection.
Plus, there's usually two choices on the card: "I love it, send it," and "Sorry, not for us." But my feelings on a query rarely fall into those categories. I'm forced to either write out a comment, or checkmark something that's not exactly true. I'd rather send back our own response, even if it's a form letter; it's gonna be more accurate to our feelings.

 19. POOR CONTENT... AND GOOD CONTENT
When it comes down to it, no amount of top-notch presentation can hide a weak idea. The build-up can actually heighten the disappointment -- like a long wait in line for a ride that is quickly over. And nothing can kill a query letter faster than a really terrible title.
To be fair, I have to include here the fact that many query letters don't work through no fault of the writers -- they don't have bad content, they might actually have good content. A query can fail because:
a. it is misinterpreted. b. the production company has something similar. c. the production company is too busy to take on another project. d. the production company isn't interested in that kind of movie, no matter how good it is. e. a similar film just went into development.
In many cases, a company will never let you know the reason why they passed -- and it might not be because they thought the work was bad.

 20. QUESTIONABLE WRITING
All right, here it is. This one is last, in the place of honor. Perhaps the most common reason a query letter doesn't work is because the writing in the letter is of poor quality. A good query letter has a tone, a style -- I'll even go so far as to say, a 'voice.' It demonstrates that the writer is in command of their craft. A bad one...
Well, following are some excerpts that demonstrate the opposite: questionable writing ability. These are not examples of the worst writing we've received (not by far). They are, for the most part, insidiously okay. Not bad enough, perhaps, for the writers to catch that they did something wrong. But just off enough to absolutely undermine their efforts.
I'm not going to point out what I think is wrong with these. I leave that to you. If you don't see anything amiss, I advise you to look again, look a little closer --
 "I am an American screenwriter and having just returned from overseas, I am currently seeking potential interest in my work (as a member of the Arizona Screenwriters Guild, I am somewhat familiar with your company's Web site)."
 "I've had two scripts optioned and one nightmare agent and, as you already know, doing this from Miami is difficult at best. It's tough if you have an office on Sunset, let alone as a Florida news anchor."
 "Writing my little hands off since college, I've had a long and varied career following my comedic muse where ever it took me."
 "This is the concept behind my recently completed motion picture screenplay..."
 "I have recently completed another screenplay for a feature film and I am actively pursuing all avenues for submission. I was informed through various sources that you are highly reputable in accepting new material from writers."
 ("I develop his brothers Raymond and Gene to a lesser extent, mainly so I can kill 'em off for plot points.")
 "Written well before the recent 'Merlin' miniseries appeared on NBC (and featuring highly differentiated plot/characters), it's a seriocomic adventure based on the solid storytelling of ancient magical legends."
 "I attach herewith a synopsis of my spec screenplay 'Rush to Judgment', together with the necessary Submission Release Form, as downloaded from the Wordplay website."
 "And so there we are. We now have a fantastic script, available to the first Company who shares this story's unique vision for the screen. If you would be interested in a reading, please contact us."
Some folk might take issue with me here, that I'm being way too harsh, way too picky. I don't think so. Here's why.
It's all about subtext.
When I open a query letter, hey, let's face it, I already pretty much know the contents. It will be some variation of, "Hi, I'm a writer, would you please take a look at my project?"
So why open the letter if I already know what's inside? Well -- to judge the film idea, of course. Always looking for that next great filmic concept. And yes, that's crucial. That's part of it. But there's more to it than that. Going back to our matchmaking analogy, that's like going out on a date just looking to get laid. A great film idea is like great sex -- but we want more than that, don't we?
Beyond the great idea, we're looking for something else when we read a query. We're searching for something that isn't in the lines. (If it were there, it would be wrong.)
It's between the lines.
Again, call it tone, call it voice, call it heart, call it a professional approach. In a way, the lowly query letter does its job quite well. Because it often reveals the true nature of the person writing it. And, I'm afraid to say, the subtext of most letters -- including the excerpts above -- is:
 "I'm not ready for a screenwriting job just yet, you can safely ignore me for now, I'm not in command of my writing yet, please don't answer, it would be a waste of your time."
Whereas the subtext we most hope to find -- beyond that great film idea in the text, of course -- is:
 "Here I am. I'm serious. I'm capable. I'm talented. I know the business, and I'm ready to do this job."
So how in the world does a query letter manage to convey all that? To be warm, easygoing, straightforward, professional, funny, present the image of a person that we'd like to meet and work with, all while staying on topic, and be short, yet compelling?
Well, that's that other thing we were looking for in a query letter:
Great writing.


So. It's easy enough to criticize how it's done wrong. I also want to give an example of how it's done right. So here we're going to present three actual query letters we've received. A terrible one. One that's very average. And finally, one that actually worked -- that got us to send out a request to read the script. Let's call them the UGLY, the BAD, and the GOOD.

 THE UGLY: THE BELFAST CONNECTION [see orig. column for link]
This one we received by fax. Since it's my fax paper they're chewing through, and it came unsolicited, I don't feel bad about reprinting it here.
You can see it's all hard sell, all claims, precious little content. Note the screaming fonts, the rhetorical questions. It's an anonymous mailing, lacking any personal touch, loud yet bland... well, heck, you can count the mistakes yourself. This type of thing has no chance of doing a writer any good at all.

 THE BAD: R.E.M. [see orig. column for link]
Now, I'm only calling this letter bad in the sense that for me, it didn't succeed in doing its job. In truth this is quite an average letter -- very representative of the bulk of letters we receive.
And let me extend my sincere thanks to screenwriter John Swafford and his partner, JoAnne Seay, for agreeing to let us re-post this letter here -- knowing there would be criticism of it. It's a little like agreeing to be the 'before' photo in a weight loss ad.
But I do think it needs some fixes. Let's go through the lines I find questionable:
 "Therefore, we'd like to send it for your evaluation of Commercial Potential."
The word 'Therefore' I find to be a bit formal. And there's some capitalization weirdness going on. And it lands as a little stodgy to ask for an 'evaluation of commercial potential.' A few warning flags here, but not too bad.
 "Later, he wakes from sleepwalking to find himself standing over the dead body of GLORIA PRICE, his ex-wife and charged with her murder."
On first read, it seems like Gloria is both an ex-wife and charged with something. It's a small thing, but I shouldn't be reading a query letter and get the impulse to copy edit.
 "Can Psychiatrist DOCTOR LAUREL CANYON help Don regain his memory....before he's tried and executed for murder?"
Gimme a break on the character name. And what's with the four dots leading up to the word 'before'? Seems a little sloppy. And the tone of the line -- the rhetorical question -- lands as a bit paperback-novel lurid to me.
 "She takes the radical action of "breaking him out of jail" in order to find out whether Don is actually guilty, and if so: Is he responsible?"
I'm not certain why the phrase "breaking him out of jail" is in quotes. It seems to imply that she doesn't really break him out of jail, or breaks him out of the semblance of a jail, or maybe sneaks him out of jail for a day in the park. In any case, it doesn't strike me as a controlled bit of writing. I'm most apt to blame my confusion on their writing ability.
Finally, the letter concludes with the promise that the script will "keep audiences wondering what will happen next" which is not an entirely positive image. I'm allowed to picture an audience in confusion ('What the hell's going on here?') It might have been a better choice to say some version of, "Keep audiences asking what's coming next?"
Overall, the letter did convey the story, situations, tone and characters. But none of those elements stand out, and some writing choices I find questionable. It's a pass.

 THE GOOD: SUN DOGS [see orig. column for link]
And finally, here's a query letter that actually worked for us. Click on the above to read through it. And it's worth doing an analysis, line-by-line:
 "I have very much enjoyed reading your Follywood columns and would like to take you up on your kind offer to help promote a great script."
This is a good start. A clear declaration of intent. It's been personalized a bit -- the writer has read the Wordplay articles from back in the old days on America Online.
 "Sun Dogs is the true story of an American singer who survived the Bataan Death March, was forced into slave labor in Japan, and finally walked to freedom through the smoldering ruins of Nagasaki."
More clear, descriptive writing. The goods here are right up front. The title is pretty decent. It's intriguing that the story is about an American singer -- maybe there's an opportunity for music in the film, which is always a plus. The Bataan Death March is a compelling setting. And it sounds like he's come up with a unique point of view character for the entire Pacific war. All this using just a few words.
 "The script is based on Bernard FitzPatrick's book The Hike into the Sun (McFarland & Co., 1993) as well as extensive interviews with Mr. FitzPatrick, witnesses to the Death March, the co-pilot of the plane that dropped the Nagasaki bomb, and others."
Oh, it's based on a book. That's another plus. (And the book title sounds good, too, but I also see why it was changed.) We learn the writer has spoken with the author -- that shows some real passion. And the co-pilot of the plane who dropped the bomb? Wow.
 "All rights have been obtained."
Music to our ears. Another indication that this guy is serious, another indication of his passion.
 "This is not my first stab at writing. A previous screenplay -- OK but not great -- is currently under option by The Kaufman Company, Citadel Entertainment (HBO) and another screenplay was a finalist in the Writer's Film Project run by the Chesterfield Film Company."
A nice bit of humility here, with the 'OK but not great' line. Subtext: "I'm a nice guy. I'm not a nutcase." That subtext needs to be there, and he's found a good way to do it.
 "In addition, my short stories have won the American Fiction contest and the Hemingway Short Story contest, and have been published in magazines such as New Letters, Clockwatch Review, Field & Stream, and Playboy (the March 94 issue with Shannen Doherty on the cover)."
More impressive information -- and the reference to the Playboy cover is a welcome bit of humor. Hard to put humor in a query letter, but I think he's pulled it off here. (Okay, it's not hilarious or anything, but it does bring a smile the way he wrote it). It's a nice visual touch. It's good writing.
 "Sun Dogs is by far the best thing I have ever written. I would like to get it made -- and made as well as possible."
This is a nice way to show confidence. Not a claim that the script is the best script in the world, just the best thing he's ever done. The writer gets more points here for good, clear, confident concise writing.
 "In this spirit, I am searching for an agent to represent it. Any help you can give me would be very much appreciated."
A nice send off -- he's just someone who has a great idea and wants some help, any help, in bringing the idea to life.
Overall, there's a no-nonsense professional feel to this letter -- back to that 'voice' thing -- that not only conveys information, but shows that the writer can write. And start to finish, I found no red flags, no warning blips... in other words, I'm left with no easy excuses to ignore the request. So we contacted the author, and indeed were rewarded with an excellent, professional, compelling script.
Any small misstep, anything that creates even the tiniest hint of suspicion, and you'll be writhing in pepper-sprayed pain.


All right, as we wind down, a few caveats:
-- Please don't get the impression we're looking for more query letters. Our slightly open door has been blocked by a snowdrift of mail. We're months behind on answering some letters. We're not a big production company, we don't have the staff to deal with submissions, and we're full-up with projects. The official lines is, "We are not seeking submissions." This doesn't mean we won't look at them, but we can only do so on our own terms.
-- Despite how it might seem, I don't enjoy being critical. I understand that when people write to submit their ideas, their efforts are genuine, and that's a thing worthy of respect. These letters represent people's hopes. I might bash the letters, but never the hope behind them.
Okay.
To wrap up things up, let's go back to our dating/query letter analogy.
Picture Hollywood as a crowded singles bar.
Beautiful people sip and chat.
Jazz music weaves through the smoke.
Everybody seems to know everyone, and no one will give you the time of day.
Suddenly, there she is --
Your industry contact. Stunningly beautiful, permanently backlit, smiling with a kind of inner amusement, a smartly-dressed professional woman unwinding a bit before a big appellate court argument in the morning. And she's got great hair. (Okay, so we're working from a kinda guy point of view, here, stay with me.)
She's desirable and sexy and unapproachable. Still, a large group of handsome 'number ones' crowd around her, circling with hope. Somehow, someway, you've got to get her attention.
Sounds tough, right?
And that's what it's like to try to make a contact in Hollywood, right?
Not yet.
Because in truth, your Hollywood contact is too busy to sit around in some singles bar looking pretty. Like all truly great women, she's got better things to do.
So let's give her a boyfriend -- meaning she's involved, not interested, not looking to meet anyone ('busy with other projects'). And let's have her outside hurrying to her car, dragging her briefcase and juggling folders, on her way to that court ('a film in production').
She's late.
Oh, and it's a dark alley.
And you're unshaven, wild-eyed, and look basically like an ax-murderer.
Okay. Now we're getting there.
And did I mention that in the alley with you are about a thousand other scary-looking folk, one or two of whom are, in fact, carrying big sharp axes?
Somehow you've got to step forward under these circumstances and wrangle a date. You know every movement you make, every word you say will be scrutinized. Any small misstep, anything that creates even the tiniest hint of suspicion, and you'll be writhing in pepper-sprayed pain.
And that, I maintain, is how people in the film business read query letters.
Dress accordingly.

39 COVER ME
 Picture this: in a Twilight Zone-irony-seeped blast, you wake up tomorrow and find yourself wearing a pressed shirt and driving a leased BMW into a reserved parking spot, on your way to your job as Vice President of Creative Affairs for a major Hollywood studio.
You've got trades to read, cappuccino to drink, calls to answer, and a strategy meeting that starts at 10:00. And fires to put out -- your carefully orchestrated meeting between a big director and name actor didn't happen when the actor inexplicably didn't show (there goes $2000 in first class air fare). You've got a flickering-green-light-project, three actors taking baby steps toward it, but each only willing to commit if one of the others commits first.
Amid all this, you've got a pile of new script submissions to deal with.
Ah, but luckily, you've got a top-notch development staff working for you. Bright folk whose job it is to screen material, tracking down scripts and books and magazines and whatever else that could prove fodder for a feature film. They either personally write up coverages (a synopsis of the material with their comments) or hire trusted readers to do the job. Five newly-submitted feature screenplays have been handled this way, and the coverages are right now sitting on your desk.
You've got about 30 minutes to scan through these. They're all 'naked specs' (no elements attached) and are all written by first-time, unknown writers. And let's say you've only got the time, resources and inclination to pursue just one of them.
Which would you choose?
 PROJECT A: "Structurally it is strong and inventive, writing style is concise yet vibrant, the characters are just complex enough to relate to, and the story itself leads the reader on a wonderful trip through laughter and compassion."
 PROJECT B: "Competently-rendered but unoriginal comedy is unraveled by the mis-drawn arc of the lead character and an unmotivating love story... It leads one to wonder if this script was written out of a deeply felt desire to delight and instruct, or just another cynical yearning to wrench dollars from young movie-goers."
 PROJECT C: "This frequently charming, glibly written, and humorously sophisticated fantasy comedy, with its likable characters, amusing and inventively executed premise, [and] crisp, funny dialogue, is well worth considering for feature development."
 PROJECT D: "Well-written, original in spots, definitely something different for the marketplace."
 PROJECT E: "The script is so likable that we'll allow the storytellers some creative license. The overall tone is warm, fun, and sentimental, and along the way we get to visit cockroaches, rats, cats and dogs, celebrate racing, altruism, and Elvis. This screenplay manages to lap the field."
 All right, now we go for the big reveal -- which perhaps you saw coming a mile off. The above comments are in fact from actual, different coverages -- but all based on the same script.
Yup, honest.
To be clear -- the excerpts above are not part of some made-up example. No way -- where's the fun in that? They're all pulled from actual coverages, beg, borrowed or stolen from various studios, agencies and production companies around town, and all regarding a single screenplay.
One of the more popular features of this site is that we're willing to publish actual examples of stuff. Sure, most writers know that their work will undergo 'coverage.' But I think it's valuable for a writer just starting out to read a few real coverages, even from another script... to learn how coverage writers tend to think... sort of a 'know thy enemy' thing.
All identifying names in the coverages have been X'd out. (We got permission from some of the authors, but not all -- some we don't even know their names. It's a risk, but I'm hoping the coverage writers won't mind their work being printed here, anonymously, in the spirit of teaching and learning. If they do protest, of course, the offending coverage will be pulled right quick.).
But barring that, our plan is to provide you with five full length, relatively current, honest-to-God real world coverages.
Cool, huh?
But wait -- there's more! Along the way, we're going to tell you a story, too: the tale of one screenwriter's quest to break into the business, and our attempt to help him storm the hill. The project in question is called INSTANT KARMA, and the screenwriter, Paul Hernandez, has graciously agreed to play guinea pig for this column.
As we go through, we'll also take time out to discuss a few hot topics as they come up. And who knows? The story might even have a happy ending.
Lots to do. Let's go --
 *****
 Once Upon a Time... for me the story begins with Shelly Carney, our beloved guardian of the gate, saying I should listen to a pitch from some crazy DreamWorks production assistant. This was back when we had an overall deal at the studio with offices at DreamWorks. Paul Hernandez worked in the building, an aspiring screenwriter; he came by and pitched Shelly a story, hoping we'd be interested in producing it.
Shelly is like most development folk; she won't bother her boss (that's me!) with anything unless she truly believes in it. So I figure if Shelly liked it enough to recommend it, it was worth a listen --
DING!DING!DING!DING!DING!
Whoops, already, the 'hot topic' bell is ringing. I know what you're thinking -- "Oh, so you have to live in LA and work at a studio in order to get your screenplay read and noticed."
This is both true and not true. Yes, when Paul was twenty-four, he moved from Houston, Texas to Los Angeles to pursue his film career. He worked in a bookstore, as a stand-up comedian, and a production assistant. When an opening came up at DreamWorks, he specifically chose to work in the animation building "because that's where the writers were" and writers were the people he wanted to meet.
On the other hand, if Paul had written a basic query letter, I'd like to think we'd have been equally adept at spotting the film idea as something we liked. You never know what strategy will pay off until it does. On the other other hand, if Paul had restricted himself to writing a letter, he wouldn't have had the opportunity to present his story in person, and that might have made the difference. But I'm getting ahead of myself.
So Paul hits the office like the outrageous, crude, chubby, opinionated Mexican that he is (this is his own description) and pitches a couple stories. One is about a guy who has an out-of-body experience, goes to Heaven, reincarnates as a series of animals back on earth trying to get back to his body. It's called ESCAPE FROM HEAVEN.
So we say, "Thank you, we'll think about it."
Two days later, in the shower, I get it.
It's a story about karma, about how if you do bad things in this life, you'll come back as a bug in the next life. This is that universal idea that everyone knows about, but hasn't been done as a movie yet. And with the conceit of the body still being alive, it's a perfect opportunity to externalize the character's inward journey, a filmic way to see someone work through their flaws -- we watch him evolve up through the food chain, doing good deeds, until he's 'earned' his right to get back to his own body.
I decide this is one of the most brilliant movie set-ups of all time.
(Now, did I read all that into the story, or did I finally just clue into what Paul was pitching? You can guess his opinion.)
So we call Paul back in to a meeting and we offer him $30,000.00 to buy his idea from him, right there. (You can tell how much I liked this concept, and what value I put on a good filmic premise.) At the same time, we tell Paul that there is no way he should accept the offer. He's got a great idea, he should keep control of it, and use it to start his screenwriting career. He should attach Ted and I as producers, let us help him work on the script, and then use our contacts to submit it as a spec screenplay --
DING!DING!DING!DI--
Yep, there's that hot topic bell again, ringing like mad.
The first issue the attentive writer will note is that up to this point, we've not read anything from Paul as a writing sample. My controversial position: Paul's writing ability wasn't important at this point. What mattered were his story sensibilities, his instincts, his sense of humor, his willingness to collaborate -- all of which were evident in conversations during meetings. Writing style was something we could teach, if need be; if his writing was great, no problem; if it was rough, we could work with him, and between the three of us, we could edit our way to an excellent script.
The next thing the reader will notice is our advice amounted to the evil 'free option' or 'write on spec without pay' offer. And this is something anybody in their right mind would advise against, and any writer would avoid.
Paul had to decide whether our contacts, and our creative involvement in his script, was of enough value to attach us as producers... or whether -- secure in the knowledge that he had a marketable idea -- he would do just as well writing the script on his own. (The option of pitching the story around town to set up a development deal was not viable at this point, as Paul did not have a sample script that was finished and ready to show.)
Or, he could just take the money we offered, and run.
Paul chose to work with us on the script.
We got to be attached as producers, he got a couple of professional screenwriters to work with him one-on-one, and help in the writing of his first feature screenplay.
So we start structuring out the script; designing characters and themes and setpieces and all that.
This, perhaps, is a good place to pause, and throw in the first coverage*, to give you an idea of what Paul came up with. This is a typical sort of 'low end' coverage, commissioned for $50.00 by a production company, from a freelance college student-type reader...
SAMPLE COVERAGE #1: READER [see orig. column for link]
 In developing the project, one of my first comments to Paul was that he should cut the visit to Heaven from the story. (This is a little hard, of course, in a script titled ESCAPE FROM HEAVEN.) My feeling was that there was no way you could actually show Heaven, and not leave people feeling somehow dissatisfied (this well before WHAT DREAMS MAY COME made its own valiant attempt). Most films that deal with Heaven cheat their way past the problem by offering a way-station, or just one character's version of Heaven, etc.
Paul was insistent -- the story had to include Heaven, it was central to his vision of the movie. He relished the challenge of writing Heaven. My feeling about first drafts is that it's absolutely the writer's draft, and they get to do it their way... there'll be enough people trying to change things down the road, the writer has to have at least one draft that is purely theirs. So the title stayed ESCAPE FROM HEAVEN, and Heaven remained as an important location of the film.
So a few weeks away from Paul's first draft being completed, Ted and I get invited to a big gang animation concept meeting at DreamWorks.
This was a gathering called by Jeffrey Katzenberg to discuss upcoming animated features, and present new ideas. Picture about fifty people in the main storyboard room, heavyweights in the animation field -- Jeffrey, the producers and directors of PRINCE OF EGYPT, ROAD TO EL DORADO, ANTZ; storyboard artists, animators; Walter Parkes and Laurie McDonald, development folk in the animation field, and on the feature side of DreamWorks, etc.
So various ideas are tossed about. And then a movie outline from Chris and Paul Weitz (writers on ANTZ who went on to direct AMERICAN PIE) was presented. I want to be mindful of not giving away too much of their storyline here, so I'll just say that it was set in India, and starred a rat who was obsessed with his karma.
Listening to the story, I caught my breath. One is always concerned that someone else will beat you to market with your great project. And this was dangerously close. But luckily, one thing that the Weitz' story didn't have was the unique idea of following a character on their journey away from human, into various animals. I let out my breath.
And then Walter Parkes pipes up:
"You know the way to tell that story," he says, "Is tell it from the point of view of a human character, and then you follow him after he dies, into his reincarnated as a rat."
DING!DING!DING!DING!
Dang! I cursed to myself. This time, the bell is ringing on the hot topic of 'parallel development.' I'll tell you this: parallel development is real. In this case, I saw it happen before my very eyes.
I sat there, my mind racing. What to do?
I stood up.
Here was the problem, as I saw it. The concept really was a great concept for a movie. I could see Walter falling in love with it, putting it quickly into development, hiring a writer, making an announcement, and thus 'claiming' the idea for DreamWorks. Even if we presented Paul's finished screenplay to him a few weeks later, it would feel like we got the idea from this meeting. And the other project would already be in place.
Perhaps it was just me being a bundle of unfounded fears, but my decision in the moment was to take action. No place for the timid. So even though it was a roomful of people and I'm no great pitch artist, I stand there, and start talking. I told Walter that we were about to submit a script to him that explored his exact premise, and then I described it -- a guy has an out-of-body experience, and works his way through various animals, fixing his karma, trying to get back to his body. It was a desperate attempt to claim the concept -- or at least point out that Paul was there first.
So Walter says it sounds good, and asks to read the script when it's done. Then, surprise -- Katzenberg asks to get a copy too, to see if the idea might be good for animation.
Later we tell Paul he has two of the top names at DreamWorks waiting to read his script -- so finish already. He redoubles his efforts and finally makes it to THE END. And it's pretty good. He even makes the Heaven stuff work -- creating a Guardian Angel who is a sweet little girl, and he writes a great scene where God turns out to be a bunch of kids playing with crayons. We make some editing suggestions, get the script in shape, and have a few people read it -- most notably our William Morris agent, Dodie Gold.
She loves it.
This is a big deal, because Dodie's a pretty good judge of material. She promised to recommend Paul to other agents at William Morris. Plus, the coverage done by William Morris was very complementary -- another independent validation that we had a good thing going.
Here we'll pause again. As an example of the kind of positive coverage the screenplay received at William Morris, here's a second coverage of the script, that is also from a big Hollywood literary agency...
SAMPLE COVERAGE #2: AGENCY [see orig. column for link]
 So now we come to a decision point -- and that annoying bell is about to go off again, so I'm just going to smash the little sucker, and ask:
How does one market a screenplay to the industry? (This is a topic worthy of its own column -- for extensive discussion, check out the message board archives.) The short version: our advice was to go ahead and let DreamWorks have a first, exclusive, look. One could argue that this lessens the possibility of a 'bidding war' scenario, which is the hope of every spec script that hits the market, and that a better strategy would be to 'go wide.'
On the other hand --
-- we had a very good relationship with the studio, having worked with them on MEN IN BLACK, having just finished SMALL SOLDIERS, and with MASK OF ZORRO still in theaters.
-- some top folk (Katzenberg and Parkes) were already pre-sold on the idea... and there was evidence that Walter would be predisposed to liking the project, since he essentially had the exact same idea at that meeting. Better to pitch to the top, rather than try to work your way up.
-- and finally, it's up to the agent to get a good sell price on a script that doesn't go wide; that idea of the pre-emptive bid. Essentially, the studio pays to take the property off the table, and the agent makes 'em pay as much as possible for the privilege.
In the end, it was Paul's decision to make, and he decided to go to DreamWorks first. So we submitted the screenplay to DreamWorks through development exec Jason Hoffs.
Good news: Jason raves about it, and wants to immediately send it on to Walter. (This is nice to hear; so far, everyone who's read the script has been highly enthusiastic.)
More good news: the DreamWorks coverage is very positive as well. And so we'll pause here again, on this note of promise, for our example of 'big studio' coverage. This, similar to the DreamWorks coverage, is quite positive, yet it's from a studio that eventually passed on the script...
SAMPLE COVERAGE #3: STUDIO [see orig. column for link]
 So what happens? Cue drum-roll. And then cue the letdown. Walter passes on the project, Jeffrey passes on the idea. Jason Hoffs offers a thought: "Maybe there's a version of this story where you don't go to Heaven, where the guy just wakes up and finds himself in the body of an animal, and has to spend a good part of the movie figuring things out."
A sensible comment, actually. We ignore it.
Armed with so much positive response, our next step is to 'go wide' as they say, and submit the script, through William Morris, to various buyers.
Copies are printed, and the big submission day comes. Calls are made, and we pitch over the phone to folk we know personally, development people and heads of studios; delivery vans race through traffic and the script hits the town.
It seems to be a can't miss deal. Great concept, great coverages from various places, and Ted and I are in the middle of the hottest summer as writers we're likely to have, with an unprecedented four movie credits. Everyone wants to be in business with us. The script is natural for special effects, but doesn't depend on them; it's a genuinely funny comedy.
And everybody passes.
Everybody.
Paramount's pass was the funniest... "This is, without a doubt, the strangest script we've seen this year. Too weird for us."
Since were at a low point here, we'll throw out yet another coverage. This is the only bad coverage we were able to find -- commissioned by a production company, and very well-written; the coverage writer is a former studio executive...
SAMPLE COVERAGE #4: EXECUTIVE [see orig. column for link]
 So what next? Well, in the course of a week, the script has magically transformed from possible hot spec screenplay to likely writing sample. There are still places to go over the next few weeks; second choices, and they all pass as well. Still, the screenplay should be quite useful in landing Paul an agent. (Dodie, our agent, is soon to retire, so she's limited to recommending it to others.) So the screenplay gets sent out as a writing sample.
Every agent, everywhere, passes on representing Paul (lesson learned: it's really, really hard to get an agent.)
Paul does get some positive response, and goes on quite a few writing assignment pitches, but not much comes of that -- in any case, he's working on his next project, a film he hopes to direct. At this point, we do something we never thought we'd have to do (presuming the script would sell) -- which is pay Paul an option fee to continue be attached to the project as producers. This was part of our original deal, in the case of the script not selling (no writer should work for free).
What next?
Well, there were plenty of places interested in working with Ted and I, even as producers -- and we loved this concept. One possibility was to set up the project based on the concept alone, and re-develop it, rewrite it as an assignment. With this in mind, we pitch to Innerscope. Interest, but no sale. We go back, and with Jason Hoffs' support, pitch to DreamWorks. Interest, but no sale.
This is getting weird. What should be a no-brainer, obviously great idea for a film, is being overlooked by everyone. (Lesson learned: it's really hard to set up a deal. Corollary: Ted and I were not as powerful in this business as we thought we were.)
Then, a weird thing happens. A copy of the screenplay has somehow made its way to Germany, through William Morris's London office. Representatives from the German television company ProSieben call, and simply rave about the script.
This is the kind of call we had expected to get from somewhere, the kind of stuff every writer would love to hear. They love it. How can it be a first draft by a first time writer? It's charming, it's funny, it's affecting, it's unique. A gem from out of the slushpile, they can't believe it's so good, and they can't believe it's still available. ProSieben doesn't often fund feature films, but this is one that they believe in, they will find a way to do it. They show some real interest when they say 'We'll have business affairs get in touch."
Near the same time, Jason Hoffs, still the believer, talks the project up to the nice folk at Image Movers (a production company helmed by Robert Zemeckis and Jack Rapke). Image Movers has a distribution deal with DreamWorks, and the authority to green light a certain number of movies. We get a call.
It turns out that Image Movers has a once a month 'regret' meeting, where the question is asked -- is there anything we passed on recently that we regret not buying? And for many months running, the consensus choice was Paul's screenplay, ESCAPE FROM HEAVEN. Chalk one up for the power of the memorable, filmic idea. The screenplay wasn't just another murder mystery; I'm convinced that it was the compelling nature of the concept that helped keep it in their minds. So Jack Rapke finally agrees to pursue it.
We meet with them, and the first thing we say is, "We're willing to re-think the project, without Heaven."
Bingo. Heads nod. That's all they needed to hear. (Remember Jason Hoffs' first impression? The Image Mover folk had the same feeling -- they preferred a sort of existential version of the concept, following the lead straight into a reincarnation.)
This gave Paul a choice to make -- rewrite, redevelop the script with Image Movers involvement (under a development deal), or accept a possible offer from ProSieben on the existing script?
Paul picked Image Movers.
A deal was negotiated, a brand new story designed, pitched, outlined, and approved. (One of the reasons it should be all right for us to post these coverages is that they reveal very little, if any, of the new story developed with Image Movers.) So, Paul heads back to the typewriter, back to work -- only this time, he's a member of the WGA.
Now, strangely -- if you can believe it, and it's a little disheartening -- even after all this, Paul still doesn't have an agent willing to represent him. Even with a deal at Image Movers, even with producers and execs recommending his work, even with great coverages, he still got nothing but a bunch of passes. (Lesson learned: I guess it can be really, really, really hard to get an agent these days.)
At this point, we'll throw out our last coverage -- this is just your basic, average, production company-style coverage, quite positive in its own way...
SAMPLE COVERAGE #5: PRODCO [see orig. column for link]
 So here we stand, with the revised screenplay (now titled INSTANT KARMA) just turned in to Image Movers, and we're waiting for their response. Paul did a fantastic job re-imagining the story. We think it's even better than the first version, a perfect gem of a movie.
Is there a happy ending in store? Future Reader, you will have to tell me. I'm finishing this column today, and don't plan on revising it. As the years go on, perhaps no film will arise from all this effort. (Or perhaps someone else will beat us to the high-concept punch. In the trades recently, there was a project announced called BOB THE WORM, where a guy who is a jerk to his girlfriend dies, and is reincarnated as a worm. And over at Warner Bros. there's something in development titled, of all things, INSTANT KARMA -- wonder what that one's about?)
When all is said and done, this could just be a case where some money changed hands, some good work was done, and nothing came of it. And that would be sad.
Or --
In a few years, a film just might hit the theaters with Paul's name on it, and it might be called something like INSTANT KARMA. It might even still be good, and the WGA might see fit to award him credit on it. If that happens, then you, sitting there reading this column, shall know better than I, whether we managed to navigate these dangerous waters, make our way home, and find that happy ending.
And heck, while we're fantasizing, who knows, Paul could even end up with an Academy Award nomination out of the whole thing. And then, after that, maybe -- just maybe, if he's lucky -- maybe then... he'll even get signed by an agent!
And live happily ever after, of course.

 *Notes: The key to the project/coverages mentioned at the beginning of this column is -- A: Reader; B: Executive; C: Studio; D: Agency; E: Prodco. For more info about coverages, see Column #5: Death to Readers

40 THE OFF-SCREEN MOVIE
 So I'm writing to you today from seat 34B on United Airlines Flight 482 to Hawaii.
Usually you can't use your computer while a plane is still on the airfield, but a funny thing happened to me on my way into the wild blue. Our plane taxies out to the runway. The seat backs are forward and the tray tables, like good Republicans, are locked in their upright positions. And right where you usually get that frighteningly gentle push back into your seat (along with that always-louder-than-you-expect engine howl) instead, the plane taxies forward a bit and comes to a disappointing stop.
The Captain's voice speaks over the intercom: "Folks, FAA regulations require that we actually have both engines running before take-off. We're having some trouble getting the right engine started, so we're going to head back to the gate and have a look-see."
He makes it sound like nothing more troublesome than a loose spark plug cable. But I know better. I'm gonna be sittin' here with a good amount of time on my hands. The guy on my right has a cell-phone plastered to his ear. The woman to my left is set; she's on page one of a Dean Koontz novel.
Me, I shall attempt to write an entire new Wordplay column.
Let's give it a try.
 *****
 Director Jan De Bont was the first person Ted and I heard talk about the idea of 'the off-screen movie.' We were working page-by-page through our GODZILLA script (the good one, I daresay; not the one that was eventually filmed) and Jan was very focused on which scenes could be left off-screen, which could be trimmed down, and which scenes had to be shot. He was hyper-aware of distances to be traveled during cutaways, what people might figure out in the time they had, what actions they could take while other scenes were going on, etc.
At the time I put it down to the natural way a director would analyze a script -- breaking it down for production, trying to save money by shooting only what was necessary. I knew the general rule of 'Enter a scene as late as possible, leave it as early as possible.' What Jan was doing seemed like a logical way to keep interest in the story -- cut out the dull parts, and leave only the good stuff to be seen.
That's true, as far as it goes. But there's more to the off-screen movie than that.
A lot more.
I didn't figure it out until years later. It hit me in the middle of watching the network premiere of SCHINDLER'S LIST on NBC... when I had a true, honest-to-God insight.
Really. One of those flashes where your brain struggles to have several thoughts all at once --
"Wow!"
"Geez, that's so simple!"
"You stupid fool, why didn't you see that before?"
"Hey, that's clever! That really works!"
And of course --
"Uh-oh, what if this has been obvious all along to everyone else but me?"
Okay, I'm gonna paint the full picture for you, so you can see how this all came about.
There's me, at home, lying on the bed, avoiding writing, flipping channels. I'm watching a little Sony wedged into a wicker shelf filled with clothes (I hate dressers). The picture is fuzzy from a bad cable connection, but since I've siphoned off an extra line to go up into the treehouse, I'm too embarrassed to ask the cable guy to come out and fix it. So I'm squinting at the screen, and I flip across SCHINDLER'S LIST.
I immediately get sucked in. (Ted tells me that at a party once, he and Harlan Ellison came to the conclusion that the definition of a great movie is one where you have to watch it through to the end, no matter where you come in. SCHINDLER'S LIST certainly qualifies on that count.)
On any count. I'm watching the movie and marveling at how damn great it is. In particular, how it seems to fly by so quickly. Great movies have that quality, they can be three hours long and you don't even notice, while a bad hour-and-a-half film can stretch into eternity. (How long a minute is depends on which side of the bathroom door you're on, and the caliber of movie you're watching.)
So I'm marveling at how it's just zipping by, and then I come to the 'hinge' scene.
If you know the movie, perhaps you recall the scene. One of Schindler's workers is ordered by a Nazi to make a hinge. The scene is full of tension as the worker goes through the step-by-step process of actually making a finished hinge, while the Nazi times him with a watch. The guy actually creates a hinge on screen in what I believe is one unbroken shot, no cuts. He's shaking a little, and sweats a little, but overall, the worker is quick, efficient, and impressive. The longer the shot goes on, the more worried we are that he will fumble, but he does not. We're allowed a moment of relief when the hinge is done and presented to the Nazi in (what seems to us) record time.
And then we find out the deck was stacked. It didn't matter how fast or efficiently the guy worked -- the Nazi was going to nail him on why he had so few hinges made, if he's so efficient and has been at his station all day. The faster the guy worked, in fact, the more he was tightening the noose around his own neck.
So the Nazi takes the hapless worker outside to assassinate him, and another chilling scene follows where the Nazi's gun jams.
From a storytelling point of view, I was transfixed with the hinge scene. Amazed at the decision to not cut away, or compress the time it took for the guy to actually physically make a hinge. (Which, in and of itself, is rather boring. Press this, turn that, tap this, etc.)
In the back of my mind, I was also musing on a recent story meeting we had with Walter Parkes and Laurie McDonald, executives at DreamWorks, regarding the sequel to THE MASK OF ZORRO. Walter had pitched a scene where Alejandro returns from a trip abroad to find a wanted poster with Zorro's name on it -- wanted for murder. According to him, that was a scene that has 'juice' and helps propel the story forward. He was right, it did. And I reflected on how often Walter as a storyteller was concerned with momentum --
-- and what an elusive quality that is in a story.
Nobody ever talks about momentum. A film either builds momentum, or flags, but why? Could momentum be designed into a film? There's the usual thing, make sure you have great story content, but was there anything else?
Back to the hinge scene. Press this, turn that, pound a little, etc. Certainly the context of the scene gave it incredible drama, but I couldn't help but notice, here was a whole film of such scenes, many intimate moments, even 'slow' moments, and yet it had pace and momentum in spades. I couldn't help but feel I was missing something --
And that's when it hit.
Boom.
That flash of understanding.
An idea at once simple, yet huge.
One of those things that is probably second nature to talented folks, great storytellers, but the rest of us have to figure out --
Jan DeBont and his off-screen movie --
Walter Parkes and his worries about momentum --
SCHINDLER'S LIST with its incredible pace --
Here's the idea: it's the off-screen movie, the scenes of the story you don't see that create momentum in the scenes you do see.
In SCHINDLER'S LIST, there's a war going on. That's the key. While watching any scene -- like the hinge scene -- we're subconsciously aware that, off-screen, there's also an incredible amount of stuff happening all over the world. A ongoing war, battles being fought, commanders making decisions, heads of state conferring, masses of people suffering. So much is happening, like the characters in the film, we can barely keep track of it all.
So when we come to any scene in SCHINDLER'S LIST, we're always off balance, always playing catch-up. Always trying to figure out what's just happened, and how it's going to affect what happens next. In that hinge-making scene, we don't really know the worker, the Nazis, their agenda, or what the stakes are. How has the world shifted this time? What are the new policies? Has something changed somewhere, a new edict or directive that is going to affect this poor guy's life? That's part of why we watch with rapt attention, just like --
-- just like at the start of a movie.
Aha! (As Danny DeVito says in a classic scene from "Taxi," bouncing across the room and pointing: aha! aha! aha! aha! AHA!)
Why do most movies start with a bang, start off with great momentum? (As Ted says, it's easy to invent a great first ten pages.) Because -- there's been a whole world of stuff that has just happened off-screen (there's that phrase again) right before FADE UP. We're playing catch-up to the story in progress, and that's almost always interesting.
What SCHINDLER'S LIST does throughout is keep giving us FADE UP, in a sense, over and over. It didn't have just one FADE UP at the start; throughout the picture, we were starting little films, with the same lack of knowledge, lack of firm footing of what has just happened off-screen, as we do at the start of a movie.
And thus, out of the unknown, out of so much happening that we don't know and want to learn, momentum is created.
Let me pause here a moment, and blink, and let that dazzle of insight fade from my brain. (Hey, perhaps this is all nothing to you, it's obvious, but the thought hit me like a ton of bricks.)

 Oops. Speaking of momentum, I'm about to destroy it here. The nice flight attendant is telling us to shut off our laptops. Looks like the engine is fixed and ready to go; it's only been a little over an hour. Time to prepare for my 20 seconds of terror.
See, I'm quite petrified of air travel. Ted maintains that it's because I'm a control freak, and I can't handle my fate being in someone else's hands. I maintain it's because I don't want to painfully burn in a fiery crash. But, I'm proud to say, I've got most of my terror of air travel narrowed down to the actual 20 seconds of takeoff. That's the most dangerous time. I actually count it down -- starting from when the plane is rolling along the runway too fast to stop, and ending when we've got enough air under us to where the pilot at least has a fighting chance. In between, that's when I figure we really need those engines to work, and if they fail, we're shit out of luck. So that's where I focus my terror, and all my horrific visualizations of the plane twisting sideways and plummeting down. Anyway. Hope that refurbished engine holds up. See you in a bit...
... and hey, here I am, back online, writing to you from up in the sky. The takeoff went fine, and this magic box is vibrating along, climbing to 30,000 feet. Actually, I'm convinced it's all a scam; you get in this plane-shaped box, they run scenery past the window, and meanwhile everyone works like mad outside to change the set, and then you get out and it all looks different, but you really haven't moved. Someone decided that the plane had to vibrate to complete the effect, so that's what it does.
But I digress. As we head out over the water, let's get back to the 'off-screen movie'...

So I go to Ted and tell him this off-screen movie idea and he immediately gets it. We talk it over and realize: nearly all great movies have key events happening off-screen. And most of the terrible movies we could think of had very little happening off-screen; you see it all.
And Ted comes up with a great line, worthy of the Wordplay quote box: "So the way to make a boring movie," he says, "is to show everything."
Case in point, we start talking about an animated film we've been working on for years, the source of much frustration: THE ROAD TO EL DORADO. The film suffers from a lack of momentum. We realize the on-screen movie is okay, but the off-screen movie is weak. There are too many scenes where not much is happening away from the main action.
Let's focus on one small part to illustrate. (Mid-film EL DORADO spoilers ahead.) The story involves a sort of Spanish Hope/Crosby team (Tulio and Miguel) who head off to the New World with Cortes, and discover the hidden city of El Dorado.
In our original structure, our guys meet a native woman, Chel. She appears in the jungle pursued by warriors. Our heroes fight them off, and save this damsel in distress. But Chel is hardly grateful; she disappears. Tulio and Miguel get captured and led to the city, where they find themselves mistaken for Gods. Which seems okay until they're called upon to preside over a ceremony. A prisoner is brought forth... and it turns out to be the native woman, Chel. She's a thief, and is to be killed, dropped into a ceynote well, sacrificed in their honor.
Following the off-screen movie notion, this structure works. We're surprised to see Chel again, but quickly fill in what must have happened. The reason the warriors were chasing her in the beginning was because she stole something. Our guys actually saved a thief instead of an innocent woman. But she must have been caught at some point, and convicted of a crime, and sentenced to be sacrificed. And now our guys have to do something about it -- the poor girl is dangling there, held by guards, about to drop to her death.
In the film as revised, that's not now how the story goes. The powers-that-be changed it to --
Chel is still introduced as being chased. But instead of heading off-screen, she hangs around, going with our guys into the city. Our heroes get mistaken for gods, and dismiss her. When they find her again, she's waiting at their temple.
It's not a terrible change. But it is flat. And part of the reason it's flat is because the off-screen movie is empty. And by leaving the Chel character on screen with nothing to do, it helps to establish her as someone who does nothing. Oddly, in this case, character complexity is lost by giving her meaningless screen time. (Plus, in this structure, you lose a good surprise, and a story twist.)
Clearly not as good.
It's worth repeating: the way to make a boring movie is to show everything.
So we see that being attentive to the off-screen movie can help contribute to a film's momentum, and even aid in establishing a character.
Not bad -- but there's a bunch more.
Let me tell you about a dream I had.
They say only psychiatrists and lovers are in fact truly interested in listening to you talk about your nighttime dreams, so I beg your indulgence here, as I'm going to inflict you with one of mine.
In the dream, I'm outside a large, low building in an industrial park, with a County Sheriff at my side. A group of bad guys have taken over the building. Lives are in danger, and it's up to us to go in and catch them. The Sheriff gives me the classic "I'll cut 'em off in the back," line and takes off, disappearing around a corner.
I go in through the front door. It's a typical business environment, lots of cubicles, empty, no people. I head down corridors, make a few turns. I come out into an open work area, and hear a sound on the other side of a door that leads to an inner office.
I burst in through the door. The office is empty. But there is another door on the far side, which is open, so if the bad guys had been there, they could have dashed out that way.
And then I notice something odd. The door moves, just slightly. I wonder -- is someone hiding behind it? (The door has swung open all the way almost to the wall, creating a hiding space behind it.) Cautiously, I approach the door, and pull it a little to see what's there --
-- and there, hanging by a noose on the door, dead, is the Sheriff.
I don't think I've ever been so surprised in a dream in my life. I was shocked -- but quickly, my mind filled in what must have happened (the events of the 'off-screen movie'). The Sheriff must have entered the building from the rear, and confronted the bad guys first. They killed him, and hung him behind the door before I got there, and got away.
Now, part of why I relay this is how strange I found the whole dream/story process. Here I am, surprised as hell by a story turn, but in my own dream. Some part of me had to set this whole thing up, as storyteller, because the logic of it held up to analysis. But if I set it up, how could I also play the role of audience, and be surprised?
And I really was shocked, so much so, I woke up. Weird, and a little spooky. But I will also say this --
If I managed to surprise myself in my own dream by letting events happen off-screen, it's definitely a technique that will work in your storytelling --
 *****
 Uh-oh. Hello, there. Me again. That is, me as guy sitting in an airplane flying along in the sky writing this column, not me as omnipotent screenwriter writing-guy talking about the off-screen movie.
There's something I have to tell you, I'm sitting here, typing away at the column -- and I'm pretty happy with it, it seems to be coming out okay, don't you think? -- and then I hear the little 'ding' of a call button, coming from a few rows up.
Now, when you're a paranoid air traveler like myself, you notice every little noise. And you know, people rarely use those little 'call for assistance' buttons; they usually wait for the attendant to stop by. So when someone presses one of those buttons, it does garner some attention -- even if it's just to just watch somebody throw up, or request an aspirin. Air travel can be boring.
So the attendant is there, and is talking to this young crewcut guy, who I vaguely remember as someone who got on the plane late. I guess that makes him an airline employee, waiting for an open seat to ride for free. He seems a little excited, gesturing toward the windows, but I can't hear what he's saying. The attendant leans down and talks to him privately in his ear.
Hey, what's all that about?
I have no idea, but my lizard brain kicks in its flight-or-fight mechanism (pretty useless on an airplane) and my senses are heightened. The plane is still bouncing along, but now that I listen, it does sound as though there's a change in the engine noise. Then I notice -- shadows in the cabin, created by the sunlight coming in through the windows, are shifting. Heading out in the late afternoon, and traveling somewhat south, the sun was on the right side of the plane. Now it's coming in from the left side.
The plane has turned around.
Shit.
Okay, now I'm panicking. Is there a problem? I get a vision of that flight where the roof of the plane was torn off, and quickly tighten my seat belt. My eyes go immediately to the 'no smoking' sign, and I feel a little better.
I guess I have to explain that. When you're a paranoid air traveler like me, you pick up on these things. I read somewhere that if there is a real emergency on the plane, the pilot will flash the NO SMOKING sign as a way to signal the crew. So if the NO SMOKING sign isn't flashing, then there's no problem, right? (And if this is not true, please, don't anyone tell me, I want to keep my comforting illusions.)
So I stare at the sign, the lovely, non-blinking sign, and start to feel better -- and then my heart skips as the Captain's voice comes on the intercom:
"As some of you have noticed, we've turned around, and are heading back to our point of departure. We'll be landing in Los Angeles in just under an hour. Don't you folks worry, this is a routine procedure. We apologize for the inconvenience."
Shit again -- not much information there. Is that a good sign or a bad sign? Still that 'It's just a loose battery cable' tone, but somehow less reassuring when you're hanging up in the sky. A few groans around the cabin, and some scared faces. I wonder if the repaired engine is messing up. Is it on fire right now, smoking and sputtering? My impulse is to rush over to the window to try to look at it, but what if we all did that? Would it be like going to one side of a boat and making it tip over? Could that happen on a plane?
Damn. Well, nothing to do but continue on here, I guess. Just wanted you all to know this column is being written under duress. I want extra credit if this next part comes out at all coherent.
 *****
 Okay, back to the column.
So, thinking about this off-screen movie idea is getting pretty interesting. It's generating all sorts of story insights. How it helps momentum. How it aids in characterization, how it's necessary to create surprise, etc. I decide it's time to take it all seriously, and give it some real thought. That means going back and talking about it with Ted.
So we take some time to analyze the idea, and hit upon some promising stuff. Ways in which the off-screen movie can help in the construction of a story. Here's what we came up with (spoilers ahead for CASABLANCA, SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, THE BACHELOR, TENDER MERCIES, BODY HEAT, THE SIXTH SENSE, STAR WARS, PULP FICTION, THE USUAL SUSPECTS and SOMETHING ABOUT MARY):

 OFF-SCREEN MOVIE ISSUES
#1. FADE IN
The first big chunk of 'off-screen movie' comes right before FADE IN. Your characters have had led entire lives, of course; and the story they're in should be off and running. The Latin phrase for this aspect of storytelling is, I think, 'in media res' or 'to being in the middle.' Commonly called 'backstory,' this big chunk of off-screen movie lets most films hit the ground running, and start with pretty good momentum.
Most good openings are situation-based. (This is one reason I so dislike the 'waking up in the morning' default opening; it's seldom that a character finds themselves in a situation waking up in the course of their usual day.)
Part of the fun of the opening of RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK is putting together the 'off-screen movie.' What's Indiana Jones after? Who's on his side? When he puts the two pieces of the map together, it speaks volumes as to why he's thrown himself in with this crowd. He has a rival, a number of rivals. ("Forrestal. He was good. Very good.")
A noteworthy start to a movie is JERRY MAGUIRE. Many stories follow the tale of an idealistic character who loses faith in himself and his profession, and then takes a moral stand. JERRY MCGUIRE smartly left most of that off-screen, and started with the character taking a moral stand -- and then having to live up to it.
#2. FADE OUT
At the other end of the story is FADE OUT; and past that is plenty of off-screen movie; the lives of the characters to come after the end of the film. In most stories we want to feel good about what's to come for our characters, the events we're not going to see. We want to be assured of the happily ever after, the romance that sustains into old age, the beginning of a beautiful friendship.
To use common story terms, we want emotional balance for the characters, we want some aspect of social order of the world restored. We may never see it, it stays off-screen and in the imagination, but we want assurances it will be there.
In some cases, a film ends with a strong promise of a specific scene to come, yet we don't need to see it; it's actually more satisfying to end on the anticipation. (Consider the ending of SILENCE OF THE LAMBS; with a free Hannibal Lecter stalking the crowd.)
#3. FOOT LEATHER
Might as well get this one out of the way; it's the easy one.
Simply put, the off-screen movie is a great place to leave boring stuff; what Jeffrey Katzenberg calls 'shoe leather.' Animation is so expensive, you want to get to the heart of a scene quickly; you simply can't afford to draw filler.
Go ahead and cut driving, parking, opening and closing doors, walking up and ringing the doorbell, shaking hands, saying hello, getting invited inside, sitting down... you get the idea.
A show that does this masterfully is "Law & Order." They're expert at cutting from a story revelation into the next logical scene, usually mid-interview with a witness, responding to a question asked 'off-screen.'
I find it actually more difficult to justify a cut out of a scene than into the next; you can't always cue the cut with a dialogue line. Most scenes need to be at least somewhat incomplete in order to propel the story; one fights the impulse to make each scene individually satisfying, rather than let scenes service the overall story.
The challenge, too, is to go where the audience wants to be, not where you need them to be. One technique is to clue the audience that they're not going to miss anything important by cutting away. (The time to cut to the villains is when your heroes have a long drive ahead of them, preferably across the state of Kansas, at night, with a broken radio.)
#4. CRUCIAL SCENES
So leave the boring stuff off; we all know that. But something I always need to remind myself: in a really effective movie, you leave important scenes off-screen as well.
In TENDER MERCIES, which has at its heart the story of a relationship between a man and a woman, at one point you realize that the characters have gotten married. The wedding is actually left off-screen. Lesser films would have spent a lot of time staging it, but it carried more power, in this case, to treat is as a background event.
In THE BIG CHILL, an entire character is left off-screen. The story could have begun with Alex's suicide, which was, after all, the inciting incident of the whole film. Yet it was so much better to leave that character unknown to the audience, putting us squarely in with the rest of the characters of the film, trying to make sense of the death, working from very limited knowledge.
Sometimes, key plot scenes can be left off-screen to the benefit of focusing the story on the emotional story. In the film THE BACHELOR it was necessary to the story for a newspaper headline to appear. It advertised the fact that the lead character needed to get married to inherit $10 million. The bachelor's friend went to place a want ad at the newspaper, and the story somehow ended up on the front page. How it ended up there wasn't important -- you could fill in some editor seeing the ad, and then deciding to make a big deal about it. We don't really need to see those scenes. By leaving the newspaper scenes out, there was more room in the film for the character's emotional journey.
#5. SURPRISES, TWISTS, REVEALS
Okay, here is where the off-screen movie really shines. In order to have surprises, twists and reveals in your story, you must hide stuff off-screen for a period of time.
When you think about it, the process of moving events from the unknown to the known, the unfolding story over time, is the essence of the narrative form -- and perhaps intrinsic to the human condition. We live our lives information-deficient, afraid of the unknown thing in the jungle, but the storyteller is there to help us out. He lets us tap into knowledge from the past, distant experiences and the experiences of others -- all sorts of stuff 'off-screen' -- through the magic of story.
In the course of doing this, the storyteller keeps secrets. He holds surprises, twists and reveals, turning them over in due time, to maximum effect. A couple film examples --
In THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY, pretty much every guy in the film has fallen in love with Mary at some point, but to start the film, we don't know that. We know she's dated a guy named Bret, has a lame architect friend, and has a restraining order on an ex-boyfriend that's caused her to change her name.
These reveals are embedded into the story, ready to be discovered as we go along. The architect turns out to be a not-so-lame pizza delivery boy, in love with her. Ben Stiller's rash-faced friend turns out to be the restrained ex-boyfriend. And Bret turns out to be football star Bret Favre. All speak to events of an off-screen movie we don't get to see, but gives the comedy interest and depth and a sense of fun.
There are many more examples of how leaving events off-screen leads to surprises; you can come up with more examples, I'm sure. I'll leave this with one more -- consider how, in THE SIXTH SENSE, the decision to leave just one key scene 'off-screen' changed the perception of the entire movie.
#6. INTERCUTTING & TIME MANAGEMENT
The widow being tied to the railroad tracks. The hero is riding his horse to the rescue. This sort of parallel action has been a staple of filmmaking since, I don't know, the BATTLESHIP POTEMKIN, maybe before.
Cutting back and forth is a classic technique to compress time, show the most interesting stuff, and move the story forward by having every excuse to let stuff happen off-screen in between cuts.
There's an art to this, of course, and it brings to mind a memorable case where it was done poorly. In the Harrison Ford film AIR FORCE ONE, the storytellers needed to have the President 'do something' while key scenes were taking place on the ground. Their solution was to have him search the luggage of the plane's passengers for a cell phone. Back and forth they cut, scene on the ground, the President searching. Scene on the ground, the President still searching. Another scene, and more searching -- it became almost comical.
Intercutting can be used for both time compression and time extension, but in this case, the implied off-screen action, searching luggage, didn't mesh with the amount of implied off-screen time.
#7. OUT-OF-FRAME
THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT made extensive use of a simple, time-tested technique: simply leaving action out of frame. In this case, what we see on frame is the on-screen movie, and what happens out of frame (or in the dark, just out of the reach of the light of the film camera) is the off-screen movie.
Horror is a special case; the conventions have always made use of the off-screen movie; what isn't seen is almost always scarier than what we see. Consider the film SE7EN, where the protagonists come upon one grisly murder scene after another. There's power in seeing the aftermath of a killing, and being left to imagine the actual killing scene from the clues provided. This is especially true of the next-to-last murder of the film; a climactic scene, left off-screen, and all the more memorable for it; we only see the aftermath as delivered by truck, and we don't even see that.
Sex is another 'event' that seems to gain power from being left off-screen. What film is it (maybe BELLE DU JOUR? I'd have to watch it again to be sure), where a scene takes place in a brothel -- the woman says she's willing to do anything the customer wants. The man presents her with a box, and lifts the lid -- and she shakes her head, she won't do the thing in the box. What is it? I have no idea, I don't even remember the movie title, but by leaving that bit off-screen, I remember the scene.
The current trend toward the generic wrestling-in-bed scene insert is the worst of two worlds. It doesn't leave to the imagination what goes on under the sheets, or behind closed doors; yet it's not unique enough to be memorable or reveal character. Far better to write a real scene that makes use of leaving some aspects tantalyzingly 'out-of-frame' than to give up on the scene altogether.
#8. THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE MYSTERY
Why are there so few good mystery movies made nowadays? Once a staple in Hollywood, particularly as "B" programmers, pure mystery movies are few and far-between. For the most part, they have been consigned to television (MURDER SHE WROTE and its ilk; wonderful BBC adaptations of mystery novels).
All movies should contain mysteries, of course; but here I'm speaking of the classic mystery story. Mysteries fascinate me, as they use the 'off-screen movie' to great effect. It's truly challenging to invent a great mystery, because not only must you construct the off-screen movie in the audience's mind, but the off-screen movie is malleable, ever changing and shifting, to the end.
And that ending is the entire point of the story: the discovery and reconstruction of the exact off-screen movie which makes sense of all the information which is presented in the on-screen movie.
Which is one reason the pure mystery has fallen out of favor: They are exceedingly difficult to construct, as each element must be present and in its specific place for the story to work -- meaning the story must take precedence over any and all other considerations.
Another reason is that, quite often, the story relies on a last-act scene that is almost purely expository, as a character in the story tells the other characters -- and the audience -- the correct solution to the mystery.
The perfect model is one where a single piece of information -- preferably visual, but definitely brief and simple -- is all the audience needs to put all the pieces of the off- screen movie together in a new light, providing the solution to the mystery.
Like this: THE USUAL SUSPECTS.
#9. POINT OF VIEW
Point of view is an elusive, slippery topic, and worthy of its own column. But here we'll just say that your choice of a point of view character is crucial to your off-screen movie; it will define what scenes you can leave off-screen. SAVING PRIVATE RYAN, for example, restricted the movie to the point of view of the Tom Hanks character.
Most romances will restrict scenes to two access/point of view characters, the two destined to fall in love. Most films benefit from restricting the point of view to one or two main characters. A detective film often restricts a story to a single point of view. Adopting a completely omnipotent point of view is somewhat dangerous, it seems to me; as you skate near the edge of the pitfall Ted outlined: "So the way to make a boring movie is to show everything."
#10. THE ONCOMING FILM
The future is always 'off-screen.' To begin with, your entire story is off-screen, lying tantalizingly ahead in the audience's imagination -- and they're aware of it. This is one of the reasons I'm so fond of Robert McKee's idea, in the book "Story," of the 'Obligatory Scene.' This is the expectation of a coming scene that must occur for the story to be satisfying. It gives a name to that audience construct of the expected ending. It's part of the off-screen movie until it occurs, and when it does, it almost always should occur in a way not imagined.
Because the unknown parts of your story, the oncoming film, takes loose form in the audience's mind, you can use that to your advantage, setting up false clues and expectations. The great triumph of THE SIXTH SENSE was not the 'twist' of the story point of view, but the masterful way in which we were misdirected into thinking we were experiencing a tale of a marriage in trouble.
#11. HEART OF CHARACTER
What's going on in the minds -- and hearts -- of your characters is by necessity off-screen. You can't tell what a character is thinking, what they believe, until their thoughts are revealed through action.
The discovery of a character's true nature is perhaps one of the most satisfying experiences at the movies. But to pull it off, you've got to hide the nature of a character inside, 'off-screen' and then find the action to demonstrate it, the action that brings the inner nature on screen for all to see.
It's a great moment in PULP FICTION when the Bruce Willis character has escaped from the sadomasochist cellar folk... and then hesitates... and turns around to go rescue his enemy. Or when Han Solo returns to the battle in STAR WARS. His decision to turn around is left off-screen, making his arrival all the more satisfying.
In the greatest film of all time, CASABLANCA, the true heart of Rick is off-screen, in doubt throughout the movie, hinted at but never fully revealed until the final scene.
#12. THE ILLUSION OF DEPTH
The constructed world of your movie needs to have a sense of depth, and the best way to accomplish this is through references to scenes, events, and people off-screen. Perhaps the best 'constructed world' of them all is the novel "The Lord of The Rings." I happened to run across a review of "The Silmarillion" (a sequel of sorts to "The Lord of the Rings") by Professor T.A. Shippey in his book "The Road to Middle Earth." And I've got it right here:
 "One quality which [The Lord of the Rings] has in abundance is the Beowulfian 'impression of depth', created just as in the old epic by songs and digressions like Aragorn's lay of Tinuviel, Sam Gamgee's allusions to the Silmaril and the Iron Crown, Elrond's account of Celebrimbor, and dozens more. To tell these in their own right and expect them to retain the charm they got from their larger setting would be a terrible error, an error to which Tolkien would be more sensitive than any man alive. As he wrote in a revealing letter dated 20 September 1963: "I am doubtful myself about the undertaking [to write the Silmarillion.] Part of the attraction of The Lord of the Rings is, I think, due to the glimpses of a large history in the background; an attraction like that of viewing far off an unvisited island, or seeing the towers of a distant city gleaming in a sunlit mist. To go there is to destroy the magic, unless new unattainable vistas are again revealed."
Consider, in STAR WARS, the throwaway line, "He fought with your father in the Clone Wars" --

 Oh, shit! I'm looking out the window, and there's a thin, white vapor trail coming from the right side engine. I swear it wasn't there before. We're still a ways off the coast of California --
-- Damn. Remember what I told you about the 'No Smoking' sign? I kid you not, it's flashing! Shit! I've never seen it flash before, never. So much for my 20 seconds of terror; looks like I've got a couple thousand more coming. And that crewcut guy who got on the plane late, he's getting up and headed forward toward the cockpit. That doesn't look good --
Now the Captain is on, telling us about some possible fuel leak, and that we may have to evacuate the plane on the runway when we land, using those little slides. And now he's saying, "In the event of a water landing..." Shit, what are we, running out of fuel? Will this be the last Wordplay column ever? I ought to have one of those pingers on my Powerbook, so the wreckage folk could find it along with the black box data recorders.
Well, clearly, this column is done; I need to shut down. Wish me luck. I'll leave you folk to work out other examples of the off-screen movie; it's certainly a fertile topic.
Just remember: what you tell an audience can create drama, sure... but it's what you don't tell 'em that really drives 'em nuts.

41 POINT OF VIEW
 Have you even thought about point of view?I understand the Laker triangle offense. I know what women want. Wave/particle duality does not daunt me. Carlos and Don Juan have explained to me the naguel.
I can prove Fermat's Last Theorem, understand Bob Dylan, and predict the stock market.
But I don't understand 'point of view.'
If I did, this column would be a lot shorter.
Here's everything I do know.
 *****
 I won't make you wait for the main idea. Here it is: correctly employed, POV does nothing less than tell you which scenes you're allowed to write, and which scenes you're not allowed to write.
Yep, that's correct -- in good storytelling, there are scenes you're not allowed to write.
Take a look at BACK TO THE FUTURE, told from Marty McFly's point of view. Marty is involved in every scene of the film. Which means there aren't any scenes, say, between just his mother and father, or his father and Doc Brown, or Doc Brown and Biff --
Nary a one.
They're not allowed.
If you were writing that film, those are scenes you don't get to write. They might be a part of the plot, it might be incredibly convenient for the story to show them, you might be really tempted -- but you have to resist.
When other characters do have necessary scenes, Marty is at least there in the role of observer. He's always present in some fashion -- the story is 'told through Marty's eyes.' The audience sees what Marty sees, knows what Marty knows -- experiences the story along with Marty. That's the point of view choice of the film. And a strict adherence to that point of view is part of what makes that film a classic.
Another example -- consider TOY STORY, and TOY STORY 2. In those movies, everything is seen from the point of view of the toys. That's it. No toys, no scene. So we never see a conversation, say, between just the boy and his mother. It might take place off screen, fine, but the filmmakers aren't allowed to show it --
-- that is, not and keep the storytelling as elegant as it can be.
Showing only scenes with toys seems like a very restrictive choice. Yet you saw the film, and the scenes were so natural, the story designed so well, you probably didn't even notice. In fact the limitation helps the movie, forcing attention directly onto the central story and the issues of the main characters.
In contrast, consider the point of view choice -- or non-choice -- of the film SMALL SOLDIERS. Similar subject matter, but done with a mostly unrestricted point of view. There are scenes at 'human level' featuring the toy inventors and customers, and scenes down at 'toy level' featuring the toys --
And those groups are divided up even more: the toy owners are two families that live next door to each other, represented mainly by a boy and girl who fall in love, but also by the parents. And the toys are divided into two distinct groups, followed separately, the 'hero' Gorgonite group and 'villain' Commando Elite -
Too many points of view!
(An aside, there was a reason for this mixed focus. Steven Spielberg, who originally bought the project, always connected with the story of the inventors. Walter Parkes developed and co-produced the film; he preferred to focus on the people whose lives were upended by the toys. Joe Dante -- along with all the writers -- were most interested in the toys themselves; for us, they were the center of the film.)
So with three different POV choices, all equally emphasized, you end up asking the question -- what is the film really about? The inventors and their responsibilities, the neighborhood under siege, or the toys struggling with their design flaws? The central story was fragmented. People watching the film could easily tell it wasn't as good as TOY STORY, even if they couldn't so easily articulate why.
One reason: when a film is about everything, it's hard for it to be about anything.
A general rule: the more limited the point of view, the more elegant, and effective, your story.
 *****
 Okay, you got me.
I know you, my screenwriting brethren, I know how your minds work. You're thinking maybe I'm onto something with this point of view thing, but you're doubtful. "More restricted, more elegant"... hmmn... you're mulling it over, reviewing your favorite movies, running them in your head, testing out the idea -- and finding plenty of exceptions, plenty of films where the camera roams all over the damned place.
Well, fine.
Remember, I told you up front: I don't understand point of view.
For one thing, there are a number of point of view choices available in film, most of them not as simple as the ones discussed so far.
To explore the topic in depth, we're going to have to lay a little foundation, and dive into the world of prose fiction for a bit. I know, I know, boring -- stifle that yawn, I promise to keep it quick.

FIRST PERSON
Stories written in first person use the pronoun 'I'. Events are described to the reader by the protagonist or secondary character, pretty much as they happen. Such as --
 I sensed the lady was trouble when she first walked through the door. She sat down, crossed those long legs and smiled out from beneath a river of blond. Her lips pouted as she held up a cigarette -- chivalry kicked in, and before I knew it, I was offering her a light.
First person works great in prose fiction ... not so great in movies. To do a film in first person, the camera would see and hear everything from exactly the protagonist's point of view. There was at least one moderately famous attempt at this, a film of the Raymond Chandler novel LADY IN THE LAKE, starring Robert Montgomery. Marlowe's face was only visible when he saw his reflection. The effect turned out somewhat bizarre, especially when the camera swooped in toward a lady for a kiss.

SECOND PERSON
Second person prose writing uses the pronoun 'you.' A recent example would be the novel BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY. It goes something like --
 You watch as she crosses her legs, cigarette dangling from pouting lips. You notice a bright lipstick stain on the filter as you hold your lighter out for her, flame burning.
Second person has no film counterpart that I can think of; it's presented here just to be complete.

THIRD PERSON OMNISCIENT
Okay -- who the hell is this third person, and why is he telling so many stories? Third person narratives use the pronouns 'he or she', which creates a separation from the protagonist --
And in that separation, the storyteller is born.
A storyteller who is free to observe, speculate, and comment on the action and characters. One who can roam all aspects of the tale and invent, arrange and present information in whatever manner seems best. The storyteller has the power to dive into any character's head and reveal inner thoughts and motivations. Say, for example --
 He resisted the impulse to glance down as she slowly crossed her legs. Admirable restraint, she thought. She smiled, tilted her head a little and looked out from under a river of blond. Raised a cigarette to her lips. She would get a response out of him, one way or the other.
 He stood and gave her a light. A small favor -- the first of many he would do for her that long hot summer.
So what is the film counterpoint to third person omniscient?
The flip answer: the bad spec screenplay.
It's my belief that the omniscient point of view, the one that goes anywhere and shows anyone, anytime, is perhaps the least interesting choice for a film. It's pretty much a non-choice. Complete freedom seems like an advantage, allowing for an intuitive approach to telling the story. But no limits can give the impression of no form. And film finds power in structure and design. Almost all stories on film benefit, I think, from some kind of limitation of the point of view and the resulting focus that brings --
Which brings us to that 'other' third person choice, the granddaddy of them all...

THIRD PERSON LIMITED
With third person limited, the author chooses one point of view character for the story (or one for each scene or chapter) and lets the reader experience only what that character experiences. It's often the protagonist, but it could be a secondary character.
Going back to our example --
 He sensed the lady was trouble when she first sat down in his office and crossed those long legs. He noticed the little trick she had of letting her hair cascade down over her eyes, allowing her to peek out to maximum effect. He vowed to not fall for the act -- but when she raised a cigarette to her lips, he found himself up out of his chair, offering her a light.
This approach has all the advantages of first person and third person combined. The story is naturally limited, focused on the protagonist -- but there's also a storyteller who is free to observe, organize, and comment on the action.
Now -- how can this be translated to film?
Lots of ways. And we'll get to that. But first --
(squawk!)
First, to really nail down the idea of the limited point of view, (squawk!) I'm going to drag in a little visual aid -- (squawk!)
A parrot.
(squawk! squawk! squawk!)
A curved-beaked, onyx-eyed green parrot, leathery tongue, chewing on one of those glue-seed sticks. (Stay with me on this, it's weird, but it will pay off.)
Picture the parrot sitting there on his perch... and now strap a film camera around its feathery little tummy. All right, let's be kind, and make it one of those lightweight Canon XL1 digital video cameras, so the poor creature can still get off the ground.
So our worthy little bird flaps its feathers... rises into the air... and we have created something I will dub the 'parrot-cam.'
Our parrot-cam can fly up close to get a shot of our hero kissing his co-star. Or it can get a tracking shot of him driving along in a car. It can fly into a room, turn around to see our hero enter... and look over his shoulder, to see someone coming up from behind, and the hero doesn't know...
The camera is a third person point of view -- the parrot just observes the action, doesn't participate -- but the key is, it's limited, not omniscient at all.
After all, those little parrot wings can only carry it so far, so fast.
Send it around to too many places, too many people --
-- and you get an exhausted parrot.
You don't want that.
You want a happy, rested parrot.
So the key for point of view in film, then, is to figure out some limitations. When you limit the places the little squawker has to fly, you get a happy, rested parrot... and a whole bunch of scenes you're not allowed to write.
Sounds a little strange, I know, but watch -- it turns out there are a number of common 'limiting' choices for point of view in film.
 *****

 SINGLE PROTAGONIST
The one we've already talked about -- Marty, in BACK TO THE FUTURE is an excellent example. With this choice, our parrot-cam doesn't have to do much work -- it pretty much just hovers over Marty's shoulder the entire film, almost never leaving his line of sight. Our little parrot stays rested and happy -- he doesn't have to fly off and see other scenes, and you don't have to write them.
This has several advantages:
-- because we experience each story event right along with Marty, we can't help but feel empathy for him and his situation.
-- mystery is naturally created. We want to figure out what's going on, but information can only be learned a bit at a time, as fast as Marty can figure it out (remember, the parrot never leaves to learn anything on its own). This is why the single point of view choice is a natural for the detective film.
-- for many stories, the single protagonist does double duty as the 'access character' of the world. An access character is a person like us, who enters a foreign environment, and has the same reactions, questions and concerns we would have in that world. So when we arrive back in the fifties, we're surprised to see a line of attendants race over to pump gas -- and Marty is surprised as well. We're shocked to see how young his mother looks, and so is he. We don't know how time travel works, and Marty asks the questions we want answered. Thus, the single point of view can work as a strong cue to the audience on how to react to, and understand, the story.

THE ROMANCE
Okay, here the point of view is divided; our parrot-cam has to flutter back and forth between two characters. Still not too bad; our feather-enhanced camera can handle that, and there are still plenty of scenes you're not allowed to write.
With a double point of view, the audience is pushed naturally into a superior position. The effect can be like watching a pair of freight trains headed toward each other (such as MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING, where you know that the couple coming together are going to hate each other on sight) -- and that's part of the fun of it. We get to see both sides of a story develop, see action and reaction, and anticipate events, knowing information the participants in the story don't have.
But still the limitation is there -- scenes are allowed with just the two lovers together, or scenes with each of them separately, and that's it. (We'll also note here that even in 'love triangle' type stories, with three main leads, it's usually still a dual point of view choice -- rarely are scenes granted of just the 'third wheel' off on his or her own.)

BITTER RIVALS
One of my favorite point of view choices. Here the main emphasis is split, as with the romance -- but this time it's split between two people who pretty much hate each other.
Most adventure films and action films fall into the bitter rivals camp. It's a very common choice. Our flying parrot-cam focuses on the hero, doing his heroic thing... and then wings his way over to the villain, up to no good; in fact creating the need for the hero. In the end, the two are invariably together, and the bird can hover there, watching them both.
Consider RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK. It might be a surprise to note that the main relationship of RAIDERS is between Indy and Belloq, not Indy and Marion. The point of view is split between the bitter rivals -- when we leave Indy, for a cut away scene to be granted, Belloq has to be present -- and no other scenes are allowed.
(DANGEROUS LIAISONS does a neat twist on the basic bitter rivals form -- by leaving out the hero. It's a split point of view between rivals, yes, but both who could be considered villains.)

THE ENSEMBLE PIECE
It may not be immediately obvious in an ensemble piece that the point of view is limited, but it is. Our parrot is a little unhappy, having to fly around between five or six people now -- but it's still limited; usually the members of the ensemble group are united by a common element.
Let's consider three 'American' movies, all with an ensemble point of view: AMERICAN GRAFFITI, AMERICAN PIE, and AMERICAN BEAUTY.
With AMERICAN GRAFFITI, the setting is the night of high school graduation, and scenes are limited to several teenagers in a state of transition, deciding what they're going to do with their lives. So you can have a scene with, say, Richard Dreyfus and Wolfman Jack, but not Wolfman Jack on his own. (You could even say that the point of view is limited to the teenagers of a single small town in California -- our parrot is limited not only to a particular group, but also a specific geography.)
AMERICAN PIE is similar in form -- we're introduced to four guys united by a vow to get laid by grad night, and those are the characters we follow in the course of the story.
AMERICAN BEAUTY limits its scenes to members of that dysfunctional family -- the father, mother, and daughter. The exception is the videographer next door, who is granted his own scenes -- but since he becomes the daughter's lover, he could perhaps be considered 'family' as well.
While we're on the topic of the ensemble narrative -- the makers of the first slasher-type film certainly stumbled upon a highly effective point of view structure. What you do is put a group of characters in danger... and then kill them off one by one. Each death naturally pares the number of point of view options down, focusing the story on the remaining few. Finally the story is told from just a single point of view, the last person standing, usually the main protagonist battling the killer. It's a point of view structure that perfectly complements classic dramatic structure; perhaps that's one reason the form is so enduring.

THE BIG EVENT
As we expand out to more complex point of view choices, an easy one to notice is the 'event' film. Here, our camera-toting parrot is allowed to view all the characters and scenes related to a single central event.
Think of DEEP IMPACT... TITANIC... even SCHINDLER'S LIST. Characters are unified by their relationship to a common situation -- often a disaster. By viewing the event from a series of perspectives (reporter, government official, common man, etc.) different facets of the event can be explored, and the storyteller can provide a more complete narrative than could be accomplished with just one character.
Much more work for our parrot, yes, but at least the audience can settle into the logic of the flight pattern: scenes related to the event are allowed, all others are not.

FOUND FOOTAGE
The Stephen King novel "Carrie" uses a cool 'found footage' conceit. By showing a collection of after-the-fact news reports, clippings, and interviews in the course of the story, we get a glimpse of events as seen from the perspective of the media. (Rumor has it that part of the impetus for this choice was to help beef up the slight novella to a more formidable novel length.) It's a time-honored technique, in the prose world dating back at least to Bram Stoker's fantastic novel "Dracula."
BLAIR WITCH PROJECT used a similar, bold point of view -- we would see everything from the cameras held by the characters themselves, in theory real footage, found after the people in the film became missing. It's as if the characters were holding our parrot-cam by its little feet, carrying it around with them... (and all right, okay, we're all a little tired of the parrot-cam visual aid by now. It's served its purpose. We'll set it free, toss it a sunflower seed, wave bye-bye and watch as it flies off into the land of overworked metaphors.)

TOPICAL or THEMATIC
Sometimes the characters collected to tell a story are united thematically, or by a topic. A couple of films that come to mind here are PARENTHOOD (scenes are granted that relate to parenting) and PULP FICTION (all of the characters explore the thematic question -- "What does it take to be a righteous man?")

POINT OF VIEW SHIFT
Once the idea of point of view is understood and mastered, manipulating it can have a profound effect on an audience. One way to knock an audience sideways is to make a radical point of view shift in the course of a story.
Another 20-page column could be written regarding point of view and Hitchcock films, but I'll focus on just two --
In NORTH BY NORTHWEST, we're pretty much following the dilemma of Roger Thornhill. It seems for all the world like a single protagonist point of view. And then there's a sudden cut to a scene in the CIA building. It almost seems like a mistake, it's so jarring -- but the story effect is profound; suddenly all the suspicions and fears that have been building throughout the story are confirmed. The point of view shift alone tells us that there is a much larger agenda going on, that there are in fact wheels within wheels turning, other agendas and issues at play.
Also, this is the moment in the plot that -- cleverly, importantly -- the film has to shift from the need to build mystery, to the need to build suspense.
The other Hitchcock film that must be mentioned here, of course, is PSYCHO -- which could be described as a single protagonist point of view story that changes, abruptly, about 40 minutes in, from one character to another.
(And while we're on this section, I'm compelled to note the Stephen King novel "Christine," which is the only book I know of that switches from first person point of view to third person part way through -- in an amazingly smooth and natural manner.)

THE FILMMAKER
I don't really have a handle on this one, so I won't pretend that I do. But it strikes me that sometimes in films, choices are made that are so stylized and so overt, it's clear that the 'point of view' that we're seeing is that of the filmmaker, or filmmaker as storyteller.
When filmic devices are used in an obvious manner -- musical stings, zooming in, montage sequences, etc. -- on some level, we realize that the filmmakers are intruding upon the story with their perspective. This often lands as a heavy handed choice --
-- but not always. In SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, there are 'cuts to the villain' that are obscured, granting a minimal amount of information to the audience, exactly as much as the filmmaker intends. Though clearly manipulative, it's done well enough to where we don't mind; we feel we're in the hands of a good storyteller.

BIOGRAPHY
With the biography point of view choice, we're granted scenes, essentially, with a single character -- and all other characters who are crucial to understanding the main character's life.
Examples of this structure include, CITIZEN KANE, IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE, and ALL THAT JAZZ.
It's interesting to note that all these films use the device of an omniscient-like investigator, viewing the story of the person's life along with the audience (a reporter, a couple of angels, and Death, respectively). Putting a 'listener' in the story is a very distinct and powerful storyteller choice, and is often accompanied by --

THE NARRATOR (OR GREEK CHORUS)
A couple thousand years ago stories were told from the point of view of the Greek chorus -- guys in gowns marching on stage, chatting in unison, setting the scene, asking questions and making observations. They were the bridge between the story events and the audience, and a way for Euripedes & Co. to make sure the big story points hit home. (The technique is alive and well today -- check out MIGHTY APHRODITE, HERCULES, and THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY.)
But a more common 'storyteller' choice for film these days is the narrator, usually speaking in voice over.
The narrator can be separate from the story (ME, MYSELF & IRENE); separate from the story but visualized on screen (PRINCESS BRIDE); or a character in the film story itself (RAISING ARIZONA).
In the animated film ALADDIN, Howard Ashman designed the story to be narrated by a singing shopkeeper -- who was in the end revealed to be the Genie, so we got to see what became of him after he was released from the lamp. Sadly, the time constraints of animation forced all the bridging narration (the extended 'Arabian Nights' song) to be cut -- as well as the 'reveal' at the end. All that was left was the introduction scene, which felt incomplete to many of the people working on the film... but nobody could come up with anything to do about it.
Use of a narrator gives a natural perspective to the story; creates empathy; can cue responses; and can be used for exposition and to present thematic conclusions... and also allows the writer to create doubt in subtle ways; for example 

THE UNRELIABLE NARRATOR
There's a technique in fiction known as the Unreliable Narrator; a point of view character who may be mad, or lying, or deluded. An example is Nabokov's novel "Pale Fire." The conceit is that a great poet has died, leaving his last poem to his neighbor. The book is constructed as an introduction, the poem, and the neighbor's voluminous footnotes. Reading between the lines, you realize that the situation is not what is presented.
In film as well as prose, use of the unreliable narrator takes at least two forms: the partially reliable narrator, who accurately records events but whose conclusions are suspect (THE OPPOSITE OF SEX), and the entirely unreliable narrator, who can't be trusted on any level (THE USUAL SUSPECTS).

CONFLICTING MULTIPLE POINTS OF VIEW
Perhaps the most ambitious and interesting use of point of view in stories occurs with a collection of unreliable narrators.
In novels, an example would be AN INSTANCE OF THE FINGERPOST, which consists of four accounts of the same incidents, in which one person is lying, one is insane, one is overly imaginative, and one is strongly religious. Each has a different interpretation, adding insights into what the earlier writers have written.
In film, examples include ELECTION, where the characters present their conclusions, but the audience can see where those characters may be wrong. Another fine example is the unjustly overlooked film COURAGE UNDER FIRE (highly recommended).
The most famous example, of course, has to be RASHOMON, in which four accounts of a single event are ultimately irreconcilable, and the truth lies somewhere within or outside what is shown.
 
Okay, you got me again.
Here I've been listing these point of view choices as if the forms are perfectly restrictive, as if they really do preclude scenes featuring non-point of view characters.
Of course, it doesn't work that way. I know it, you know it, and you know that I know it, etc. Hopefully you haven't been going through here making a list of all the exceptions, and false claims and errors I've been making.
Like the scene from AMERICAN PIE where it's just the two girls talking to each other. Or the sequences in ABOUT LAST NIGHT where the two best friends flirt with each other, and the romantic leads are nowhere to be found. Or the scene from THE WIZARD OF OZ, with the Wicked Witch of the West sending out those flying monkeys -- and Dorothy, our access character, is not there.
Yeah, I know, there are plenty of cases where a film seems to be functioning with a set point of view choice... and the choice gets violated, or shifts... and the film works just fine, thank you.
It turns out, the point of view choice can be stretched, pulled, twisted... abandoned, or combined with another... and still be effective.
And that, that right there, is the real artistry of it all.
Sorry to mislead you -- it's just that I couldn't figure out a way to write this column, talk about the different forms, and keep mentioning that there are exceptions. As I'm sure you know by now, I don't really understand point of view.
But point of view is, indeed, malleable. To explore this, let's make up a scene for the next TOY STORY film. Look, there's Woody, zooming down the sidewalk; he's got a couple of Hotwheels strapped to his feet, using them like skates. Suddenly his cowboy hat flies off. He races around a corner, and disappears --
Close on: the hat, sitting there on the cement. A shadow falls over it... and then a hand appears. It's the evil Toy Collector guy. He picks up the hat and smiles.
Okay, now -- Woody is not there. He's gone. There's no toy to witness the scene. Has the point of view choice for the film been violated?
Yeah. Sort of. Maybe. Not really.
Because the scene is directly related to Woody.
It concerns him, and is still on his story. It came about as a direct result of Woody's action --
More importantly, it's short. If we cut back to the toys right away, and follow their concerns, we're fine. Later, the Toy Collector guy can show up, holding Woody's favorite hat -- great, we've stayed on track.
But if we continued on with the Toy Collector, and, let's say, followed him walking into some toy convention, where he tries to use the hat as proof he's found a rare and valuable Woody doll...
Not only has the scene physically cut away from the toys, but the concern of the film has shifted to the Toy Collector. Now we're off track, and point of view has been violated.
(Sure, showing the Toy Collector pick up the hat gives the audience information that Woody doesn't have -- making it an 'audience superior' moment. But given that the story is multiple point of view anyway -- often, Woody doesn't know what Buzz is up to -- that might not land as a violation; you could maybe get away with it.)
Another example: let's return to BACK TO THE FUTURE. There's a key scene between Biff, the father and mother -- and Marty is not there, he's locked in a trunk. Seems like a violation... except that Marty was nearby, trying to get to the scene, and later did come upon it. More importantly, the issues and forces at play in the scene were all ones Marty had orchestrated, and would directly impact on him. All these factors worked to mitigate the point of view 'violation.'
A last example: in a romance film, it's common to grant scenes 'one-removed' involving the best friends of the leads -- as long as the topic is the main romance itself. It's almost become one of the conventions of the romance form, to track the feelings of the best friends of the lovers, and see how their story mirrors the main story. The best friends can fall in love, or not, and it still feels like we're directly on topic, and on story.
See what I mean?
It gets fuzzy.
Deciding how far to bend point of view -- before it will break -- is part of the artistry of storytelling.
And the whole megillah is complicated by something else: point of view types can be mixed and matched.
We didn't realize it at the time, but a film Ted and I worked on -- MASK OF ZORRO -- does a neat trick in combining point of view choices.
The film begins with the standard 'bitter rivals' choice: Diego as Zorro, fighting against his rival, Montero. The story then cuts ahead twenty years to Alejandro Murietta in conflict with Captain Harrison Love... second set of 'bitter rivals.'
When Diego and Alejandro team up, and with Montero and Love already in league with one another, we end up with a dual bitter rivals point of view structure. Neat.
But the clever part was this: the other most common 'dual' point of view choice is the romance -- which grants access between two lovers, and often, a rival. And in this story, Elena -- as the daughter of Diego, but stolen by Montero -- is being fought over by the two older men; in essence, a love triangle romance. At the same time, she is also being courted by the two younger rivals -- a second love triangle romance.
This allowed Elena to be at the center of both 'bitter rival' stories; although she is a secondary character, the point of view structure choice makes her essential and central to the story. The camera is free to roam among those five characters, revealing the plot... and yet the scenes have a sense of natural story logic to them; never do we wonder, 'why are we watching this scene now?'
So what happens when you mix a biography point of view with a romance? An unreliable narrator with a big event? A bitter rivals story with found footage? I don't know, but the results have the potential to be powerful & effective.

Okay, you got me again.
The last time, I swear.
Some of you no doubt started to read this column thinking I was going to talk about POV shots, maybe, or the all-important filmmaker's point of view, and you're feeling that all of this stuff about storytelling point of view is all fine and good, but somehow incomplete.
You're right.
It turns out that Point of View is just an amazingly great phrase, versatile, with multiple, intertwined meanings. It can reference vastly different things, but on some level, all those meanings and uses are related to each other.
Let's go through them quick:
-- POV
Common shorthand for 'point of view' when it relates to a single shot; used in screenplays to designate a camera angle from a particular person's vantage point. The camera (and audience) literally sees through the eyes of the character.
It's a bold choice -- the audience is practically forced into the shoes of a character, forced to see things from that perspective.
And of course there's the classic 'stalking in the woods' point of view where the audience doesn't even know whose eyes they're looking out from. Even so, the POV shift is so strong, there's no missing the important point: something is out there, and it's not the people we've been following all along.
-- Scene Point of View
The same scene can be shot in many different ways, with different emphasis. A bank robbery shot from the point of view of a terrified teller lends sympathy to the teller, and the thief is just a bad guy. Shoot the same scene from the point of view of the thief, perhaps scared, forced by circumstance, wishing he didn't have to steal, and suddenly the thief is made more human, more sympathetic.
My favorite example of this technique in the prose world is in the novel "Treasure Island." Long John Silver is a classic antihero -- a bad man that we somehow like. How did Robert Louis Stevenson pull this off? Every time Silver is nice and friendly, he's big in the scene, loud, smiling, vivid and alive. Every time Silver does something reprehensible, he's off screen, or distant, small in the scene, or we only hear about it second hand.
So scene point of view can emphasize different characters within a scene... or it can be entirely separate from the characters, by including an 'audience' within the scene. The most common form lately seems to be the 'declare your love' scene in romantic comedies. In NOTTING HILL, it was Hugh Grant testifying in front of a bunch of reporters; JERRY MCGUIRE had Tom Cruise declaring his love in front of a woman's support group; MY BEST FRIEND'S WEDDING had Julia Roberts tried before the court of ladies' restroom public opinion.
-- Point of View as Belief or Opinion
Characters in films often disagree. A scene, then, and even a story, can be an exercise in competing beliefs; an exploration of what is right and what is wrong.
I prefer relationship films that are 'issue based.' WHEN HARRY MET SALLY, on one level, is a love story. On another level it explores the universal question: can men and women be just friends, or does sex always get in the way? Differing points of view are explored in scenes between the two -- and the 'point of view' belief that seems more compelling often depends on whose scene point of view is emphasized.
-- Story Point of View Choice
This is the one we've been talking about throughout the column. The story point of view choice -- whose perspective do we 'see' the events from -- goes a long way toward determining the focus of the story, and quite often, where our sympathies lie.
William Goldman recognized this when he turned down the assignment for the first GODFATHER movie. "I didn't want to glorify those terrible people," he said. He knew that simply telling the story from the mob's point of view would, on some level, make those folk sympathetic.
-- Filmmaker's (and film) Thematic Point of View
A filmmaker, screenwriter, or storyteller may have an overall point of view they wish to promote -- we could call that the theme. The theme can inform the story point of view choice, and the weighing of the beliefs that are expressed by the different characters, and how individual scenes are approached. All the choices work in concert to convey the filmmaker's beliefs.
Same phrase. Different meanings. Yet all of the meanings and uses intertwine, one playing off the other.
See why this drives me nuts?

 All right, cool.
We're done with the hard part.
You've got what you need to know -- or at least everything that I can halfway figure out -- now there are just a few things I'd like you to know.
For one, I want to tell you how this column came about.
Like this:
Ted and I were working as producers on a project set up at Image Movers, which is Robert Zemeckis' production company. A revision was completed, the script went in, and the story notes came back. Among them was this little gem:
"The story lacks a consistent point of view. While Curtis is our window into the world... the dealings between Willie and the cops, and Stacey and Lyle are not told from his point of view. These scenes should be witnessed by Curtis. This will provide consistency in p.o.v., will intertwine the different worlds of the narrative, and will also provide Curtis with the necessary motivation to aid Stacey."
Of course, I'd prepared the writer -- Paul Hernandez, whom some of you may remember from Column #39, Cover Me -- to expect some insanity in the notes. Because no matter how hard you try, no matter how clever you are, you simply can't predict, nor prepare yourself for the truly whacked-out story notes. You may think you know the flaws in your work, and can anticipate response -- but it's no use. There will always be at least one criticism that comes out of left field, absolutely inexplicable, one that you could never foresee.
Case in point.
The above note is pretty clear: tell everything from the lead character's point of view; have him present in every scene.
But -- the story was a romantic comedy.
It would be like, you turn in a draft of THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY, and get back a note saying all the scenes should have Mary present.
In truth, most story notes are simply not well written, and with a little work, you can find some small amount of merit hidden, ironically, inside their poor execution. But every time we got to the above note, we were stuck. There was just no way to tell the story and limit the point of view to just the lead character.
What were they thinking?
So we went into the story meeting. Did the chit-chat, and waded through the list of changes and suggestions. And then we got to 'the' note. What, exactly, did they mean?
"Oh, don't worry about that," they said. "That's just a standard note that we give all writers. Bob is very particular about point of view, so we include that note on all our projects. But we don't really understand it."
I tell you, hand on heart, looking you in the eye, I'm not kidding -- that's exactly how it happened.
Now, we'll leave aside the whole crazy brain cloud notion of giving all scripts the exact same story note response, especially one that you don't understand... some things are beyond even the scope of this essay.
We'll just focus on this --
The important thing, to my ears, was the notion that Robert Zemeckis thought point of view was such a crucial issue. "Oh, yeah," they said. "Bob won't even allow an establishing shot in one of his movies. He'll ask the question -- who's seeing it from that spot? Who's point of view are we showing?"
As many of you know, I consider it my job to roam the halls of Hollywood with my ears open, determined to not miss little tidbits like this.
The concept blazed through my mind. Robert Zemeckis... won't shoot an establishing shot. The venerable establishing shot... how many times have you or I blithely dropped in one of those... and Robert Zemeckis wouldn't shoot it.
Wow.
Now, as chance would have it, that same day I happened to have a conversation with a friend of mine, novelist and teacher Will Shetterly. After reading Column #40, The Off-Screen Movie, he practically demanded I write a column on point of view. He emphasized how crucial the idea was -- and provided a brief outline of how it's used in prose fiction (from which I have stolen liberally, thanks Will).
"You have to do a column on point of view in movies," he said. And then he added the magic words: "It's something that I've never seen written about, anywhere."
Now it turns out this is not entirely true -- there's a concise, accurate, three paragraph description of point of view on page 363 in Robert McKee's fine book "Story." It points out how limiting the point of view can be helpful to focus a story. I read it, he was right, but clearly, it seemed, more could be written.
So I started thinking it over --
And then a thought came bubbling out of my subconscious.
Years ago, in some video interview, I remembered Steven Spielberg making a comment on a scene from DUEL. "I wish I'd never shown Dennis Weaver's wife," he said. "It's the one thing in the movie I'd change. It was a mistake to cut away."
I can't tell you why I remembered that little comment for so many years -- maybe because it was Spielberg admitting he made a mistake? I dunno. But now I see what he was saying -- he'd violated his point of view choice. DUEL is told exclusively from the Dennis Weaver character's point of view, a choice that enhances the mystery, paranoia, and tension of the film. But early on, during a phone conversation, the film cuts away and shows Weaver's wife. A minor violation of the single protagonist approach, to be sure, and it's the only one in the film -- but something that bugged Spielberg enough to mention it in an interview years later.
So I was pondering that --
And then another thought bubbled up: James Cameron, talking about THE ABYSS. In the original film release, he cut the section at the end with the giant waves threatening the world's shorelines. One of his reasons, as I recall, was he "... couldn't motivate the cut out to those places."
It was a point of view problem. The story followed the Ed Harris character down to a visit with aliens, living in the depths of the ocean. Once you're down there with him, having taken that journey -- how do you cut back up to the real world, without losing all the tension of the situation?
Cameron's decision: he couldn't. At least, not until he figured it out for the director's cut.
So I was talking all of this over with a writer friend, Bill Marsilii -- and he gave me another director anecdote that he remembered, also involving Cameron. Apparently for TITANIC, Cameron wrote and shot scenes from the other ship nearby, the Californian, the one that ignored the flares of the sinking ship, and came too late to rescue the people in the water.
But Cameron cut those scenes when he realized he didn't want to leave the point of view of the people on the Titanic.
He wanted to bring the audience along as if they were passengers on a sinking ship... and cutting away destroyed the illusion. It was a point of view problem, with only one solution -- don't leave the ship. It was a sequence that, given his point of view choice, he wasn't allowed to write, wasn't allowed to shoot, and once shot, wasn't allowed to use.
I wonder how much it cost?
So anyway, still around the same time -- hang with me on this -- I happened to go see a screening of THE GREEN MILE -- which had some fascinating point of view choices.
In the film (not counting the opening) there are, I believe, four times where information from the past needs to be presented to the audience. And the audience gets to see those events on screen as flashbacks. But in each case, Darabont found a way to present those scenes as unfolding for the Tom Hanks character, Edgecomb... seeing them from his point of view, so to speak.
The first is when Edgecomb reads the report on Coffey. As he reads a description of events, we get a flashback -- seeing them as Edgecomb is seeing them in his mind. Then there are two scenes where Edgecomb 'sees' events as Coffey remembers them, through a magical transference from touching Coffey's hand. And then there's one scene where Edgecomb interviews a official regarding the case, and hears a story told which, again, we see in flashback.
(And hey, there's a way to improve the quality of slushpile scripts all over the world: all flashback scenes should be seen through the eyes of a point of view character!)
So here's a case where Darabont was so concerned with maintaining the point of view choice, keeping it to a single protagonist, he went out of his way to structure the story accordingly, and even so far as to invent a magic device to account for a flashback.
I came out of the theater...
... and I happened to recall Zemeckis and his unwillingness to show an establishing shot...
... and then I got another odd memory, a story of Brian DePalma vowing never to show a 'plane landing' shot in one of his films. Apparently he made a bet with one of his assistants on BONFIRE OF THE VANITIES, and then lost the bet when the assistant got an incredible shot of the Concord landing that he just had to use...
... and that, for some reason, made me think of the 'establishing shot' in SAVING PRIVATE RYAN. When we get to D-Day, the first shot is not a wide shot showing the many ships pounding toward shore. It's a close up of Tom Hanks, frightened, much the same thing we would see if we were a soldier sitting on the seat next to him. Clearly Spielberg's intent was to make us experience the event from the point of view of the common soldier --
And that's when -- finally -- I got it.
It all came together.
All these directors struggling with the same issue, all these storytellers worried about the same thing --
I suddenly remembered my favorite book of all time, "Lord of the Rings" -- an epic tale of sword and sorcery and high fantasy -- but all told from the point of view of the down-to-earth Hobbits. I recalled George Lucas saying he wanted to do Star Wars as an epic from the point of view of two robots, spanning decades in space --
I recalled Robert Zemeckis and his company's note on point of view, and his reluctance to shoot the traditional establishing shot --
I could cite many other examples and many other films that rushed through my head, but finally all came together and I realized --
Directors are passionate about point of view.
Especially great directors.
Point of view informs their choices, from the overall structure of the story to how to approach individual scenes. It was a necessary part of good storytelling.
Now if point of view was something that directors cared about so much, I needed to care about it as well.
I got this image -- if you took all the great filmmakers, directors, writers, and storytellers, and got them all together on the back lot down at Warner Bros, and asked the ones who worried about point of view to raise their hands --
Every one would do it.
This column had to be written.

 A few closing thoughts, trying to sum up a bit.
It should be plain as paint by now that choosing the point of view of a story is one of those crucial early decisions to make on a screenplay. Our first impulse is to go wherever our instincts take us, and just relate the events that happen --
Sometimes that's the best choice.
Often it is not.
A wandering, drunken parrot's flight point of view is the hallmark of hack filmmaking. And the paint-by-numbers made-for-TV-movie omniscient viewpoint is the common default choice; you can do better.
You might even want to try some of the more advanced point of view tools -- the audience within the story, the multiple point of view choice, the radical point of view shift -- to enhance and focus your tale.
If you get notes back on your script that your story seems unfocused, that it's not tight, it seems to meander -- you may have a point of view problem.
And some of the nastiest story problems to solve are point of view problems. And some of the best story solutions are point of view solutions. Boldly limit the point of view of a story and you immediately give it form, and focus.
And in any case -- at least now you can impress development executives in your next meeting. No matter the script or story, just say -- "Well, the first thing to do is to fix the point of view problems -- both in the overall story structure, and in individual scenes." They won't admit they don't understand what you mean, but they'll be impressed as hell.
(You could try telling them, "You've got a very tired and worn out parrot here," but I'm not sure that would work.)
Finally -- I was trying to come up with a way to use point of view within this column, maybe end with some sort of radical point of view shift, to illustrate these ideas. Which made me ask the question - what is the point of view of these columns, anyway?
You'd think the answer was obvious: mine. But a little thought revealed that's not the case -- once again pointing out how elusive that tricky little point of view beast can be. What a surprise to realize these columns are actually written from your point of view, the reader!
That is, if they're done right. I actually write from inside your head, bringing the ideas in front of you, presenting them, unfolding the arguments in a way that hopefully makes sense.
You're my access character.
Now if this column was really written from my point of view, it would be something like this --

 The third day of the climb brought Terry to base camp five. The summit was now tantalizingly close, just a few hours away.
Cold, hungry, exhausted, Terry had started to care less and less about reaching the top, and finding the sacred wise man, the one who reportedly held the secret to Point of View. Terry just wanted a shower and a Quarter Pounder with cheese. He would eat it in the shower. Even the fur-frosted yaks looked tired and pissed off. But the Sherpa guide said they had to push on; the weather was due to turn bad, and if they didn't make the summit that afternoon, they probably wouldn't make it at all.
The last few hundred yards were the hardest. The porters held back, letting Terry crawl forward, and reach the summit alone -
And it was empty. No one there. Just a cold, unhappy wind gusting over the rocks, a few early flakes of snow --
Wait. A sound. From the other side of the peak. Maybe the wise man went off to take a pee. Did wise men have to go pee? Terry supposed that they did. He waited, formulating the questions he wanted answered in his head.
Finally, the man did appear, climbing up over the ridge. He looked remarkably like William Goldman. Well, Terry thought, who the hell else would he look like?
The man smiled at him -- and then a strange thing happened. A second man appeared, climbing over the ridge... a man who looked remarkably like Robert Towne.
What the hell was going on?
William Goldman cleared his throat, said, "Are you the Dalai Lama? We've got some questions about Point of View."
Terry's screams echoed through the hills.

42 MENTAL REAL ESTATE
Let me take a last sip of Diet Coke, lick the cheesy yellow Cheetos gunk from my fingers, turn up the Rolling Stones, settle down in front of my Apple computer and type out for you the following words of wisdom:
Mental real estate is the most valuable real estate in the world.
The stuff is especially prized in Hollywood -- coveted more than beachfront access, a penthouse suite or a foothill view of city lights.
If you own some Mental Real Estate, you could be set for life.
If you don't got none, you better get your ass into that homesteading wagon, race across the plains and stake out your claim, quick... 'cause there's lots of other folk in on this particular land grab.
So -- what the hell is it?
Here's the idea: I name something, and you either recognize it, or you don't. Could be a person, place, or thing, like the classic twenty questions game. If you recognize the thing I tell you, that means it's taking up space in your head -- tangling up a few billion neurons -- residing on a chunk of mental real estate.
That makes it valuable, because if the thing is taking up space in your head, chances are, it's taking up space in a good percentage of other heads across the country. And Hollywood can use that. It's the main commodity of the town --
Hollywood buys, sells, and trades in mental real estate.
Let's give it a try.
Suppose I say to you: "Harry Potter."
Snap! Crackle! Pop! Like milk on a breakfast cereal, listen to those synapses fire. You hear Potter, and instantly know what I'm talking about. There have been "Time" magazine covers and lines of customers around the block and months spent on the bestsellers list and a big movie deal with Chris Columbus. Even if you haven't read the books, you still maybe get an image of a kid who goes off to school to study magic. If you have read the books, there's more in your head -- a whole world populated by wizards, Quidditch matches, owls that deliver mail, ghosts, dutiful students (and some not so dutiful) and fantastic creatures --
So... how hard is it going to be to get people to go see that movie?
Not too hard.
"We've got HARRY POTTER" says Warner Bros. smugly, knowing that there are plenty of people out there who recognize the title, love it, and are going to want to see it. That lets them proceed to spend millions of dollars on a film with a certain amount of confidence --
And executives love confidence, they have so little of their own. Not their fault, really, they're in a tough spot. To make and market a film, you need to collect together large amounts of money. The money comes from bankers and investors and stockholders, dour folk who tend to want to see it back, and then some. But money only comes back if people go see the film that gets made... which means you have to get people to go see the film... and people are more easily swayed to go see a film when they know something about it.
Which results in studio's lust for mental real estate, and helps explain a fair amount of strange Hollywood phenomenon --
Whoops, hold on. 
Sorry about that. The doorbell rang; I had to pull on my Levis, slip into my Nike sneakers, and trot out to meet the UPS guy, and sign for my latest order from Amazon.com. It's my daughter's birthday coming up, so I got her a Simpsons computer game called "Virtual Springfield," the latest "Metallica" CD, and a cheatbook for the Nintendo 64 game "Zelda: Octarina of Time."
Okay, where was I?
Oh, yeah -- 'strange Hollywood phenomenon.'
We have to start with sequels and remakes. It's a common joke for films set in the future to show a movie marquee that announces DIE HARD 17 or SCREAM XIV. And did the world really need a shot-for-shot remake of PSYCHO? Of course not. Remakes and sequels are commonly-cited evidence that Hollywood is creatively bankrupt --
Not true. There are plenty of filmmaking geniuses, wild screenplays and bold ideas floating around. What's lacking are money people willing to plunk down tens of millions of dollars on a film that lacks the safety net of some mental real estate -- an entirely different issue.
Creative bankruptcy is not the same as fiscal terror.
The complaint is not that sequels and remakes are made, it's that they're made poorly. Do a sequel well and you get the JAMES BOND, INDIANA JONES or BACK TO THE FUTURE series. These films managed to move out of the slum neighborhood of 'sequel' into the posh gated community of 'franchise' --
And in Hollywood, there's nothing better than a franchise. Man, that's like owning an entire National Park -- you know for sure that visitors are going to show up year after year, in carloads, and they're gonna buy the cap and T-shirt, too.
The franchise offers a semblance of security -- they think, you came once, you'll come again. And like the venerable Big Mac and fries, you're more apt to go if you know exactly what you're going to get before you get there. Hollywood wants you to love the movie they've made before they make it --
And so we get movies based on comic books and comic strips; historical events and current affairs; biographies; old television series -- including a seemingly endless parade of "Saturday Night Live" skit characters; and even popular songs ("Ode to Billy Joe"). For years, Disney animated films have chosen to re-tell stories that are sort of known but not really, taking squatter's rights on characters in the public domain; films such as LITTLEMERMAID, ALADDIN and HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME. (The exception is LION KING, and even that traded on a resort-sized chunk of mental landscape: the Disney brand name.)
If you don't know the story or characters of a movie, not to worry; Hollywood can still set their hooks into your frontal lobe. One technique, those ubiquitous ad lines that proclaim: "From the director of SPEED and TWISTER..." "From the writer of SCREAM and I KNOW WHAT YOU DID LAST SUMMER..." "From the catering team that brought you MISSION IMPOSSIBLE II..."
Translated: "This is not a risk, this is not something you don't know, we are not an unknown quantity!" The studios realize most people will drive right past the little family-owned Taco Pete's Taco Stand in search of the safe corporate familiarity of the gleaming Taco Bell franchise. Audience awareness rules all, and that explains another bit of Hollywood weirdness: putting the whole damned plot of a movie in the trailer.
Trailers reveal so much these days, you buy a ticket to see a film on opening night to catch a few things you missed about the story the first time you saw it -- as a trailer.
And what are previews anyway, other than an effort by studios to grab some mental real estate while they have the chance? You're busy tearing open a box of Red Vines; they're filing for building permits on the part of your brain zoned for entertainment.
Finally, ultimately... if they can't connect with you on the story, or the filmmakers, or even the studio brand name; if there are no urban legends or fairy tales or national holidays to base it on; if there's no big name author or musical soundtrack to promote... no problem.
They've got one last thing up their sleeve.
Or more importantly, in your head.
The movie star. 
Hi there.
You can't tell, but I took a little break. I had to drive in to the office for a meeting, so now I'm writing on a different computer.
On the way in, coming up the Santa Ana freeway, I can tell you that I heard Shaq O'Neal on the radio proclaim that the NBA is fan-tastic; I was reminded that the NBC's Thursday lineup is something that I must see, and that HBO's "Sex in the City" premieres this week. There were billboards advertising Disneyland fireworks, Sea World's new vulture attraction, and a giant b&w perfume ad featuring a supermodel pretending not to notice that her shirt has fallen open showing a goodly curve of breast but of course just covering the nipple (funny, I didn't catch the brand name). There was a billboard on the side of a bus questioning asking me if I Got Milk.
Now, this is all pretty weird when you think about it, but I want you to consider something even more weird: there are people who have value, the way brand recognition has value. Living, breathing individuals who reside in the high rise apartment complex of public consciousness.
Let's try our little test again. Close your eyes, and I'm going to say two words. Oh, all right, that's not going to work, just kidding. I'm gonna write two words, you read the words, and then close your eyes, and think for a moment. Okay?
Here we go.
"Tom Cruise."
Okay, what did you see? Maybe a guy sliding across the floor in his briefs, or slapping high five as a fighter pilot, or nibbling on Nicole Kidman's ear?
Tom Cruise! The smile, the rock climbing, the hanging spread-eagled by wire a foot above the floor. He was injured in Viet Nam, drove a racecar, and even managed to stare down Jack Nicholson in military court.
All of that is in your head. You know Tom; you and Tom are buddies. You've hung with him longer than some of your best friends; your relationship has outlasted more than a few marriages. Sure, you only see him every few months, but hey, you can almost always count on him for a good time.
The studios have long appreciated the value of stars. In the old days, everything the public knew about a top actor was carefully controlled; what they wore, where they were seen and sometimes who they would date. Even today we have such things as television's 'Q' number, a ranking of stars based on audience awareness and likeability.
This is why 'relationships' are so prized in Hollywood. Know a star, have access to a star, be able to get a star to even just read a script, and you're instantly someone who can help turn a project from 'not real' to 'real.' Consider that Tom Cruise and Jim Carrey command $20 million a picture, and their commitment to a film is anautomatic green light.
Actors are walking mental real estate.
Screenwriters, let me digress a moment to emphasize this point. Suppose you've managed to complete a screenplay and get it read by an agency. And the agency likes it, so they send it out to various production companies. Some of the lower level creative executives actually like it, so they recommend it to their bosses, and oh happy day, one of them likes it enough to buy it. So you take their notes and do revisions and drafts (some of them paid). At some point, the producers are finally happy with it, and it goes on to the studio, to the top honcho, the 'green light guy' who -- amazingly -- picks it out of a hundred projects in development as something the studio is actually willing to produce.
Sounds good, right?
Yep. But the shocker is -- nothing has really happened yet.
At least, not in terms of getting a film made.
All that happens now is the project gets set out like a plate of 3-layer cake at the buffet line, along with dozens of other screenplays, to be perused by directors sliding past with their flat orange trays. If a director grabs your cake, great, you have a movie; if he takes the plate of Jell-O sitting in the ice next to it, you're out of luck.
Worse, once a few directors pass by the cake, the studio declares it stale, or out of favor, and tosses it away.
And there are far more desserts than directors.
Why does it work this way?
You know why.
Because filming takes money which means they want some mental real estate which means they need name stars which means they only want certain A-list directors for pictures above a certain budget, because those directors are good but also because those are the only directors who can help get a big star.
I've often wondered why Hollywood has no real competition in the world. After all, the entertainment industry is a multi-billion dollar business. And it's glamorous as hell. And it seems, at times, like the place is run by idiots.
So why not another Hollywood, somewhere? Say, built in Arizona? Or southern France? Or outside of Sydney?
The reason it doesn't happen is, of course -- the movie star.
You can construct the sound stages and buy the film stock and even option the books, but if you don't know someone who knows someone who knows Tom Hanks, the venture isn't going to fly.
You can't put an offer in on the property if the real estate agent doesn't even take your call.
As long as stars exist, Hollywood is safe. 
All right, more to the point. Should you get yourself some mental real estate?
Of course.
That's the whole idea.
The only question is -- how?
You probably don't have enough money to option Tom Clancy's next novel. And it's not so easy to get Julia Roberts to commit to your latest spec, or get in to pitch that "Lone Ranger" open assignment.
What to do?
Most screenwriters attempt a roundabout path, which is also the most difficult. They invent a brand new story, create some characters, write a script, then hope to find somebody to make it into a movie.
Once the film gets made, released and is popular, well, there you go: your own little piece of the mental real estate rock.
The drawback to this approach is that everybody else is doing it, too. So you've written a cool murder mystery, or romantic comedy. Great. Why would anybody pluck your script out of the thousands in the pile? How can you even get your script read, let alone nail down a commitment from a director and star, or gain the backing of a studio?
It can seem like an impossible task. Hollywood is simply not kind to the screenplay that arrives without a lien on some mental real estate.
To underscore this point, I offer a scenario that, when I bring it up, has never failed to make people in the movie industry laugh. A small laugh, mind you; a sort of nervous, apologetic half-chuckle. What I say is: "Imagine if J.K. Rowling had arrived in Hollywood with a spec script titled HARRY POTTER AND THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE.
It takes a few seconds, as they run the scenario in their heads -- and then that pathetic little laugh escapes.
Better to laugh than to cry, I suppose.
Because most likely her script would have been sent back unread, or 'covered' and passed-on. Or maybe optioned for $30 thousand and a committment for a rewrite and polish, with Rowlings forced to justify her choices in endless story meetings with non-writers, who then issue senseless and contradictory dictates for massive story changes. Then, after writing a new draft that is at best not much worse than the old, the project would get put into turnaround, and Rowlings would be booted off in favor of some new hot young male writer with a credit from the Simpsons Christmas special. Four rewrites later, the guy would still be executing studio notes from some failed agent turned development executive who's decided Harry needs to be older, more hip, more edgy, and living in America. And does he really have to be named 'Harry?'
To that, let us heave a collective sigh.
And note: what a difference a little mental real estate makes.
Now, to be fair, as a writer, you do have an important weapon on your side to get something read and made: the high quality of your work. The astute reader will cite AMERICAN BEAUTY and THE USUAL SUSPECTS as screenplays that traveled the long road and survived.
Let it be said: I'm always in favor of sheer genius. Quality can win out, and quality is always required, I think, no matter what the project. (A minor drawback: making it solely on quality writing depends on getting a quality read, and that's a half of the equation you can't control.)
But I will presume your writing is top notch, and that you're writing with passion and inspiration; I'm not arguing to abandon quality --
But I want to give you another weapon, too.
Forgive me as I shrink a few inches, apply some lipstick, don a print dress and look at you from over my glasses as I mix a bowl of cookie dough. Yes, I have become your mother, in order to say this: "It's just as easy to fall in love with a rich man as a poor man."
Meaning: It's just as easy to be passionate about a story with some known elements as it is to be passionate about a story with no known elements. 
So, there it is. Step One on the search for mental real estate: resolve to write your screenplay with some kind of known element.
All right.
You're thinking it, so I'll say it.
Isn't this 'selling out'?
After all, there's something truly unsettling about speaking in such a crude and calculating manner about story ideas.
Shouldn't inspiration be sacrosanct, granted by the muses, perhaps; or allowed to bubble up out of the subconscious, derived from some glimpsed and forgotten image or half-remembered childhood trauma? Or more like love, maybe, left to emerge from some happy mix of chance or destiny, divine permission granted by the random swirl of life itself?
Anything less has to be considered gauche... calculated... crass commercialism at its worst, right?
But...
But...
Consider Frank Darabont.
Early in his career, Darabont secured from Stephen King the right to make a short film from one of King's most personal stories, "The Lady in the Room." King was happy with the result, and so optioned to Darabont the rights to the novella "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank Redemption."
And the rest, as they say, is history.
There's no doubt Darabont benefited from the Stephen King brand name. But there's also no doubt that the work Darabont did was superior, in no way compromised -- Darabont had real passion for the story. I daresay the mental real estate aspect of adapting King was hardly a consideration -- a pleasant bonus that came along with the chance to work with superior material that he truly admired.
Now, consider that Darabont didn't do anything that you couldn't have at least tried. And consider that at least half of all films produced trade on some known quantity.
Should half of your scripts do the same?
Now consider... Scott Alexander and Larry Karaszewski.
This duo has managed to stake out a neat little corner of the mental real estate market, with films such as THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT, MAN IN THE MOON, and ED WOOD. They chose to tell the life stories of Larry Flynt (of Hustler fame), comedian Andy Kaufman, and an obscure fifties director. Let's call that little subdivision, 'biographies of semi-famous people whose life stories make fascinating films.' Not highly known elements, sure, but known nonetheless.
And notice that ED WOOD caught the eye of Tim Burton as a project he wanted to direct. One of the advantages of writing on a subject from the public domain is you might find someone else in the industry who's a fan of your choice as well. Now to be fair, Burton has created plenty of his own mental real estate, with films like EDWARD SCISSORHAND -- but note that he got his start with the short film FRANKENWEENIE and PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE, both based on known characters --
And then there's the NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS, a film Burton produced --
And, of course, BATMAN --
And most recently, consider SLEEPY HOLLOW, the story of Ichabod Crane and the Headless Horseman (screenplay by Andrew Walker, based on the story by Washington Irving). Now, dammit, I know that tale has been in your head since you were a kid, it certainly was in mine.
Why didn't one of us write that script?
If missing that idea doesn't piss you off just a little bit, well... it should!
Some more examples of mental real estate --
-- James Cameron put his lovers on the doomed ship TITANIC, picking the best-known disaster of all time as the setting where he would risk his career --
-- it was called, SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE not MARLOWE IN LOVE (kudos to Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard for that excellent screenplay) --
-- Ron Howard decided to shoot APOLLO 13 and THE GRINCH, despite the fact t that everyone knew the stories, including how they ended --
-- JAWS was not just another "there's a guy who kills another guy and a policeman investigates" story. Benchley chose to write about a giant 30-foot Great White man-eating shark --
-- Even the quirky screenplay BEING JOHN MALKOVICH (written by Charlie Kaufman) as odd, unique and ambitious as it was, had a big chunk of mental real estate sitting right there in the title --
By now the reader is way ahead of me. Point being, all these projects are of high quality, none were hurt, and all were helped to production, I think, by having some kind of known element.
Choosing to write a story with known elements in no way lessened the passion of the filmmakers for those stories. And as a bonus -- there's usually a reason why something is known, right? Because it's good. Choosing to work with known elements can be a great way to alignyourself with some high quality material.
And it can give you an amazing power -- access into people's heads should not be taken lightly. It should be used to most effectively tell your story, on a story worth telling. The great accomplishment of TOY STORY was not that we all remember playing with toys, it's that those memories were used to tell a moving story about friendship.
Can we put the idea of 'selling out' to rest? 
Okay, so... from the above list, you've no doubt already picked up on a couple strategies to grab some mental real estate. You can option material, look for stories in the public domain, consider famous figures and historical settings, etc.
(And don't even bother to complain that you don't know how to option material. Here's the big secret: you pick up the phone, call someone, and make an offer. Don't know what to offer? Do 30 minutes of research on the Internet, or ten minutes talking to an entertainment attorney, and you'll know. Keep in mind that the rights to SPEED RACER sold for one dollar and truckload of passion. That could have been you.)
Now, let me offer a couple other strategies that may be a bit less obvious: 

THE ICONIC CHARACTER
One of the reasons there was a GLADIATOR movie last summer, I think: everyone knew the word 'gladiator.' It called to mind the Coliseum, Rome, deadly swordfights, Christians being fed to the lions, the whole thumb's up, thumbs down thing.
All that stuff was in people's heads, valuable mental real estate, free for the taking -- because nobody had ever made a movie about it. At least, not one in recent memory. It was known and yet unknown, and that's what helps a studio executive commit a hundred million dollars to a picture.
Films as varied as THE WEDDING SINGER, THE CANDIDATE, WATERBOY, DRAGONSLAYER, FATHER OF THE BRIDE, THE GRADUATE, MY BEST FRIEND'S WEDDING and even THE GODFATHER make use of an iconic character that already exists in people's heads. Sure, the stories should be great, yes, the writing needs to be great, but I'm convinced that the presence of an iconic character can help usher a project to the screen.
This doesn't mean that you should run out and write the next CABLE GUY movie. Not all iconic characters are created equal. It helps when your iconic character calls to mind situations and character relationships. But I will point out that CABLE GUY did at least get produced...
Ted and I worked on a film coming out next year called SHREK... which is about a huge, smelly, strong ogre named, you guessed it, 'Shrek.' One reason for the green light, I'm convinced: there's never been a movie starring an ogre. Hopefully, that film will claim that particular terrain.
(By the way, it drives me nuts that with all the animated films and live action films done over the last 80 years, there's never been a film starring elves. Elves, dammit! Everyone knows elves. How could there not be an elf movie? Not the Santa Claus elves, I'm talking the ones who dwell in the deep forest, the big shimmering Shakespearean Elves. Sure, there's MIDSUMMER'S NIGHT'S DREAM, and the upcoming LORD OF THE RINGS movie, but it's time the elves stepped up and took center stage, took a starring role. Will someone please write that movie?) 

COMMON SITUATIONS
Among the other 'free' and available parcels of mental real estate out there, some could be described as 'common situations.'
An example: of this writing, the film MEET THE PARENTS seems headed toward the $180 million mark, while the movie ALMOST FAMOUS, released about the same time, is working hard to crack $30 million.
My theory: 'meeting the parents' is a common situation, one that everyone 'knows' and most have experienced, and so carries with it some mental real estate value. 'Hanging out with a rock band and writing a magazine story' doesn't have the same value. (Of course, not to mention the mental real estate provided by Robert DeNiro and Ben Stiller.)
So in addition to iconic characters, common situation can be just as valuable. You can easily find the common situation in films like BLIND DATE, BACHELOR PARTY, THE GRADUATE, ANIMAL HOUSE, HOME ALONE, or KRAMER VS. KRAMER. While not commonly experienced situations, there are also commonly known situations in films like A SIMPLE PLAN (finding a large sum of money); THE GREEN MILE (a man faces the electric chair); and IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU (winning the lottery).
Thinking along these lines, a "Harry Potter" spec script might have had a chance to be a movie -- if someone in Hollywood was clever enough to spot it. The Potter books have something that most other fantasies don't have, even ones that are just as inventive, well-crafted, and charming.
Yes, that's right, I know the secret of the popularity of the "Harry Potter" books. There's a big chunk of mental real estate at their core.
The brilliant thing that J.K. Rowlings did, that no one -- amazingly -- had done before, was this: she wrote about going to school.
What's the biggest part of a kid's life from about age six on?
Going to school.
How many kids go to school?
All of them.
So simple, and just sitting there, right in front of everyone.
Rowlings took the single most dominant aspect of a child's life -- the most common experience we all lived through, and share -- and made it really cool.
What kid wouldn't rather ride the train to Hogwart's and study magic, than trudge off to the local elementary school for some boring lecture on grammar?
Going to school... such a simple, common, everyday activity -- and that's what they mean when they say, 'accessible' and 'something readers can relate to.'
While nowhere near the massive success of the "Harry Potter" books, Ted and I can attest to some first-hand successes in Hollywood with 'common situation' mental real estate:
-- Our first screenplay sale was on an idea everyone knew, but had never been done: the monster under the bed. The movie didn't turn out very good, for a number of reasons -- but look for Pixar to explore the same territory, and far more effectively. With MONSTERS, INC., they've chosen for their next film the world of under-the-bed -- which just goes to show, prime real estate never goes out of style.
-- As producers, we set up the screenplay JINGLE, written by Bill Marsilii, which explores the universal idea of 'being good.' One of Santa's Helpers gets left behind on Christmas Eve, stranded at the house of a bad little girl. The only way he can get back to the North Pole is if Santa comes back to the house, and he'll only come back if the little girl is good. We always tell kids to be good around Christmas, but what does that really mean?
-- We're also producers on a screenplay called INSTANT KARMA, written by Paul Hernandez. It's about a small-time crook who gets reincarnated as a fly, and then has to work his way up the food chain, back to being human. How many times have you heard the line, "Don't kill that fly, it might be somebody you know?" Amazing to think that there hasn't been a movie about that! 

THE EVERYDAY ITEM
Sometimes the thing, the item that's sitting right in front of you, can make for a great film idea. Consider TOY STORY, or ANTZ. I was going to show by example to illustrate this point, but then I realized I didn't want to list our best ideas here --
So, then, here's one that's not so great that it can't be discussed.
I read in the paper the other day that one of the top executives at Qualcomm lost his laptop computer. Police weren't sure if it was a common theft, or some grand bit of corporate espionage.
So I started thinking: laptop computer.
Common item, one that everyone knows.
Could you build a film around that? My approach, giving it just a bit of thought, would be to do it along the lines of one of my favorite films: WHAT'S UP, DOC?
In that film, there were four suitcases that got switched from one person to another, in a grand case of mistaken identity. Fun to do the same thing with laptop computers, maybe, which do kind of all look the same.
Hey, like I said -- not the greatest idea. But it illustrates the point.
I guarantee you, as you sit there reading this, there are at least two items within your line of sight that would make fantastic topics for films. Million-dollar ideas that Ted and I plan on writing and selling, ideas we think are as good as TOY STORY.
I'm not going to tell you what they are.
Certainly, in the course of your day tomorrow, you will walk past half a dozen more.
If you spot them, and stake your claim by writing them well, fine, they're yours, and deservedly so... but if we get to them first...
The race is on! 

THE RECYCLED ITEM
It should be noted that it is the nature of mental real estate that it can be recycled. Hollywood is forever rediscovering topics, formulas and genres that worked before, but simply fell out of favor. Whether it's disaster films, the historical epic, adventure serial or the slapstick comedy, there seems to be a natural cycle of forget and rediscover. Seems to last about 20 years or so.
As an example -- you'd think that FANTASTIC VOYAGE has been done, so there's no need to do it again. But really, how many of today's moviegoers saw it? Or even the Joe Dante-directed INNER SPACE? And so we get the upcoming OSMOSIS JONES, the story of a white blood cell and a cold tablet teaming up to fight infection.
On the drive in to the office here, there was an ad on the radio for a VH-1 documentary, about 'the band that influenced the Backstreet Boys and inspired every word Mike Meyers ever wrote.' What was the name of the band?
The Beatles.
I kid you not. How funny that in order to hook listeners into seeing a documentary on the Beatles, they chose to push a tenuous connection to the Backstreet Boys and Mike Meyers, each with (apparently) higher current mental real estate value.
Maybe your idea has been done before -- but has it been done before lately? 
I would be remiss if I ended this column without pointing out that Hollywood itself operates using its own specialized brand of mental real estate.
It's a small community, and runs according to its own language and culture. "Universal is high on the script; I heard that Jay Roach is interested in directing" may not have any impact in the Midwest, but it certainly does in the halls of William Morris.
The thing to remember is, everyone in Hollywood lives with the same fear: that all the hard work won't amount to anything, because the project they're working on will never get made. Most projects fall into this category. So there's a desperate need to 'make things real' by attaching known elements.
This is why credits are so crucial. If you've written a successful film, executives want to be able to put you on another. This lets them boast "We've got the guy who wrote AMERICAN BEAUTY" to the next element they need to make the film, whether it's a star, or director, or someone with money...
This is one of the reasons why credits are so crucial. Credits are a form of mental real estate. (This is also why the 'possessory credit' is such a big deal -- directors were smart to claim the top publicity spot on a film. It helps them turn themselves into parcels of industry mental real estate, and everything -- money, power, creative control -- flows from that.)
The really smart folk in Hollywood -- and they impress the hell out of me -- go about inventing themselves, turning themselves into 'brand names,' at least within Hollywood. Folk like Shane Black, Quentin Tarantino, Oliver Stone, Kevin Smith. Sometimes the brand comes complete with an outfit -- Joe Esterhaus' trademark Hawaiian shirt, the John Milius beard, Joe Dante's vest, Robert Rodriguez and his bandana, Spike Lee with his glasses and cap.
The Hollywood brand of mental real estate also helps explain why it's crucial to decide whether to work with a writing partner early on, and what type of screenplays you want to write. Establish yourself in the Hollywood mind as a comedy writing team, for example, and that's the territory you'll be assigned. 
Okay, so at the end here, I'll admit that maybe I just really like the phrase 'mental real estate.' I know there are already terms for this kind of thing, like 'public consciousness,' 'brand awareness,' 'corporate image,' and 'name recognition' --
But those phrases don't carry the connotation of value, they don't convey an idea of real wealth.
There's gold, diamonds, rubies, emeralds.
Cash.
Stocks and bonds.
Rolls Royces and Ferraris.
Malibu beach property.
Van Gogh paintings.
And most valuable of all -- mental real estate.
Still don't believe me on all this?
Oh, c'mon -- I helped write THE MASK OF ZORRO, the Steven Spielberg project starring Antonio Banderas and Anthony Hopkins. Steven Spielberg is that guy who directed RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK, remember? Ted and I also wrote ALADDIN, the Disney film with Robin Williams playing a genie, directed by the guys who did LITTLE MERMAID and HERCULES; we also worked with them on TREASURE PLANET, based on "Treasure Island" by Robert Loius Stevenson. And we made contributions to GODZILLA, SMALL SOLDIERS, and MEN IN BLACK, you know, the UFO film that starred Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones, directed by Barry Sonnenfield. We wrote LITTLE MONSTERS, y'know, about the monster under the bed. And we wrote Robert Heinlein's THE PUPPET MASTERS starring Donald Sutherland. We helped design THE ROAD TO EL DORADO with Elton John and Tim Rice -- those are the guys who brought you YELLOW BRICK ROAD and JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR, respectively. And we also worked on ANTZ, which starred Woody Allen, of ANNIE HALL fame. And... and... we also did the upcoming SHREK movie about an ogre with Mike Myers and Eddie Murphy and Cameron Diaz, and oh, and did I mention we've worked with Steven Spielberg?
I think I did.
C'mon, you know you can trust me --
I'm the guy who writes WORDPLAY.

43 PROBLEM SOLVED
I happened to be driving by M.I.T. one day and stopped in for lunch. There were a half dozen professors at the table next to me. I overheard their conversation, andtried to write it down as best I could...
"I got a call from my nephew this morning."
(pause)
"The one out in California."
(longer pause)
"The one trying to become a screenwriter."
(annoyed tone) "Clearly this conversational gambit of yours will soon become pertinent to something, and evidently you will not be quiet until such is revealed, so please do continue without the artifice of waiting for a prompting response."
"Thanks! See, my nephew asked what seemed like a simple question, but I couldn't figure it out. He wanted to know, in selling a screenplay, what percentage of success comes from hard work -- and what percentage comes from talent?"
"Since there are two variables, the answer is simple. Fifty percent hard work and fifty percent talent."
(various sounds of choking and sputtering)
"What?"
"How's that?"
"Nonsense!"
"Come now. There is no reason to suppose the presence of two variables should indicate the relative weight of each variable!"
"Of course not. But clearly both hard work and talent are required to write a screenplay that sells. Therefore, in a manner of speaking, each aspect is equally necessary. One might just as well cite the numbers fifty-fifty and be done with it."
"Excellent... use the vagaries of word meanings to describe a truth more accurately than the precision of formulae."
"I see a paper, here."
"Balderdash!"
"Worthless speculation. I won't have it."
"But can it be proved that each aspect is not of equal value? Is it even possible for such aspects to be quantified? And are you finished with those fries?"
"The ones with ketchup I intend to eat. Consider this: often people with high talent succeed without working hard. Conversely, many people with no talent work very hard and do not succeed; in retrospect, it might be said they had no chance from the start. Therefore, talent is, quite clearly, the more controlling variable."
"You err, and you err so very profoundly. You overlook the many examples of the exceptionally talented who do not succeed under any circumstances. As Calvin Coolidge observed, 'Unrewarded genius is almost a proverb.'"
"A wretched thought."
"Disturbing."
"Dispiriting."
"Professors, we have not yet defined our terms. 'Hard work' is simple enough; a comparative quantification will do. But what, precisely, is 'talent?'"
"There is a nut that is difficult to shell."
"Oh! Me! Me! I've got it!"
"I yield the floor to the Junior Senator from Wisconsin."
"Talent is a misnomer for accuracy which is the ability to make observations that have proper correlation to the real world, which is to say that the more closely an artist gazes at the truth, unflinching, and finds understanding and insight and then transfers those insights via art effectively to an audience -- thus illumining the true nature of things regardless of prevailing fashionable thought -- the more 'talented' that artist is said to be!"
(an astonished pause)
"Odd, and yet ... somehow, that sounds right to me."
"Well done!"
"Artist as observer, peering through the fog of common sense? Delightful."
"Are we of a mind? Then I submit we use this definition to figure the relative percentages of talent and hard work to achieve success, and thus form an answer to your nephew's question. Agreed?"
(murmurs of assent as leather-bound pads of graph paper are brought forth. Then silence, save for the soft scrape of mechanical pencils scribbling lines of complex symbols across pages, strings of numbers and letters blazing a trail toward truth. Finally, the pencils drop) 

"I get talent at eighty-two percent, hard work at eighteen percent."
"Yes."
"I get hard work at nineteen percent."
"Check your figures."
"I rounded up."
"You need to stop doing that."
"I know."
(a new voice, deep and measured, isheard) "Neither of you are correct. You have all committed the inexcusable error of letting your questioner set the parameters of your answer. This is not even a two-variable problem. A pair of writers could have equal talent and work equally hard, and yet obtain vastly different results. Success is naturally dependent on factors external to both talent and effort. A third variable must be introduced."
"Bugger! You are correct."
"Yes, agreed."
"I'll allow that."
"Waitress? Check please."
"And just what is this third variable?"
"We might refer to it as local-phenomenon highly resistant unbounded non-predictable non-repeating macro scale wave interference patterns with irregular yet potentially solution-decisive influences, either positive or negative (but not neutral), indeterminate until measured against subjective experience and prevailing social context."
(a pause; the new speaker is eyed suspiciously)
"Or we could call it -- 'luck.'"
"Luck!"
"Of course!"
"Yes, luck will do."
"Luck... as usual, uncertainty cannot be eliminated from our work. Newton was blessed."
"Yes, allowances must be made ..."
(again the sound of pencils scribbling -- a bit louder, a bit faster. A pencil lead snaps, and tension mounts. But three quick clicks extend a new lead core, and work continues. Suddenly all the professors stop and stare at their pads in astonishment -- save for one, who keeps working.) 
"Amazing!"
"I must admit I am shocked."
"Me too -- did you get this answer?"
"The same!"
"So... it turns out, luck accounts for only a two percent shift away from the nominal percentages."
(the last professor finally arrives at an answer)
"Two percent? How's that? I put luck at a stout twenty-eight percent!"
"That is correct, for any one instance of luck, after the luck event has occurred. But you must figure for all possible universes along the expanding cone-event timeline, as the luck events earlier in the timeline preclude possible later luck events, yet those also must be figured at the start as phantom possibilities."
"Say again?"
"What the professor means is that for people who achieve success with luck, it is impossible for them to benefit from later luck events since they're already in a state of success. Early luck cancels later luck, throwing off the odds --"
"Exactly. Any one event of luck has the appearance of seeming absolute, after the fact, as if it didn't happen then no other luck even could appear; the end of a series, as it were. But taking the luck event away, for both talented and hard working writers, would create myriad opportunities for other luck events in their future --"
"-- as long as none of them actually happened --"
"-- which indicates that luck is far more common than commonly thought --"
"-- thereby diluting the impact of luck overall!"
"I see a paper, here."
"Two percent is only a rough figure. Since duration is now a concern -- do we have a time frame?"
"Twenty years?"
"Twenty years then. Which means we must not overlook Pennington's Law, the so-called one-way theory... in that hard work can cause talent to increase, over time, yet the reverse is not so. Postulate an initial ratio and use a sliding scale, with periodic advances early, settling into a steady state climb later on ..."
(more scribbling; one could only imagine the numbers that danced and formulae that pranced in that assemblage of over-circuited brains) 

"Fascinating! Given luck, some people with zero talent will still be successful. We must estimate that will provide less opportunity for the merely talented --"
"But given luck, some people who don't work hard will also succeed, canceling the advantage --"
"Yet the negative effect is greater for the talented group as presumably more would have been successful, sans luck."
(a heavy sigh) "The talented are punished by chance."
"Indeed. Look here. The very hard workers can also influence their luck in a positive manner, whereas the talent-only group cannot. So some people with high talent, no luck, and no ability to create luck, will thus not succeed."
"Luck set at zero is equivalent to bad luck."
"Are you saying it's better to be lucky than good?"
"No, but that if you're merely good, you'd also better be lucky."
"Hey! The negative impact of bad luck on both the effort group and talent group can be figured precisely using an imaginary number matrix --"
"Please!"
"Dear Lord, he's talking imaginary number matrices again --"
"Spare us."
"Does somebody have a problem with imaginary number matrices?"
"Please you two, don't start."
"Here it comes, the bosom argument again."
"There is no argument! As my paper last quarter clearly explains, an extensive review of world art, including movie stills of Uma Thurman from the motion picture DANGEROUS LIAISONS, shows the perfect bosom to be --"
"Nonsense! As my paper of last quarter convincingly argues, the theoretically perfect bosom is theoretical by definition, and so can only be defined using an imaginary number matrix, specifically a parabolic matrix that --"
"I prefer my ideal bosoms to be neither theoretical nor imaginary, thank you!"
(the sound of a chair pushed back)
"I have been challenged. I shall fetch my graphs and charts."
(several voices at once)
"NO!" "Don't!" "Not the graphs and charts!"
"Please, everyone, may we stay focused? Look at this. It appears that luck's influential power on success increases as a factor over time for the individual hard worker, yet diminishes over time for the hard-worker group as a whole!"
"How odd!"
"Counter-intuitive, but not without precedent. Luck acts as a particle for the individual, yet as a wave for the group --"
" -- creating the classic observer paradox. To those who have no luck at all, luck will appear to be quite significant, but to those who experience luck directly it will appear to be relatively small --"
"This is news?"
"Please, I reached that conclusion over a hundred and twenty three seconds ago. Now will you all stop thinking out loud and let's figure an answer?"
"Sorry."
"Thank you."
(a long silence) 

"Hmn. In addition to evoking a variety and range of emotions, all great and lasting art evinces a common feeling: unabashed joy of achievement regarding the artwork itself."
"And that is apropos of -- ?"
"Just making a simple observation."
"Shsssh!"
(a longer silence. Finally --)
"Ah."
"Ah-ha!"
"Here it is! Do these numbers check with you?"
"Just a moment... yes."
"Agreed."
"Correct."
"All right then. We have it. Over time, luck is reduced to a mere two-point-two-eight percent influence. Talent accounts for fifty-nine point three-two percent of success in selling a screenplay. And hard work comes out to thirty eight point four-oh percent, with an error factor of point- two-five percent either way."
"My figures concur."
"I see a paper, here."
"You may phone your nephew."
"If I do say so -- some excellent work here, from a very talented group!"
"Indeed. Now, who ordered the egg-salad?"

44 NEVER WAIT
It's not my job to tell you only good news.
Sometimes the news is bad. So it follows that sometimes you and I will have to discuss unpleasant things.
Such as... life is short, and then you die. Case in point: sitting here now, I happen to be around 42 years old. That means I have maybe 18 years left before my train steams into that strange land of 'Where People Drop Dead for No Good Reason.' (Sadly, that's around the age where death is accepted. Younger than sixty we at least pretend to be shocked when someone croaks.)
Now, no one is granted any day after today, of course. But for the moment let's presume I'm granted those 18 years, before the little bouncing lotto ball of death gets caught in my throat. Multiply 18 by the total number of days in the year... a quick calculation brings me to... 6,570 days.
Holy shit what a distressingly finite number.
And of those 6,570 days, how many will be lost to illness, filling out tax forms, dentist appointments, boring travel, dealing with customer support, reading studio notes, or any number of other moderately worthless activities?
Bottom line -- life is even shorter than you thought.
What can you do about it?
NEVER WAIT. 
Hey, I saw you blink there, and I heard your brain snap shut. You think this idea is something you already know and because you know it you don't have to pay attention to it, you can maybe go get started on the laundry, or surf the Web for porn, or boil some pasta.
Stick with me, here.
Life is short.
You think you know it. But you don't act like you know it. And since you don't act like you know it, it means you in fact don't know it. Because if you did know it, you would go ahead and act like you knew it.
Here's how you're not acting like you know it.
You wait.
But you shouldn't wait.
Not for anything.
Ever.
Commit these two words to heart, now:
Never wait. 
Before we go further, I should explain the genesis of this column. It's a reaction to the seemingly innocuous question writers ask, "I just sent my screenplay off to an agent. How long should I wait before I can expect a reply?"
Most answers to this are along the lines of, "Make a follow up call after two weeks to make sure it's arrived, and then if you don't hear anything back in six weeks, they're probably not interested, so..."
Not me.
My reaction to the question I've always held back.
What I want to do is jump out of my chair and yell "How long do you wait? What the fuck are you doing waiting? Waiting is death! Waiting is screwing up on a cosmological scale! If you spend even the tiniest fraction of a glorious, invaluable second with your attention on where you last sent your screenplay and you're actually waiting for a response, then you've already lost the whole damn game already, you might as well go back and complete the seventh level of Legend of Zelda over again!"
But that response is harsh, sounds crazy and would probably not be understood, or much appreciated.
The shorter, Yoda-inspired version, "You must do, never wait, and fuck hope," isn't much better.
So instead, you get this column. 
More bad news. There is not only the right thing to do, there is also the single best right time to do it.
I remember a time when simply having a car stereo that worked would have put me in a state of nirvana. Today I've got one -- and it's really cool, I do love it -- but having it does not make for the religious life-altering experience that it should, not like it would have when I was sixteen. (I still recall the glorious summer day I got that custom-mounted eight-track tape player hooked up in my '63 Chevy Nova, blasting Neil Diamond's "Holly Holy" out the two wood-panel speakers mounted on the shelf behind the back seat. Lord bless clear speaker wire and electrical tape, and those bright plastic twisty caps, rock on!)
Anyway, the glorious and terrible truth is, the right thing needs to happen at the right time for it to be the best thing.
You need to get the date when you're infatuated. Take the trip while you're burning to go. Win the award when the award impresses even you. Hug grandma while she's here. Get drunk, dance and get wasted with your friends when they want to get drunk, dance and get wasted, too. See your kid try to walk when she can't and hear her talk the moment she can. To everything, turn, turn, turn, there is a season --
Okay, I'm singing now, and that has to stop. Bottom line -- not only is life short, windows of opportunity are shorter.
What can you do about it?
Never wait. 
It gets worse. Recently, in the news: several long-standing experimental discrepancies in physics have been solved with the astonishing discovery that the speed of light is not a constant. That's the tsunami roaring through the scientific community right now, and really, who cares?
You should.
Because when light doesn't behave properly, you pay. Measurements taken over the last thirty years show a gradual slowing down of speed of light... only there isn't really such a thing as speed independent of space; what you have is a combination called spacetime, and when one changes so does the whole, and so when the light constant changes, reality itself undergoes a shift as well.
What this means is the 'fabric of spacetime' (as it is grandly called) has changed, but within it, we haven't. All our familiar macro physical measurements are the same (the turning earth, and its hours, minutes, and seconds) but we experience less subjective time; we have, literally, 'less thoughts in a day.'
Result? The world appears, subjectively, to be sped up.
I should have guessed it; I remember asking my daughter a few years ago what she thought of fourth grade. "It was a lot like third grade," she said earnestly, "Except it went by so much faster!"
Bottom line: Not only is life short, it's actually getting shorter.
What can we do about it?
You got it --
Never wait. 
Okay, I admit: I totally made up that last one. Except for the changing speed of light, and that part about my daughter and fourth grade and all. Had you going for a second, didn't I?
Just trying to pound the point home.
But -- even if it takes a few more years for science to catch up with me and prove my speculations correct, the thing is, the effect is still there: life sure does seem to go by faster the further on down the road you get. 

Ever write something really good and then forget what you wrote? I got this instant message from an fellow writer the other day...
"Say, you need to write a column on what you used to tell me all the time -- about the hill and how the strugglers climb incessantly up one side, intent upon struggling, while the winners are shuttling down the other side, doing, doing, doing. It was so good. I've been reading the script forum a lot the last month or so and I think the timing would be great. Just a thought."
Sounds great. I'm sure my advice was brilliant.
If only I could remember it.
The way I would put it now is: successful people don't wait. They don't get stalled on one step, one issue, one project. They continuously go about the problem of creating value. They're not interested in struggling and waiting, they're focused on doing.
Jeffrey Katzenberg, Stephen King, Trey Parker and Matt Stone, James Cameron, the Coen brothers, Cameron Crowe, Steven Spielberg, FrankDarabont... We know these names because they took action. They either got permission or gave themselves permission, but they didn't wait for permission.
I don't think Jeffrey Katzenberg has ever started a sentence with: "I'm waiting for..." "We're waiting to hear back..." "After two weeks we'll check..." "I had to wait all day for..." etc.
Of course, it's not likely Katzenberg would put up with being a screenwriter. As designed by the system, screenwriting is a brutal test of patience. You need to get the right screenplay or pitch to the right person at the right company at the right time, with just the right combination of talent... screenwriting is like getting in a line with ten thousand people in front of you, shuffling forward occasionally, and waving your script madly at anyone who passes by, hoping someone will do something for you --
Katzenberg wouldn't put up with that. Not for a second.
So do what he would do.
Get out of line.
Never wait. 

So -- am I crazy?
Aren't there some times when waiting is necessary? When you have to wait?
Am I saying to never wait? Any time -- ever?
That's exactly what I'm saying.
When you finish this column, I expect you to never wait for anything in your life, ever again.
A story: once I was supposed to hook up with my girlfriend and our daughter in San Bernadino. We were going to meet at a restaurant and then continue on up to a cabin in Running Springs to spend the weekend skiing. As usual, something had to be finished and faxed before I could leave the house. I phoned the pair, finished the work as quickly as I could, and hopped on the freeway... on a Friday afternoon, hah. I was outpaced by a guy walking along the breakdown lane with an empty gas can.
By the time I got to the meeting place, my girlfriend was fuming. "We had to wait here in this parking lot for two hours!" She painted a picture of her standing by the car, checking her watch, and endlessly searching the street for my arrival...
My gaze happened to wander over to the other stores around the parking lot... and right in the center there was a huge antique mall.
I had to bite my tongue. We both love antique stores. All it took was a little imagination and an impromptu chance of plans: she could have left a note on the car and gone browsing for two hours.
Instead, she waited.
Instead, she could have been doing.
Next time you're sitting at a traffic light, see if you can find a new, interesting radio station. You'll be surprised how quickly the light changes --
Next time you're stuck on hold, make a list of ten people you haven't spoken to in too long (starting with Mom) and you'll be annoyed when the service technician interrupts you -- you weren't waiting, you were doing something.
Never wait! 

Now, this is not the same as becoming Mr. Frenetic Guy, a cell phone plastered to your ear, doing the Hollywood Hustle, screaming about contracts, option payments and scheduling an appointment with your stress reduction specialist. Many good and pleasant things can happen in that space formerly allocated to waiting --
Memories. When was the last time you took some time to go over a few favorite memories?
Meditation. Intentionally let the mind wander, give it time to reorder your thoughts.
Writing. You're a writer, go ahead and dive into the world of your latest story.
Hey, you own a cell phone. Right now -- don't you know someone who deserves flowers?
Or... look at the sky. That thing up there is a continuously changing spectacular work of art, and it just doesn't get enough attention. You're not waiting when you stop to smell the roses.
Sorry for the New Age term, but waiting less isn't about becoming more intense, or rushed; it's about finding an optimum flow. Consider this excerpt from Robert Heinlein's "Stranger in a Strange Land," describing the Martian attitude toward waiting: 
"But he was not in a hurry, 'hurry' being one human concept he had failed to grok at all. He was sensitively aware of the key importance of timing in all acts -- but with a Martian approach: correct timing was accomplished by waiting. He had noticed, of course, that his human brothers lacked his own fine discrimination of time and often were forced to wait a little faster than a Martian would -- but he did not hold their innocent awkwardness against them; he simply learned to wait faster himself to cover their lack.
"In fact, he sometimes waited faster so efficiently that a human would have concluded he was hurrying at breakneck speed."
People think doing is stressful -- but waiting is even more so (as anyone prepping for mid-terms or getting ready for a blind date can attest). Instead, go ahead and indulge in the refreshing relief of glorious action! 
Hah. People who know me will look at this column with some amusement. I'm notorious for arriving late to appointments. And the dates on the various screenplays I've promised to read reach back to a previous millennium.
Am I saying to never wait -- even for me?
You bet. I'm especially saying that! 
Why am I so ridiculously fervent on this topic?
What do we mean when we talk about waiting? Waiting implies marking a passage of time, holding back on an action until a cue or event; or possibly being in a period of stasis, deciding to allow time to pass with no action at all.
Waiting -- the innocent little sucker is a tiny little bundle of death. 
Please don't be one of those writers who 'hope.'
Hopeful writers white knuckle their way along on an emotional rollercoaster. You feel good and high when your work is approved. And then terrible and down if your work is rejected or ignored.
Many writers, it seems, waste too much energy being hopeful, worrying, waiting for a response. If the assistant likes it, yay! There's hope! Good news, she passed it along to her boss! It'll get read this weekend! Just found out, the boss likes it, yay, cool! So now it's on to the studio head -- oh no, she didn't like it, alas! hope is gone. But - - it's still out to three other places, so there's still hope --
Fuck hope.
I don't ever want to be a hopeful, I want to be a professional. The work will do what the work is supposed to do, more often than not, if the work is right. The time to celebrate, emotionally, is with the victory of a sale, and then beyond that, the victory of a green light -- and beyond that, whatever successes or awards that might come.
Hey, is it okay to feel good if some agent or executive or actor tells you how much they love your screenplay? Sure, feel a little good, and use that energy to keep going. But to get a project made is a marathon, and to have a career is like running a series of marathons end to end. You can't thrill or despair every few yards; another few minutes and the entire landscape will change completely, anyway.
Don't live on hope.
Hoping is way too much like waiting --
And you know the rule on that. 
More bad news.
Another reason you can't afford to wait: the one-thing-leads-to-another effect.
For Ted and me, PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN is the first live-action film that has been a truly great experience, the kind of experience you imagine when you think about working on a feature. (Basically -- you write it, they get it, help make it better, and they shoot it.) It was the first time for us where everyone involved seemed to believe in what we were doing, right from the start.
Hey, all it took to get that was 10 produced features, three #1 films of the summer, $4 billion in overall worldwide sales, and an Academy Award® nomination.
Your first project is likely only the start of the journey. You won't get to the top without climbing the foothills, and that takes time. Delay the start of the journey and you might limit how high you can go.
On that point... here's an excerpt that has long haunted me. From the novel "Methuselah's Children," by Robert Heinlein. The story posits a secret group of long-lived people living among us; the scene is the President of the Federated Nations (Ford) speaking to the head of that group (Zack Barstow). Ford tries to explain the dismay and hate that grips the country, now that the public has learned of their existence: 
"Death has always been tolerable to me only because Death has been the Great Democrat, treating all alike. But now Death plays favorites. Zaccur Barstow, can you understand the bitter, bitter jealousy of the ordinary man of -- oh, say 'fifty' -- who looks on one of your sort? Fifty years... twenty of them he is a child, he is well past thirty before he is skilled in his profession. He is forty before he is established and respected. For not more than the last ten years of his fifty he has really amounted to something."
Ford leaned forward in the screen and spoke with sober emphasis: "And now, when he has reached his goal what is his prize? His eyes are failing him, his bright young strength is gone, his heart and wind are 'not what they used to be.' He is not senile yet... but he feels the chill of the first frost. He knows what is in store for him. He knows -- he knows!"
"But it was inevitable and each man learned to be resigned to it."
"Now you come along," Ford went on bitterly. "You shame him in his weakness, you humble him before his children. He dares not plan for the future; you blithely undertake plans that will not mature for fifty years -- for a hundred. No matter what success he has achieved, what excellence he has attained, you will catch up with him, pass him -- outlive him. In his weakness you are kind to him."
"Is it any wonder that he hates you?" 
It's an excellent work of fiction, using the premise of a long-lived people to put in sharp relief the ephemeral nature of our lives.
Age 40 to age 50, those are our peak years, and only if we've built up our expertise in time to take advantage of them.
Like I said, sometimes we have to talk about unpleasant things. 
"Don't let the things you can't do get in the way of the things you can." -- John Wooden. 
I'd like to suggest the phrase 'independent film' is the wrong name for independent films. A better name would be to call them 'no permission films' and the process of getting them made 'no permission filmmaking.'
Because that's what you do. You decide to make something happen without waiting, or hoping; you don't look for someone to give you permission.
I bring it up as an example of a mindset to put in place of the mindset of waiting. This wouldn't be much of a column if I didn't try to give some suggestions on what to do instead of wait. So how about --
Produce an award-winning short film. Learn stop-motion animation. Write a short story. Hook up with an artist and create a comic book. Write a play. Stage a play. Attend a seminar. Better yet, put on a seminar. Create a special effects company. Learn theatrical combat. Become an assistant to a director or writer or producer or studio executive. Option a book, play, article or short story. Study acting. Sneak onto a studio lot and pretend to be part of an apprentice director program that doesn't exist. Write a novel. Send your script out to production companies. Borrow some letterhead from an agency, write your own cover letter and send your script out to production companies. Interview a screenwriter. Create an entertainment industry newsletter so you can go interview a screenwriter. Become a reader. Direct a commercial. Do temp work at a studio or production company. Start a website devoted to screenwriting and write a bunch of articles to help yourself learn how it's done. Produce a 'no permission' feature film. Then produce another one. Put on a film festival. Create a film production group. Make a music video for a hot local band. Hook up with a special effects wizard and make a kick-ass short film where a jetliner lands on the freeway.
All of these paths, at one time or another, have worked to get people into the film business. For most of them, you don't have to wait to get started.
And there's always -- write another great screenplay. And another one after that. I will ask you to endure a final excerpt. This is Don Juan talking to Carlos Castaneda in the book "A Separate Reality": 
At one point it occurred to me that the car was gaining on us. It was definitely closing in. The lights were bigger and brighter. I deliberately stepped on the gas pedal. I had a sensation of uneasiness. Don Juan seemed to notice my concern... 'Those are the lights on the head of death,' he said softly. 'Death puts them on like a hat and then shoots off on a gallop. Those are the lights of death on a gallop gaining on us, getting closer and closer.'
A chill ran up my back. After a while I looked in the rear view mirror again, but the lights were not there anymore. I told Don Juan that the car must have stopped or turned off the road. He did not look back; he just stretched his arms and yawned.
'No,' he said. 'Death never stops. Sometimes it turns off its lights, that's all.'
Maybe you can't quite catch death's bony grin out of the corner of your eye, following you around to help you make tough decisions and get your ass moving. If not, I'll repeat his favorite bit of advice, the one he often whispers in my ear:
"Never wait." 

45 THE STORYTELLER CUT
If you ever make your own film, there is one moment in store for you that I know you will love. It's when you get to the editing room, and you make your first cut.
There's nothing better. It could be the simplest cut in the world, going from a master shot to close-up, or over-the- shoulder to over-the-shoulder, whatever, I promise you, you won't forget your first cut.
Because there's magic in it. Pure magic, the essential magic of filmmaking. All of a sudden there isn't just your world, or the world of the production of the movie -- there's the world of the movie itself. A new world. It's a different reality than the one you imagined, or even the one you shot. Your character moves from here to there, cut to the close-up where the character smiles -- and that's now the truth of that world. The new truth of the story. Even if the master and close-up were shot days apart, they're married together now. That is what did happen, and forever the way it will have happened. You know because you can see it --
The cut makes it so.
The cut is decisive; the cut is final, the cut is mighty and terrible and beautiful. 
Time is the currency of film. Each second traded to the audience in exchange for a second of their collective attention, with the hope that the exchange is fair. More than fair, actually, because you want them to keep watching. The objective of the storyteller is to make all those moments valuable; to imbue them with effectiveness and meaning, and avoid moments that are empty and dull -- worthless.
To accomplish this, the best weapon the storyteller has is the cut. The cut is not only the basic film-editing tool, but the mightiest tool of story design as well.
As Bob Seger sings it: "What to leave in... what to leave out."
With the notable exception of ROPE (the Hitchcock film done all in an implied single shot) a film is a condensed representation of reality -- bits and pieces of events strung together, designed to unfold at the pace of the filmmaker.
To do that, you need scenes, of course. And you also need some logic in getting from one scene to the next.
And man, there's the real bitch.
This is one of those topics that filmmakers worry about constantly -- what image to leave on, what's the 'out' line, is the audience involved at this point or are they lost, what's the motivation to go to the next part of the story, what's the first image of the new scene, etc.
But because this is all so hard to pin down, you don't see much written about it. The general rule is 'Begin a scene as late as possible, end it as early as possible.'
But there's a lot more to it than that -- 
-- so I'd like to offer at least one way of thinking about this area of storytelling. I submit there are two basic kinds of cuts used in films to tell a story.
I've even given them names.
First, there's the STORYLINE cut.
Generally, this is a common, effective and 'safe' cut. It is intuitive to do and easy to watch. The audience doesn't question it, because it's a cut that simply follows, or extends, the existing story.
Best example: when Indiana Jones in RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK says, "Truck? What truck!" and then we cut to a shot of a truck, the Ark on board, guarded by Nazis.
The cut works because of the story context. The audience knows Indy wants the Ark. When he learns the Ark is on the truck, and we cut to the truck, and the Ark is there, the audience is comfortably 'on story'. They know why they're seeing what they're seeing -- the truck is Indy's next target.
You could say, then, one quality of a storyline cut is that it occurs within the context story information known to the audience at the moment of the cut.
Another common quality of a storyline cut is that it focuses on an event.
So -- when the big unsinkable ship hits the iceberg, we'll accept the cut that takes us to go see the collision. The cut is justified. Same for when the big ship goes under -- an event is happening, so of course as an audience we need to be there; the coming event, in a sense, forces the preceding cut.
This is no great insight, of course. For the most part, storyline cuts are so intuitive and self-evident they're barely worth bringing up.
It's the other type of cut that's the problem -- which is why it's the title of this column.
I call it the STORYTELLER cut.
Storyteller cuts are treacherous and difficult, even if they are completely necessary... and potentially even more artful and powerful than the basic Storyline cut.
With the Storyteller's cut, you take the audience where you want them to go, where you need them to be for the story to work, rather than building on what they already know. Initially the audience may not know why you've put them there, why they're seeing what they're seeing. They have to trust you -- the storyteller -- that the scene and sequence will eventually become relevant to the overall tale.
One situation where the need for a Storyteller cut comes up constantly: the classic 'cut to the villain.'
In SPIDER-MAN, early on in the story the filmmakers cut to the friend's father dealing with the military. There's really no reason for us to be there in that scene. The problem of the failed test has no relevance -- yet -- to the characters we've met so far, or their issues. We may intuit, if we're familiar with the form, that we're seeing the early stages of the development of our villain (the Green Goblin) -- something is being 'set up.' But in the scene itself, there's no clear indication of that. We have to trust that the filmmakers are showing us a freight train barreling toward our main story, and that eventually there will be a collision.
Ah, but with great power comes the potential for great fallibility.
The Storyteller cut is where a filmmaker (or beginning screenwriter) can really lose an audience.
Compare the first STAR WARS film (A NEW HOPE) with the latest as of this writing (ATTACK OF THE CLONES). The first movie, I'd argue, leans mostly on situational, storyline-type cuts (this-leads-to-this-leads-to-that) which create momentum, interest, and can be followed with clarity. The latter film, I argue, is full of Storyteller-type cuts, and in some cases, not very good ones ('please watch this scene because it will be important later. Now watch this other scene because it also will be important later. Look, they're falling in love, that's going to be important later. Look, they're falling even more in love and now talking about stuff that is for sure going to be important later...')
There's a limit to how much non-situation delivered information an audience can hold, how many Storyteller or 'set-up' type scenes they can endure -- before they start to feel the story has lost momentum, and is stagnant.
Again, this isn't to say that Storyteller cuts are by nature bad. Just the opposite -- they're crucial. The first shot of any movie, by definition, has to be a Storyteller cut. Flashbacks, by nature, are always Storyteller cuts. You could say that most inciting incidents occur after a Storyteller cut. Films like ABOUT SCHMIDT or PUNCH DRUNK LOVE -- which are essentially character studies -- are rife with Storyteller cuts.
At its best form, the Storyteller cut allows the filmmaker to play the orchestra of his story, moving the audience's attention between elements, weaving a spell, bringing it all together according to a master story logic barely sensed but not important, simply because the overall experience works. Think of great filmmakers like Coppola and Kubrick, films like the GODFATHER series or 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY -- these are classic Storyteller cut movies, and they're great.
The trick is to do the Storyteller cuts well... and then move the narrative smoothly into the safety of domino-falling storyline cuts.
Here are a few tips to make your Storyteller-type cuts work: 

USE A STORYTELLER
Seems obvious, but why not? There's a logic to cutting in and out of various scenes when the storyteller is there, part of the film, playing traffic cop with the story.(There, you've got an excuse to go re-watch IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE.) 

CUT IN ON SITUATION
Or to use the classic phrase, 'cut to the chase.' In other words, get away from the boring stuff, re-involve the audience, re-grab their attention with a clear and immediate situation.
Now, I happen to believe all scenes in your screenplay should be situations on some level; I call it 'situation-based writing.' It's where the advice, 'every character in a scene should want something, even if only a cup of water' comes into play. Ah, but that's a whole other column --
For here, it's enough to say the need for a clear situation can be crucial when making a Storyteller-type cut.
Think about it. You're taking the audience somewhere out of the context of the main story (so far). They won't know why they're there. But you don't want to give them time to realize that there's no reason for them to be there... so you distract them (or involve them) quickly into a situation.
In the upcoming film, PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN, there's a Storyteller-type cut -- the introduction of the Johnny Depp character, Jack Sparrow. We've already met the Will and Elizabeth characters, and started their possible romance, as well as set up the mystery of the pirate medallion. But when we go to the Jack Sparrow character, he has nothing to do with any of that, as far as we know.
So when we meet Jack, we have him sailing into the bay of Port Royal in a rotted-out, falling-apart dingy... bailing water... and the boat literally sinks out from beneath his feet as he steps onto the dock. The sinking boat grabs our interest. It's a clear situation, and even kind of funny; so we enjoy the moment and so don't question the cut. We also establish a bit of the situation of the character: here's a man in need of a ship.
We don't know how this guy is going to connect up with the rest of the film yet, but if the scene works on its own, as a mini-film, then the audience should be willing to go along. 

CREATE AN ARRESTING VISUAL IMAGE
The Disney animated feature ALADDIN uses a Storyteller cut with an strong visual image -- cued by an actual storyteller. At the start of the film, the Shopkeeper character throws stars up into the sky and says, "Our tale begins on a dark night... where a dark man waits... with dark purpose..."
And we then see the stars above a dark unmoving figure on horseback, waiting among the desert dunes. It's an image full of promise and possibility, mystery and even menace, especially given the introduction. The audience is caught up in implications of the image: why is the man waiting? What kind of rendezvous would take place in the middle of the desert, at night? Who is the dark man, sitting motionless on his horse? The image suggests a plot in motion, and the promise of a story makes the audience not even question the cut.
(More obvious examples of this technique can be found in other films -- I'll suggest CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND and leave it at that.) 

INDICATE THE TRAJECTORY TO THE ESTABLISHED STORY
The early scenes of MEN IN BLACK establish the need for Kay to find a new partner. And we then cut to Jay, played by Will Smith, a New York cop out doing his job.
So there's a little bit of a storyline cut going on there -- if we're smart, and paying attention, and especially if we've seen the poster, we know that Kay needs a partner, and Jay looks like a pretty good candidate.
But it's really more of a Storyteller cut -- hey, audience, keep an eye on this guy, he's going to be important to the story. Then some mystery gets thrown in... the person Jay is chasing seems superhuman. Then the person is revealed to be an alien --
And that's where the trajectory becomes clear. It doesn't even matter that the reason the alien is being chased has to do with what will be the larger story. The presence of the alien at all indicates to the audience a trajectory to the main story. We saw Kay deal with aliens, and now Jay is dealing with them -- the two men are linked, and that's enough to justify the scene. 

USE AN UMBRELLA
Some stories take place under the logic of a situational umbrella -- for example, a war story like SCHINDLER'S LIST. No matter what scene you cut to in the context of the world at war, with the overall situation implied, the audience will fill in a relevance, and accept the new scene as a facet of the overall story.
A story umbrella can be a theme, or a topic, or a subject, and used effectively to organize a film. Two words: CITIZEN KANE. 

START A PARALLEL-STORY WITH ITS OWN STORY VALUE
Ensemble films (I always think of AMERICAN GRAFFITI, AMERICAN PIE and AMERICAN BEAUTY as my examples) have a huge built-in advantage in terms of structure: with several stories happening at once, it's much easier to leave one scene and go to another.
As stories happen with different characters, there's a built-in logic to the cuts: 'Now something interesting is happening here -- whoops, now something interesting is happening over there.' What seem to be Storyteller cuts (cutting to a scene that has nothing to do with the previous scene) turn out to be Storyline cuts, but among a separate ongoing storyline.
By the way -- this illustrates one of the inherent difficulties with single point-of-view stories. Consider THE WIZARD OF OZ, or one of the films we worked on, TREASURE PLANET. When you're restricted to a single point of view, you can't cut away to a second or third storyline -- the point of view restriction won't allow it. So you have to try to tell your story -- and effectively compress your story -- using events solely along your main storyline. Which means, for the most part, using storyline cuts only. It's more challenging to tell a story this way, but the restriction can result in some very inspired and elegant solutions. 

USE STORYTELLER CUTS EARLY
The Storyteller cut seems to work best in setting up a tale. For the most part, a working film has few if any Storyteller-type cuts from the start of Act III to the end.
There can be reveals, of course, payoffs to set-ups that are related to the main story. But think of it like a game of chess -- a pawn can certainly be revealed as a Queen, for example; but you can't just dump a bunch of new pieces onto the table and expect the drama of the previous set of pieces to stay intact. 

MAKE YOUR POINT
If the audience is clear on the point of a scene, it's a lot easier for them to justify having seen it --
Meaning, you can always cut to someone getting killed.
Hey, may not work in the overall structure, I'm just saying you could do it, and in the moment of the cut, the audience would buy it. Because at least it's clear why they're watching the scene.
Clarity of scene, in my opinion, is one of the failings of ATTACK OF THE CLONES. With the love scenes in particular, it wasn't clear even what was happening, why what was happening was important -- or why we were seeing those particular moments at that particular point in the story.
An audience wants to make connections between scenes, and will work to do so -- but if you don't give them enough story to begin with, they may fail. 

MAKE A PROMISE
In direct contrast to the above, sometimes the point of a scene can remain obscure -- but a promise is made to the audience that something more is coming. Rather than clarity, it's the mystery of the scene that involves an audience.
We used this technique repeatedly in our GODZILLA screenplay, making Storyteller cuts to weird shit happening: the meteor hitting earth, cows eviscerated by mutant bats, and Godzilla inexplicably on the move, etc.
Of course our script was never filmed, so there's no telling if this would have worked.
I can think of an example of where it was done, but done poorly: the film 2010, where an exchange was repeated throughout, "Something's coming." "What?" "Something... wonderful!" Yes, a mystery was indicated, but as the film progressed, there was so much repetition and so little movement toward an answer, after a while, it just got annoying.
For a better use of the technique, let me suggest SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, and leave it to the reader to see how well it works... 

Let me emphasize -- I'm not saying there's any real usable formula to doing any of this.
In fact, as you design a story, I'd advise you to forget all of these guidelines; most of what needs to happen falls in the realm of story instinct. You want your impulse on where to be in a story to become second nature.
The most I'll say is that it might be effective to train yourself to consider, instinctively, these types of questions:
- What is the arresting visual image to start this scene, one that will quickly involve the audience?
- What situation is immediately apparent upon cutting into the scene, or, how quickly does a situation develop?
- What is the essential story point of the scene, and how clear has it been made?
- How can the story point be conveyed in the most interesting manner -- using character?
Like with all these columns, treat this one like a fish that's too small to keep. Undo the hook, toss it back into your murky subconscious, and move on... 
In the course of writing this column, I happened to see the film ADAPTATION. I highly recommend the film for anyone who is a fan of storytelling. It's marvelously accurate in its depiction of screenwriting -- and brilliantly show the differences between the Storyline cut and the Storyteller cut.
Nick Cage plays a dual role -- screenwriter Charlie Kaufman trying to adapt the book ORCHARD THIEF, and his twin brother, who is trying to write his first screenplay. The Kaufman character, the pro screenwriter, disdains all the usual Hollywood story formulas and narrative devices, leaving him adrift as to where to start, where to go, where to take the audience and why. That character is trying to write a Storyteller movie, and it's driving him crazy. In hilarious contrast, his twin brother is writing a lurid tale of kidnapping and murder, a psychological thriller with a twist; a straightforward narrative with clear storyline cuts; he even reads Robert McKee's "Story" for help. In contrast to Kaufman, writing his screenplay is a breeze.
What's great is the movie itself demonstrates each technique -- at times, taking us where Kaufman wants us to go, following theme, or character; then at other times dropping into a more traditional narrative, demonstrating what his brother is trying to do.
The film has nothing at all to do with Storyteller or Storyline cuts, of course, but it's a delight to watch the movie in those terms. Check it out. 
Personally I have more trouble ending scenes than starting them off. There's usually a logic to beginning a scene -- a key event has happened in the world of the story, and you need the audience to 'be there' in order to experience it.
But where's the logic in leaving? If something interesting has just happened to you, the common impulse would be to pause and explore it, to linger; to think about it, get reactions, examine the ramifications, etc. Map out a strategy on what to do next. That's what would happen in real life, but we know movies don't work that way.
There's an intuitive answer: cut out of a scene to the next scene by making the next scene more interesting than the one you're leaving. And so there's a logic to the cut, and the audience will be happy to go along.
Fine in theory, but pretty tough to pull off for an entire movie. And if you can't always cut to something more interesting, how do you justify the cut away at all?
Because you must, you absolutely must avoid the dreaded 'unmotivated cut,' where you take the audience away from a scene where they want to be, and put them into a scene they don't care about, where they don't want to be, impatient to get back where they were or just 'get on with it.'
So -- once your scene has done what it needs to do, the problem is how to get away.
It's a problem you will face repeatedly in your storytelling life.
There are solutions. I will say right off, some seem to work better than others.
The worst -- the absolute worst, which I advise you to never use -- is to have one of the characters say, "Well, it's been a long day. Let's get some sleep." Particularly when they're standing over a gunshot-riddled body, or they've just cut down a phalanx of space aliens, or the vampires have yet to be identified and killed.
Sure, it does the job of cueing the audience, "Nothing happening, folks, move along, nothing to see here" but it does so by inventing a disastrous off-screen movie scene of people sleeping without a care in the world. (So much for any tension you've managed to build in your story up to that point!)
Some techniques are better --
Implied travel often seems to work. When you know the character has to move from one place to another, and that it's going to take a while, it's a great excuse to cut.
Another: when a character embarks on what promises to be a long speech or a boring task. When he starts digging that trench, it's a great excuse to cut away, or at least cut to later.
Oddly, characters starting to have sex are treated the same way -- but that's another column.
I noticed watching the latest Harry Potter film (CHAMBER OF SECRETS) an 'interruption' technique that worked to end scenes -- although they used it so often it came very close to starting to not work, it was right on the edge.
If you watch the film again, notice how many times they ended a scene with an indication of an event just off screen -- a scream, water gushing out of somewhere, a character running up and saying, "Come quick, you have to see this!"
I suspect the way they got away with it so often was the school castle location -- plenty of stuff going on just around corners or in other rooms.
In any case... the best way to end a scene, I submit, is to recognize that while a scene is interesting, there's often a particular part of the scene is the most interesting. This goes back to hitting the main story point of a scene with power and clarity.
Once that essential point of a scene has been made, once you've made clear to the audience that the story point is made, the 'scene interest' plummets -- and so the audience will accept a cut to the next scene which, by comparison, will be more interesting, and they'll accept the cut.
So here I'll take my own advice, since the 'point of this scene' has been made, and I can feel interest plummeting. And man, I'll tell you, that next column, boy oh boy, is it something to see -- 
CUT TO: 

